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FOREWORD

"To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose

under the heaven :
”— So says Solomon the ancient sage, and the

truth of these words of wisdom cannot be better comprehended

than through the science of astrology, for the aim of the science

is to guide humanity by pointing out periods of prosperity and!

adversity in individual as well as national life and by defining the

various stages in the evolution of man. By the beacon light

of the stars the science helps us in locating the time and

place of any event and depicting also the nature of the event.

Thus it plays an important part in the life of the human race, and

naturally from times immemorial wise men of every country have

been trying to discover various methods for calculating the time

factor underlying every " season” of human life and for foretell-

ing the quality of the harvest of the season.

It is well-nigh impossible to say exactly when and where

astrology had its origin. But we may safely assume that the birth

of the science was almost synchronous with the birth of the human
race, for otherwise we cannot explain why we come across traces

of ancient people lisping in the language of the stars in almost

every nation that has some claim to high antiquity. As for India, it

may be a moot point whether she rocked the cradle of astrology,

but no one can deny the fact that she has contributed a very large

amount of knowledge to promote the growth of the science. This

great heritage of the past, or at least a part of it, is being slowly

re-discovered through the efforts of research scholars, and I am
glad to say that one such welcome attempt to recover an ancient

treasure from the hands of all-devouring Time has been success-

fully made by my friends Shri C. S. Patel and Shri C. A. S. Aiyar

in compiling and publishing this treatise on the Ashtakavarga

system.

The authors of the treatise have given us a full and lucid expla-

nation of the principles and the modus operandi of the Ashtaka-

varga in the light of the knowledge garnered from every possible

source, with the result that what they are presenting us today is

not merely the re-hash of some moth-eaten Sanskrit tome but a

critical compendium of all available information on the subject.
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I am sure that no discerning student will fail to appreciate the

labour and! critical acumen that the authors have brought to bear

on this work.

Natal astrology consists of two distinct sections. The first

section enables us to form a general idea of the sum-total of

planetary influences scattered through the different houses of the

horoscope, what the stars have in store for the native by way of

success and failure, pleasure and pain, fame and notoriety. The

second section mainly deals with the time factor governing the

planetary and stellar influences concealed in the birthchart, the

Paka-kala (moment of maturity), as it is technically known, of the

promise of the birthchart. The Paka-kala is generally deduced from

the periods and sub-periods (Dasas and Antardasas) of planets.

There is an overwhelming number of Dasa systems propounded in

ancient works, but most of them have been consigned to oblivion.

Of the three or four systems that still hold the field, the Vimshot-

tari system is the most popular. Next comes the transit system

which is equally popular, or even more so, among both Indian

and European astrologers as a simple key to the timing of events.

It is very often used quite independently, but sometimes it is also

applied in combination with the ruling Dasa or current directions.

The more philosophic among Indian astrologers make a subtle

distinction between the function of the Dasa system and that of

the transit system. The current Dasa and Antara, they say, show

what we have to reap from the seeds of our past Karma while

the transits denote the Karma we are sowing for our next life.

Be that as it may, there is no doubt whatsoever that transits are

the most facile and indispensable part of the astrologer’s armoury

in India as well as abroad.

Unfortunately the method of considering transits that is in

vogue today is extremely puerile and shallow, to say the least !

All that our astrologer wants to know is the sign occupied by the

Moon at birth. He does not care to inquire what Navamsa or

Decanate, much less the exact degree, is occupied by the Moon.

Nor does he care to consider what house is tenanted by the Moon
or by the transiting planet, for he is blissfully ignorant of the

importance of the house positions of planets ! But the acme of

absurdity is perhaps reached when on the entry of any planet into

a new sign he presages a change of fortune, for better or worse.
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for every Tom, Dick and Harry ! These Moon-sign or moonshine

forecasts, if given in writing, usually end up with the stock phrase

" Shubham bbavatu ” God bless you,— or in other words, God
save the client ! If the reader is inclined to think that I am
drawing an unnecessarily gloomy picture of the present plight of

Indian astrology, let him browse through the pages of some of

our popular astrological magazines and he will be convinced of

the truth of my remarks. But, then, the trouble is that if the

reader is familiar only with the horoscopy of the benighted

westerners, he is bound to get bewildered within the mystic maze

that passes for the horoscope in our magazines ! He will be left

wondering whether the figure is to be read from left to right or

right to left or upside-down !

It appears that some of our ancient astrologers were quite

aware of the superficiality and absurdity of depending solely on

the Moon-sign in judging the effects of transits. Thus, for in-

stance, Gunakara who flourished some time about 1496 A.D.

writes in his Horamakaranda—

qsN* Jtfl'JTT ^ I
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The effects of transiting planets that have been delineated by

the ancient Acharyas on the basis of the Moon-sign would be expe-

rienced in different ways even by persons born under the same

Moon-sign or the same Nakshatra, and this difference arises owing
to the difference in the Lagna (rising sign) and! the distance of

planets from the Lagna. (1)

The sign occupied by the Moon at birth is known as the

Janma-rasi (birth sign). But every sign that is occupied by some

planet or other is capable of producing certain effects, and the

Lagna is also equally potent in this respect. (2)

Thus the native responds to the influence of eight signs—
seven pertaining to the planets and one to the Lagna. Every

planetary influence, therefore, must be judged not only indepen-
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dently, but also through the interaction of planets. This system

of calculating and judging precisely the influence of planets is

called the Ashtakavarga system. (3)

These remarks of Gunakara ought to serve as an eye-opener to

all astrologers of the present day who are sacrificing accuracy to

simplicity and making a travesty of the real teaching of the

ancients. Let them ask themselves whether the ancient teachers

were just indulging in some childish fancy when they devised

elaborate schemes of judging planetary strength or split every

degree of the zodiac into its fractional parts, and let them contrast

the ways of the ancients with the perfunctory manner in which

they themselves deal with horoscopes.

The Ashtakavarga system appears to have originated in the

very remote past. Acharya Varahamihira (circa 500 A.D.) mentions

„ it rather casually, as if it had already become an integral part of

the standard teaching on astrology in his day, not requiring a

very detailed exposition. It is quite likely, therefore, that the

system originated some centuries before Varaha, perhaps a couple

of centuries even before Christ.

The system is, no doubt, rather intricate and laborious, and

those shallow practitioners who feel that predictions ought to

come trippingly to the tongue as soon as one knows the Moon-

sign or the Moon’s Nakshatra have not been able to appreciate its

importance. Consequently it has fallen into disuse in recent years,

though at times some practitioners do add a series of bald Ashtaka-

varga tables, without a word of interpretation, in order to pro-

duce an awe-inspiring scroll and fleece the gullible client ! Let

us hope that the authors of the present volume would succeed in

reviving and popularizing this half-forgotten system of the ancients

and earn the credit for setting at least one part of the house of

astrology in order.

The careful student will find that the Ashtakavarga system,

as expounded in this volume, provides certain keys for judging

the strength of houses and planets, and for evaluating the potency

of transits on the basis of the eightfold division of the bhavas

(houses) of the horoscope. The authors have indeed done a great

service to the cause of astrology by bringing together all available

information on the subject in this omnibus volume. The example



of ceaseless and painstaking research that they have thus set before

the younger generation of scholars is certainly worth emulating.

In conclusion, I sincerely wish that this valuable work should

be accorded a warm welcome by all earnest students, Indian as

well as foreign, and I pray that the Divine Power that inspired

the authors to undertake this project may grant them further op-

portunities to explore other promising fields of astrological

research.

5tb February, 1957.

YESHWANT K. PRADHAN



AUTHORS’ NOTE

The Ashtakavarga is recognized as an outstanding system of

prediction among the several systems advocated in the standard

works on astrology. It has been commended as the best and the

most indispensable key, so that all predictions have to be made
only after a consideration of the Ashtakavarga. But the treatment

of the system— its methods of application and interpretation—
found in the existing works is not exhaustive and thorough enough

for students to understand, which is a serious deficiency in the

outfit of the modern astrologer. The present work consisting

of about 950 verses and treating exclusively of the Ashtakavarga

and its practical application is an attempt to fulfil this long-felt

desideratum. The work contains in one volume materials collected

mainly from available standard works on astrology, the last two

chapters being based on manuscripts hitherto unpublished. The
plan of treatment is, we hope, quite suitable from the student's point

of view : The original Sanskrit verses come first ; then follows their

translation in English with copious explanatory notes and com-

ments, and an example horoscope has been worked out in detail

so as to give a clear idea of the application of the system. The
idea of computing Ashtakavarga on the basis of the Bhavakundali,

in preference to the usual Janmakundali, first suggested by Shri

Uttamram Mayaram Thakar in his Gujarati work Jyotish Vtjnan

Ane Lagbu Parasari, has been adopted for reasons given in the

Prologue and the text. The book is also furnished with appen-

dices containing the minimum details necessary for the Ashtaka-

varga calculations (except, however, the calculation of the Shad-

varga strength which is beyond the scope of this book). An index

to verses, and to the subject matter, a bibliography and a glossary

of the terms frequently used are also included. A noteworthy

addition is the Sarvachanchachakra (p. 64) which will prove use-

ful in connection with Chaps. XVI and XVII, and the Ashtaka-

varga Ayurdaya calculations in Chap. XV.
We wish to express our grateful thanks to Shri Yeshwant K.

Pradhan, Jyotishacharya, for the encouragement and co-operation

that he has given us while this work was in progress, as also for

writing the Foreword
; to Shri Amritlal L. Shah, Hon. Secretary,
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Bombay Astrological Society, for his unstinted help
;
to Prof. N.

A. Gore, M.A., Dip. Lib. (Bom.), Librarian, Asiatic Society of

Bombay, for procuring transcripts of manuscript copies of the

Jatakatilaka and the Brihatyavanajataka and correcting the Sanskrit

text in proof form
; to Shri K. S. Sivaramakrishna Iyer, B.A., for

his guidance and interpretation of the difficult passages in the

text ; and to Shri Pranjivan Amin and Shri Anant Pandya, M.A.,

for their unsolicited help in correcting the proofs.

We also wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to the Asiatic

Society of Bombay, for permission to publish the chapter on

Ashtakavarga from the manuscript of the Jatakatilaka of Kamala-

kar
;
to the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, and the

Oriental Institute, Baroda, for supplying the photostat copies of the

chapter on Ashtakavarga from the manuscript of the Bribatyavana-

jataka of Meenaraja and permitting its use ; to the Janmabhumi

Panchanga Karyalaya and the Bombay Astrological Society for

helping us in many ways ; and to numerous friends and well-wishers

who prefer to remain anonymous, for their constant support and

co-operation.

Any suggestions or comments regarding necessary additions or

improvements to be made in this work shall be gladly received and

considered for the next edition. We shall consider our labour

amply rewarded if this work proves helpful in enabling students

to make predictions with greater confidence and greater suc-

cess than at present and brightening the name of the much-

maligned science of astrology.

Bombay,
February, 5, 1957 .

C. S. PATEL.

C. A. S. AIYAR.



PROLOGUE

Ever since the dawn of creation man has been prayerfully

invoking the stars in their courses to lift the veil of the inscrutable

Future. The Egyptians, Chaldeans, Chinese, Greeks, Hindus had

all been endeavouring, with more or less success, to predict the

destiny of men and nations by the position of planets and fixed

stars, and in doing so they had also been noting the motions of

the planets and building up the edifice of astronomy brick by

brick. Prediction of events by means of astrology may be classified

under the following six divisions :

—

* 1. Mundane— Dealing with celestial phenomena like eclipses,

planetary conjunctions, new-moons, etc., their time of occurrence,

and their effects on nations, countries, etc.

2. Annual Forecast— Used for foretelling the weather,

agricultural outlook and other matters from the nature of the

planets presiding over each of them in the annual horoscope cast

for the new (Equinoctial) Year.

3. Genethliacal or Natal Astrology— Very interesting and

complicated. It foretells the character, destiny and other matters

about a person from the rising sign (Ascendant) and the planetary

configurations, aspects, etc., at the time of birth.

4. Transit system ( Gochara) — This describes the effects pro-

duced on individuals by the transit of planets and the aspects

formed with reference to their radical positions. This can deal

with a short period only.

5. Horary system— Deals with the horoscope prepared at the

time some question is put to the astrologer and predictions based

on that. These are for the immediate future.

6. Electtonal system— Deals with the selection of right time

for any business or function. The conditions and positions of the

celestial bodies at a selected moment have a significant influence on

a person’s activity. The basic principle of this system is that ac-

cording to the good or bad influence due to their positions in the

heavens and with reference to the Ascendant at the time of com-

mencing any undertaking, the celestial bodies cause success or

failure, joy or sorrow, profit or loss, etc.
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The first five systems tell us what is in store for us in the

light of the Ascendant and planetary positions at a given moment*
But the Electional system tells us what the planetary positions and

aspects should be to start a good function in order to ensure suc-

cess, on the assumption that we have the freedom to choose the

most auspicious time.*

NATAL ASTROLOGY

For accurate and correct predictions the horoscope that we
cast has to be correct. There are various methods of rectification

of the horoscope. The positions of the planets in the heavens and

their insertion in the proper houses (Bhavas) come next to that.

In the Indian system of calculating the planetary positions,

the system originally in use was known as the Parahita (traditional)

system. Later on it was modified from the observed discrepancies

and brought into line with the Drig (observation) system. But sub-

sequent to the discovery of the telescope and the use of advanced

methods of mathematical calculation, it was found that the Drig

system also was not very accurate. Now-a-days many almanacs and

ephemerides are compiled on the basis of the elements of the

Nautical Almanac, such as Raphael's Ephemeris and modern Indian

Panchangas which claim to give correct positions of planets.

There are two systems of locating the planets, namely, the

Sayana (tropical) and the Nirayana (sidereal) system. In the Sa-

yana (cum precession) system the 1st point of Aries from which all

planetary positions are given is located at the Vernal Equinox, the

point at which the Sun crosses the Equator in his northerly course.

On account of the precession of the Equinox this event happens

once in every year of 365.2422 days which is less than the sidereal

year of 365.2564 days. The difference in the two types of the year

is due to the) fact that the Equinox recedes in a westerly direction

by 50" of arc annually. This results in an increase in the longi-

tudes of the fixed stars.

In the Indian system the 1st point of Aries is reckoned from

the fixed star Revati which one school of astronomers identifies

with Zeta Piscium, and all positions are measured from this. Thus

there are two methods of reckoning the longitudes of planets. The

Sayana or the tropical system based on the moving zodiac and the

Nirayana or the sidereal system based on the fixed zodiac.

*....* Adapted from the Kalaprakasika by N. P. Subramanya Iyer.
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At some date in the beginning of the Christian Era the initial

points of the two zodiacs were identical The exact year when this

happened cannot be definitely ascertained as the determinant star

Revati has disappeared. Various dates have been assigned to this

coincidence of the two zodiacs by different astronomers with the

result that there is no agreement in regard to the amount of Pre-

cession (Ayanamsa). The rate of annual precession also is taken

as 50", 52" or 60". The precession adopted by some leading astro-

nomers and Panchangas in India is based on the assumption that

the longitude of the star Chitra (Alpha Virginis or Spica) is 180°

of the fixed zodiac ; hence the value of precession for 1956

January 1st is 23° 13' 38" and the annual precession 50".26.

It is evident that the position of a planet is the same in the

two systems, the only difference being that in the movable zodiac

it is with reference to the Equinoctial point, and in the fixed

zodiac with reference to some fixed star. By deducting the

Ayanamsa from the Sayana positions the Nirayana positions are

obtained and vice versa.

But, for precision even in the Indian system the calculation of

the Ascendant and the 10th house is first carried out by the Sayana

reckoning and the Ayanamsa is deducted from the result after-

wards. The Sayana mode of reckoning has also to be used to find

the declinations of the planets and the duration of the day and

night.

METHODS OF HOUSE (BHAVA) DIVISION

The Ascendant and the M. C. (10th house cusp) and other

house cusps are calculated by one of the usual methods. In the

Indian system the duration of the day has to be taken into account

to calculate the 10th house cusp. The cusps of the remaining

houses are then determined by one of the following methods :

—

(a) Method of Placidus or the Semi-arc System :
" The prin-

ciple of this system is the trisection of the semi-arc of each degree

of the ecliptic. By successively adding 1/3 S. A. (diurnal) of any

degree to the Sidereal Time of its ascension, said degree is found

upon cusp of the 12th, 11th and 10th house, respectively
; similarly,

by adding 1/3 S.A. (nocturnal) to the Sidereal Time of its descen-

sion, said degree is found upon cusp of the 6th, 5th and 4th

house."
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(b) Method of Campanus :
" The principle of this system is

the trisection of a quadrant of the Prime Vertical, (which is a great

circle passing through the zenith point, and at right angles to the

meridian), by great circles mutually intersecting at the north and

south points of the horizon
; the cusps of the houses being the

degrees of the Ecliptic cut by these circles

(c) Rational Method ascribed to Regiomontmtus :
" The prin-

ciple of this system is the trisection of a quadrant of the Equator,

comprised between the horizon and meridian, by great circles

mutually intersecting at the north and south points of the horizon
;

the cusps of the houses being the degrees of the Ecliptic cut by

these circles ”.

(d) Method of Porphyry :
" The principle of this system is the

trisection of the arc of the Ecliptic intercepted between the horizon

and meridian. The arc of the zodiac between the Ascendant and

the 10th house is divided into three equal parts, giving thus the

cusps of XI and XII houses. Similarly trisection of the arc bet-

ween the Ascendant and the 4th house gives the cusps of II and

III houses.”1

This method of House division is generally followed in the

Indian system. Half the sum of any two adjacent cusps is taken

as the border line (Sandhi) of the two houses (bhavas). Thus each

house has a definite range and the planets are posited in properly

delimited bhavas

,

unless, of course, some of them choose to sit on

the fence ! The planet’s influence on the bhava occupied is

maximum when it is at the cusp or near it, and it is least when

the planet is on the border line {Sandhi).

JUDGMENT OF THE HOROSGOPE.

Western system : In this system the character and destiny of

the native are delineated from the Ascendant and the position of

planets in the angles (Kendras) and other houses and the mutual

aspects of the planets, as also their aspects to the Ascendant and

the 10th cusp. The timing of events is effected by means of direc-

tions in the Progressed horoscope.

(1) The Progressed Horoscope : (a) Primary Directions :

the rotation of the earth on its axis from west to east brings a

new degree of the ecliptic to the Mid-heaven every 4 minutes. The

passing of each degree across the M. C. is supposed to represent

1. See Casting the Horoscope by Alan Leo, pp. 110, 111.
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one year in man's life. Thus the directions of a man who lives

for 90 years are completed within 6 hours after birth. The orbital

movement of the planets during this time is negligible. The

planets move from house to house and form certain directions to

their radical positions and to other planets. These directional

changes can be calculated by considering the planets fixed, and

advancing the M. C. 1° every year and taking the Ascendant ac-

cording to the latitude of the place. Observe the new aspects

which these form with the radical planets as also the changing

mutual aspects of planets. These Primary Directions are said to

indicate the events in a man's life which are beyond his control,

the inescapable destiny that smiles or frowns on him.

(b) Secondary Directions : Apart from the directional changes

effected by the earth's rotation the planets themselves change as

they revolve in their own orbits. Taking a day to represent one

year of life, the span of 90 years is completed by the movement

of the planets in about 3 months. The horoscope cast for the same

time as that of birth, on the day which represents the year, is the

basis of judgment in the secondary system. The aspects formed by

the progressed planets to the radical ones and the aspects to radical

angles are judged, taking one planet after another. The solar

directions thus formed are the most important. Then come the

M. G, the Ascendant and the directions of other planets to those

in the radical and progressed horoscopes. The Lunar directions

are taken next. Since the Moon traverses about 13° in a day many
directions are formed in the course of the year. Therefore, by

taking 1/12 of the actual diurnal motion of the Moon the exact

month in which a certain aspect is formed can be determined.

Another simple method of Directing is the Radix system in

which the average daily motion of the Sun (59' 8") is taken as

the increment for every year, for the Sun, Moon and every planet

and M. G The Ascendant corresponding to the directional M. C.

is determined from the Table of Houses for the latitude of the

birthplace. The aspects formed by the progressed planets with the

radical ones are then studied in order to judge the trend of the

coming year.

Indian system : All matters relating to a person's life, its

duration, environment, etc., are judged from the positions of the

planets, Yogas and Dasas. The different kinds of Yogas (combi-

nation or set-up of planetary positions) with reference to the
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Ascendant or otherwise are linked up with the events in the life

of the native by considering the following factors :

—

1. The peculiar sign position of a planet in the heavens that

adds to its strength, such as exaltation, occupancy of its own house,

Vargottama, etc. This is independent of bhavas or the nature of

the planet.

2. The bhavas (house) positions such as position in Kendras

(angles), Konas (trinal houses), etc. This is independent of the

exaltations of planets.

3. Nature of the planet that forms the Yoga. This is inde-

pendent of its sign position and bhava position.

4. Dignity or lack of it imparted to houses by the planets

occupying them, e.g., Ascendant and the 8th house occupied by

benefics or their own lords or by planets in exaltation, etc.

5. Bhava and Planets, e.g., Adhi Yoga formed when there

are planets in the 6th, 7th and 8th bhavas from the Ascendant or

Moon, and the nature of the planets forming this Yoga.

6. Combination of bhava

,

sign position and the planets. In

this the sign position (Exaltation, etc.) bhava position (Kendra,

Kona, etc.) and the intrinsic nature of the planet that forms it

have to be considered for Yogas like Ruchaka (by Mars), Bhadra

(Mercury), etc.

The span of life due to certain Yogas is a definite number of

years.

In addition to these, the Dasa system also is considered for

predicting the events in one’s life. According to Parasara there

are 32 different methods for ascertaining the duration of life and

prediction of events* which can be classified as follows :

1. Naisargikayurdaya, 2. Pindayurdaya, 3. Rasmijayurdaya,

4. Amsakayurdaya, 5. Chakrayurdaya, 6. Nakshatrayurdaya, 7.

Ashtakavargayurdaya.

In the first three systems a certain number of years is allotted

to each planet holding an exaltation position and half the values

to those that are debilitated. Proportional values are derived when
the planets are in intermediate positions. The years obtained are

subject to 4 kinds of reductions, via:., Chakrardha-hani (due to the

hemisphere occupied by the planet), Satrukshetra-hani (due to

position in an inimical house), Astamgata-hani (due to the planet’s

proximity to the Sun) and Krurodaya-hani (due to the presence
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of a malefic in the Lagna). The Ayus derived from the Ascendant

is added to this.

In the Amsakayurdaya the number of years contributed by

each planet and the Lagna is equal to the number of Navamsas
elapsed from Mesha, expunging cycles of 12 signs whenever the

Navamsa number exceeds 12. These are further modified, in res-

pect of planets in exaltation, own house, etc.

The Chakrayurdaya based on the Kalachakra Dasa system is

found by two methods : (1) The Ayus (length of life) is the sum

of the periods contributed by the planets in proportion to the

untraversed portions in the Nakshatra quarter (i.e., Navamsa) oc-

cupied by them. (2) The 27 Nakshatras are classified into Savya

(clockwise) and Apasavya (anti-clockwise) cycles. Each quarter

(pada) of the Nakshatra is allotted a fixed number of years. The

Moon's Navamsa determines the particular Dasa years. The cycle

starts from the Navamsa rasu Each rasi’s contribution is equal to

the years allotted to the planet ruling the vast. The proportional

part is calculated for the untraversed portion in the Navamsa oc-

cupied by the Moon and the periods of rasis carried on from that

point.

In the Ashtottari system the maximum life period is supposed

to be 108 years. The 28 Nakshatras (including Abhijit) are

divided into 8 groups and allotted to the 8 planets inclusive of

Rahu. The proportional part remaining in a planet's Dasa is cal-

culated from the untraversed portion of the Nakshatra occupied

by the Moon in that group. The remaining Dasas follow in a

fixed order.

In the Vimshottari system the maximum life is taken to be 120

years. The 27 Nakshatras are divided into nine groups. The three

Nakshatras of every group are in trine to one another. Each group

is ruled by a planet which is allotted a fixed period. Rahu and

Ketu are taken as planets in this Dasa system. The proportional

part corresponding to the untraversed portion in the Nakshatra

occupied by the Moon is the balance of the Dasa period of the

planet ruling the Nakshatra. The remaining Dasas follow in a

fixed order.

In the Yogini Dasa system the span for one cycle is 36 years

contributed by the 8 Yoginis, the 1st one giving 1 year, the 2nd,

2 years, and so on. The number of the Janmanakshatra of the

native counted from Aswini plus 3 is divided by 8. The remainder
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shows the ordinal number of the initial Dasa. The fractional por-

tion is calculated as in other Dasas.

The Ashtakavarga System of Dasas : In this method the

Shodhyapindas (vide Chap. Ill and pages 45-47) of the planets

are multiplied by 7 and the product divided by 27. The quotient

is Nakshacra years. These are subject to Mandala corrections and

reduction due to (a) planetary conjunctions and (b) due to the

positions in the visible half of the birthchart. This has been fully

worked out (Vide Chap. XV). In this system the periods contri-

buted by the planets are variable according to the Shodhyapinda.

The Antaras, their order and their periods also differ in every

horoscope.

The Jaimini system differs in many respects from those given

in standard works. It involves the idea of different kinds of Lagna.

The planet which has advanced to the farthest point in the rasi

occupied by him becomes the Atmakaraka (significator of the soul)

and is the most important planet in the horoscope, and the rasi

holding him is regarded as the strongest.

Jaimini lays special emphasis on the strength of the rasi , which

is derived by the position of one or more planets in it. The strength

of a planet dlepends on the Amsabala (i.e., degrees in the rasi)

and Moolatrikona bala (i.e., position in exaltation, Moolatrikona,

etc.). The aspects in this system arc determined as follows :

—

(a) A Char;? (cardinal) rasi aspects all the Sthira (fixed)

rasis and the planets in them except the one adjacent to it.

(b) A Sthira rasi aspects all the Charas (and the planets in

them) except the one adjacent to it.

(c) An Ubhaya (mutable) rasi aspects all the other Ubhaya

rasis (and the planets in them).

These aspect influences, good or bad, are affected by the

presence of planets in certain places from the aspecting lord or

rasL These affecting agencies are known as Argalas.

The Dasas in the Jaimini system invariably refer to rasis .

Various kinds of Dasas are given. The choice of a particular Dasa

depends on circumstances. But the Chara Dasa and Trikona Dasa
can be applied to all. Important events could be timed by Navamsa
Dasa, and/or Chara Dasa. * Rasis are divided into two groups for

finding the order of the succession of Dasas and counting Dasa
years. They are : (a) Vishamapada (two odd quadrants consisting

of (1) Mesha, Vrishabha, Mithuna and (2) Tula, Vrischika and

II
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Dhanus) the order of Dasa for these being Savya (clockwise) ;
and

(b) Samapada (two even quadrants consisting of (1) Kataka,

Simha and Kanya and (2) Makara, Kumbha and Meena) the order

of Dasa for these being Apasavya (anti-clockwise). When the 9tli

house from the Lagna falls in a Savya group the order of Dasa

succession is direct, the first Dasa starting from the Lagna vast,

the 2nd Dasa starting from the rasi next to the Lagna and so on,

and in an Apasavya group the order is anti-clockwise, i.e., Lagna,

12th house, etc.

The Dasa period is variable according to the situation of the

lord of the Dasa with reference to his rasi and is equal to (n— 1)

years, where n represents the distance in rasis between the rasi

and its lord taken clockwise or anti-clockwise according as the

rasi belongs to the Savya or Apasavya group. These are modified

according to the benefic or malefic disposition of the lords. The

Antaras in a main rasi Dasa follow the same principles as for

the Dasa.

Finally, there is the method of forecasting the events of the

year from the annual horoscope. Here a horoscope is cast for the

time when the Sun returns exactly to the same longitude as he oc-

cupied at birth. 1 The other planetary positions and aspects and the

Dasa periods for the year are calculated according to the pre-

scribed rules and probable events of the year are predicted in con-

junction with the usual Dasa period effects.

The Nadi Jyotisha is a unique system of astrology. The books

on this system contain ready-made horoscopes giving out the whole

life-reading with important events in the life of the native as well as

his parents, wife, etc., and also information about the previous and

future births, and other matters.

Each rasi is divided into 150 amsas and each amsa has a

Purva (former) bhaga and Uttara (latter) bhaga. The Purva and

Uttara bhagas of the same amsa produce an entirely different type

of life incidents. The selection of the appropriate Nadi for a per-

son depends on some such factor as (a) certain lines on his palm

(b) the length of his shadow (c) the name or an important event

in the life, etc., and this clue to the selection is being kept as a

secret by the astrologers in possession of the Nadis.

The standard works on astrology have dealt with the deter-

mination of the duration of life, events, etc., by various methods,

1. According to the Tajik system.
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such as, the special Yogas, the different kinds of Dasas with the

Antaras, etc. On the basis of the Dasas the good and bad effects

that are likely to be produced have also been explained as ranging

from Sampurna (complete) for planets in exaltation to Rikta (nil)

for planets in debilitation, in inimical houses, etc. The type of

Dasa that applies to a particular horoscope depends on the Shad-

varga strength of the planets or on the presence of special Yogas.

But, nowadays, most of the astrologers ignore these subtle distinc-

tions and rely exclusively on the Udu (Nakshatra) Dasa systems.

The principal Udu Dasa systems are : the Vimshottari prevalent

in South India and in the Uttar Pradesh and Bengal, and the

Ashtottari common in Gujarat, Saurashtra, Maharashtra, Bengal,

etc., the Yogini in Northern India and the Kalachakra Dasa which

is rarely used. All these Dasas depend on the position of the

Moon at the time of birth and each has different Dasa lords and

periods. The consensus of opinion is that the prediction of events

based on the Vimshottari Dasa system is in better agreement with

the actual events in life. To supplement this, the effects arising

from the transit of planets (Gochara) through the various rasis

are delineated. In spite of all these, the nature of the event and

the time of its occurrence, predicted with the help of the Dasa

and its Antaras are very often found to be in disagreement with

and sometimes even contradictory to what are predicted from the

transits. Further the question whether a given horoscope would

respond to the Dasa effects or to transit effects, or if both operate

under certain conditions, what these conditions are, has proved very

difficult to solve in the light of the existing methods. Of course,

the authors have sought to explain away these knotty points by

means of the Vedha positions, but even these do not satisfactorily

solve the problem. Evidently the sages were aware of these diffi-

culties and have, therefore, propounded the Ashtakavarga system

to enable us to eliminate these apparent anomalies and arrive at

accurate results.

They have enumerated certain places as auspicious and others

as inauspicious as reckoned from the houses occupied by the planets

and from the Lagna. The marking (usually by bindus) of these

auspicious places in a person’s horoscope with reference to the

positions of the planets and the Lagna at birth constitutes the

Ashakavarga (so named because of the eight positions) of that

horoscope. The method of working usually adopted for preparing
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Ashtakavarga tables is to reckon the auspicious positions from the

rising sign and the signs occupied by the planets. Further, every rasi

(sign) is divided into 8 equal parts called Kakshyas and all the

rash have the same order of the rulers of Kakshyas and the rulers

govern the same fixed degree areas. There are some drawbacks

in this signwise method. The Bhinnashtakavarga figures of the

planets and the Samudayashtakavarga total in each rasi will be the

same for all persons born with a particular rasi as the Lagna on

any day, irrespective of the degree rising. The transit effects will

thus be the same and wiil be experienced simultaneously by all

of them, on account of the fixed positions of the Kakshyas.

But it has been found from experience that the events and

transit effects are different even for persons having the same sign

but a different degree of it on the Ascendant. The case of twins

may be cited as a proof of this statement. Again, persons may be

born with the same rising degree (Lagna), but if the births are in

different latitudes the M. C. and the other house-cusps would

differ, and consequently the orientation of the planets would also

differ. It may also be pointed out that whereas text-books on

astrology carry on the sub-divisions of a rasi into Hora, Drckana

and other Vargas right upto Shashtyamsa (60th part), the division

into 8 parts (Kakshyas) is mentioned only in connection with the

Ashtakavarga system. 1 If this Kakshya division of rasi is on a

permanent basis, as it is supposed to be, it is conspicuous by its

absence in the Samjna Adhyaya, (the chapter on terminology) in

every text-book.

For certain purposes the bindus in a bbava have to be taken

for Ashtakavarga calculations. When a bbava extends into two vasts

and the Ashtakavarga is prepared on the basis of the vasts treated as

bharas, the question would be from which of the two rasls involved

should we take the bindus for the particular bbava. Because of

these defects of the signwise method the preparation of Ashtaka-

varga from the bbava positions of the planets appears to be a

better method, for in that case the same planetary positions in the

zodiac (on any day) will be found in different bbava positions in

horoscopes having different degrees of the same rasi as Ascendant,

or even for the same degree of Ascendant in different latitudes.

Owing to this change of bbava positions of planets, the Bhinn-

1. Division of rasi into 8 parts and 11 parts is found also in the

Tajik system.
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ashtakavarga figures and the Samudayashtakavarga total in each

bbava for each horoscope will be different. This bhava method

of preparing the Ashtakavarga does not tamper with or alter in

any way the interpretation of the verses describing the method of

marking the auspicious places, for Bha or Bhavana is used as a

synonym for vast as well as bbava. Moreover, the division into

Kakshyas may then be carried out so as to include even the signs

intercepted in any bbava. The starting point of a Kakshya or the

Kakshya lordship for a particular sign of the zodiac need not be

the same in all horoscopes. Further, the vast multipliers may be

. taken as applicable to the bbaras. The multiplier for the rasi in

which the Ascendant falls is taken as that of the 1st bhava and the

remaining ones for the succeeding bhavas taken in order. This

can account for the difference in the timing and nature of events

experienced by persons born with the same rising sign.

The interpretations through the Ashtakavarga method can be

broadly classified as (1) the magnitude or importance of a pre-

dicted event, (2) the nature, quality, kind, etc. of the event and

(3) the time of the event. They are best judged by means of (a)

the Bhinnashtakavarga strength of the planets (b) the Prastar-

ashtakavarga for determining the lime of occurrence and the nature

and type of the event and (c) the Samudayashtakavarga for finding

out the important phases in one’s life denoted by outstanding

events, fortunate or otherwise. Again, the Ashtakavarga may be

advantageously utilised for finding out the best year, month, day

and Lagna (rising sign) for the commencement of any kind of

function in order to ensure success and prosperity.

After preparing the several Bhinnashtakavargas and the Samu-

daya total in each bhava, the good and bad effects arising from the

position of planets at birth have to be judged. Planets associated

with 1 to 3 bindus (benefic points) in their respective Ashtaka-

vargas in the bbavas occupied by them at birth generally cause

diseases, sorrow, agony and privations even when they are in exal

tation, their own houses, etc., and the adverse effects are intensified

when the planets are in debility, inimical houses, etc. ;
with 4

bindus the effects are of a mixed nature, partly good and partly

evil. Planets associated with 5 or more bindus are auspicious and

bestow all kinds of prosperity, the extent of which increases with

the number of bindus . If, in addition to this, they occupy Upachaya

houses (3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th), or own or exaltation houses and
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are strong according to Shacjvargabala, the good effects are still

further enhanced. Even those planets that are in debility or occupy

inimical houses or 6th, 8th or 12th bhava prove auspicious, if they

are associated with 5 or more bindus (vide Ch. IV). This is the

reason why the results predicted simply from the strength, position,

etc., of the planets, without due consideration of the Ashtakavarga

strength do not come up to expectation.

The Dasas of the different planets also are to be judged from

this Ashtakavarga strength. The Dasa of a planet is auspicious

if the planet is associated with 5 or more bindus (in his Ashtaka-

varga) in the bhava occupied by him. The effect reaches the

maximum when the number of bindus is 8 ; when the number is

less than 4 the Dasa proves inauspicious and with 4 bindus it gives

mixed results. Rahu and Ketu are said to be similar to Saturn and

Mars respectively in their effects. As they are not included in the

Ashtakavarga consideration, their Dasa effects may be judged from

the Ashtakavargas of Saturn (for Rahu) and Mars (for Ketu), but

taking Rahu and the house occupied by him in lieu of Saturn and

Ketu and the house occupied by him in lieu of Mars respectively :

Or they may be judged from the Ashtakavarga of Rahu given by

Yavanacharya. This point can be settled only from observation.

The Antaras (sub-periods) of the planets in any main Dasa prove

auspicious, if both the houses owned by the Antara lord contain

more than five bindus in the Ashtakavarga of the main Dasa lord:

and prove inauspicious if these houses contain less than four bindus

(except in the case of the Sun and Moon where only one house

has to be taken). The Ashtakavarga Dasa, though highly spoken

of by ancient teachers of astrology (vide Chap. XV), is not availed

of in practice now-a-d'ays.

Important events are, as a rule, predicted according to the

positions of the planets in rasis and bhavas at birth. But the

Ashtakavarga gives a new method of prediction of events, since

we are asked to consider the positions (at birth) of planets in

different Kakshyas. They are good or bad according to the pre-

sence of a bindu or a rekha in that Kakshya. The magnitude of

the events will depend on the number of bindus or rekhas in the

bhava occupied by the different planets (vide Chap. XVII).

After finding out the proportion of the good and bad planetary

influences from the individual Ashtakavargas of the planets, one

has to modify that by a consideration of the Samudayashtakavarga
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total in the bhava

.

Since the Samudaya total in any bhava is the

aggregate of the bindus of all the indicators it gives a definite

idea of the strength of that bhava with respect to all the

planets. Any planet in a bhava having more than 28 bindus in

the Samudayashtakavarga invariably produces good results, the

magnitude increasing with the number of bindus : even a planet

associated with few bindus in his Ashtakavarga proves auspicious

to a limited extent, and a planet strong by association with many
bindus in his Ashtakavarga produces the best possible results.

The type, quality, nature, etc., of the events arising from a

planet's transit through a bhava have to be determined from the

Shadvarga strength, the special Yogas, the aspects to the transiting

planet, the lord of the Kakshya transited, the bhavas
f etc., in co-

ordination with the Ashtakavarga strength also.

The rasis are classified as (a) Karma (productive of action)

represented by earnings through the vocation of the native ; (b)

Bhoga (enjoyment) represented by the enjoyment of a variety of

food and drinks, music, dance, cosmetics, company of women, etc.,

and (c) Vinasakah (destructive or afflicting) represented by harsh

words, castigation, threats and similar actions wounding the mind

or body. The type of articles used for these are classified as

Dhatu, Moola and Jiva. Dhatu (element) class includes minerals,

bones, mineral oils and their various derivatives. Moola (vege-

table) class includes grass, creepers, vines, bushes, herbs and trees

and their products like seeds, flowers, wood, etc. Jiva (animal)

class includes all kinds of living beings originating from mammals,

eggs and their various orders and species.

The rasis and the Drekanas are designated as Karma, Bhogfc

and Nasa, according to their Chara, Sthira and Ubhaya nature.

Of the three Navamsas of each Drekana, the Chara represents

Dhatu, the Sthira represents Moola and the Ubhaya stands for Jiva

class. Each of these Navamsas produces nine types of results on

account of its being occupied or aspected by the nine planets. Thus

one rasi of the zodiac can produce 81 different types of results. The

identification and specification of these are to be made (1) from

the Panchabhutatatva condition (cognised by the sensory organs

and represented by the planets) existing at the particular time

owing to some planet's or Kakshya-lord’s presence in or aspect

to a Kakshya.
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The nature and name of an article in question can be identified

by means of the letters of the alphabet appropriate to the rash and

planets. Their classification as good, medium or coarse can be

made from the exaltation, own house, and other positions of the

planets. For example if the Sun occupies a Karma-Dhatu (Chara

Drekana— Chara Navamsa) place, he bestows articles of the type

ranging from gold to one made of clay according to the position in

exaltation, own house, etc. But this bestowal happens only when

the Kakshya which falls in this section of the zodiac contains a

bindu in his Ashtakavarga and not otherwise. If the Kakshya

contains a rekba (not marked generally), the loss of the enu-

merated articles takes place. Suppose Saturn is in a Bhoga-Jiva

(Sthira Drekana — Ubhaya Navamsa) place and Jupiter occupies

a Nasa-Moola (Ubhaya Drekana — Sthira Navamsa) place and

that the Kakshya occupied by Jupiter contains a bindn contri-

buted by Saturn. If Saturn is stronger than Jupiter, enjoyment of

happiness from wife and other relations is the result. If Saturn

is the weaker one, there is gain from sale of grass, wood, etc. If

Jupiter is unfavourable owing to its occupation of a Kakshya

having a rekha

,

a stronger Saturn brings loss of happiness from

wife and other relations and a stronger Jupiter brings loss from

the produce of Moola types. In this manner, the Drekana-

Navamsa positional results are to be interpreted and gain or loss

from these sources is judged from the presence or absence of a

hind

u

in the Kakshya that falls in this position.

As an instance of delineating the results from the Pancha-

bhutatatva, suppose the Sun occupies a Kakshya of Saturn. The

Sun represents acerbity of taste and perception of shape, while

Saturn represents astringent taste and perception of feel or touch.

If the Kakshya occupied contains a hindu and if both the planets

are strong, acquisition of silk or some equally fine fabric appealing

to the eye and soft in feel may be expected. If both are weak,

they represent ugly and coarse fabrics like black rugs, etc. But,

when the Kakshya of Saturn contains a rekha

,

there is loss, instead

of gain, of the above things, the nature of actual experience de-

pending on the strength or weakness of the Sun and Saturn. Here

also the gain or loss has to be judged from the presence or ab-

sence of a hindu in the relevant Kakshya.

These effects of the transits of planets should also be inter-

preted according to the bhavas transited. The transits of
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planets through a bhava containing more than 4 bindus in their

respective Ashtakavargas produce auspicious results relating to that

bhava. ; and conversely, transits through a bhava containing less

than 4 bindus produce adverse results. The position of the transited

house— or, in other words, the ordinal number of that house—
may be reckoned as usual from the Ascendant where the Ascendant

describes the native himself, the 2nd bhava rules his wealth,

family, etc., and so on. It may also be considered from the posi-

tion of the respective radical planet whose Kakshya is transited,

e.g., from radical Saturn when the Kakshya of Saturn is transited,

and so on (vide Chap. XVI). Which of the two methods yields

better results is a question to be decided by further investigation.

We have tentatively adopted the first method for the example

horoscope as it appears to be the more conventional method.

The results are again to be judged according to the Kara-

katva of the planets. The Sun is the Karaka of the father and per-

sonality of the native
;
the Moon is the Karaka of the mind and

the mother, and so on.

Lastly, they should be judged from the position of the planets

in the Upachaya or Apachaya houses from the Lagna. The former

increases the good effects (if there is a preponderance of bindus)

to a greater extent than the latter. If there is a paucity of bindus
f

the Upachaya houses produce less adverse results as compared with

Apachaya houses. These effects are further enhanced, if the planets

in question occupy friendly, own or exaltation houses, or diminished

if they are combust or in inimical or debilitation houses.

The next point for consideration is how to find the time

of fruition and the periods of prosperity and adversity. This is

done from the study of transits and the Prastarashtakavargas

of the planets. Herein the bindus and the rekhas in a bhava are

distributed in the different Kakshyas, the bindus only being placed

in the Kakshyas of the donating planets. When a planet transits

a bhava his Prastarashtakavarga is to be referred to. Out of the

total duration of a transit, the periods of transit through Kakshyas

having bindus produce auspicious results and the remaining periods

inauspicious ones. The net result will be good or bad according

to the preponderance of bindut or rekhas.

At the time of transiting a bhava a planet produces eight

types of results for the 8 Kakshyas which will be good or bad ac-

cording to the presence or absence of a bindu in his Ashtakavarga.
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But all these do not take place at the same time (vide Chap. XVI).

When a planet transits a Kakshya he produces one and only one

type of result, which is according to the bkava position he occupies

from the radical position of the lord! of the Kakshya transited.

At a given moment there will be seven types of transit results pro-

duced by the seven planets. Thus the results of Gochara, i.e.*

transits should be observed and analysed from the transits of all

the planets. But in actual practice the Gochara results are generally

considered from the Moon alone and sometimes from the Lagna, by

simply using the auspicious positions from the radical Moon or

the Lagna in the respective planet’s Ashtakavarga. Here, too, the

total number of bindus in the bhava transited is not taken into

account for finding out the proportion of the predicted results.

Owing to this and also owing to the effects of the Gochara con-

sidered in relation to other planets (which are usually not taken

into account) some of the incidents predicted do not materialise*

or if they do materialise, they only falsify the prediction.

It may perhaps be due to this reason that some teachers of

astrology opine that the planetary Dasa effects are more abiding

(Sthira) and the effects produced by the transits of planets (which

are given with reference to the radical Moon only) are transitory

(Asthira). When the efficacy of the planetary Dasas and their

Antaras itself depends more on the Ashtakavarga strength of the

Dasa lord and the number of bindus (in his Ashtakavarga) in the

houses of the Antara lords (Vide Chap. XV) than on the

strength considered from Shadvarga, Uccha, Kendra positions, etc.*

alone, this statement (made without reference to Ashtakavarga)

cannot always hold good. It is true that planets possessed of both

these kinds of strength produce by far the best and auspicious

results during their Dasas and Antaras than when they possess only

one kind of strength. Again, in a Dasa period many events are

predicted as likely to take place and the time of some of these

is determined from the Antaras. But whether any of these events

can at all take place and that too, at the time determined 1

,,
has to

be judged from the transit of the Dasa and Antara lords through

the various bhavas and the bindus contained in them. The occur-

rence of the event and the success of the prediction are assured,

only when the bhava occupied at that time (at the commencement

of the Dasa as well as at the time of the transit) by the respective

planets contain more bindus than rekhas in the Ashtakavarga of
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the Dasa lord, irrespective of the bhava transited. If the bindus

are very few the prediction ends in failure, for the expected good

does not materialise or does so only in a feeble way. Therefore,

even in an innocuous Dasa period, the best possible results and

the time of their occurrence can be determined from the transit of

the planets through bhavas having the maximum number of bindus

in their respective Ashtakavargas. Conversely, even during the

best Dasa period, a frustration or failure can happen, when the

planets in transit at that time occupy bhavas having the least

number of bindus in their respective Ashtakavargas.

The interpretation of the Gochara results from the Samuday-

ashtakavarga gives greater precision in respect of time and greater

accuracy in respect of the shape of events than that from individual

Ashtakavargas. Since 337 is the total number of bindusf the average

for each bhava is 28. Bhavas containing 28 or more bindus are aus-

picious and those with less than 28 are inauspicious. When one or

more planets transit a bhava having more than 28 bindus they

invariably produce auspicious results which are augmented by the

increase in the number of bindus. These results will be the sum

total of the effects arising from position of the transited house,

that is to say, the ordinal number of that house as reckoned from

the radical planet as well as the Lagna. The planet receiving

less than 4 bindus (in his Ashtakavarga) alone may not produce

any auspicious results, but in any case he does not cause harm

during the transit. Again, the Samudayashtakavarga is very helpful

in estimating the periods of greatest prosperity or adversity from

the transit of planets through the bhavas containing the highest oi

lowest number of bindus. The periods of prosperity or affliction

or possible death of the several relations of the native also can

be judged from the radical positions of the respective Karaka

planets and the transits affecting such planets.

In a civil year of 365 days the Sun goes round the zodiac

once and he takes a month for passing through each vast or bhava .

As the zodiac is divided into 96 Kakshyas in the Ashtakavarga

of the Sun (and other planets), the Sun takes on an average about

31 days (the exact duration depends on the extent of the Kakshya

and the motion of the Sun) to transit a Kakshya and during this

time he brings to maturity the effects (good or bad) relating to

that Kakshya. During one year the Moon makes about 13 and odd

revolutions round the zodiac and produces results in accordance
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with her Ashtakavarga bindus, thirteen times in a year as compared

with those produced by the Sun once. She takes about 17 Ghatikas.

i.e., 6 hrs. 48 min. (varying according to the Kakshya as well as

her motion) to transit a Kakshya. During this transit about 4 rash

of the zodiac and 7 Kala-horas elapse owing to the diurnal rota-

tion of the earth. From these details one can easily find out the

time of the best period nearest to the hour, from (a) the positions

of the Sun and Moon in Kakshyas having bindus (in their respective

Ashtakavargas), (b) from the rising sign containing the maximum
number of bindus (in Samudayashtakavarga) and (c) from the

Kala-hora of the strongest planet. A further sub-division of the

time to the nearest quarter-hour can be had from the Ascendant

and Kala-hora by selecting the moment when a Kakshya having

a bindti is rising. The expected event will come to pass at this

time. Importance is given to the Sun as he is the planet that

brings to maturity, and to the Moon as she nourishes and preserves,

the effects that are indicated as certain from the Ashtakavarga

combined with those determined from Dasas and Antardasas,

Yogas, etc. If other planets are in bbavas having the maximum

bindus in their respective Ashtakavargas and in Kakshyas associ-

ated with bindus , effects of the events are experienced to a great

extent, and to a still greater extent, if the planets are in bbavas

having more bindus in the Samudayashtakavarga.

This method can be used to the greatest advantage for the

selection of an auspicious time (Muhurta) for any function. Find

out the month (to be determined from the Solar ingress day) and

the particular day on which the sum of the bindus associated with

the transiting planets (from their respective Ashtakavargas prepared

from the birth horoscope) in the bbavas occupied by them, is the

maximum. Select the period when the Sun and Moon are passing

through Kakshyas having bindus . From the bbavas and Kala-horas

rising during this period, select that bhava which has the maximum
number of bindus as the rising sign, and/or the Kala-hora of the

planet which is associated with the maximum number of bindus.

From the Ascendant choose the time when a Kakshya having a

bindu in the Ashtakavarga of the lord of that bhava is rising. If

all these are selected properly one is assured of success.

When sages like Parasara, Narada, Garga, etc., and even Vara-

hamihira (in the Ijighujataka) maintain that in considering

transits (Gochara) of planets it is the bbavas having the maximum
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number of bindus in their respective Ashtakavargas and/or in

Samudayashtakavarga that should be taken for all auspicious func-

tions, and not merely the bhavas reckoned to be good from the

radical Moon, we fail to understand why this method of analysing

is ignored or neglected. It may perhaps be due to paucity of in-

formation in the published and existing standard works on this

branch of astrology in all its aspects, and to the fact that what is

available has been scattered about in various works or in manu-

scripts not within the reach of ordinary students.

According to ancient authors selection of good bhavas through

mere Gochara position is a gross and superficial method while the

selection made through Ashtakavarga is a more refined and hence

a more acceptable method. They further state that one should

resort to ordinary Gochara selections only when Ashtakavarga

positions are not available (vide Chap. XIII).

In this manner the Ashtakavarga can be applied to determine

the time of events and the interpretation of planetary influences.

As sage Parasara says (Chap. I) the Ashtakavarga is a simpler and

easier method of gauging the strength of planets, the effects of tran-

sits and predicting the events in one's life from the horoscope, as

compared with other methods like the Shadvarga strength, Yogas,

Dasas, etc. In short, " the Ashtakavarga tables are useful in the

prediction of most of the important events of life. In predicting

the length of life, Antardasas, and all other benefic or malefic

results, these Ashtakavarga results are first determined to ascertain

which planets are benefic (or malefic) and in which houses, as they

pass round the heavens
; and then ultimate results arc judged." 1

A Synopsis of the Contents :

Chap. I : Introduces the subject in the form of a talk between

Maitreya and Parasara.

Chap. II : The enumeration of benefic places and the method of

preparing the full Ashtakavarga tables of the Sun and

other planets.

Chap. Ill : The Trikona and Ekadhipatya reductions and the cal-

culation of the Shodhyapindas of all the planets.

Chap. IV : Matters to be considered from the bhavas and the

planets and the method of application to the relevant rela-

tions. The strength of the bhavas and planets from their

1 Notes by Swanii Vijnanananda on the Brthatjataka, Chap. IX, page

184, S.B.E. Vol. XII.
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individual Ashtakavargas ;
the general effects of the planets

in the houses occupied at birth and in transit through houses

containing 0 to 8 bindus.

Chap.. V : The Prastarashtakavarga (distributive) and the Sarva-

chanchachakra ; and the determination of the time when
events, good or evil, take place and the nature of events.

Chaps. VI —XII : The individual Ashtakavargas of the Sun, the

Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn
; the

nature of the effects produced by them when associated

with certain number of btndus, in the houses occupied at

birth and in transit, and calculation of periods of adversity

from Shodhyapinda, etc.

Chap. XIII : Various matters considered from the Ashtakavargas

of planets, such as finding out the time of sickness and

death, adversity, etc.

Chap, XIV : The Samudayashtakavarga, its preparation, the mini-

mum btndus required for each bhava and some typical com-

binations of bindus and planets in certain bhavas for cer-

tain type of effects, the method of finding out auspicious

day, month, etc., and the general effects produced when

the aggregate of bindus is 14 and above.

Chap. XV : Different methods of calculating the duration of life,

the planetary Dasas and Antardasas from the Ashtakavarga

and the application of Ashtakavarga to other types of

Dasas.

Chap. XVI . The effects produced by planets in transit, considered

in relation to the radical planets and the Ascendant.

Chap. XVII : Events that may take place in the life of a person

owing to the position of planets at birth in Kakshyas

having a h'mdu or rekha.

In conclusion, we crave the indulgence of our readers for

scores of solecisms that have crept in while we were struggling to

squeeze the right sense out of many a tough Sanskrit verse and

express it in a foreign language. Further, we also consider it

necessary to emphasize here the fact that the present treatise claims

to be not a master key but only an attempt to solve some of the

knotty problems of predictive astrology. We are fully aware

that we have touched only the fringe of the subject so far, and

much more remains to be done by way of investigation in order

to confirm (and sometimes even to reject outright, if necessary,)

the views and findings of the ancients. But for obvious reasons
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we have been compelled to postpone all such work to a later

edition. In the meanwhile, we fervently hope that even what

little spade-work we have done at present will suffice to stimulate

interest among all research-loving students who are, no doubt,

better qualified than ourselves to delve deeper into this fascinating

subject.

POSTSCRIPT

In view of our departure from the traditional method and

the adoption of the bhava method of Ashtakavarga the reader

will naturally have the curiosity to know how our innovation

would work in high latitudes. We are, therefore, applying the

Ashtakavarga system to the horoscope of King Edward VII after

converting it to the Nirayana basis. It need not be said that for

observing the effect of transits through the houses the tropical

horoscope can as well be used.

As this is a sort of stop-press item, the reader is requested to

revert to this case after mastering the contents of the book.

A— Horoscope of King Edward VII

Date of birth : Tuesday, 9th November 1841 ;
10-48 a.m.,

G.M.T. ; Buckingham Palace, London 51° 30' N, 0° 8£'W.

Ayanamsa : 21° 37' 59". Janma Nakshatra : Uttara-phalguni,

4th quarter.

Balance of the Sun's Dasa (Vimshottari) : 0 y. 11m, 24 d.

Planetary positions (in signs, degrees and minutes) : The Sun

6-25-16 ; the Moon 5-7-49
;
Mars 8-23-36

; Mercury 7-10-4H ;

Jupiter 7-29-50 ; Venus 5-27-36
; Saturn 8-8-31

;
Rahu 9-12-4

;

Ketu 3-12-4
; Uranus 10-28-59 ; Neptune 9-22-41

; Pluto 11-27-481$

and Mandi (Gulika) 9-4-34.

House CuspiCentre) Terminal Sandhi

1st 8
s 5° 59' 8* 26° 49'

2nd 9 17 39 10 8 29

3rd 10 29 20 11 20 10

4th 0 11 0 0 20 10

5th 0 29 20 1 8 30

6th 1 17 39 1 26 49
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House Cusp(Centre) Terminal Sandhi

7th 2 5 59 2 26 49

8th 3 17 39 4 8 29

9ih 4 29 20 5 20 10

10th 6 11 0 6 20 10

11th 6 29 20 7 8 30

12th 7 17 39 7 26 49

Bhinna and Samuday;a Ashtakavarga Bindus :

—

Bhava Sun Moon Mars Merc. Jup. Venus Sat. Samudaya
I 2 3 4 4 6 3 1 23

II 5 5 3 6 5 3 2 29

nr 2 5 3 1 5 3 4 23

IV 5 4 4 6 4 5 1 29

V 3 3 2 2 5 6 5 26

VI 4 7 2 4 4 3 5 29

VII 4 4 3 4 6 2 • 2 25

VIII 4 3 4 6 5 6 3 31

IX 6 4 3 4 3 6 3 29

X 4 4 5 7 5 6 o
34

XI 7 5 5 6 5 6 7 41

XII 2 2 1 4 3 3 3 18

48 49 39 54 56 52 39 337

Note : Bold figures indicate the A.V. strength of the radical planets.

Sun is in 11th bhava , 3rd Kakshya containing a lindu

Moon „ 9th „ 6th ,, u

Mars „ 1st „ 8th »> 1

1

tt

Mercury „ 12th „ 1st ft rekha

Jupiter „ 1st „ 2nd if bindu

Venus „ 10th „ 2nd it

Saturn 1st „ 5th »> tt rekha

IMPORTANT EVENTS

(With brief notes on Dasa and transit influences.)

Note : Planets linked with a cross are the lords of the Dasa and Antara

current at the time of the event.

13-12-1861 Father’s death — Rahu X Rahu. Transits — Rahu
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through 1st house (23 bindus); Saturn and Jupiter

in Uttaraphalguni and Sun in Aslesha (Chap.

Vi-14 etc.).

10-3-1863 Marriage — Rahu X Jupiter. Transits — Jupiter

through 10th house (34) in conjunction with Venus.

17 -1-1864 Birth of son (Duke of Clarence) — Rahu X Jupiter.

Transits — Jupiter through 11th (41).

3 6-1865 2nd son born (King George V) — Rahu X Mercury.

Transits — Rahu and Saturn through 10th (34).

Nov ")

^ *

j
—1871 Illness — Rahu X Venus. Transits — Saturn

through 1st (23); Rahu, 7th (25) and Mars, 1st and

2nd (23,29).

14-1-1892 Death of the Duke of Clarence— Jupiter X Rahu.

Transits — Jupiter, 3rd (23); Rahu, 5th (26).

June 1896 Won the Derby— Saturn X Saturn. Moon in 9th

(29; Chap. XIV-14). Transits — Rahu, 2nd (29);

Saturn, 11th (41); Jupiter, 8th (31).

18-7-1898 Fracture of knee-cap— Saturn X Mercury. Transits

— Saturn, 12th (18); Rahu, 1st (23); Mars, 5th (26).

4 -4-1900 Fired at by Sipido — Saturn X Ketu. Transits —
Saturn, 1st (23); Rahu and Jupiter, 12th (18). Mars,

3rd (23).

22-1-1901 Death of Queen Victoria —- Saturn X Venus. Tran-

sits — Saturn and Jupiter, 1st (23); Rahu, 11th (41).

9 -8-1902 Coronation — Saturn X Venus. Transits — Rahu,

10th (34); the Sun, 8th (31).

6-5-1910 Death — Saturn X Jupiter. Transits — Rahu, 5th

(26); Saturn, 4th (29) in Aswini (Chap. XII-17).

B — Events relating to the Standard Horoscope.

(With brief notes on Dasa and transit influences.)

Oct.-1878 Grandfather's death— Rahu X Venus. Transits—
Jupiter and Rahu through 8th bhava (23 bindus ).

Aug.-1879 Grandmother's death — Rahu X Venus. Transits —
Rahu, 8th (23); Jupiter, 9th (26).

Apr.-1883 Investiture of sacred thread — Rahu X Mars. Tran-

sits — Mercury, 11th (28); Jupiter, 10th (32).

Apr.-1891 Marriage — Jupiter X Venus. Transits — Jupiter,

10th (32) in trine to Venus
;
Saturn, 4th (27).

Nov.-1893 Bitten by a viper — Jupiter X Venus. Transits —
III
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Rahu in Revati (p. 192) ;
Saturn and Mars, 5th (19,

Chap. XVII-46).

June-1897 State service — Jupiter X Rahu. Transits — Jupiter,

3rd (38); Saturn, 6th (33).

Feb.-1898 Serious sickness of wife — Jupiter X Rahu. Transits

— Venus and Rahu, 8th (23); Saturn, 7th (18).

9_4_1898 Father’s death — Jupiter X Rahu. Transits — Bahu,

8th, (23); Saturn, 7th (18) in Jyeshta ;
the Sun in

Revati (p. 196).

1-5-1899 Mother’s death — Jupiter X Rahu. Transits — Rahu,

7th (18); Saturn, 7th (18) in Jyeshta; Jupiter, 5th (19).

Feb.-1900 Birth of the first son — Saturn X Saturn. Transits—
Jupiter, 6th (33) in Anuradha (p. 198)..

21-3-1904 Birth of a son — Saturn X Mercury. Transits —
Jupiter in Uttarashadha (p. 124); the Sun in Mecna

(p. 125).

Oct.-1910 False accusation, charge of insubordination and dis-

charge from service — Saturn X the Moon. Transits

—Jupiter, 5th (19); Rahu in Krittika (p. 198).

15-

3-1928 Son’s marriage
)
Mercury X Rahu.

16-

3-1928 Daughter’s death | Transits— Saturn, 7th (18) in

Jyeshta ;
Jupiter, 11th (28) in Revati (p. 198).

3-10-1939 Son’s death — Ketu X Jupiter. Transits — Rahu

and the Sun, 5th (19).

18-10-1941 Another son’s death — Ketu X Mercury. Transits

—the Sun, 5th (19); Saturn in Krittika (p. 198).

Apr.-1955 Motor accident — Venus X Saturn. Transit — Rahu,

7th (18).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCING THE SUBJECT

wml wtttssi&itf ^

i

^ i it
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Slokas 1-4— Maitreya said, " O respected one, you have
explained the combined effects of the planets, arising out of
their positions in various bhavas, and their different move-
ments as accepted by many old sages and Acharyas. It is not
possible for people to understand and explain all these in

detail, owing to their sinful deeds and lack of proper
intelligence, in this Kaliyuga. Therefore, please tell me
that Shastra which even people of low-intellect can under-
stand and by which they can know good and bad events
and the longevity clearly, from the positions of planets at
the time of consideration.”

WRili 33H —

fofa (POT II Ml

RmRJRT: 5[$ II $ II
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Slokas 5,6— Patasara replied, "Oh Brahmin, you have put

the right question. Hear me attentively. I shall tell you
for the benefit of humanity, the application of that Shastra

(i.e., Ashtakavarga) so as to find out one’s course of worldly

life and longevity (which is not in any way different from
what I have explained previously).”

Notes : These verses are from Uttarakhanda of Brihatparasara

Horashastra in the Purvakhanda of which Parasara has explained

about other methods of prediction.

ginffeWN mu i

W%U H3T: II va II

qrfep mu n n

:L fN £l fs
, % j

^ W^wT! I

^ mwmi to n ^ 11

to I

sngs* toiraf ^ n II li

ft ^ i*t li U li

to: ?hrfwt*r5 toifercs ll li

Slokas 7-12—"The effects, due to the bhavas from the

Lagoa, to the 12th bhava (Lagna-about oneself, 2nd bhava-

wealth, etc.,) are good and increased if the respective bbavas
are occupied or aspected by benefics or when their lords

are in exaltation, in their own houses, etc. The reverse

is the case, if the said bhavas are occupied by malefics, or
their lords are in debilitation, or in inimical houses. The
general effects of this type mentioned by eminent Acharyas,

learned in Astrology, have been explained by me (in the
preceding chapters) which are useful in finding out the
nature of life, longevity, etc.
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But (due to the minuteness of the movements of planets

and the consequent inability to fix their exact positions in

the horoscope) even sages like Vasishtha and Brihaspati are

not able to determine these results accurately. Could it

then be possible for mortals to find them correctly in this

Kaliyuga ? (Definitely not).

It is said that the delineations (predictions) from
Astrology are of two kinds, viz., the general and the parti-

cular one (special). The general method is from the posi-

tions of the planets in the different bhavas. Now I shall

explain the special method (Ashtakavarga)

m mm wj
: n ^ n

^ 1

1

||

Slokas 13, 14— Just as the effects of the planets in different

bhavas are determined from the Lagna and the Chandra

Lagna, so also, the effects should be found out from the

positions of other planets, considering each as the Lagna

and the bhava positions of the planets in respect to that

planet. The experts in Astrology should consider in this

manner. Therefore the good and bad effects that arise

due to the positions of the planets in different bhavas, with

respect to the Sun and other planets and the Lagna (the

eight fixed points) are given by me. (This is known as

the Ashtakavarga system).

Notes : Thus it is found that there are 8 fixed positions in a

horoscope namely, the positions of the seven planets and that

of the ascendant at the time of birth. The positions, favourable

or unfavourable, are always counted with reference to them. Thus

a planet can, at the maximum, receive 8 benefic points (marked

as, o, {5^bindu) in a particular bhava, when he is favourably

posited from all these 8 fixed positions. If a planet is in a

bhava unfavourable from all these positions, he receives 8

malefic points (marked as, 1, 5^37 rekha).
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This method to determine the places of benefic or malefic

effects is known as the Ashtakavarga system because of the 8 fixed

positions.

ci«iT $13 *jmi: g?5in: forar h ^ ||

g#: alTfils’g gsugsnft I

ctqi ^ *Kisg3#*rc*5 ?qi^ ||

3Uclfi(cl5&^ J

—

% ^3 qfos* ^ I

*3*8i WJPRcRI g(cqt II

3"rt ti it

Sloka 15 — When planets are moving through the twelve

bhavas with reference to the bhavas occupied by them at

birth, they produce different kinds of effects. Due to varia-

tions in these effects it cannot be laid down as a rule that

identical results will be experienced by persons born even

under the same natal star.

Notes

:

Computation of Ashtakavarga—from Janmakundali or

from Chalitakundali ?

Whether the Ashtakavarga tables are to be prepared from

Janmakundali or from Chalitakundali (Bhavakundali) is a subject

of great controversy. Some astrologers prepare the Ashtakavarga

from the natal chart i.e., Janmakundali, while others prepare it

from Bhavakundali. In this book the latter method is adopted

for the following reasons :

—

1. Consider, that a child is born at a time when 1st degree

of Kataka sign (3
s
- l^O7

) is rising and its birth chart is prepared

with Kataka as the Lagna. It will take nearly two hours according

to the latitude of the place for Kataka Lagna to end and Simha

Lagna to rise. After nearly 1 hour and 50 minutes past the

above birth time, if another child is born in the same city (hospital

or town) naturally Kataka Lagna will be rising with nearly 3 B-28°-
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O' or so. The birth-chart of the second child will have Kataka

Lagna and the planets will be more or less in the same signs

as those in the case of the first one. There will be ixo other

appreciable difference between these two horoscopes except that

of the degrees of the Lagna. Hence, their Ashtakavarga tables

will be identical, if prepared on the rasi basis. Can one dare

say that the future events on the strength of the same Ashtakavarga

figures of the above two children will be identical ? Our wise

Rishis, sages and astrologers did not mean so.

2. Even in the case of twins born at an interval of 15, 30 or

45 minutes, having same Lagna rasi, they have their future events

quite different. One of them may die and the other may survive.

One becomes a rich man while the other remains poor. One
marries and has children while the other is unable to marry and

has no means to pull on life. Why are there such glaring diffe-

rences in the events, even in the case of twins, born of the same

womb, more or less at the same time and having same natal charts ?

There is no reply to this, if the Ashtakavarga tables are prepared

from Janmakundali.

3. Shripati in his book "Jataka-paddhati” has mentioned

that half the sum of two adjacent Bhavamadhyas (cusps) is called

their (Sandhi-junction) which falls in one of the 12 rasis .

The portion of rasi upto Sandhi belongs to the latter half of the

previous bhava and the portion after the Sandhi belongs to the

first half of the next bhava. Hence planets in one rasi may give

the effect of the previous or of the next bhava according to their

positions with respect to the Bhavasandhi. Planets in two adjacent

rasis may give the effect of one bhava when they are within the

Sandhis of that bhava.

Further on Shripati says, (Chapter I, verse 2) that the

bhavas should be calculated at the time of birth, journey,

assumption of a vow, the tonsure, royal coronation, marriage and

other auspicious ceremonies. For, it is by calculating bhavas that

the effects due to certain Yogas (combinations) are judged accu-

rately. As such, it is appropriate that for Ashtakavarga also the

bhava positions should be taken to assess the strength of the

planets and their effects pertaining to various bhavas.

4. Usually, a rasi is divided into eight equal parts, each of

which is called Kakshya
( )

If rasi method it taken, then
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every vast will have its first Kakshya belonging to Saturn with

same range of degrees (i.e., from 0° to 3°-45'). The effect of

Saturn’s transit through that Kakshya whether good or bad should

be felt by all people, simultaneously. But this is not so in obser-

vance. Therefore, the Kakshya division should be from the

beginning of the bhava and not from the rasi. Then, for a parti-

cular zodiacal degree the Kakshya lords will be different according

to the changes in the Lagna positions.

5. Moreover, if the Ashtakavarga tables are prepared from the

Bhavakundali as determined from the longitudes of the various

planets and the Lagna, one can take into consideration the changes

in the bhava positions of some planets here and there. This

seems to be a better view. Kalyanavarma, the celebrated author

of Saravali and the great astrologer Gunakara, author of Horama-

karanda, also hold the same view.

It is therefore necessary that for purposes of preparing

Ashtakavarga of a native the Chalitakundali (and not the

Janmakundali) must be considered. This basis has been adopted

in this book.



CHAPTER II

METHOD OF COMPUTING ASHTAKAVARGA

Sloka 1— The method of computing Ashtakavarga

( )
which has been highly spoken of by people

learned in Astrology, and which can help us to find out
good and bad effects caused by the planets in transit,

through the various bhavas (of the zodiac), is now ex-

plained by me.

snf^l 3*3*# tUSH^STiTlT^ I

$trf> II R II

Sloka 2— Draw the figure of a Rasichakra

on the floor and insert the planets and the Lagna in their

respective bhavas (as represented by signs) as it was at the

time of birth. Place the beads in the respective bhavas as

directed in the columns, always beginning with the bhava

occupied by the particular planet from which the good
positions are considered.

Notes : In olden days when writing materials paper, etc., were

not in vogue, the astrologers used to draw horoscopes on the

ground and used beads, etc.

sngCfcmrci *•—

arsspter gmrft 1
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I

II 3 II

Sloka 3— Designate the several rasis occupied by the

planets at the time of birth, as their respective Lagnas for

computing the bindus in the proper bhavas. The effects

of the bindus in a bhava are to be predicated in 8 ways
according to the bhava position it (this bhava) bears from
the 8 fixed points, in the Ashtakavarga of the planet whose
transit is considered.

Notes : Sec chapters V and XVI for further details.

:

—

^g^ rR;cR^5TT^lI I

q'tFdlfd 3tg|«n: 1

1

The Standard Horoscope

.

Birth place Falghat
; Latitude 10°-45' N. ; Longitude

76°-52'E; Ayanamsha 22°5' 9"
; Sunrise 5-53 L.T. ; Sunset 5-58

L.T.
;

Date of birth 14-9-1874
;

Local Time 1 1-52J p.m. ;

* In this book verses marked with an asterisk designate rekba

as a benefic point and bindu as a malefic point.
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Samvat Year 1930 ; Bhadrapad — Sudi— 3/4 (Tithi) Monday
night ; Swati 3rd Pada ; Ishta Ghati 44G-56 Pal.

The same horoscope according to the system followed

in South India.

Rabu. a.

Sat.
Maxi

5u/vt

!
Kdlc

Ploon.

Ve^u<!>

Mexc-

Planetary positions with their daily motions :

—

Planets

i

Sun Moon Mars
Mer- ;Jupi-

cury: ter

Ven-
us

Sat-

urn
Rahu IKetu

Man-
di

Sign 4 |
6 4 5 5 6 9 0 G 0

Degrees 29
,

13 7 5 15 15 16 G 6 11

Minutes 40
j

34 1 36 35 37 11 20 20 45

Daily
58' 708' 37' 106' 12'

1

63'
;

R
2' 3

' 3'

Motion
| 28" 50"

!

49" 40"
;

38" 31" 24"
;

11"
!

li"
!

Balance of Rahu’s Dasa at the time of birth: -

8 years, 8 months, 7 days; ( Vimshottari Dasa System ).
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The twelve bhavas with their Sandhis:

—

Bhavas 1 $ 2 $ 3 4 4 4

Sign 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 5

Degrees 4 18 2 16 0 14 28 14

Minutes 37 39 41 44 46

'

48 50 48

Bhavas 5 4 6

i

4
i

7

1

4 8 4

Sign 6 6 8 8 9
i

9

Degrees 0 16 2 18 4 18 2
i

16

i

46 44 41 39 37 39
j

1

41

1

1

44

Bhavas
i

9
1

1

*
i

10 11 4 12 4

Sign 10 10 10 ii
I

0 0 1 1

Degrees 0 14 28 14 0 16 2 18

Minutes 46 48 50 48 46 44 41 39
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Bhava or Chalita Chart.

Navamsa Chart. Dwadasamsa Chart

\5/\$y
6 V& 4 frYi,

<s " v<c 51

\ ft/ v / Xx
mXsa^xA 00 (AX o’ X
/l X»X3 \

SHADVARGA BALA:—

( Calculated as per Jataka-paddhati of Shripati

)

Sun
|

Moon
|

Mars
!
Merc.

j

Jupi. |Venus
|

Sat.

Rupa
{

3
1

2 1
1

* 2
1

2 3
ssrrcws

Kala
)

52
|

17 59 38
l

43 53 6
Positional

Vikala 49
|

44 15
! 7
1

58 5 51
Strength

Rupa L°J 0 0
1

0 0 0
;

0

Directional
Kala

i

0
|

45
!

7 29
1

26
j

44 46

Vikala 17 5 16 40 21 24 9
Strength
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! Sun Moon
|

Mars Merc. Jupi. Venus Sat.

Rupa
|

1 i
i

! 2
!

1 1 1 1 $13*3

Kala 30 59 45 14 14 14 45
Temporal

Strength

Yikala 26 40 6
i

38 54 54 6

Rupa
:

0 0 0
£

° 0 0 0

Kala 34 47 45 31 26 12 53
Declination

Vikala
;

9 0 i 13 9 10 5
Strength

Rupa 0 0 0 o ! 0
1

Kala 32 14 11 1 5 35 46
Motional

Vikala 45
!

i

38 0 49 6 6 22
Strength

Rupa 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kala 0 51 ; 17 ; 25 !

_
3
i_i

42
|

8
Natural

Vikala 1

i

0
i

26
j

"T
i

42
;

17
I

51 34 Strength

Rupa
j

-0 -o -o !

i
^

i

-0
|

-0 +0

Aspectal
Kala

!

__
9
_i

10
!

10 8 !

1

8 10 33

Vikala
|

34
1

12 I
30 49

I

39 ! 28 43
Strength

Rupa
; 7 i 6

[
j

5
1 _!_!

5 6 7

Kala 20
j

45 54
j

12
J? i

12 59
Grand Total

Vikala 52 21 i6
; 20

[

6
|

2 50

Rupa
|

6
!

6
1

5
|

7 !

1

6 5 5

Kala
j

30
;

Tj T] •
!

30 !

i

30
|

0
Minimum
Standard

;

Power Power Power !Power
-ful

|

-ful
|

-ful
,

-ful
Weak Power

-ful

Very
Power
—ful

Note:— In some cases Kalabala and Ayanabala (9PR«ra)

are combined together as the total Kalabala.

1 Rupa = 60 Kalas ( Shastyamsa ) ; 1 Kala = 60 Vikalas



Bhava

Strength

(in

Shastyamsas,

Rupas,

etc.,

ASHTAKAVARGA 15

-38-37

8-27-24

8-28-5

8-2-30

8-13

-8

8-

19

-28

Strength

in

Rupas,

(11)

(3)

(2)

(6)

(5)

(4)

Kalas

and

Vikalas
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Venus

Jupiter

j
Saturn

Mercury

Jupiter

!

Jupiter

;

Jupiter

,

Saturn

,

Saturn

Jupiter
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5pn% sRqrc^i

g^s; im ^«rww&« u » u

Sloka 4— In the Sun's Ashtakavarga he is auspicious

from :

—

(a) himself in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and
11th houses

;

(b) the Moon in the 3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th houses ;

(c) Mars in the same houses as from the Sun ;

(d) Mercury in the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 11th and

12th houses ;

(e) Jupiter in the 5th, 6th, 9th and 11th houses ;

(f) Venus in the 6th, 7th and 12th houses ;

(g) Saturn in the same houses as from the Sun ; and
(h) the Lagna in the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th, 11th and 12th

houses.

Notes

:

Parasara first enumerates the malefic places and then the

benefic places in the preparation of Ashtakavarga. He says that

the house occupied by a planet whose Ashtakavarga is considered,

should be taken as the Lagna and the succeeding houses as the

2nd, 3rd, etc. In the Sun's Ashtakavarga the number of malefic

points in each bhava from the Sun is given ; then the names of

the planets contributing them. The same method is followed to

enumerate benefic places.

The malefic point is called Karana or bind# and the benefic

one, rekha or Sthana (Parasara, Yavanas etc.,) while the authors

in South India (Mantresvara, Vaidyanath etc.,) call the malefic

point, rekha and benefic one, bindu. In this book benefic points

are termed as bindus and malefic ones as rekhas. The verses

winch differ from this nomenclature are marked with an asterisk

throughout the book . The Parasara method of putting points,

being cumbersome, this book gives the verses from Prasnamarga.

They (mnemonic verses) are easy to memorise and apply.

m fSRraftsR %fol|uraio5Ril

to*

sr. f. *
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Sloka 5— In the Moon's Aishtakavarga she is auspicious

from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 3rd, 6th, 7th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses

;

(b) herself in the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 10th and 11th

houses
;

(c) Mars in the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th and 11th

houses ;

(d) Mercury in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 10th and

11th houses ;

(e) Jupiter* in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses ;

(f) Venus in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th, 10th and 11th

houses ;

(g) Saturn in the 3rd, 5th, 6th and 11th houses ; and

(h) the Lagna in the 3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th houses.

Thus the several auspicious places considered from 8

fixed points beginning with the Sun and ending with the

Lagna have been given.

m II $ II

Slokas 6, 6(i)— In Mars’ Ashtakavarga he is auspicious

from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 10th and 11th houses ;

(b) the Moon in the 3rd, 6th and 11th houses ;

(c) himself in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses

;

(d) Mercury in the 3rd, 5th, 6th and 11th houses ;

(e) Jupiter in the 6th, 10th, 11th and 12th houses

;

(f) Venus in the 6th, 8th, 11th and 12th houses ;

(g) Saturn in the 1st, 4th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th

houses ; and
(h) the Lagna in the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th houses.

• In the 1st, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th and 12th houses from

Jupiter according to Bribat-jataka and Saravali.
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II vs II

m || <S II

Slokas 7, 8— In Mercury’s Ashtakavarga he is auspi-

cious from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 5th, 6th, 9th, 11th and 12th houses

;

(b) the Moon in the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses ;

(c) Mars in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and
11th houses

;

(d) himself in the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 11th and
12th houses ;

(e) Jupiter in the 6th, 8th, 11th and 12th houses ;

(f) Venus in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 9th and

11th houses ;

{g) Saturn in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and
11th houses

;
and

{h) the Lagna in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses.

wmmi n ^ 11

Slokas 9, 9($) — In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga he is auspi-

cious from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th

and 11th houses

;

(b) the Moon in the 2nd, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th houses ;

(c) Mars in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses ;

(d) Mercury in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th and
11th houses ;

(e) himself in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th and
11th houses ;

(f)Venus in the 2nd, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th and 11th

houses

;
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(g) Saturn in the 3rd, 5th, 6th and 12th houses ;
and

(h) the Lagna in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th,

10th and 11th houses.

ii Mi

U II

Slokas 10, 11— In Venus’ Ashtakavarga she is auspici-

ous from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 8th, 11th and 12th houses ;

(b) the Moon in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 9th, 11th

and 12th houses ;

(c) Mars* in the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 9th, 11th and 12th

houses

;

(d) Mercury in the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 9th and 11th houses ;

(e) Jupiter in the 5th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th houses ;

(f) herself in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 9th, 10th

and 11th houses ;

(g) Saturn in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th

houses

;

(h) the Lagna in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 9th and
11th houses.

n wi

«$: n ^ n

Slokas 12, 13— In Saturn’s Ashtakavarga he is auspicious

from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses

;

(b) the Moon in the 3rd, 6th and 11th houses ;

(c) Mars in the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 10th, 11th and 12tb

houses ;

*In the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 9th, 11th and 12th houses from Mars

according to Brihat-jataka. Here Saravali follows Parasara.
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(d) Mercury in the 6th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th

houses ;

(e) Jupiter in the 5th, 6th, 11th and 12th houses ;

(f) Venus in the 6th, 11th and 12th houses ;

(g) himself in the 3rd, 5th, 6th and 11th houses ; and
(h) the Lagna in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th and 11th

houses.

In this manner the auspicious positions have been
mentioned by me in order, by figures represented by the

consonants. These bindus are to be recorded from the

houses occupied by the planets and the Lagna in preparing

Ashtakavarga of each planet.

Notes ; It is seen that there is a difference between Parasara

and Varahamihira, in the case of Jupiter, in the Moon’s Ashtaka-

varga and of Mars in that of Venus’ Ashtakavarga. This may not

affect the Samudayashtakavarga figures much but in the Bhiiv

nashtakavarga this might bring a difference in the reductions and

further calculations (as explained later). In this book Parasara

is followed throughout, since his (and his followers’) works alone

give the effects of the planets according to their Ashtakavarga

strength, etc., in detail. Whereas Varahamihira has mentioned

Ashtakavarga positions only in Brihat-jataka, Ch. IX and has said

nothing further about the subject.

Again when the Samudayashtakavarga mnemonic verses

— (infra—Chap. XIV—verses 2, 3)” are considered,

it is found that this author closely follows Parasara. Mantresvara

(Phaladeepika) too agrees with this view.

m i

qffftqq^ n II

Sloka 14— In the mnemonics (slokas 4 to 13) of the

Ashtakavarga computation, the n, which is zero in the

V ) Katapayadi values, here represents 10 i.e., 10th

nouse. In the same distich when a smaller digit 1 or 2

comes after a higher one, it should be taken as 11th or

,12th place.
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Notes

:

The meaning of Katapayadi system used in South India

to represent numerical figures in the ancient Sanskrit texts :

—

St st 3-3 <s*it ^ II

are the conventions followed to represent numerical figures which

are easy to memorise. In the case of joint consonants the value

of the last consonant is to be taken. ^ and sj represent O value

and the vowels have no numerical value.

The details are as follows :

—

i 2 3 i 5 6 7 8 9 0

SR «sT n * ST sr (*)—
Z S S’ or Cl «c V (*)—sifcni

V 5T IT —— — *nf^ps s

55 5T *3 5 (55) — qrcre-,

In some verses 9 is represented by 55 g

^ = ^ + ^ = 6; 5R = ^ + * = 2 ;
sFJ = ^ + ?J = 1 ; & = ^

+ ^= l;g = ^+;?J=3-, 3T = ^+3T=0: etc.

Numbers of more than one digit expressed in the mnemonic
form are always deciphered from right to left (by the rule sfigjFfj

I ).

is 8 and 4 should be taken as 48.

SJelt is 9 and 4 „ „ „ as 49.

is 4 and 5 „ „ .. as 54.

7. 3 and 3 „ .. „ as 337.

j^Rfjyis 0, 0, 8 and 1 „ „ „ as 1800.

Similarly the Moon’s Tables of Vararuchi in mnemonics are

given below :

—

jftsJ gfc: equal to 0s— 12° — 3'

30 21
e9uai to 0s— 24° — 9'

9042
equal to 1*— 6°— 22'

22 6 0 1
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Ashtakavarga Tables giving the auspicious places ?

The Sun’s A. V. 48

* * if $ 3 3 5T 9

1 3 1 3 5 6 i 3

2 6 2 5 6 7 2 4

4 10 4 6 9 12 4 6

7 11 7 9 ii 7 10

8 8 10 8 11

9 9 11 9 12

10 10 12 10

11 11 11

The Moon’s A. V. 49

* 3 3 3 3 *
1 2 1 1 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 2 1 4 5 6 6

6 5 4 4 5 6 10 7

7 6 5 7 7 11 11 8

10 9 7 8 9 10

11 10 8 10 10 11

11 10 11 11

11
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Sloka 15— In the above slokas of computing Ashtaka-

varga the order followed, begins with the Sun and ends

with the Lagna. (But in Brihat-jataka* Chapter IX, slokas

1 to 7 give the order of donors which has to be followed

in Trikona and Ekadhipatya Shodhanas). When reduc-

tion is to be made the planet which has contributed the

first bindu will have his bindu eliminated. (Refer to verse

No. 12, Chapter No. X).

fga irPK i—

5T5&T gltpqrfig I

5W.^«qqsi»Tq<gs gd: q&nbRaiviTfts n
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Order of donors of bindus

Planets 1 2 3 4 D 8

Sun Sun Mars Sat. Venus
i

Jupi. Moon Merc. Lagna

Moon Lagna
!

Mars Moon Sun Sat. Merc.

:

Jupi. Venus

Mars Sun Lagna Moon Mars Sat. Merc.

i

Venus Jupi.

Merc. Venus Sat. ! Mars
j

Jupi. Sun 1

i

Merc.

;

i

j

Moon Lagna

Jupi. Mars Jupi. Sun Venus Moon Sat*
j

Merc.
i

!

Lagna

Venus Lagna
|

Moon
|

Venus
1

Sat. Sun Jupi. Merc. Mars

Sat. Sat. Mars Sun Lagna Merc.
|

i
|

Moon Venus Jupi.

Notes— This is the order of the donors of bindus in each planet's

Ashtakavarga mentioned in Brihat-jataka. Their uses are referred

to in other places where reductions are applied.

SirarciKfl'T:

®?n?ig5i®r*R?sR^T: sf5*i: *ikii$ig; fifcr:
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5«H^5RI. f^r^rwi:

qgraRqtra: snw^sftei^s ll

3^*zsforcM: $zM

Sloka 16— The places that are mentioned above produce

auspicious results and the rest cause inauspicious results.

In any sign (bhavd), taking into consideration all the bindus

(good) and rekhas (bad) indicated by the planets at the

time of birth, only so much bear fruit as remain after

cancellation against one another. The good results of the

bindus that remain when in Upachaya (3rd, 6th, 10th and
11th) houses, in friendly or own houses or in exaltation,

prove increasingly auspicious ; while in Apachaya houses,

in inimical houses and in debilitation houses become
weakened, during the transit of the respective planet whose
Ashtakavarga is considered.

Notes— (1) The nett excess of rekhas over bindus produces

greater malefic results in Apachaya houses and they are a little

improved in Upachaya houses. (2) Similarly it can be seen that

houses containing 28 or more bindus in the Samudayashtakavarga

prove auspicious and those having less than 28 bindus are inauspi-

cious during the transit of any planet. (Ref. Chap. XIV—
verse No. 7).

gwrt tjwilfci sra?

n: rn; ^ 3^ I
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SITO5R&—

wsr:

i^re^§^il5 g?rci 5Rc{ ?*ftg

^raf^irara^is^ 'naR. n

**TRrft *nft srforrftcnft sprrft ^ i

qg%rrop>: ll^li

Sloka 17— The total number of bindus received by the

planets beginning with the Sun are 48, 49, 39, 54, 56, 52 and

39 respectively. The aggregate of all these bindus is 337
which is called (wj<rc) Samudaya bindus ; the sum total

of all the Bhinnashtakavargas (i.e., the seven planets) is

called Samudaya.

^iciw^wru;—
sfWt ^3: 8jtft *P?1 f^i: spTT^l

wfra^ra^qi; ^ftcwflfen ll

hwtcfsi emwmiar* 1

g^rarcr ^fwpqi: sphorrg^jf^i: 11

Elsewhere:—^: §«7: WT ?lTf*lf$SJ^5*ir I

These are the rekbas (malefic points) for the planets

frpm the Sun onwards ; viz., 48, 47, 57, 42, 40, 44 and 57
respectively totalling 335.

The (eight) donors are the seven planets and the

Lagna while receipients are the seven planets only. This
will be observed by taking a comparative view of the

donors of the bindus given in the verses 4 to 13. Figures

given in the third column show the number of places in

which the respective planet is auspicious from the Moon
(Gochara for the Moon) which is usually given in the

standard works as Gochara.
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Notes— Application of the rules for preparing Ashtakavarga of

the Standard Horoscope :

—

In preparing Ashtakavarga tables, to denote the benefic place

a bindu *0' is put and to denote a malefic place a rekha i

\

J

(vertical line) is put. The donors of bindus or rekhas are the seven

planets (Sun to Saturn) and the Lagna. Thus in the Ashtaka-

varga chart of any planet there can be maximum 8 bindus and

minimum nil in any house.

The Sun’s Ashtakavarga :

—

The Sun is said to be auspicious in ( i.e., in the

1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th houses from his posi-

The Sun's Ashtakavarga tion (the house occupied by him),

from himself. In the Standard Horoscope

the Sun is in the 4th house from

the Lagna. So starting from

the position of the Sun, bindus

i.e., benefic points are marked each

in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 9th,

10th and 11th houses. The

remaining houses are marked with

rekhas .
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The Sun's Ashtakavarga

from the Moon.

The Moon is posited in the 5tb

house from the Lagna. The Sun

is benefic in the 3rd, 6th,

10th and 11th houses from the

position of the Moon. Starting

from the position of the Moon,

bindus are marked each in the

3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th houses.

The remaining houses are marked

with rekkas.

The Sun's Ashtakavarga

from Mars.

Mars is in the 3rd house from

the Lagna. The bindus are marked

in
( )

the 1st, 2nd,

4th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th

houses from Mars. The remain-

ing houses are marked with

rekhas .

The Sun's Ashtakavarga

from Mercury.

Mercury is in the 4th house

from the Lagna. The Sun is

benefic in
( gqff^RqTR )

the 3rd,

5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th

houses from Mercury. The re-

maining houses are marked with

rekhas.
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The Sun's Ashtakavarga

from Jupiter.

Jupiter is in the 5th house from

the Lagna, therefore the bindus,

beginning with that house, are

marked in
( )

the 5th, 6th,

9th and 1 1th houses.

The Sun's Ashtakavarga

from Venus.

Venus is in the 5th house from

the Lagna. The Sun is benefic

in( )the 6th, 7th and 12th

houses from Venus.

The Sun's Ashtakavarga

from Saturn.

Saturn is in the 8th house from

the Lagna. The Sun is benefic in

(

)

the lst
>

2fld, 4th,

7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th

houses from Saturn.
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The Sun's Ashtakavarga

from the Lagna.

Lastly take the Lagna or ascen-

dant. The Sun is benefic in( ^5g-

cTHf,rc)the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th,

11th and 12th houses from the

Lagna. The Lagna is in Mithuna.

All the bindtis and rekhas can be put in one chart as shown

below. Add together all the bindus in the Lagna i.e., the 1st house

*n eac^ above eight charts and get the figure

representing the total number of bindus in the Sun's Ashtaka-

varga. In the same way the totals for the remaining eleven

houses are made. Similarly totals for rekhas also should be made.

This final process of totalling of bindus completes the prepara-

tion of the Sun's Ashtakavarga. The bindus can be marked in

one chart by taking the house occupied by each planet and the

Lagna as the starting point.

The maximum number of bindus possible in a house can be

8 and the minimum nil. Usually the sum of the bindus alone is

put in each house, omitting the rekhas which can be obtained by

deducting the number of bindus from 8. The sum of the bindus
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in each bhava received by the Sun, from the various donors, is

known as the Bhinnashtakavarga of the Sun.

The Sun's Ashtakavarga.

( 48 bindus

)

Similarly the Bhinnashtakavarga tables of the Moon and other

planets can be prepared. They are as follows :

—

The Moon's Ashtakavarga

( 49 bindus

)

Mercury's Ashtakavarga

( 54 bindus )

Mars' Ashtakavarga

( 39 bindus )

Jupiter's Ashtakavarga

( 56 bindus )

\5 . 5/
/xSk/C 5 /

?X5 Vs
K\// uj\
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Venus' Asbtakavarga 8 ...

( 52 bindus

)

Saturn's A&htakavarga

( 39 Urdus

)

i: n \c li

m #13^id & ifc fan ^ ll n ll

#i «TO«n id m l

spf 3#d ^ PRtI II II

ffad #kq;ii ii

Slokas 18-21— The Lagna is auspicious from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th, 1 1th and 12th houses

;

(b) the Moon in the 3rd, 6th, 10th, 11th and 12th houses ;

(c) Mars in the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th houses ;

(d) Mercury in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th and 11th

houses

;

(e) Jupiter in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th and
11th houses

;

(f) Venus in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 8th and 9th houses ;

(g) Saturn in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th and 11th houses ;

and

(h) the Lagna in the 3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th houses.
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The total bindus received by the Lagna are 49 only.

The Lagna’s Ashtakavarga Table

n1* 1*1 f
i

s
1

3
1

*

3 ! 3 1 1 1 1 1
1

1 1
1

3
4 6 3 I 2 2 2 3 6
6 10 6 ! 4 4 3 4 10

10 11 10
!

6 5 4 6 11
11! 12 11 ! 8 6 5 10
12

;
io 7 8 11

1 n 9 9

i

10

|
l

)
; ;

11

The Lagna's Ashtakavarga

(49 bindus

)

\A S§>\

£y<S-6

v^XvV5V3 X4/5V
Notes— The use of the Lagna Ashtakavarga :

—

It has been found that the Lagna Ashtakavarga is used only

for Ayurdaya (longevity). The reason being that in the Bhin*

nashtakavargas of the several planets, the auspicious places from

the Lagna have been taken into consideration and the sum of

bindus received by each planet includes bindus contributed by the

Lagna too.

Again in the Lagna Ashtakavarga the auspicious positions

given from the Lagna are the same in order and places, as those

given under the various Bhinnashtakavargas. This is contrary

to the conception accepted for the Ashtakavarga consideration of

the planets
; for, the seven planets through their transits become

capable of donating and receiving bindus, whereas the Lagna being

fixed and having no transit, is not supposed to receive bmdus in

the same sense as the planets.
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Some astrologers add the Lagna Ashtakavarga bindus again to

( )
the Samudayashtakavarga total of 337 which is

only a duplication of the Lagna bindus. If 337, the total for

Samudayashtakavarga figure is divided by 12, the quotient 28
represents the average for each bhava. AH books mention good
effects for any bhava when the bindus are 28 or above. This

shows that the figure 28 is the turning point. If the Lagna
Ashtakavarga figure is added to 337, the total becomes 386 which

gives 32 as average for a bhava. No book has mentioned 32 as

the turning point. (See Verse 17 and Chap. XIV, Verse 7).

( TOrarinto i

)

wfctfwi fWti i*f m

fsrf^ ii ^ ii

Sloka 22— Rahu is auspicious from :

—

(a) the Sun in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th and 10th

houses ;

(b) the Moon in the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th

houses ;

(c) Mars in the 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 12th houses ;

(d) Mercury in the 2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th and 12th houses ;

(e) Jupiter in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th and 8th houses ;

(f) Venus in the 6th, 7th, 11th and 12th houses ;

(g) Saturn in the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 10th, 11th and 12th

houses
; and

(h) the Lagna in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 9th and 12th houses.

The total bindus received by Rahu are 43 only.

Rahu’s Ashtakavarga Table

n! * S 3 S 51 *5

1 1 2 2 1 6 3 3
2 3 3 4 3 7 5 4
3 5 5 7 4 11 ! 7 5
5 7 12 8 6 12 10 9
7 8 12 8 11 12
8 9 12
10 10
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Notes— Only Yavanacharya has mentioned about Rahu’s Ashtaka-

vatga (Ref. sftfrftwra** and

Since Rahu is a shadow planet (ascending node of the Moon)
he has not been allotted ownership of any part in the zodiac.

It may be for this reason that he is not taken into consideration in

Samudayashtakavarga along with the 7 planets, nor is he given

the lordship of any Kakshya. All the same, the Bhinnashtakavarga

of Rahu may be used in predicting good and bad effects during

his transit through the various bhavas.

Rahu’s Ashtakavarga

( 43 bindus
)



CHAPTER III

TRIKONA & EKADHIPATYA SHODHANAS

^ IK II

q#ffsre#n^ l

q q^*i 315$ f^s#1^3 ii R II

«$q$qq qq%^ q I

*p?c% ^»tls ei u 3 n

Slokas 1-3 — Trikonas (trines) are as follows :

—

1. Mesha, Simha and Dhanus are trine to one another ;

2. Vrishabha, Kanya and Makara „ „ „ „
3. Mithuna, Tula and Kumbha „ „ „ „
4. Kataka, Vrischika and Meena „ „ „ „

In one set of a triad whichever house contains the least

number of bindus , that number should be subtracted from
all the three houses. When one of the three houses is void

of bindus , no reduction is to be made in the other two
houses. If the bindus are equal in all the three houses,

remove all.

Notes— For example let the Mesha triad contain

( 1 )

(2 )

4, 3, 2,

2 , 2 , 2 ,

2 , 1 , 0,

4, 3, 3,

3, 3, 3,

The least of the three is 2, substracting that from

the three houses there remain 2 in Mesha, 1 in

Simha and O in Dhanus.

Subtract 3 from all, which leaves 1, 0 and 0.

1
,
0, 0,

(3) 3» 3, 3, Subtract 3 from all, which leaves 0, 0 and 0.

3, 3, 3,

0, 0, 0,

(4) 4, 3, 0,

0, 0, 0,

4, 3, 0,

Subtract 0 from all, there is no change.
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(5) 4, 0, 0, Here (a) according to Parasara no change is to he

made* But (b) Mantresvara says ,
M

g
” If two houses of a triad are without any bindu, remove

the bindus in the third house also. It is/ a rare case to have two

houses without bindus in a planet's Ashtakavarga and much more

so* to havef them in trine to one another.

In the matter of Trikona-shodhana there are different schools

of thought according to the interpretation given to u

spgffi cT^f filJJ
One school accepts the view that the

minimum number should be taken away from all the three houses ;

while the other school says that the reduction should be carried

on till, all the three houses contain bindus equal to the minimum.

In this book the first method is adopted.

The following charts show the Moon’s Ashtakavarga (in the

Standard Horoscope) figures before and after Trikona-shodhana

according to both the views :

—

The Moon's Ashtakavarga ( 49 )

I Trikona-shodhana according

to the first view:-

II Trikona-shodhana according

to the second view:-

O
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awwiRuidJ—

ROtAon^ll

SRtoM:—
^3 qvglf

%5T flJi srstfcis ^ nlppf g^ 1*^1

^ixrrft qca gtf ftg ?rt gf an: ||

Notes . The author of Prasnamarga says that in one set of

friad, if one/two houses contain no bindu, the bindus in the

others/other house, should be eliminated.

Ekadhipatya-Shodhana

qsn^RrcqsRn i

§wi ll » H

#rc as wnfai l

^ ii h n

<S55lft% i$t% II \ II

* mr^t iF^r i

mk ii vs ii

^ II <s 11

Slokas 4-8— 1. After Trikonashodhana is over, Ekadhi-

patyashodhana is to be carried out.

2. The wise man should make reduction only when
there are bindus in both the houses of a planet.

E.g. Mesha, no planet, 2 bindus
; ]

No reduction is

Vrischika, no planet, no bindu
; )

to be made.

3. If the two houses are without planets and have got

different number of bindus, the smaller figure should be

subtracted from both the houses.
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E.g. Mesha, no planet ~) Vrischika, no planet

4 bindus f 2 bindus

Result 4 — 2 =2 bindus ) 2 — 2 = 0 bindu

4. If however, one of the houses has a planet and

when the bindus in that are less than the other, the smaller

figure should be deducted from the other only.

E.g. Mesha having a planet
)

Vrischika, no planet

2 bindus £ 3 bindus

Result 2 bindus, no change ) 3 — 2=1 bindu

5. In the above (rule 4) case, if the house having the

planet has more bindus than the other house, then remove

all the bindus from the other house having no planet.

E.g. Mesha having a planet
)

Vrischika, no planet

3 bindus > 2 bindus

Result 3 bindus, no change ) 2 — 2 = 0 bindu

6. If both the houses of a planet are occupied by

planets, then no reduction is to be made.

E.g. Mesha having a planet”) Vrischika having a planet

3 bindus > 1 bindu

Result 3 bindus, no change ) 1 bindu, no change

7. If both the houses of a planet are without planets

and the bindus are equal, then remove all the bindus from
both the houses.

E.g. Mesha, no planet
)

Vrischika, no planet

3 bindus > 3 bindus

Result 3— 3 — 0 bindu ) 3 — 3 = 0 bindu

8. If bindus in both the houses of a planet are equal

and one house alone is occupied by a planet, then remove
bindus in the other house.

E.g. Mesha having a planet
)

Vrischika, no planet

3 bindus > 3 bindus

Result 3 bindus, no change j 3 — 3 = 0 bindu

9. The bindus in Kataka and Simha should he retained

as they are.

Notes— Ekadhipatyashodhana means the reduction in respect of

the two houses (rasis) owned by one common lord, e.g., Mesha
and Vrischika of Mars, etc.
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According to the first view

The Moon's Ashtakavarga

after Trikonashodhana.

The Moon's Ashtakavarga

after Ekadhipatyashodhana.

(

9

)

According to the second view :

—

The Moon's Ashtakavarga

after Trikonashodhana.

\ 0 /&\l/

4 &\; 4

0 /
Va

fo\y4^t\

awremfoiM :
—

The Moon's Ashtakavarga

after Ekadhipatyashodhana.

(forrafois)

=* for fsrrfo

'psifoj fogci §5*n ;rfofora qfoifo ||
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fralqqfl dpqqiqrfo p^ipit: I

^ fo#q qftsat«r q«n^Tfa'Rq*q ?ra: sres'qi: n

sreranft--

-

gqtffe hh h5 sqter fq^l

qqrqMcR q?Q?nf%3 pq =q fopqd

?qiqtsq ftqatsq f^g ?nq§ snsq hsi *w*rajl

’ ' ’ "C'dA M CSk
"'' • " ' « ’ ,,T

tagrfa wm
^r%i^rar-

ii«ui-

Sloka 9— After the two reductions are carried out,

multiply the figures in Vrishabha and Simha by 10, those

of Mithuna and Vrischika by 8, of Tula and Mesha by 7.

of Kanya and Makara by 5 and those of the remaining rasis

by their respective rasi numbers i.e., Kataka by 4, Dhanus
by 9, ect. The sum of these products is known as Rasiguna
Yoga or Rasipinda

( trig'fe ). If there are no bindus in any
rasi, multiplication does not arise.

Again multiply the figures of the houses occupied by
the Sun, the Moon, Mercury and Saturn by 5, that occupied
by Mars by 8, Jupiter by 10 and Venus by 7. The
sum of these products is called Grahaguna Yoga or Graha-
pinda (ttfffe). If more than one planet is in one house,

then the figures should individually be multiplied by the

respective multiplier of each planet. The sum of Rasi-

pinda and Grahapinda is known as (srtsqffe) Shodhya or
Shuddhapinda. The use of this Pinda is explained later on.
Notes— In the Standard Horoscope in the Moon’s Ashtakavarga

Rasipinda is arrived at as under (according to the first view)

Sign Bindu Multiplier Product

Mithuna 3 X 8

Tula 1 X 7

Makara 2 X 5

Mesha 3 X 7

24

7

10

21

S= ~62Total
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In the Moon’s Ashtakavarga Grahapinda is arrived at as

under :

—

Planet Btndu Multiplier Product

Moon 1 X 5 =- 5

Venus 1 X 7 = 7

Jupiter 1 X 10 = 10

Saturn 2 X 5 — 10

Total = *32

The Moon’s Shuddhapinda -• 62 -f 32 = 94

Similarly Shuddhapindas of the remaining planets are calcu-

lated from their respective Ashtakavargas.

Rasi Multipliers

1 ! j
: :

:

i

'

1

^ t ft $ ft $ § ? I
IT $ ;

41 Rasi

Graha Multipliers

! .

nj * tr i 3 3 51

5 S 5

i

8

1

5
i 10

;
7

;
5

Sjtftorel gtei: flfpjit pi ll

jfaisrcsrfa* win!

vmfcmti'’—
7108410578 9 5 1 1 21

Svlft toft. 3?^ to: Win I

?Rft $ *iFraRitft qjitefo g°m win I

5 5 8 5107 5
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—

JtZFbsft II

stagfart z§fof#*Fn&Jr i

3 gftft: A* II

5ttr: ^HRgf^cir llf^WT^lT ?5r JEHig. I

#nwfi^Nrcr ^§g#sfr: spur^n ll

%*m €?jzn 5fap>ri s*if s«nBrcfr: l

4K1H««V

—

gftfttfrggnrctr g^ti&wu-

gjTftfcraf^ltr: ^igoTtssnfcfiRT I

ssfamft* fg^: =g qVrra; ||

f%«r: g^r h gfc
h3 =g sit®* faf^ggg?fa?qrc^fa'T&i i

#** SfgrR^ fflSSM 'g^if

5rt gsrqor. ||

Notes— In this verse the author has given in a very concise and

simple form the rules to be followed for Trikona and Ekadhi-

patyashodhanas as under :

—

1. In Trikonashodhana subtract the minimum figure out of

the three houses of a triad irrespective of the figures in them.

2. No reduction should be made when one house has no

bindu,

3. If the three figures in the three houses are equal, remove

all.

In the Ekadhipatyashodhana the same rules apply with the

exception that figures in the house occupied by a planet should

not be changed. The definition of Shuddhapinda is given.

DEFINITIONS.

The sum total of the bindus that remain in various bhavas

after the two reductions is known as Shodhyavashishta^^tqjcrf^ig).

The sum of the products of the bindus and the respective rasi

multipliers is called Rasipinda
( ).

The surd of the pro-

ducts of the bindus and the respective planet multipliers is called
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Grahapinda (3T|fcfe). The sum Rasipinda and Grahapinda

is known as Shodhyapinda
( ),

Shuddhapinda
( )

or Yogapinda (qftfife).

Mantresvara defines Shodhyapinda as,
e(

tfzffTj: [Ufi

sftsqfife ffr ” (Phaladeepika Ch. XXIV, Verse 3).

It means that the sum of the bindus remaining after the two

reductions is called Shodhyapinda. This definition differs from

that given by other standard authors.

The Sun’s Ashtakavarga

The Moon’s Ashtakavarga
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Mars’ Ashtakavarga

* ni
33
4

i

51 3 Planets

Bflavas

5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 i 2 3 4 represented

by rasis

6 4 1 5 1 3 3 5 2 2 3 4 Bindus

Trikona-
5 2 o 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 2 0 Shodhana

Ekadhi-
’

5
j

2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 patya-

Shodbana

ateTFrfag = 10 = 88 ; Sfffr = 65 ; gNjfqfe = 153.

Mercury’s Ashtakavarga

in
3*
3

51 3 M Planets

Bhavas

6 7 8 9 ii 12 1 2 3 4 5 represented

by rasis

5 2 6 i 6 5 4 3 6 4 5 7 Bindus

Trikona-
0 0 2 0

I

1 3 2 1 2 1 6 Shodhana

Ekadhi*

0 0 0 i 2 1 2 1 6 patya-

Shodhana

= 13; 3 117; tTgfifo = 53; #3^? = 170.

Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga

S3
4

51 c5 ni Planets

Bhavas

7 8 9 10 ii 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 represented

by rasis

4 6 5 2 5 5 4 5 7 5 4 4
\

Bindus

Trikona-
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 3 0 0 2

Shodhana

Ekadhi*

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 o 2 patya

Shodhana

*Nh($K = 9 ;
= 76 ; Sgfi* = 20 ; ##» = 96.
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Venus’ Ashtakavarga

51 V Planets

Bhavas

8 9 10 ii 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 represented

by rasis

5 2 5 5 1 4 5 5 6 6 3 Bindus

4 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 5 4 0
Trikona-

Shodhana

Ekadhi*

2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 5 4 0 patya

Shodhana

= 15 ; flfsfrte = 106
;

42 ; sfrqftfe = 148.

Saturn’s Ashtakavarga

51 55 A w 1 3*r

3
Planets

10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Bhavas

represented

by rasis

1 2 6 3 3 5 3 5 4 2 2 3 Bindus

0 0 4 0
1

2 3 1 2 3 0 0 0
Trikona-

Shodhana

0 0 4 0 2 0 1 2 3 0 0 0

Ekadhi-

patya-

Shodhana

aNrafag = 12; gf*IWS = 107 ; U^iqfe = 46 ;
= 153.

Lagna Ashtakavarga

<5

1
A w 33

1

51
|

Planets
i

Bhavas

3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2
! represented

by rasis

6 D 5 2 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 2 Bindus

Trikona-
2 0 1 0

[

1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 Shodhana

Ekadhi-

2 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0
°

i

patya-

l Shodhana

sifawRlg = 7;flf?rffa = 51;nsff»40;#q% = 91.
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BHAVA AND BINDU PHALA

^ % || l ||

% qnifw qgsfo II 3 ii

I^f^nt i%^ir q qq*t I

n 3 u

jrr i

3ttr sqiffi^ ii » ii

wmrt *pm* qfcqn q 9% i

q^ffq g^ srart qhq ii h II

w^f qq i

q ii \ n

g^f q sqq^nq qroqtf TOEl I

srffeqtf q sqq^ frfqqilg II ^ II

Slokas 1-7 From the Lagna one should consider the

form of the body and of the different parts of the body.

From the second bhava, truth, well being and wealth are

considered. The third bhava denotes voice, character,

valour and brothers (sisters). The fourth bhava decides

happiness, relations, residence and all about one’s mother.

From the fifth bhava innate disposition, broad outlook
and learning are considered. The sixth bhava denotes

internal enemies, sickness, etc. From the seventh

bhava all about any (short) journey and the well-being of
wife are known. The eighth bhava denotes mental
troubles, diseases, death and destruction. The ninth bhava
decides about the fortune, the preceptor and religious apti-

tude. From the tenth bhava devotion to duty, valour, brave
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actions, knowledge of sciences, fame and preknowledge of
things to come (both seen and unseen) are known. From
the eleventh bbava are known opulence and acquisition of
wealth. The twelfth bhava denotes expenses, sinful deeds,

destruction of body and its causes.§

I V® II £ II

flton §frT fon mTtfwrii l

^TT#: II ^ II

3?ft^*rar 3?: ^tsfq II Ml
mi. ll Mi

Slokas 8-11— An intelligent person should consider about
the 12 bhavas accordingly. The bhava occupied by a
malefic planet destroys the effects of the things denoted by
that bhava. A benefic planet in a particular bhava accom-
plishes the things denoted by that bhava. If there are

both malefics and benefics in a bhava, the person gets mixed
effects so far as that bhava is concerned. The planets

occupying the 6th, 8th and 12th bhavas give opposite

results, i.e., if a malefic planet occupies that bhava, he gives

good results but if a benefic planet occupies it, he
gives bad results. Even a malefic planet occupying a

friend’s house or his own exaltation, gives good results ;

while a ‘benefic planet occupying an inimical house or his

own depression or in combust, becomes hostile.

All the above points should be considered before deci-

ding the effects of a particular bhava.

II

srtereqfsfo gdf trrefifif i

qrft II

§ Cf. Jataka-parijata, Chap. XI, Verses— 13, 49 ; Chap. XII,

Verses— 1,2, 59; Chap. XIII, Verses— 1, 71; Chap. XIV,

Verses— 1, 48, 65 ; and Chap XV, Verses— 1, 67, 73.

81.
*
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qfrffgTO q 3*Tte II U II

gq I

sunwpqr^R^Fi n \\ n

3TO3<ftl<l q sri^frsRrfq q I

gw ^fjfe q n ?» II

fan %*rc«Trt q

ii ^n
'dWdtoi*! i

wi q jk&t II ^
Slokas 12-16— One should examine from :

—

(a) the Sun— one’s valour, about father ;

(b) the Moon— mind, intelligence, self-satisfaction

and about mother ;

(c) Mars— brothers (sisters), virtues, character, im-

movable property ;

(d) Mercury— capacity to distinguish between good
and bad, speech, religion, acquisition of know-
ledge ;

(e) Jupiter— Chhatra (insignia of honour), vehicles,

fame, varieties of apparels, physical strength,

intelligence, children and wealth ;

(f) Venus— semen virile, marriage, sexual happiness,

vehicles and features of a female
;
and

(g) Saturn— longevity, means of livelihood, sorrow,

distress, dreads, destruction of everything and

death.

JUT ^ gqf^ I

aitqregforc ii U ii

afaF* m q nun
Slokas 17-18— Those planets which are weak in strength

at the time of birth are unable to give the effects enumera-
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ted above. In the case of Saturn the effects are quite the

reverse.

After examining the Ashtakavarga strength one should

decide the effects of each planet without which the Dasas
cannot be fully judged.

mm w® mi ^ i sirftft iff®*i i

ft ftp mtem i

Slokas 19-20— To determine the effects of any bhava in a

horoscope consider that bhava as the Lagna ; the twelve

houses reckoned from that as, the Lagna, Dhana bhava,

etc., should be examined and the effects declared thereafter.

In the same manner the effects for the father, the

mother, the brother, the maternal uncle, the son, the

husband (wife) and the servant are to be considered by

taking the signs occupied by their respective Karakas, viz.,

the Sun, the Moon and other planets in the horoscope, as

the Lagna.

if|

ff| fpRM qgpfftf ^ fruj; I

wt ^m 3 3ft II ^ ll

$$ ^ ft ^mm^ i—' —

—

e— ll

Slokas 21-23— From the house occupied by the Sun (in a

person’s horoscope) the appearance and stature of the

father should be considered. The father’s prosperity and
fame should be judged from the second house reckoned

from the house occupied by the Sun. His brothers,

character, etc., from the third house (from the Sun) and
details about the father’s mother, father’s happiness should

be divined from the 4th house. The father’s intelligence
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and peace of mind should be judged from the 5th house

(from the Sun) ; his afflictions, injury, enemies and sick-

ness from the 6th house ; his love and passion from the

7th ; his sorrows, death and longevity should be considered

from the 8th house (from the Sun). The father’s religious

merit, auspiciousness and his father (i.e., native’s grand-

father) should be looked into from the 9th house ; his

avocation from the 10th house ; his gains and income from
the 11th and his expenditure or extravagance from the

12th house (from the Sun). All about the mother, brother,

etc., should likewise be considered by taking the signs

occupied by the respective Karakas, viz., the Moon, Mars,

etc., as the Lagna and the remaining signs in order as the

relevant bhavas.

^ mmw irvii

Sloka 24— All information about the mother, brother,

father, son, etc., should be considered from the particular

bhava and Karaka signified. The happiness and good
effects indicated by a bhava are assured if that bhava, its

lord and Karaka are all strong.

i

*?T3P: pfcra II II

Sloka 25 — Others say that the Sun in the 9th, the Moon
in the 4th, Mars in the 3rd, Jupiter in the 5th, Venus in

the 7th and Saturn in the 8th bhava, generally cause dis-

tress to those bhavas (in the effects).

Notes

:

Generally the Karaka of a bhava, when posited in that

bhava, does not prosper the effects of the bhava concerned.

* sforcrft ir^ii

Sloka 26— Bhavas represented by Mesha and other signs

which contain 8 bindus (contributed by the 7 planets and
the Lagna) in their individual Ashtakavargas become very

strong and auspicious ; bestow all prosperity. Bhavas
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having 5, 6 or 7 bindus are also auspicious. Bhavas
having 1, 2 or 3 bindus are not auspicious.

Notes : Herein the general effects of the bbavas having certain

number of bindus are explained.

mninft—

^ ql *rftr: stew i

sjfwn: l

srafcni ii

Sloka 27— Bhavas having 4 bindus produce mixed
effects while those which do not contain a btndu cause

death, censure and fear.

The good and bad effects arising from the Sun and
other planets when associated with 1, 2, etc., bindus in

their individual Ashtakavargas are explained hereinafter.

Notes : The previous verse and the first half of this verse show

how to gauge the capacity of a bbava to give good or bad results.

The latter part of the verse and succeeding verses up to 31 show

the) effects of the planets associated with 1 to 8 bindus in the

bhavas occupied by them at birth.

<S»0Ftot :—

fi^i swi II

I

RC II

Sloka 28—A planet associated with 1 btndu causes various

kinds of diseases, sorrows, fears, roamings, etc. One, as-

sociated with 2 bindus produces mental agony, censure and
deprivation of food through a King or a robber-

I

^11 ^ II

Sloka 29— When there are 3 bindus there will be many

troubles due to a roaming life, lean body and mind

» '
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becomes afflicted ; with 4 bindus comforts and discomforts,

accession of wealth and expenditure of money and all

other things equal, i.e., mixed effects will be experienced.

Sloka 30— When the bindus are 5, one will acquire fine

apparels, fondle children, come into contact with virtuous

people and acquire learning and wealth
; with 6 bindus

one will have ever fresh and attractive appearance, excel-

lent character, victory in war, wealth, fame, strength and
conveyance.

Sloka 31 — A planet associated with 7 bindus brings
honour by virtue of possession of horses and other
conveyances, an army and immense wealth

; with 8 bindus
one acquires regal splendour with all its sevenfold adjuncts
(namely lordship, minister, friends, treasures, domain,
castles and armies).

sratew jfarcri: srt*iY ii ^ n

Sloka 32— A planet is always auspicious when he transits

a bhava having 5 or more bindus in his own Ashtakavarga,
if otherwise (i.e., if the planet transits a bhava having 3
or less bindus) he is incapable of giving good results while
transitting that bhava and he definitely becomes oppressive
when transitting through a bhava having no bindu.

=* 4>faciT hn
i

^ * i

M mi\m n ^ n

? R sror<$
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*R«f li

Slokas 33-34— When any planet passes through a bhavu,

the effects are as follows according to the number of bindus

in that bhava (in his Ashtakavarga) :

—

1. misery ;

2. loss of wealth ;

3. anguish ;

4. status quo ;

5. great rejoicing
;

6. inflow of wealth ;

7. all sorts of happiness

;

and

8. perfection of everything.

sfcra^TRi gm hsir^* l

BSRtirlTROTr 4m *n34ttra;)5raT ii

sss 3?it aaRcl* i

5*Rt fa*RF^Rt>iftrRT%fe: 5fR5[i: 'TBlfa ||

'jqlldMdTdST^mu—

#5lfsqSfft5&R HDR STWgR RRv7^|iTtt^ * |

^<ra?lfe^33R08il: a^^RT'fiSRRJTPct II

mfk ^rf^Fr

*rai?pn ii ^ li

Sloka 35— Find the difference between the bindus and

the rekhas. When the bindus are in excess by 2, the effect is

inflow of wealth ;
when 4, increase in confidence, acquisi-

tion of new friends ;
when 6, great valour, splendour,

fame, etc., and when 8, one becomes a king or equal to a

king with all its adjuncts.

Note i When the rekhas are in excess, the results are reverse.

K. &WTCF4
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?—
tr$q q: 5Ft: q<|'. H 'TWd ¥Rf?i I

q^ =qai^: h hh: q*q^q II

aiftw&y: ^ ^q^pT^II ^ II

$WflwR><RT *j ^ ^ ifi^iR^kRi: l

^ II 3\s II

Slokas 36-37 — All planets which are in their exaltation,

own or friendly houses and are also possessed of strength

by occupation of a Kendra, Trikona, etc., invariably

produce evil results if they are associated with very few

bindus (less than 4).

Conversely, all planets occupying bad positions (ie.,

6th, 8th and 12th) or their debilitations or inimical signs

in rasi or Navamsa, invariably produce good results if they

are associated with more bindus (5 or more).

Note

:

All the planets, howsoever well placed, or otherwise

powerful, produce malefic results if they are associated with 3 or

less bindus in their Bhinnashtakavargas. Conversely, all of them,

howsoever adversely placed or otherwise weak, always produce

benefic results if they are associated with 5 or more bindus . Thus

the capacity to produce good or bad results depends more on the

number of bindus a planet is associated with, than on any other

factor. This is a special classification of strength according to

the Ashtakavarga system.

Sloka 38— When Saturn transits a bhava without a bindu
in the Ashtakavarga of the Sun, etc., he generally causes

acute diseases, fear from enemies and afflictions to the

father and other relations according to their Karakatva.
Notes

:

Saturn is the Karaka for oneself.

The Sun is the Karaka for the father.

The moon „ „ „ „ „ mother.

Mars „ „ „ „ „ brothers and sisters.
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Mercury is the Karaka for the relations and maternal uncle.

Jupiter „ „ „ „ „ children.

Venus » » M »» wife.

ii ^ n

Sloka 39— Having prepared the Ashtakavarga of any
planet note the bhavas which contain greater number of

bindus. That planet (benefic or malefic) in his transit

through these bhavas
,
gives good effects according to the

bhava positions which they (these bhavas) bear from the

house occupied by that planet at birth ; in the bhavas with

less number of bindtis the transit of the said planet causes

adverse results (to the native and to the Karaka represen-

ted by the planet).

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope the Sun’s (representing the

father) Ashtakavarga contains 6 bindus in the 7th bhava from

him. When he passes through that I hava beneficial results con-

nected with the 7th bhava will be experienced by the father.

Again, the 2nd bhava from the Sun contains 2 bindus. The

father, therefore, will experience evil results pertaining to that

bhava such as loss of money, family troubles, etc., during the

transit of the Sun.

feNtetS'ES II n

Sloka 40— After preparing the Ashtakavarga (of any

planet) add up the bindus in Mesha, Simha and Dhanus.

This represents the East. Similarly the total of birnlus in

Vrishabha, Kanya and Makara represents the South ;

Mithuna, Tula and Kumbha the West and Karka, Vrischika

and Meena the North. That cardinal direction represented

by the highest number of bindus amongst the four totals

is very auspicious and that which has the least is inauspi-

cious.
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Sloka 41 — After preparing the Ashtakavarga of any planet

find out which bhava contains more bindus
; the direction

denoted by that bhava according to Sthirachakra
(

)

is auspicious and vice versa.

Notes : Cardinal directions represented by the rasis :

—

The Rasichakra, i.e., Zodiac is designated as Chara (movable)

and Sthira (fixed).

I In the movable Zodiac the rising sign always represents

the East, the 7th house the West, the 10th house the South and

the 4th house the North. .

II In the fixed Zodiac there are the following two methods

of reckoning directions :

—

(1) The system applied by Varahamihira in Brihat-jataka

(Ch. I. Sloka 11), viz., Mesha trine the East ;
Vrishabha trine the

South ; Mithuna trine the West and Karka trine the North.

These directions are used when things of a general nature are

considered.

{2) The system given in Prasnamarga :

—

3 i

S|KFT #wui

The signs Mesha and Vrishabha represent the East, Mithuna

the South-East, Karka and Simha the South, Kanya the South-

West, Tula and Vrischika the West, Dhanus the North-West,

Makara and Kumbha the North and Meena the North-East.

This is the same as the Chakra represented by the South Indian

type of putting the horoscope (See page 11).

This system of reckoning directions is generally used for

things of a permanent nature such as one’s permanent property,

lands, etc., for consideration of directions in one's own house,

compound, locality (such as village or town) or completion of any

undertaking of a long standing or permanent nature (e.g., Chap.

XIII Verses 2 and 3).

1
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Sloka 42— Find out the cardinal directions by these two

methods
;
their use should be made according to the nature

of the matters under consideration. The direction repre-

sented by the greater number of bindus is auspicious and

one with less bindus is inauspicious.

sAM/V'-



CHAPTER V
PRASTARASHTAKAVARGA AND

SARVACHANCHACHAKRA.

S?^rR% fjqcfRf5r#g II \ II

qrotf^Fq^RpTOT: sR^or IR||

Slokas 1-2 — Draw a diagram with nine horizontal parallel

lines from the East to the West at equal intervals. Similar-

ly draw thirteen vertical parallel lines from the North to

the South. This gives 96 squares in eight rows exhibiting

the Prastara form of Bhinnashtakavarga.

The Lagna, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars,

Jupiter and Saturn in their order are the lords of the 8

Kakshyas of a bhava from the South to the North. These
planets produce good or bad results when transiting

Kakshyas having bindus or without bindus •

Notes : The Kakshya lords are mentioned in the order of their

orbits round the Zodiac. Cf. Jataka-parijata, Chap. II verse 71,

1st line :

—

Sfiitnr I

Draw the Prastarashtakavarga
( )

table and

set therein the bindus for the Sun’s Ashtakavarga in the Standard

Horoscope. Prastarashtakavarga is a spread-over or a detailed

Bhinnashtakavarga.

The auspicious places from the Sun are marked with bindus

in the Sun’s row beginning with the bhava occupied by him, i.e.,

from Kanya. The auspicious places from Saturn are marked with

bindus against Saturn’s row beginning from Makara which he
occupies. In this manner the remaining auspicious places are

marked with bindus in their respective rows.
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JpfesqRI^^fjRntRSHT 3T§ TOflig M-

The Sun's Prastarashtakavarga

Bhavas
represent-

ed by retsis :

%S
6

3
7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

a

3 4

Sat.
’

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jupi.
0 0 0 0

Mars 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sun 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Venus 0
1

i

......

,j

,

|

i

i

-
i

0 0
j i

Merc. 0 0
_°j

; .:!

0 0 0 0

Moon 0 0 0 0

Lagna 0
!

T 0 0 0
i

0
1

Totai

bindus
5 2 4 2 2 4 6 5 4 4 4 6
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5If3h3§ 533531 5333S153 331 ||

.
3131313333 53531 33131 3^3335331 |

535#3 =3 3^3 3^ 33: II

Notes

:

Parasarahora, Shambhu-horaprakasha and Manasagari

give a different order for Kakshya lords. The order followed by

them is as follows :—The Sun, Saturn, Jupiter, Venus, Mars,

Mercury, the Moon and the Lagna.

for*n^i i3i 1

Sloka 3— Prepare the Ashtakavargas of all the planets

from their positions at the time of birth as per rules laid

down. When planets in their transits are in a rasi (or

when that rasi is rising), month (period of the Sun’s

transit), bhava, etc., which contain the greatest number of
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bindus (in their individual Ashtakavargas) will prove

auspicious.

i u # n

Sloka 4— Others say that in order to ascertain the time of

fruition of the effects of a bhava

,

in case it contains bindus,

divide that bhava into 8 Kakshyas and find out which of

them contain bindus. During the periods, the planet in

question transits those Kakshyas (3°-45' each roughly) the

effects take place.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope there are 4 bindus in the

Lagna (Mithuna) which is the 10th house from the Sun in his

Ashtakavarga. It will be seen that these have been contributed

by the Sun, Mars, Mercury and Jupiter while the remaining 3

planets and the Lagna have each contributed a rekha. Therefore

the bindus are placed in their respective Kakshyas in the Lagna

house.

When the Sun transits the Lagna bhava which is from

1
h - 18°-39' to 2 s-18°-39', he will give benefic results only during

the four periods of the Kakshya divisions of the bhava, viz :

—

1st 1 b -22°-38' to l s-26°-38' (Jupiter’s Kakshya)

2nd P-260-38' to 2*-0°-37' (Mars’ Kakshya)

3rd 2 ft-0°-37/ to 2 s-4°-37 / (The Sun’s Kakshya)

and lastly 2 B-8°-8' to 2 8-ll°-38' (Mercury’s Kakshya).

The remaining four Kakshyas will produce adverse results. The

Sun will give good or bad results in all the remaining bhavas

during his transit through Kakshyas having bindus or rekhas .

Similarly the good and bad effects due to the transits of the

remaining planets should be judged from their respective Prasta-

rashtakavargas.

Kakshya divisions of a bhava :

—

It is convenient to divide a bhava in the following way.

Divide into 4 equal parts the difference in degrees from Arambha-

sandhi^^^f^Jbeginning) to Bhavamadhya^[cTJTv^[-the middle

part of that bhava) and similarly make 4 equal parts from Bhava*

raadhya to Bhavasandhi (i.e., end of the house). The reason is

that by Bhavamadhya, it is meant the exact middle of the bhava

in the circle passing through that latitude, to which the ecliptic
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circle is collated. It is said that the Dashamabhavamadhya

( cusp of the 10th house) is the highest point.

Naturally, in a circular Zodiac points on either side of the cusp

will be at a lower level.

SARVACHANCHACHAKRA
(Refer the attached Chart) :

—

The Sarvachanchachakra is a chart incorporating in it

practically all the important details of the Ashtakavarga
and the horoscope.

The biggest circle represents the map of the Zodiac.

It is divided into 12 bhavas according to the method
followed in India (Method of Porphyry-Jatakapaddhati of

Shripati). The Sandhis of the 12 bhavas are given in

signs, degrees and minutes at their proper places. Every
bhava has a cusp. The portion from Bhavasandhi of a

particular bhava to the cusp of that house is divided into

four equal parts. Similarly, the portion between the cusp
and the end of the bhava is also divided into four equal

parts. Thus a bhava is divided into eight parts known as

Kakshyas. The beginning of the Kakshya is shown
against it in signs, degrees and minutes. In the strip

below the first (the biggest) circle the names of Kakshya
lords are given in all the bhavas against the Kakshyas. In
the Lagna bhava the English equivalents of the Kakshya
lords are marked.

The positions of the planets are also indicated at their

proper longitudes by arrows. This enables one to find out

immediately the positions, in degrees and minutes, the

Kakshyas, the bhavas and the Zodiacal rasis of all the

planets at birth.

Below the second circle is the Sun’s Ashtakavarga.

The Sun’s Prastarashtakavarga is given in a circular form

as against the tabular one (refer page No. 61). The
bindus in the various bhavas are the same as shown in the

tabular form. From the chart one can have a visual idea

of the transit of the Sun and the other planets through the

various bhavas and their Kakshyas by which results can be

judged on a collective basis.
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Below the third circle is the Moon’s Prastarashtakavarga.

99 99 fourth „ „ Mars’ »»

99 99 fifth „ „ Mercury’s ft

99 99 sixth „ „ Jupiter’s

Venus’
99

99 99 seventh „ „
.

f>

99 ft eighth „ „ Saturn’s 99

The portion below the ninth circle represents the

Bhinnashtakavarga figures in each bhava of the Sun, the

Moon, etc., in order and the bhava number is marked in

Roman numerals. The portion below the tenth circle

represents the Samudayashtakavarga figures of the bindus

in each bhava. The portion below the eleventh circle 5

shows the Chalita or Bhava-kundali of the Standard
Horoscope with planets therein. The portion below the

twelfth circle, i.e., the smallest circle in the chart represents

the Samudayashtakavarga figures of the rekhas (malefic

points) which is derived by deducting the Samudayashta-
kavarga figures of the bindus from 56 (total Kakshyas in

a bbavd).

This chart is important in the sense that it incorporates

practically all the details of the Ashtakavarga such as

Prastara, Bhinna, Samudaya, Kakshyas, etc., in one chart

and is named as Sarvachanchachakra ( ). For pre-

dicting results, the (Gochara) transits of all the planets

could be easily watched. Moreover it is very convenient

to find out the bhava positions of all the planets in transit

from their original positions, from the Lagna or from one
another from this chart. In short it is the best form of

presenting the horoscope fitted to the Zodiac in a circular

form.

This Chakra can be prepared from the Sayana posi-

tions also and the effects of the transits of the planets can

be studied therefrom. For other purposes like Trihona

and Ekadhipatya reductions, etc.* the Nirayana positions

should be considered.

Average time taken by planets to transit a Kakshya of
3°-45'.

The Sun — 3% days ; Mars — 5 days

;

The Moon — 6% hrs ; Mercury — 2^2 days

;

«T. f. ^
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Jupiter — 1^2 months
;
Saturn — 3% months ;

Venus — 3 days
;

Rahu (Ketu)— 2^4 months.

qfq^r: kWk; sqrqfo^fit qeiwqqffiT i

jwI*b qffomsft ll h ll

Sloka 5— When a planet passes through a Kakshya which

has a bindu in his Ashtakavarga ( in any bhava) he

produces beneficial effects
;

if he is passing through a

Kakshya void of a bindu, there is no benefit. But, if at

the time of passing through a Kakshya having a bindu,

the planet is in his debilitation, inimical house or in

combust, he causes great sorrow.

HHWFfQ :

—

frarcgft 3 *rei qiqg*^: * 1

35RJ I

q# ^TR^T; II % ||

qqr^rcfm sfo: in I

vs n

m *nM qJTO qft 1

wfocra* sqrfotra^ n ii

Wt <q*#Fqft qt q^r: II ^ II

3RIIJ^q |

gqp?qT: §qqn Star skhr^IU® ll

Slokas 6-10—The capacity of planets to give good or bad
effects are according to their natural (Naisargika) strength,

the order of which is the Sun, the Moon, Jupiter, Venus,
Mars, Mercury and Saturn. When any four planets in

transit occupy Kakshyas having bindus there is acquisition

of wealth ; with any 5 •planets honour, good health and
gain of apparels ;

with any 6 planets coronation and with

7 planets occupying Kakshyas having bindus acquisition

of kingdom.
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Similarly, when any four planets in transit occupy

Kakshyas having no bindus there is loss of wealth ; with

any 5 planets sickness
;
with any 6 planets all sorts of

misfortunes and with 7 planets possible death. Death is

a certainty if in the above case, one of the planets occupies

a bhava which in his Ashtakavarga contains no bindu at all.

Any other planet in that bhava may not cause death, but

brings some calamity equivalent to death.

When more than 3 planets are in Kakshyas having

bindus they prove auspicious and give good results accor-

ding to the nature of the bhavas and the rasis occupied by

them.

Notes

:

The maximum effect, out of the 35 types of 4 planets in

Kakshyas having bindus, will be that of the Sun, the Moon,

Jupiter and Venus and next in order that of the Sun, the Moon,

Jupiter and Mars, etc., etc.

^ im: mm
apifsfq m wu i

mm: *&&& ll U II

Sloka 11—Planets passing through houses having no bindus

are inauspicious for the entire period of the transit, and
when passing through houses having 8 bindus the entire

period of transit produces good results. When there are

7 bindus and 1 rekha, find out which planet has contributed

the rekha. When that planet (whose Ashtakavarga is

under consideration) transits this Kakshya he produces

evil effects.

Similarly, if there is only 1 bindu and 7 rekhas in a
bhava, the Kakshya represented by the planet giving the

bindu alone is productive of good results when transit of

that planet (whose Ashtakavarga is considered) takes

place. This is the rule to be followed for all the other

bhavas. Another method of consideration given in the

Vivarana commentary is mentioned in the succeeding

verses.
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m* ^ sirartoa 1

*n% 331#
to to^np?TO«5^ tos*( 11 ^ 11

S/o&* 12— In the Sun’s Ashtakavarga, his transit through a

Kakshya (in any bhava) where there is a bindu will

produce good effects due to that as follows :

—

1. corresponding to the Karakatva (representer) of

the things mentioned for the Sun ;

2. corresponding to the Moola (material) type of

things in reckoning Dhatu
( qj$j

)

?
Moola (

tjj5 )•

and Jiva ( sfa ) ;

3. according to the bhava position from the planet (in

the natal chart) which has donated tha bindu ; and

4. according to the bhava position, from the house oc-

cupied by: the Sun at birth or according to the bhava

occupied (from the Lagna) by the Sun at birth.

Spgrarf ;—( from Krishneeya )

fossil gstn^w.!

Notes

:

One should consider things of Dhatu nature, i.e., ele-

mental and primary things such as minerals, metals and other

inanimate wealth through the Moon, Mars, Saturn and Rahu.

The Sun and Venus represent Moola nature of things suchi

as roots, grains, seeds, trees, etc.

Jupiter and Mercury represent living beings (Jiva) namely

human beings, animals, birds, insects, etc.

Rosts

Dhatu Moola Jiva

Mesha Vrishabha Mithuna

Kataka Simha Kanya

Tula Vrischika Dhanus

Makara Kumbha Meena
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Nakshatras

Dhatu Moola Jiva

Aswini Bharani Krittika

Rohini Mrigasiras Ardra

Punarvasu, Pushya Aslesha,

etc., etc.. eta

II «ll
Sloka 13 — When the Sun transits a Kakshya having no
b'tndu (in his Ashtakavarga) all sorts of unfavourable

things will happen according to (1) the Karakatva of

things mentioned for the Sun
; (2) Moola type of things ;

(3) the bbava position from the planet which has not

donated a bindu in his Kakshya ; and (4) the bhava in

which the Sun stands from the Lagna.

Similarly, the good and bad effects due to the transits

of the Moon and other planets should be considered from

•their respective Prastarashtakavargas.

ISiHIRJULUIlCGfcOy^iSCHKiUKiVECtt

mi

^ II II

Sloka 14— When considering the Gochara effect of a pla-

net, if the planet and the lord of the Kakshya which he is

transitting are both powerful, then the good effects accord-

ing to the nature of the planet and the Kakshya lord will

occur in abundance. If the planet is in his exaltation, in

own house, friendly house or in an Upachaya (

)

house, the effects will be complete. If the planet concern-

ed is weak and is in debilitation, in inimical house or in

an Anupachaya ( ) house, the effects will be

very little. (This is explained in detail in the next verse

by an example).
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Sloka 15—The Sun’s representative things are of the nature

appealing to the eye and shape, and for Saturn that which

appeals to the touch (soft or rough). When the Sun

transits a Kakshya of Saturn in any bhava (having a

bindu) and is auspicious, and if the donor (Saturn) and

the Sun are both strong silk clothes which are beautiful

in appearance and soft to the touch will be obtained. If

both are weak clothes ugly and coarse to the touch like

black woollen rugs, etc., will be obtained.

In this manner all things must be taken into considera-

tion in each planet’s Ashtakavarga (for transit results).

qflHfrnroafaa to TO ^ H II

Sloka 16— Having explained the combined effects of a

planet and the lord of the Kakshya through which he

transits by an example the separate individual effects of

each planet are enumerated (in the following seven

chapters).



CHAPTER VI

ASHTAKAVARGA OF THE SUN

^s«r^ n $ n

Sloka 1— When the Sun in his Ashtakavarga transits

bhavas containing 8 to 0 bindus the results are as
follows :

—

8 bindus great honours and wealth through Royal or
official favours ;

7 „ wonderful lustre and augmentation of hap-
piness

;

6 „ valour and prosperity ;

5 „ acquisition of wealth ;

4 „ mixed effects (good and bad) ;

3 „ fatigue by travel

;

2 „ sinful deeds

;

1 b'tridu fear of affliction ;

0 „ death (or its equivalent troubles).

Additional results given by other authors for the

above :

—

8 bindus kingly glory with all its adjuncts, such as

wealth, good advisers, etc.

;

7 „ success through women, valour and respect

from others

;

6 „ acquisition of wealth, fame, fine vehicles and

success in undertakings ;

5 „ association with virtuous people and augmen-

tation of wealth and learning ;

4 „ acquisition of wealth and immediate expen-

diture, mixed results due to happiness and

misery

;

3 „ wandering life, various kinds of bodily trou-

bles and uneasiness of mind ;
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2 „ disappointments, royal displeasure, loss

through theft, calumny and difficulties to get

food, etc

;

1. bindu sickness, worries and miseries.

The Sun's Ashtakavarga

n r ii

SIoka 2— When the Sun transits a Kakshya having a
bindu in his Ashtakavarga the defeat of one’s enemies, at-

tainment of one’s ambitions unexpectedly (or by own
effort), according to the nature of the bhava, etc., will take

place.

JffTsqSTCfOT * I

^ ii 3 ii

Sloka 3— While transiting a Kakshya void of a bindu he
(the Sun) will be the cause of untold miseries, great

mental affliction and misfortune ; sickness and sorrow ;

and one should expect displeasure from King (Govern-

ment) without any cause during such transit.

srf $$
. - ?

„ ? ^ N

’ESTO !T wn: Tt

II « II

Sloka 4—When the Sun transits a bhava containing many
hindus in his Ashtakavarga, the solar month represented

by that bhava is auspicious for marriages, etc. The same
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month brings him immediate good results for (a) any new
work started, (b) journey to a distant place and (c) per-
formance of meritorious and charitable deeds. Persons
desirous of having good results should not undertake the
above deeds when the Sun transits any bhava containing
less bindus. (The bhavas containing 4 bindus give mixed
results).

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope Simha and Meena bhavas

contain 6 bindus each. The transits of the Sun through these

two bhavas will be auspicious for meritorious deeds. Tula,

Dhanus and Makara bhavas contain 2 bindus each. The solar

months represented by these 3 bhavas should be avoided for

undertaking the good deeds.

Ulcl ||

^ ii ^ ii

Sloka 5— Add up the bindus in the bhavas representing

the East (Mesha, Simha and Dhanus). Similarly add up the

bindus for the South, the West and the North. One
should worship Shiva or serve the King in the direction

which contains the maximum number of bindus out of the

four totals. The same direction should be utilised to have

Shiva Darsana, to see Arati (auspicious lamp) or audi-

ence with sovereign. Place of worship of deities should

be arranged in that direction in one’s house.

Notes

:

The cardinal directions according to Sthirachakra in the

Standard Horoscope :

—

(1) Method of Brihat-jataka— The sum of bindus in Mesha
triad is 13 ; in Vrishabha triad 11 ; in Mithuna triad 10 and in

• Karka triad 14. The Karka triad contains the maximum number
of bindus which represents the North.
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(2) Method of Prasnamarga— Simha and Meena contain

6 bindus each which represent the South and the North-East

respectively*

gift 5 *lft I

sn#s# fcrcrcq ip# lltfft qft

^ ^qiw#sp: II 5 II

Sloka 6— Find out separately for each group the sum to-

tal of the bindus in the four bhavas, viz., (1) the house oc-

cupied by the Sun and the consecutive three bhavas there-

after
; (2) the fifth house from him and the three follow-

ing it and (3) the ninth house from him and the remaining

three houses. If the number of bindus in the first group
is the maximum, all auspicious deeds should be undertaken

in the first part of the day for good results ; if the second

group contains the maximum, the middle part of the day

should be chosen for success ; if the third group has the

maximum, the last part of the day will be good. The
portion of the day corresponding to the group contain-

ing the lowest number of bindus should be avoided for all

auspicious work.

Notes

:

By day is meant the period from sunrise to sunset.

In the Standard Horoscope :

—

(a) First part 5 + 2 + 4 + 2 = 13

(b) Second part 2 + 4 + 6 + 5=17 t =48
(c) Third part 4 + 4 + 4 + 6= 18 j

The third part of the day contains the maximum number of

bindus, hence the period between the afternoon and the sunset

is the most propitious time for success in any undertaking.

Sloka 7— When the Sun is in the Lagna which is his inimi-

cal or debilitation house and is associated with 3 or 2

bindus, the person born will be sickly ; while the Sun
associated with 5 or more bindus in the Lagna which is his
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exaltation! or own house, the person bom becomes a King
endowed with long life.

I

H * I*

Sloka 8— When the Sun, associated with 6, 5, 7 or 8
bindus, occupies a Kendra or Trikona position, the native

or his father will meet with death in 22nd, 35th, 30th or

36th year respectively of the native.

Notes

:

Devakeralam goes a little further and says that in the

same circumstances the person or his father will meet with an

accidental or immediate death, i.e., by fire or by a fall from a

mountain or in a cemetery, etc.

IK II

Sloka 9— When the Sun, in conjunction with the Moon,
Saturn and Mercury, is in a Kendra at birth and that bhava
has 2 nett bindus, i.e., after both the reductions, persons

learned in Astrology say that; the father of the native will

have immense administrative power and fame ten years

after the native’s birth.

pwte tei ®iwS& to ii II

Sloka 10—A person born having Rahu, Saturn or Mars
in the 4th house from the Sun, will be the cause of his

father’s early death provided that house (4th house from

the Sun) is not aspected either by Jupiter or Venus.

$1% II \\ II

I

Slokas 11-1 li— When Saturn transits the 9th house from

the Lagna or the Moon, the demise of one’s parents may be

predicted, if he (Saturn) is aspected by or associated with

a malefic planet and also the Dasa and Antardasa at that

time indicate the same. <

txA . . r
A

II . J?
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^ II ^ II

mwvnmf g z&n'fa tim n Wi
Slokas 12-13i—'The demise of the father may occur also

during the Dasa of the planet who is the lord of the rasi

occupied by the lord of the 4th house from the Lagna, or

it may happen probably during the Dasa of the lord of the

4th house.

Devakeralam and other works :

—

1. When the Sun is in a Kendra and even when that

is a friendly house, associated with 3, 4 or 5 bindus, the

father of the native will meet with death or suffer afflic-

tions in the 17th year of the native.

2. When the Sun is in the 5th or 9th bhava, the

father of the person will be afflicted by misfortune at the

age (of the person) represented by the number of bindus

in that house in the Samudayashtakavarga.

3. If the Sun is in the 2nd or 5th house associated

with 3 bindus and Rahu is in the 9th, the person will be

bereft of his father at his 5th year of age.

4. Evil effects to the person, his father, mother or

brother have to be predicted when Saturn, the Sun, the

Moon or Mars is respectively in the 5th house from the

Lagna, at the time of birth.

5. The person will surely lose his father in child-

hood when the Sun is in the 5th house with 1 or 2 bindus

and the birth of the child is in (1) 1st quarter of Moola ;

(2) 2nd or 3rd quarter of Revati or Aswini and (3) the

4th quarter of Aslesha or Jyeshta.

6. If the Sun is in the 3rd house with 3 or 4 bindus

and a malefic planet is in the 9th house, the father of the

native will depart from this world within 20 years of the

native’s age.

7. When the Sun is in the 6th house with 4 bindus

and is aspected by or associated with Jupiter, the person

loses his father within 25 years of his age.

8. When Jupiter is in a Kendra from the Sun, and

(1) is at the same time in a Kendra from the Lagna, or (2)

is in his own house, or in the middle of the bhava, and is
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associated with 3 to 7 b'tndus (in the Sun’s Ashtakavarga),

the person born will be the owner of vast estates
;

if a
Brahmin, he will be conducting sacrifices or be a minister.

9. When the Sun is in the 8th house with 3 to 7
bindus the effects are very little.

10. After the two reductions, if the Sun has 3 bindus

and is posited in the 3rd, 6th or 11th bbava, that bhava
prospers well according to the strength of the bhava and
the Sun (Shadvarga Bala) ; if the bindus are 1 or 2 only,

the effect is much diminished whichever the bhava may be.

11. The number of brothers and sisters of the father

can be ascertained from the number of bindus in the 9th

house from the Sun (in a native’s horoscope). Bindus

donated by male planets indicate brothers and the rest

sisters.

Shodhyapinda and other calculations.
- 2 ^ ^ . «v: C fs ^
^ srfrRtu wt id

mi urn II II

Sloka 14— Multiply the Shuddhapinda of the Sun by the

number of bindus in the 9th house from the Sun before

both the reductions and divide the product by 27. The
remainder reckoned from Aswini, gives the asterism which

brings about the death of the father when Saturn passes

through it, or it may happen when Saturn passes through

the asterism as reckoned from his radical asterism (the

asterism of Saturn at birth).

Notes

:

Some astrologers are of opinion that counting of

an asterism should be done from Aswini for a person born in

the bright half, and from Dhanishta for one born in the dark

half of the Moon. In the Standard Horoscope the Sun’s Shud-

dhapinda is 204 and the number of bindus in the 9th house from

the Sun (before the reductions) is 4. The product is 204 X 4 =
816. Dividing by 27, the remainder is 6.

1. Counting from Aswini the 6th asterism is Ardra.

2. „ „ Saturn's asterism (Sravana) the 6th is RevatL
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Therefore, when Saturn transits any one of the above two

asterisms the death of the father may take place.

When there is no btndu in the 9th house from the Sun, take

the Shuddhapinda figure itself as the product. In case of zero

remainder take 27 as the remainder. These two rules hold good

in all cases of multiplications and remainders for the Ashtaka-

varga calculations.

TOR::--

wt *11%: II

^af^rtef qrfa II

^ viRwfcf
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Sloka 15— Add up the bindus in the Sun’s Ashtakavarga

that remain after the two reductions ( ),
but

before the multiplications. Multiply this total by the

number of bindus that remain after the reductions in the

9th house from the Sun and divide the product by 27. If

there are no bindus in that house, then no multiplication

is necessary ; take the sum of bindus as it is, for division.

The remainder counted from Aswini shows the asterism

which when transitted by Saturn may bring about the death

of the father.

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope the sum of the bindus after

the two reductions (Shodhyavashista) is 16 and there are 2

bindus in the 9th house from the Sun (after the reductions).

The product is 32. Dividing by 27, the remainder is 5.

Counting from Aswini the 5th asterism is Mfigasiras and Saturn’s
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transit through it may bring about the death of the father of the

native.

I

qtrRT 3ftqT$qkfcq^ l| \\ II

Sloka 16— So far, the method of finding out the asterism
in relation to the Sun’s Ashtakavarga for deciding the time
which may bring about the death of the father of the native

during Saturn’s transit of that asterism, has been explained.

It is, however, necessary to find out the simultaneous
positions of the Sun and Jupiter.

Notes

:

In the previous verses it has been explained how the

transit of Saturn through a particular asterism may bring about

the death of the native’s father. If this was the only condition

it will be found that in almost all cases a native will lose his

father before the age of 30. This is not, however, true as one

comes across several cases where the father of a native lives

much longer. In fact the last line of the above verse itself sug-

gests that there are other conditions which have to be satisfied to

determine the time of the death of the father. These are the

simultaneous transits of the Sun and Jupiter (See the follow-

ing stanza). If these additional conditions are not satisfied and

Saturn alone is transitting that asterism, it should be inferred

that the father or a similar elderly paternal relative of the native

will suffer from severe sickness or some quarrels with the father

or the like will take place.

The above principle should invariably be borne in mind in

all cases while predicting the demise of the other relatives of the

native from the Ashtakavargas of the planets concerned according

to their Karakatva*

aiWhigff gfaprEM

Sloka 17— Multiply the Shuddhapinda of the Sun by the

number of bindus (before the reductions) in the 7th house

from the position of Jupiter in the Sun’s Ashtakavarga, and
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divide the product by 27. The remainder reckoned from
Aswini is the asterism which when transitted by Jupiter

brings about the death of the father. Similarly, multiply

the Shuddhapinda of the Sun by the number of bindus in

the 7th house from the Sun (before the reductions), and
divide the product by 27. Remainder is the asterism from
Aswini through which the Sun passes at the time of the

father’s death.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the 7th house from Jupiter has

5 bindus in the Sun’s Ashtakavarga. The product is 204 X 5 =
1020. Dividing by 27, the remainder is 21 which when counted!

from Aswini gives Uttarashadha for Jupiter’s transit.

The 7th house from the Sun has 6 bindus. The product is

1224 which when divided by 27 gives 9 as the remainder. Coun-

ting from Aswini, Aslesha is the asterism. So at the time when
Saturn passes through the asterism calculated previously, Jupiter

should transit Uttarashadha and the Sun Aslesha to bring about

the death of the father.

I

Sloka 18— The month when one’s own death may happen
can be found out from the Sun’s Ashtakavarga- Similarly,

the positions of Saturn, Jupiter and the Sun calculated

from the Moon’s Ashtakavarga will determine the time of
the death of the native’s mother.

dT^reiT: P1M prm I

$15W A il II

Sloka 19— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of the Sun by the

number of bindus (before the reductions) in the 8th house

from the Sun and divide the product by 12. The re-

mainder reckoned from Mesha shows the rasi (bhavay

which when transitted by the Sun brings about one’s own
death.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the 8th house from the Sun

has 5 bindus. The product is 204 X 5 = 1020. Dividing by

12, the remainder is o, therefore 12 is the remainder. Counting
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from the Mesha house the 12th is the Meena house. When the

Sun transits this house, the death of the native may take place.

331ft *tr^ *jfct: i

WO^ar fqog gjfeq VSfflTJfa 3#^ I
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Notes

:

Both Parasara and Mantresvara imply by the

bindus in the 8th house from the Lagna and add further that the

trine positions of the vast as calculated, also should be taken into

account for the father’s death.



CHAPTER VII

ASHTAKAVARGA OF THE MOON

WRlW!

Sloka 1— When the Moon in her Ashtakavarga transits

bhavas containing 8 to 0 bindus the results are as follows :

—

8 bindus all sorts of comforts, splendour, grace and
acquirement of many friends ;

7 „ acquisition of fine apparels, tasty and
rich food, perfumes and festive occa-

sions ;

6 „ gift of Mantras (initiation), contact with

virtuous Brahmins ;

5 „ moral courage
;

4 „ neither being happy nor sorrowful
;

3 „ discord with relations and friends ;

2 „ quarrels on account of wife or wealth

(property);

1 bindu unexpected and unavoidable troubles ;

0 „ sorrow, anxiety, death, etc.

Additional results given by other authors for the

above :

—

8 . bindus tame ;

7 „ general activity
;

6 „ help from elder brothers ;

5 „ contentment and well-being ;

4 „ happiness

;

3 „ rancour from others

;
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2 „ separation from friends and relations, loss

of wealth

;

1 b'mdu danger

;

0 „ unexpected death.

The Moon's Ashtakavarga.

ii * n

Sloka 2— When the Moon transits a Kakshya having a
b'tndu in her Ashtakavarga one gets good clothes, orna-

ments and decorations ; is recognised by people of high
status and has achievement of aims (uti) expeditiously.

wm h wist m * I

II 3 II

Sloka. 3— While transiting a Kakshya void of a b'tndu

the effects are evil results, quarrels with enemies, frequent
bad dreams and loss of money.

pwi fori^ li # II

Sloka 4— When the Moon transits a bhava containing the
highest number of bindus in her Ashtakavarga, tonsure and
other similar ceremonies pertaining to the native should be
performed. All desired work should be commenced at
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this time (for success). One’s prosperity is increased through
persons such as wife (husband), king, attendant, servant,

pupil, preceptor or friend, born in a rasi (represented by
a bhava) which contains the full (the maximum) number
of b'tndus in the Moon’s Ashtakavarga of the native.

*

—

sfrd qfcm.ii
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Sloka 5— It is very auspicious for the native to visit or

have first sight of persons born with the Moon in a bhava

containing the maximum (8) bindus in the Moon’s Ashtaka-

varga. Also, a gift of clothes, etc., to such persons will

undoubtedly bring him prosperity.

sirsw fk ^^i

MMftSNwrite ii $ ii

Sloka 6— When the Moon transits a bhava void of a

btndu, one should not perform any auspicious work because

all functions undertaken then, will end in failure. Even

contact or association with persons having their Moon in

the bhavas which contain the least number of bindus (in

the native’s Moon’s Ashtakavarga), even first look (visit)

at or from them in the morning will result in great disaster.

Notes

:

When there is no bhava void of a btndu in the Moon’s

Ashtakavarga, one should take a bhava having the least number

of bindus.
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Sloka 7— Water collected from tanks, wells, etc., situated

in the direction represented by the bhava having the maxi-

mum bindus (in the Moon’s Ashtakavarga) will be auspi-

cious for bathing and drinking purposes. The Goddess
Durga (Durga Temple) and the queen (residing) in this

direction, should be worshipped and served. All the above

will prove inauspicious, if they are in the direction of the

bhava having the least number of bindus.

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope the cardial directions are

(1) the East and the North (Brihat-jataka)
; (2) the East

(Prasnamarga).

m mas^ i
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Sloka 8— Note the bhava void of bindus in the Ashtaka-

vargas of the Sun and the Moon. When the Sun transits

that bhava, the solar month, i.e., the period of transit of

the Sun, should be avoided for all auspicious work.

Similarly, when the Moon transits such a bhava (in her

Ashtakavarga) that period also should be avoided. The
Moon in the Lagna associated with 1, 2 or 3 bindus, will

make the person slothful and suffer from pulmonary disease.

If, in the above case, the Moon is in conjunction with 2 or

3 planets, the person will meet with death in his 37th year.

mi i

Sloka 9— Persons learned in astrology say that when the

Moon occupies a Kendra, a Trikona or the 11th house and
is at the same time in her depression or inimical house,

devoid of any Kalas (i.e., waning Moon) and associated

with 2 or 3 bindus, the effects of such a bhava become

extinct.
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Sloka 10— If the Moon with full strength (exaltation, own
house or waxing) is in a Trikona, a Kendra or the 11th

house and is associated with 4 or more bindus, that bhava

prospers well. The Moon in a Kendra position associated

with 8 bindus makes the persons eminent for their learning,

fame, wealth, strength and leadership.

^ M II \\ II

Slokas 11-13— One should consider about the mother,

building (residence), village (or city) from the 4th house

from the Moon. When the Moon transits a rasi void of

a bindu in her Ashtakavarga, one should avoid that asterism

(and rasi) for celebrating any auspicious event.

Note the asterism occupied by the lord of the 8th house

from the Moon. When she, i.e., the Moon in her transit

arrives in that asterism or its trine ones, one will invariably

undergo useless exertion and will suffer from disease and
misery.

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope Venus the lord of the 8th

house from the Moon occupies Swati.

3T I^ arat: wit ll w ll

T mi frsft n \\ 11
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Slokas 14-16— If in the natal chart, the 4th house from the

Lagna or the Moon is occupied or aspected by Mars or

Saturn and the time is bad as calculated previously (reckon-

ed by Dasa order) the death of the mother may take place.

If the mother is already dead, the person’s death may take

place even though he has gone to a foreign place.

If in a horoscope Mars is in the 4th or the 8th house

from the Moon and the Sun is in the 5th or the 9th house

from the Moon, separation from the mother takes place.

If the same positions of Mars and the Sun are from the

Lagna, separation from the father takes place. Thus, one

should consider matters regarding the father and the

mother from the Lagna and the Moon respectively.

^ II 9 vs H

Sloka 17— If the groom’s Janmarasi is that one which in

the bride’s Ashtakavarga of the Moon has the maximum
bindus, there is happiness and prosperity (after marriage).

Similarly, the wife’s Janmarasi should be the one which has
the maximum bindus in the groom’s Ashtakavarga of the

Moon.

Sloka 18— It is even more auspicious (than that given in

the preceding verse) to have the Janmarasi of the bride

as that one which in the groom’s horoscope contains a bindu
of the planet who is the lord of the Kakshya occupied by
the Moon while considering the Ashtakavarga of the Moon.

Similarly, the groom’s Janmarasi should satisfy the

same condition in the bride’s horoscope.
Notes

:

It may so happen that the rasi containing the maximum
number of bindus (verse No. 17) may not have a bindu

contributed by the Moon’s Kakshya lord, in which case it is better

to have the next best rasi which has a bindu of the said lord.
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S/<?£4 19— It is very auspicious to have the groom’s Moon
in a Kakshya in any bhava (rasi) which contains a bindu

in the Moon’s Ashtakavarga of the bride and similarly to

have the bride’s Moon in a Kakshya in any bhava which

has a bindu in the Ashtakavarga of the Moon in the

groom’s horoscope. This is known as Prastara (distri-

butive selection).

Notes : Note the Moon’s longitude in the groom’s horoscope.

Find out in which Kakshya this position falls in the bride’s

horoscope. If there is a bindu in that Kakshya in her Moon’s
Ashtakavarga it is auspicious. Similarly, observe in the groom’s

horoscope the position of the bride’s Moon.

In the Standard Horoscope the position of the Moon is

6 f -13°-34'. It falls in the Kakshya of Jupiter in the wife’s

horoscope. There is a bindu in her Moon’s Ashtakavarga.

The wife’s Moon (6s-29°-46') falls in a Kakshya of the

Sun in the native’s horoscope which has a bindu in his Moon’s

Ashtakavarga.

^ ll ii

Sloka 20— In the Moon’s Ashtakavarga, the house occu-

pied by the lord of the Kakshya in which the Moon is

posited or the house in rasi or Navamsa occupied by the

lord of the Lagna should be the Janmarasi of a wife for a

prosperous life.

Devakeralam and other works :

—

1. The Moon with 1, 2 or 3 bindus in the Lagna causes

Catarrh or Asthma.

2. The person would have lost his mother in infancy

itself, if the Moon is in the 7th, 8th or 12th house from

the Lagna with few bindus in her Ashtakavarga. In

the above case if the mother does not die, she
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may suffer from severe illness during the early years

of the child.

3. When the Moon is in a Kendra or the 12th house asso-

ciated with 1 to 3 bindus only, and malefics are in the

4th house, the native will lose his mother in his 6th

year.

4. When the Moon is in the Lagna associated with 1 or

2 bindus only, there is danger for the person and possi-

bility of the death of the mother. If, in addition,

malefic planets are in the 4th house from the Moon
(i.e., the Lagna) the mother dies in his 36th year of

life.

5. In the Ashtakavarga of the Moon, if there are 1, 2 or

3 bindus (after the reductions) in the Lagna with the

Moon in it, the person meets with an injury by weapons
or poisons, or there is a possibility of the death of

his mother.

6. After the reductions, if the Moon (in whichever bhava
she may be) has 5 or more bindus, then that bhava
prospers during the Dasa of the lord of that bhava.

7. The number of brothers and sisters of the mother
can be ascertained from the number of bindus in the

4th house from the Moon. Bindus donated by male
planets indicare brothers and the rest sisters.

ii w ii

Sloka 21— Multiply the Moon’s Shodhyapinda by the

number of bindus in the 4th house (before the reductions)

from the Moon and divide the product by 27. The
remainder reckoned from Aswini shows the asterism which
when transited by Saturn, brings about the death of the

mother.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the Moon’s Shodhyapinda

94x4 (bindus in the 4th house from the Moon before the

reductions) gives product 376. Dividing by 27, the remainder

is 25 which :

—

1. counted from Aswini gives Purvabhadrapada
;

2. „ „ Saturn’s asterism (Sravana) gives Moola.
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Saturn’s transit through any one of the above two asterisms

may bring about the death of thq mother.

^ irr ii

Sloka 22— As explained in the Sun’s Ashtakavarga, in

order to find the time of death of a native’s father, calcu-

lations are also required to be made from the positions of

Jupiter and the Sun. In a similar way calculations should
be made in respect of the Moon’s Ashtakavarga for

the positions of Jupiter and the Sun to ascertain the time
of the mother’s death.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope to find Jupiter’s posi-

tion : Multiply 94 by 7 ( bindus in the 7th house from Jupiter)

~ 658 divided by 27 gives remainder 10 which counted from

Aswini gives Magha.

To find the Sun’s position 94x5 ( bindus in the 7th house

from the Sun) = 470 divided by 27 gives remainder 11 which

counted from Aswini gives Purvaphalguni.

Devakeralam :

—

Multiply the number of bindus in the Chandra Lagna by

the number of bindus in the 8th house from her position and

divide the product by 12. The remainder shows the solar month

(counted from Mesha) of the mother’s death.

In the Standard Horoscope bindus in the Chandra Lagna

3x3 (bindus in the 8th house from the Moon) = 9 ;
dividing by

12, remainder is 9. The mother’s death may take place during

the solar month represented by the Dhanus house.



CHAPTER VIII

ASHTAKAVARGA OF MARS

#qg*Rn JR^guRn wi fqq##: l
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Sloka 1 — When Mars in his Ashtakavarga transits bhavas

containing 8 to 0 bindus the results are as follows :

—

8 bindus gain of wealth and lands ; victory over

enemies ;

7 „ wealth from brothers and also to them
;

6 „ a King’s (master’s) favourite ;

5 „ pleasing behaviour

;

4 „ pleasure and pain mixed and equal ;

3 „ separation from brothers and wife ;

2 „ quarrel on account of coveted things and

money ;

1 bind// bodily afflictions by weapons (opera-

tion), fire, fever or smallpox ;

0 „ stomach-ache, eye disease, faints and
death.

Mars* Ashtakavarga

Additional results given by other authors for the

above :

—

?. dtapqwftriK: r . sfes; tfcwfaral y.
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7 bindus great luck and accumulation of wealth

;

5 „ handsome look

;

4 „ general happiness

;

3 „ danger;

2 „ separation from brothers and wife

,

censure and dishonour from enemies and

opponents.

ar&nffi #r ft * i

m*ipr 5r?r^ii r it

Sloka 2— When Mars transits a Kakshya having a bindu

in his Ashtakavarga, the person acquires money, improves

health, life and bodily lustre.

fopcrcq ^ * I

^ imi
Sloka -3— While transitting a Kakshya void of a bindu, he

(Mars) always produces Dyspepsia (indigestion), creates

headache and gives troubles due to impurities of blood

and bile.

\ q: T&fff l

Sloka 4— When Mars passes through a bhava containing

the highest number of bindus in his Ashtakavarga, one
should purchase land, gold, etc., in order to ensure pros-

perity.

ftq®nqfq

Sloka 5— In the Ashtakavarga of Mars note the direction

denoted by the bbava (rasi) containing the full (highest)

number of bindus. Worship of Kartikeya (Commander'
in-Chief of Gods), audience with a King, visit to a
minister or work connected with lands, all these located
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in the above direction will prove auspicious. That direc-

tion in one’s own house is also good for locating the

kitchen and the sacrificial place. The enemies can be

easily subdued, if the attack is made in the direction

denoted by the rasi having the highest number of bindus,

and at a time when it is rising. Mars’ transit over a

bhava void of or having very few bindus and the direction

indicated by it, will be unfavourable (for the above

functions).

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the cardinal directions are

(1) the North (Brihat-jataka)
; (2) the South (Prasnamarga).

g ^mi ^ n $ n

Sloka 6— The number of brothers (and sisters) is equal

to the number of bindus in the 3rd house from Mars

(before the reductions). Of these, those contributed by

male planets indicate brothers and the rest sisters (contri-

buted by female planets) ; their welfare or otherwise

depending on the planets donating the bindus. This

method will be explained in detail in Jupiter’s Ashtaka-

varga (Chapter No. X verse No. 12) while determining

the number of children. The transit of Mars through a

bhava void of any bindu after the reductions, may cause

afflictions or death to brothers (sisters).

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Tula the 3rd house from

Mars contains only 1 bindu (contributed by Saturn).

qradf i

93^1 snsn apR: sph: ^n: u vs u

Sloka 7— Find out the number of bindus in the 3rd bhava
from Mars (in his Ashtakavarga). Out of these omit the

bindus contributed by inimical and debilitated planets.

The remaining bindus will represent the number of brothers

(and sisters).
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Sloka 8— When Mars, associated with 8 bindus, is exalted

or is in his own house and occupies the 9th, 4th, 1st or

10th bhava the person becomes a multimillionaire.
1

If

Dhanus, Mesha, Simha, Makara or Vrischika becomes the

Lagna and Mars associated with 4 (or more) bindus occu-

pies it, the native becomes a King.

^ liftoff:

Sloka 9— When Mars is associated with 8 bindus (in any

bhava') the person born becomes a petty King ;
if that

happens to be the 10th or 1st house," he will be a King ;
if

he is born in a royal family, he will be a King of the whole

country ; if the said Mars be in exaltation or in his own
house in addition to the above, the person becomes an

Emperor.

to tfe * i

to^ ^ II i°\\

bSik g at* i

#«?^ to ii U ii

to i

1 Devakeralam adds that such a person born in a royal

family becomes an Emperor.

2. the 2nd house according to Devakeralam.
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Slokas 10-13— The cardinal directions indicated by the

bhavas which contain more bindus after Trikonashodhana
help us to decide favourable directions in respect of land,

wife, wealth and residence ; in unfavourable conditions, i.e.,

when there are less number of bindus destruction of appa-

rels are indicated in those directions.

If after Ekadhipatyashodhana a bhava has less bindus,

loss of lands, etc., will take place in the direction denoted

by the bhava (rasi); but wherever there are more bindus,

good effects (from the above things) are obtained, so says

Devashala.

Even though Mars is not powerful still, if he is asso-

ciated with more bindus in his Ashtakavarga he bestows

longevity to brothers (sisters) but the same Mars with less

bindus causes gradual loss of lands, etc.

4liit staqreifcrat

Devakeralam and other works :

—

1. When Mars associated with more than 4 bindus, is

in his exaltation or in his own house and that rasi becomes
the Lagna, Chandra Lagna, 10th or 9th house, the person

born earns immense wealth.

2. Mars as the lord of the 2nd house posited in the

6th house with 6 bindus will create, many enemies to the

person but he will be having all the enjoyments of life, even
from his birth. (This can happen only in Tula and Meena
Lagnas).

3. If Mars, as the lord of the Lagna and the 8th house,

is in the Lagna, Chandra Lagna, 10th or 9th house, asso-

ciated with 1 to 3 bindus and is in conjunction with lower
class planets, or planets in debilitation, the person born
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will be an adopted son. (This happens only in Mesha
Lagna).

4. When Mars with 6 bindus is debilitated or in

combust in the 6th, 8th or 12th house, associated with

waxing Moon or is in a Kendra, the person, will be without

brothers.

5. If Mars is strong, one becomes a village chief.

Mars with 4 bindus in the Lagna, 5th house or Kendra

makes a person brotherless.

6. Mars or Saturn in the 3rd house (from the Lagna)

with 1 to 3 bindus in Mars’ Ashtakavarga causes loss of

brothers. When Saturn and Mars are in conjunction

with 1 to 3 bindus there is loss of brothers as well.

7. There will be brothers if Mars is in the 3rd house

associated with 4 or more bindus with an aspect from a

benefic.

8. The mutual malefic aspect between the lords of

the 7th and 4th houses also causes loss of brothers.

9. In Mars’ Ashtakavarga the following effects are

noticed according as the Lagna is Chara (movable), Sthira

(fixed) or Ubhaya (common) rasi :

—

(a) the Lagna a Chara rasi and Saturn in an Ubhaya
rasi with 1 to 3 bindus indicate loss of brothers

and sisters ;

(b) the Lagna an Ubhaya rasi and Saturn in a Chara
rasi with 1 to 3 bindus indicate loss of brothers ;

(c) the Lagna a Sthira rasi and Mars or Saturn any-

where with 1 to 3 bindus indicate loss of the

father and brothers ;

(d) the Lagna a Chara rasi and Saturn anywhere with

5 or more bindus will make the native rich and
will bestow many brothers ;

(e) the Lagna a Sthira rasi and Saturn in a Ubhaya
rasi in the 5th house with 4 or more bindus will

make the native Ionglived, rich and comfortable ;

and will bestow many brothers.
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10. When Mars, in conjunction with the lord of the

7th house, is in debilitation or in combust or has associa-

tion or aspect from malefics, there will be loss of brothers.

11. Mars in the 8th house from Saturn, or Saturn in

the 8th house from Mars, with 1 to 3 bindus, indicates loss

of brothers (this is quincunx aspect); much more so, if

the 3rd house from the Lagna also is occupied by malefics.

12. There will be as many brothers as there are bindus

in the house where Mars is situated, or in his trine houses,

when anyone of these is aspected by a benefic. (This is

another way to find the number of brothers).

13. The number of brothers will be equal to :

—

(a) the number of Navamsas passed over (ilcFrater)

by Mars when he is in the 3rd house associated

with 3 bindus ;

(b) the number of bindus in the house occupied

by Mars ; and
(c) the number of bindus that remain in the 3rd

house from the Lagna after Trikonashodhana.

(This figure represents the number of brothers

alive).

14. If Mars with 4 bindus is in mutual aspect or is in

conjunction with Saturn, the person will be the head ot

many States or a dispenser of justice provided Mars is not

in debilitation or in combust.

15. If Mars with 1 to 3 bindus, is in any house in

conjunction with or aspected by Mercury, the person born
will be poor and suffering privations, sorrow, etc.

16. If Mars with more than 4 bindus is in any bhava
with the Moon or is aspected by her, the person will be
the head of many States.

17. When Mars as the lord of the 4th house, occupies

his own house associated with 4 bindus, a person born in

a royal family will own 3 to 4 fortresses. If the said Mars
is in the 10th house, he will be a King or dispenser of
justice. If the person is a Brahmin, he will be conducting
and performing many sacrifices (Yagnas). If a Vaisya,

he will amass wealth by agriculture and trade. If a Sudra,

*r.*.

«
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he will be a Commander in army, or will have high posi-

tion in life. (This can happen only for Simha and Makara

Lagnas).

18. Multiply the number of bindus in the 3rd house

from Mars by the number of bindus in the 8th house there-

from and divide the product by 12. The remainder

reckoned from Mesha represents the solar month for afflic-

tions to brothers.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope multiply 1 (the number of

bindus in the 3rd house from Mars) by 2 (the number of bindus

in the 8th house from that, i.e., 12th house from the Lagna). The

product 2, divided by 12 leaves remainder 2. This represents the

solar month Vrishabha.

Vi II

mm^^ ii v^ ii

Slokas 14, 15— One should consider all about brothers,

valour and courage from the Ashtakavarga of Mars. The
3rd house from Mars is called the house of brothers.

Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Mars by the number of

bindus (before the reductions) in the 3rd house from him
and carry out the other calculations as were done in the

Sun’s Ashtakavarga. When Saturn transits that asterism,

the demise of or injury to brother may happen.
Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Mars’ Shodhyapinda 153 x 1

(ibindu in the 3rd house from Mars before the reductions) = 153

divided by 27, gives remainder 18. Counted from Aswini this

gives Jyeshta. When Saturn transits Jyeshta or its trines, the said

effects may take place.

To find Jupiter’s position :

—

153 x 2 (bindus in the 7th house from Jupiter in Mars’ Ashtaka-

varga) = 306 divided by 27, gives remainder 9 which gives Aslesha

and its trines for Jupiter’s transit.

To find the Sun’s position :

—

153 x 5 (bindus in the 7th house from the Sun in Mars’
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Ashtakavarga) =765 divided by 27, gives remainder 9 which gives

Aslesha and its trines for the Sun's transit.

In the Ashtakavargas of Mars, Mercury, Jupiter and Venus,

it is appropriate to consider the asterism along with its trines also,

since it is possible to have more than one relation represented by

those Karaka planets.

Sloka 16— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Mars by the

number of bindus in the 3rd house from him (before the

reductions) and divide the product by 12. The remainder

reckoned from Mesha house shows the house which when
transited by Jupiter brings much benefits through brothers.

Again the Dasa and Antara of the lord of that rasi shows

the time when brothers are born and also benefits from
brothers can be expected.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Mars’ Shodhyapinda 153 x 1

( bindu in the 3rd house from Mars before the reductions) = 153

divided by 12, leaves remainder 9 which represents the Dhanus

bouse. Jupiter’s transit through that house and the Dasa and

Antara of the lord thereof, i.e., Jupiter, will bring about the

aforesaid results.



CHAPTER IX

ASHTAKAVARGA OF MERCURY

m
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Sloka 1— When Mercury in his Ashtakavarga transits

bbavas containing 8 to 0 bindus the results are as follows :

—

8 bindus honour from King or Government (Rul-

ing power);

7 „ affluence of wealth, intelligence, learning

and happiness ;

6 „ success in all undertakings ;

5 „ new friends and relations ;

4 ,. lack of enthusiasm in work ;

3 „ uneasiness due to mental worries ;

2 „ sickness on account of the three humours,
Vata, Pitta and Kapha (wind, bile and
phlegm);

1 bindu enforced imprisonment, other kinds of

dangers and sorrow ; and
0 „ loss of everything and consequent death.

Additional results given by other authors for the

above :

—

8 bindus all kinds of good luck ;

7 „ broadminded and philanthropic living

without worries ;

6 „ capacity to grasp and accomplish easily

even the most intricate and abstruse

problems ;

? sfaorat
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4 „ contentment

;

1 bindu tormented very often by enemies
; and

0 „ loss of all property through enemy in-

trigues and finally death.

Mercury’s Ashtakavarga

tor to fto * i

stoto fitorfto5** ii * H

Sloka 2— When Mercury transits a Kakshya having a
bindu in his Ashtakavarga, one gets happiness and sweet-

meats (sumptuous meal) always and rejoices in giving alms,

doing charitable deeds and becomes a devotee of Brahmins,

God and Agni
( arfji ).

faftoto *F3t SIS * i

tototom II 3 n

Sloka 3— While transitting a Kakshya void of a bindu,

he (Mercury) will give minor injuries ; the native quar-

rels with enemies, gets had dreams and untimely meals.

ito ? sRSsrtopii i

toft Ftoifoftisto v ii

Sloka 4— One should think about the family (welfare),

wealth, children and maternal relations from the 4th house
from Mercury and about Mantras (j^i) learning, writing

and intellect from his 5th house.
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Slokd 5—If the 2nd house from Mercury contains not

even 1 bindu in his Ashtakavarga, the person born will be

dumb. If it contains 1, 2 or 3 bindus, his speech will be

unsteady and tremulous.

toR to qteq i

^ qi»ft qiisq mwfa n ^ u

Sloka 6— When the number of bindus (in the 2nd bhava

from Mercury) is 4, the person will talk well after some
one else has spoken. If there are 5 or 6 bindus, his speech

will be commendable by virtuous persons and fitting to the

occasion
;
with 7 bindus he will be a scholar capable of

composing poems and dramas.

wmm wm * ^ q^i
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Sloka 7— When the number of bindus is 8, nobody will

be capable enough to answer the questions put by him in

debate or oppose him. When the 2nd bhava from the

Lagna (in Mercury’s Ashtakavarga) is void of bindus, the

person will be incapable of expressing even his own inten-

tions properly.

Notes : As stated in the first line of the verse, the 2nd house

from Mercury cannot contain 8 bindus because he does not contri-

bute a bindu in that house. Hence, the 2nd house from the

Lagna may be considered as it may contain 8 bindus.

The 2nd house from the Lagna will have at least 1 bindu

contributed by the Lagna (2nd line of the verse). Therefore,

the expression a >} may be construed to mean
that there should be no bindu contributed by any donor

other than the Lagna. This is the accepted view.
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Sloka 8—If the bindus in the 2nd house from Mercury

are donated by malefics, the native’s speech is full of deceit

and arrogance ; if donated by benefics the speech will be

virtuous. If the bindu is contributed by the Sun, the speech

is in the form of wise counsel, while Saturn’s bindu makes

it vile (i.e., improper or unsuitable to the occasion), and

that of Mars causes discord.

Notes : Even the wise counsel will be of an imposing nature.

w* wroft i

Sloka 9— The person’s speech is sweet if the bindu (in

the 2nd house) is donated by Mercury ; it is distinct and

clever if Jupiter’s ; it shows erudition in Puranas and

Kavyas and is also delighting if Venus’; and it is deceptive

if Saturn’s.

Notes : Regardng Mercury refer to notes under verse No. 7 .

ftrsfafg it \o it

Sloka 10—If the Moon, posited in her depression or inimical

sign, has contributed a bindu, the speech of the native will

be sluggish and doubtful. If Ketu, Mandi or Rahu occu-

pies the 2nd house from Mercury, the speech will be vile

and harsh.

3RHRWNI SFTITf? ? I

assign nwi
Sloka 11 — When Ketu is in the 2nd house from Mercury,
one’s speech will be indecent in an assembly ; when it is

Mandi, it will be about thefts, curses or scandals and when
it is Rahu, it will be depraved and about wicked deeds.

Notes : In the previous four verses, the 2nd house from the

Lagna is considered by some commentators as that house rules

speech.

1^1% * pWHWf ^ I

wwk II IR li

? Safari
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Sloka 12— In Mercury’s Ashtakavarga when he is in a

bhava void of bindus, there is lack of brilliancy in intel-

ligence. Mental lethargy is the result for the period when
Mercury passes through bbavas void of bindus.

Notes : Here, the house where Mercury is situated will con-

tain at least 1 bindu contributed by him. Hence the question how
to explain Sunya (voidness of bindu) may arise. A reasonable

answer to this is that there is no bindu contributed by the

other planets or the Lagna in the said house.

Wt ii ^ II

st wi^ ^1
sqfafror qi f^F^T^II I'd I!

Slokas 13, 14— When Saturn transits a bhava which has

no bindu (after the reductions) in Mercury’s Ashtakavarga,

misfortune or death of the brothers and children of the

native’s kinsmen may happen. But, if the said bhava
happens to be 3rd, 6th, 10th or 11th (Upachaya) house

from the Moon, the bad effect is very much mitigated. The
effects of any other bhava (void of bindus) are nullified

when Saturn transits it.

If the said house happens to be the 8th or 12th from
the Moon, then during Saturn’s transit over it, the person

suffers bodily ailments or even meets with death.

Sloka 15— The commencement of any Vidya (new study)
will be successful and also one will succeed in literary and
legal debates when Mercury passes through bhavas con-
taining many bindus.
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Sloka 16— Commencement of any Vidya will be a com-

plete success, if it is during the solar month corresponding

to the bhava containing the highest number of bindus in

Mercury’s Ashtakavarga. When Saturn transits a bhava

having no bindu, loss of some relation, kinsman or wealth

will take place.

^ ^ qf^r% qr li V& ll

Sloka 17— The cardinal direction represented by a bhava

having many (maximum) bindus in Mercury’s Ashtaka-

varga, should be the place for quick success in education.

Location of the playground, place of worship of God
Vishnu and service to Yuvaraja should be in that direction.

A person who argues the case (in the Court) standing in

that direction, or at a time when that rasi (bhava

)

is rising,

is sure to succeed in litigation.

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope the cardinal direction is the

South according to both the methods.

^ TOR: II \c
Sloka 18— One, born with Mercury in a Kendra or
Trikona associated with 8 bindus, becomes conspicuous in

learning pertaining to his caste and enjoys many comforts.

Mercury in his exaltation, own house, etc., even associated

with 1, 2 or 3 bindus, does not impair but advance that

bhava.

Notes : In the above case if Mercury (with 1 to 3 bindus) is

debilitated or in inimical house, the effects of the said bhava are

nullified.

Devakeralam and other works—
1. When Mercury is in the 6th, 8th or 12th bhava, asso-

ciated with 1 to 3 bindus and has no aspect from a
benefic planet, the person born will be a gambler and
meanminded.
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2. If Mercury associated with 3 bindus and in conjunction

with Venus is in the 6th, 8th or 12th bhava, the

person born will be illiterate and a boor.

3. If Mercury associated with 5 or more bindus is in

Trikona in conjunction or having aspect from Saturn

or Jupiter, the person born will be well versed in

the Vedas. (Saturn and Jupiter are planets of philo-

sophy).

4. If Mercury is in the 6th house from Saturn and is

associated with 5 bindus and Jupiter is in the 2nd

house from the Lagna, the person born will become an

eminent astrologer.

5. (a) If Mercury associated with 5 bindus is in

conjunction with Jupiter and Mars ; or (b) if Mer-

cury (with 5 bindus) in conjunction with Jupiter,

aspects Mars the person born becomes a good logician

(in whichever bhava Mercury may be).

6. In Mercury’s Ashtakavarga if the 5th house from the

Lagna has 1 to 3 bindus with Ketu in that house, or

if Ketu in conjunction with the lord of the 5th is in

any bhava, the person born will be proficient in astro-

logy. (In all its branches Phala, Ganita, etc.)

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the 5th house from the Lagna

contains 2 bindus. Ketu and Venus (Lord of the 5th house)

occupy it.

7. If Mercury has Navamsa in his own house, the native

will be proficient in sculpture, poetry, Vedanta and
fine Arts.

8. If Mercury is associated with Saturn, Venus and the

Moon, the person born will be proficient in dance,

music and jugglery.

9. If Mercury, associated with more than 4 bindus, is in

the house of Mars or in the Navamsa of Venus and
is aspected by Jupiter, the person born becomes a
great poet and dramatist.

10.

If Mercury, having debilitation in Navamsa and
association with malefics (conjunction or aspect), is.
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in any bhava with more than 4 bindus, the person born

will be proficient in dance, music and mimicry.

11. Mercury with 1 to 3 bindus in any bhava but having

Navamsa in a female sign, will destroy the effects of

that bhava.

If the lord of the house where Mercury is situated is

associated with more than 4 bindus in Mercury’s

Ashtakavarga, and is in a Kendra or Trikona (from the

Lagna) aspected by a benefic, the person born will have

learning, fame and intelligence.

13. When the lord of the bhava occupied by Mercury is

in the 6th, 8th or 12th bhava from the Lagna, there

will be many obstacles in education. Even if that lord

be in his own house, or in his exaltation with 1 to 3

bindus only (in Mercury’s Ashtakavarga), the effects

of the bhava occupied by Mercury do not prosper.

14. Even though Mercury is in debilitation or in combust

or in inimical house, still, he is a beneficiary if associa-

ted with 4 or more bindus. He confers the effects of

the bhavd occupied.

15. In Mercury’s Ashtakavarga note the rasis having more
than 4 bindus. Out of these, find out the rasi which
has an aspect from a benefic. The period of Mercury’s

transit through this rasi (bhava), is the most auspicious

one to start education so that even a person of weak
intellect becomes very proficient.

16. Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Mercury by the number
of bindus (before the reductions) in the 10th house
from him and divide the product by 27. When Saturn

passes through the asterism represented by the

remainder counted from Aswini, there will be loss in

trade, business (or some troubles in service).

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope Mercury’s Shodhyapinda 170
x 4 (bindus in the 10th house from him before the reductions)

= 680 divided by 27, gives remainder 5 ; Mrigasiras which when
transited by Saturn brings about loss in trade, business, etc.
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Slokas 19, 20— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Mercury by

the number of bindus (before the reductions) in the 2nd

house from him
; divide the product by 12 and get the

remainder. Find which rasi
(
bbava) it represents when

counted from Mesha house. Then, the Dasa and Antara

of the lord of that rasi and the time when Jupiter transits

that bhava, are the best periods for learning new Vidyas

(Sciences). In addition, all things represented by Mercury
such as ambassadorship, professorship, etc., can be acquir-

ed during these periods.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Mercury’s Shodhyapinda 170

x 2 ( bi>idus in the 2nd house from him before the reductions) =
340 divided by 12 leaves remainder 4 which represents the Kataka

house. Jupiter’s transit through that house and the Dasa and

Antara of the lord theieof, i.e., the Moon, will bring about the

aforesaid results.

jttst to: ii ii

Sloka 21 — Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Mercury by the

number of bindus (before the reductions) in the 4th house
from Mercury and divide the product by 27. The remainder
reckoned from Aswini gives the asterism which when
transitted by Saturn, makes one lose his relations, friends,

etc., without doubt.

Notes ; In the Standard Horoscope Mercury’s Shodhyapinda 170 X
1 ( bindu in the 4th house from him before the reductions) — 170

divided by 27 gives remainder 8. Counted from Aswini this

gives Pushya. When Saturn transits Pusliya or its trines the said

effects may take place.

To find Jupiter’s position :

—

170 x 3 {bindus in the 7th house from Jupiter in Mercury's

Ashtakavarga before the reductions) = 510 divided by 27 leaves
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remainder 24 which gives Shatatara and its trines for Jupiter’s

transit.

To find the Sun’s position :

—

170 * 4 (bindus in the 7th house from the Sun in Mercury’s

Ashtakavarga before the reductions) = 680 divided by 27 leaves

remainder 5 which gives Mrigasiras and its trines for the Sun’s

transit.



CHAPTER X

ASHTAKAVARGA OF JUPITER

Sloka 1— When Jupiter in his Ashtakavarga transits

bhavas containing 8 to 0 bindus, the results are as

follows :

—

one becomes a King or gets power and
status equal to a King ;

various kinds of wealth and general

happiness ;

good dress, conveyance, gold, etc. ;

destruction of enemies and success in

undertakings ;

neither profit nor loss
;

ear diseases and loss of vitality
;

displeasure from the ruling powers ;

loss of wealth and relations ;

deterioration of intelligence, wealth and
children.

results given by other authors for the

8 bindus

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

bindu

Additional

above :

—

7 bindus

5 „

4 „

3 „
2 „

1 bindu

0 „

acquisition of wealth and children ;

contact with and residence amongst good
and sincere friends

;

meanness, ridicule from others ;

poverty, distress and no settled quarters ;

loss of wife, children and landed pro-
perty

;

persecution by enemy ;

death of children.

3 «i?ssr4tp(sj?i!
|
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Jupiter's Ashtakavarga
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Sloka 2— When Jupiter transits a Kakshya having a bindu
in his Ashtakavarga, increase in wealth, general happiness
and conjugal bliss are the results. One becomes a destroyer

of enemies, respectable and energetic
; enjoys great pros-

perity, increase of good apparels and gold ; all sorts of
happiness in abundance. He becomes a recipient of gifts

from relations.
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Sloka 3—(While transitting a Kakshya void of a bindu,
one suffers from misery due to loss of wealth and intelli-

gence ; becomes mentally worried over money matters. He
often meets obstacles in travel or suffers a fall from a vehicle.

One quarrels with all and suffers dishonour through speech.
One is often troubled by enemies and excessive spending.
There is futility of efforts through rashness.
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Sloka 4— One should consider about knowledge, children,,

religion, wealth, etc., from the 5th house from Jupiter and

general consideration of children from Jupiter’s Ashtaka-

varga.

srepforagt $t fat
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Sloka 5— All functions such as initiation into sacred Man-
tras, repitition of the same, oblation to the sacred fires,

performance of sacrifices, etc., study of Vedas, feeding of

Brahmins, all attempts to beget progeny, amassing of

wealth, etc., will prove effective when they are undertaken

at the time of Jupiter’s transit over a bhava containing the

highest number of bindus in his Ashtakavarga. All these

prove unsuccessful, if they are begun when Jupiter passes

through a bbava having the least number of bindus.

itSRNj mm 1
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Sloka 6— The cardinal direction indicated by the house
containing the maximum number of bindus, and/or, the
time when that sign is rising should be preferred for success,

in the native’s house for the following :

—

(a) feeding of Brahmins
;
(b) performance of Mantra,

Japa and Anushtana ( 3tggirr ) ;
(c) establishment of safe

deposit vault for keeping valuables like gold, etc.
;
(d)

visit to preceptor, Brahmins and ministers, etc., and (e)

emergence from the house on a journey.

II 's 11
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Sloka 7— One desirous of having a child should impreg-

nate, when the rasi, representing the bhava which in Jupiter’s

Ashtakavarga contains the maximum number of bindus is

rising (and is occupied or aspected by Jupiter).

The location of cattle, wealth and vehicles in one’s

house should be in the direction indicated by the aforesaid

vast for their increase and prosperity.

Notes : Nishekadhyaya says that the rising sign or the Moon
should be aspected by Jupiter or other benches (particularly by

the former as he is the Santanakaraka) for conception to take

place.

*tht foTtaft i
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Sloka 8— If the Sun occupies a bhava which in Jupiter’s

Ashtakavarga contains the least number of bindus at the

time of birth, a person is very unlucky and all his efforts

for improvement (of welfare) will end in failure. When
Jupiter, associated with 5 or more bindus, occupies the

6th, 8th or 12th bhava, the person born will be long-lived,

wealthy and victorious over enemies.

mi sn^ii ^ II

Sloka 9—When Jupiter is in exaltation or in his own house
in a Kendra or in the 9th house ; or is in any other rasi

which is not his debilitation or inimical house and is not in

combust ; and is associated with 8 bindus, the person born

becomes a king by his own prowess and fame.
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Sloka 10— When persons having this Yoga of Jupiter,

described in the previous verse, are born in Brahmin caste,

they become equal to kings by virtue of their charities and

good acts and are admired by all for their outstanding intel-

ligence, valour and other good virtues.

Notes : Under the similar circumstances a Vaishya becomes a

multi-millionaire and a Sudra becomes either an Army Officer or a

nobleman (Devakeralam).

SS ( 5R! ? ) 3^*^ *f#RS3T2R: I
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Sloka 11— When Jupiter associated with 7 bindus and
with the Yoga referred to in Verse No. 9 above is in con-

junction with the Moon, persons born will have women,
wealth and sons in plenty ; with 6 bindus they will be

having much wealth and many vehicles ; and with 5 bindus

they will have victory and be of good conduct.

wftwewfe m
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Sloka 12— Matters relating to children should be consi-

dered from the Ashtakavarga of Jupiter. Find the house

where the lord of the 5th from Jupiter is situated. The
person will have as many children as there are bindus in

that house after the reductions. The characteristics of the

children will be according to the nature of the donors of
these bindus. The appearance, stature, etc., will be accord-

ing to the verse “ ” etc.. (Brihat-jataka,

Chapter II, verse 8) and character and nature according to

verse “ ” etc. (Brihat-jataka, Chapter II, verse

7). Out of these children those represented by the power-
ful planets will prove very beneficial to the native.

Notes

:

In this and the following verses wherever the question of

the reduction comes, the order of donorship given under verse 15,
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Chapter II, should be followed to ascertain the donors of the

remaining bindus.

In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter is in the 5th bhava (Tula).

The 5th sign from Jupiter is Kumbha and its lord is Saturn.

Saturn is in sign Makara and there are two bindus in Jupiter's

Ashtakavarga in that sign. The order of the donors is Mars,

Jupiter, the Sun, Venus, the Moon, Saturn, Mercury and the Lagna.

The 2 bindus referred to above are donated by Jupiter and Mercury.

After the reductions there remains no bindu.

When there are no bindus after the reductions consideration

as regards children should be made by other methods.

sfctf $fasPn: ll \\ li

Sloka 13— As explained in the preceding verse the number
of children should be reckoned as follows:

—

The planet whose bindu remains (after the reductions)

if retrograde or in exaltation represents three children ; if

in his own house, own Navamsa, Drekana or in Vargottama
Navamsa represents two children ; if in debilitation or

inimical house, the children represented by him will die

(at an early age).

Male planets and planets in odd signs bestow sons

while female planets and planets in even signs daughters.

Sift gffRRR
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Sloka 14— Just as the number of issues is considered from
the house occupied by the lord of the 5th house from Jupi-

ter, the same should be done from the positions (1) of

the lord of the 9th from Jupiter
; (2) of the lord of the

5th from the Lagna and (3) of the lord of the 5th from
the Moon. The numbers of bindus after the reductions in

the houses where these three planets are situated represent

the number of issues, subject to the conditions mentioned
in the preceding verse.
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Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the lord of the 9th house

from Jup’ter, Mercury is in sign Kanya. The number of bindus

in Kanya is 4 and after the reductions there remain 2 hiveins (con-

tributed by Mercury and the Lagna). Mercury being in an even

sign and also in his exaltation sign, contributes three daughters.

Venus being in an odd sign and in her own house contributes

two sons.

The lord of the 5 th house from the Lagna, Venus is in sign

Tula. There are 4 bindus before the reductions in that sign but

there is no bindu after the reductions. The lord of the 5th house

from the Moon is Saturn. The calculations are the same as done

previously (verse 12).

sjpwrPtn ^ ii

Sloka 15

—

The method (of finding the number of children)

explained in the three preceding verses is according to the

Brihat-jataka commentary Chandrika. Another school of

thought accepted by many astrologers is as follows.

sfctfT fiftnpq H ^ II

Sloka 16— After the bindus in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga

have been correctly placed, find out the bindus that are

contained in the 5th house reckoned from Jupiter. Out of

these omit those bindus contributed by planets which are

posited (1) in inimical houses (2) eclipsed and (3) in debi-

litation. The remainder will signify the number of children

the native will have, their number being proportionately

increased by suitable multiplications in respect of planets in

exaltation, Swakshetra, etc., and their sex being determined
by the male and female planets contributing those bindus.
Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the number of bindus in the

5th house from Jupiter is 5 contributed by Mars, Venus, Mercury,

the Moon and the Lagna. Out of these, the bindus of Mercury
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and the Lagna (lord Mercury) are eliminated as Mercury is

eclipsed by the Sun.
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Sloka 17— Find the number of b'tndus in the 5th house

from Jupiter in his Ashtakavarga. Out of these, exclude the

following bindus :

—

(1) that contributed by Jupiter’s enemy ;

(2) that of the enemy of the lord of the 5th from
Jupiter

;

(3) that of a planet in combust

;

(4) that of a planet in an inimical house ;

(5) that of a planet in his debilitation house
;

(6) that of a planet who is the lord of the debilitation

sign of Jupiter’s 5th house lord ; and

(7) that of Saturn who is the lord of Jupiter’s debili-

tation sign.

The number of children is represented by the remain-

ing bindus.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope, out of the 5 bindus in the

5th house from Jupiter those contributed by Mercury (enemy)

and Mars (lord of debilitation of Saturn) will be eliminated.
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Sloka 18— In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga after the reductions

and omitting the bindus in houses occupied by malefics, find

the sum of the remaining bindus. This will be the number
of children.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the total number of bindus

after the reductions is 9 (Shodhyavashishta). Out of these the

house occupied by the Sun contains 2 bindus which are to be elimi-

nated thereby leaving 7, representing 7 children.

I
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Sloka 19— In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga after the reductions

and omitting the bindus in houses owned by malefics, find

the total number of bindus. This will be the number of

children.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope there are 9 bindus after both

the reductions. Out of this total take away 2 which are the bindus

in the houses owned by malefics leaving thereby 7, representing

7 children.

Wlfam pat: 11

Sloka 20— The number of children will be equal to the
number of bindus in the 5th house from the Dwadasamsa
sign of either the Lagna, the Moon or Jupiter. In choosing
the most powerful of the above three, the following
methods should be adopted :

(1) the strongest out of the Lagna, the Moon or
Jupiter ;

(2) the strongest Dwadasamsa rasi of the above three ;

(3) the strongest 5th house of the above three (Dwa-
dasamsa rasis)

; and

(4) the 5th house which has more bindus contributed
by powerful planets.
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Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the Lagna is the strongest. Its

Dwadasamsa rasi is Kataka and the 5th house from that is Vris-

chika. There are 6 bindus in that house in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga.
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Slokas 21, 22— If there are malefics in the 12th, 2nd and
5th houses, the number of issues is less. The issues may be
equal to the number of bindus in the 5th house from the

Lagna in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga.

When Jupiter is in the 5th house, the number of issues

is less, but, if he is associated with or aspected by the lord

of the 5th, many issues may be predicted.

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter is in the 5th house

from the Lagna (in bhava) and Venus the lord of the 5th also

is posited there.
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Slokas 23, 24— In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga when there are

3 bindus each in the 5th house from the Lagna and also

from Jupiter, there will be very few children, so says Deva-

shala.

The number of children may be declared equal to the

number of Navamsas passed TRR3T5T )
in the 5th house

from the Lagna ; or by the lord of the 5th house from the

Lagna ; or by the lord of the 5th house from Jupiter.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope (a) the 5th house is Tula

and the Navamsa also is Tula, i.e., one Navamsa ; (b) Venus the

lord of 5th has passed 4 Navamsas ; and (c) Saturn lord of 5th

from Jupiter has passed 4 Navamsas.
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Sloka 25 — A person will have to adopt a child when
the lord of the 5th house is in the house of Saturn in

Navamsa and is in conjunction with Mercury and Saturn.

When the lord of the 5th house is in Saturn’s house in

Navamsa and, Jupiter and Venus are in their own houses,

a natural son is born only after adoption.

In the Ashtakavarga of Jupiter when the 5th house

from him contains more bindus contributed by planets

occupying the houses of Saturn, either in vast or Navamsa,

a child has to be adopted.
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Slokas 26-28— (A) When (1) the lord of the Lagna, (2)
the lord of the Moon’s Lagna, (3) the lord of the 5th

house, (4) the lord of the 7th house and (5) Jupiter, are

weak ;

(B) when the above five planets along with Yama-
kantaka ( 37JT5 of Jupiter) are situated in the 6th, 8th or
12th house ;
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(C) when the 5th house is occupied or aspected by

malefics ;

(D) when there are eunuch
( jsjfa )

Yogas such as

etc., (Brihat-jataka, Chap. IV, verse 13);

(E) when the Santana Tithi (gcfRfafcr) happens to fall

between the 8th day of the dark half and the new Moon

;

and

(F) when there are few bindus in the 5th house from

Jupiter in his Ashtakavarga.

In all the above cases it is difficult to have natural

children, even after propitiatory rites are performed.

Adoption also is not possible.

The auspicious conditions necessary for begetting

children are :

—

(1) when the five planets referred to above are power-
ful

;

(2) when these five planets and Yamakantaka are in

Kendras, Trikonas or in the 11th house ;

(3) when the 5th house is occupied or aspected by
benefits

;

(4) when there is the Yoga (combination) for having
children

;

(5) when there are many bindus in the 5th house from
Jupiter in his Ashtakavarga

;
and

(6) the Santana Tithi falls in the bright half of the

Moon.

AH these are auspicious for one to be blessed with
children. If there is a mixture of good and bad Yogas,
then one may have children after performing the necessary

propitiatory rites.

Notes : The position of Yamakantaka during day time on week

days beginning with Sunday is at the end of 18, 14, 10, 6, 2, 26

and 22 Ghatikas, for a day of 30 Ghatis duration and during

the night, at the end of 2, 26, 22, 18, .14, 10 and 6 Ghatis. The

rising sign should' be calculated for the same latitude as is done

for the Lagna.
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Slokas 29, 30— When (1) the 5th house is aspected by

malefics alone

;

(2) the 5th house contains less than 25 bindus in the

Samudayashtakavarga ;

(3) the 5th house falls in an even sign (like

Vrishabha, Kataka, Kanya, etc.,) and

(4) at the time of birth the Moon occupies an even

sign
; there is no possibility of getting any issue for the

native.

Of the four defects mentioned above, if there is one
defect, the reason for no issues, is some uterine ailment

to the woman ; if there are two defects, it is due to afflic-

tions by a malefic deity ; if three, it is due to both the

above causes. The necessary propitiatory rites should be
performed for the respective defects in order to get an
issue. If all the four defects are found in a horoscope,

one will have no issue at all even after performing pro-

pitiatory rites.

ST I

Sloka 31— If the lord of the 5th bhava is situated very

near (1) the 5th bhava or (2) the bhava occupied

by the lord of the Lagna, /the person will have issue in

the early part of his married life. In other circumstances

the issue will be at an advanced age.
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Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Venus, the lord of the 5th

house, is there itself and is at the same time in the 2nd house from

Mercury (the lord of the Lagna).

mb pH** n^ ii

Sloka 32— When the lord of the 5th bhava occupies (1)

a Kendra, (2) a Panaphara or (3) an Apoklima house, one
will have an issue at an early, middle or later part of

married life respectively.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Venus, the lord of the 5th

bhava, is in a Panaphara house.
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Sloka 33— The transit of Jupiter through rasis having

more bindus in his Ashtakavarga, indicates birth of children.

The rasis are to be determined as follows :

—

1. The vast occupied by the lord of the 5th bhava from
the Lagna

;

2. the Navamsa vast of the above lord ;

3. the rasi occupied by the lord of the 5th from the

Moon

;

4. the Navamsa rasi of the above lord (item 3) ;

5. the rasi occupied by the lord of the 5th from

Jupiter ;

6. the Navamsa rasi of this lord (item 5) ;

7. the rasi occupied by Gulika ;

8. the Navamsa rasi of Gulika ;

and the 5th and 9th rasis from all the above eight rasis.

Notes : The rising times of Gulika from Sunday onwards are

26, 22, 18, 14, 10, 6 and 2 Ghatikas respectively after sunrise

during the day and 10, 6, 2, 26, 22, 18 and 14 Ghatikas res-

pectively after sunset during night of duration of a day or night
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of 30 Ghatikas each and proportionately increase or decrease

according to the variation in day (1 Ghatika = 24 minutes ; 30

Ghatikas = 12 hours). Degrees of Gulika should be found as

for the Lagna.
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Sloka 34—Find out the rising sign and the position of

Gulika with its trines at the time of query. Whenever
the Sun, the Moon or Jupiter whichever has the maximum
number of bindus in their respective Ashtakavargas transits

the above Gulika rasi or its trines, birth of a child takes

place. In addition, birth of a child may happen when
Jupiter transits the horary Lagna, its Navamsa rasi or its

trines, which contains the maximum number of bindus in

Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga (in the natal chart).
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Sloka 35— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Jupiter by the

number of bindus (before the reductions) in the 5th house
from Jupiter in his Ashtakavarga, divide the product by
27 and find the remainder. Find out the asterism counted

from Aswini. When Jupiter passes through that asterism,

a child will be born.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Shodhyapinda of Jupiter 96

X 5 (bindus in the: 5th house from Jupiter before the reductions)

= 480 divided by 27 leaves remainder 21, i.e., Uttarashadha.

ftqura mi I

ii ^ II
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Sloka 36— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Jupiter by 7,

divide the product by 27 and count the remainder from

Aswini ; when Jupiter transits that asterism, a child is

born. Again, if the Navamsa in which Jupiter stands is

stronger than the rasi occupied by him, the remainder

should be counted from Dhanishta to find the asterism for

Jupiter’s transit.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter’s Shodhyapinda 9

6

X 7 = 672 ;
divided by 27 leaves remainder 24. Jupiter is in

Kanya but in Navamsa he is in Vrishabha. He is therefore

stronger in rasi, than in Navamsa. The 24th asterism from

Aswini, viz., Shatatara should be taken.

into II^ H

Sloka 37— Multiply the Shuddhapinda of Jupiter by 4

and divide the product by 12. When the Sun passes

through the rasi represented by the remainder counted from
Mesha, a son will be born.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter’s Shodhyapinda 96
X 4 - 384 ; divided by 12 leaves remainder 0, i.e., 12, the Meena
house. When the Sun passes through this house, birth of a sen

may be predicted.

jprcto #
r: si# tf* *Krmr
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Sloka 38— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Jupiter by 7

and divide the product by 27. The remainder should be
counted from the asterism occupied by Jupiter. When
Jupiter passes through that asterism, a son is born.

Notes : fn the Standard Horoscope Jupiter’s Shodhyapinda 96 X
7 = 672 ; divided by 27 leaves remainder 24. Reckoned from
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Jupiter’s asterism Hasta, the 24th is Aslesha which when transited

by Jupiter, birth of a child takes place.

II \\ II

Sloka 39— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Jupiter by 9,

divide the product by 12 and find the remainder. This,

counted from Mesha house is the rising sign (Ascendant)

of the son to be born.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter’s Shodhyapinda 96

X 9 = 864 ; divided by 12 leaves remainder 0, i.e., 12. Reckoned

from the Mesha house, the 12th is the Meena house which will

be the rising sign of the new born son of the native.

^ g ft: \

M ii

Sloka 40— Find in which planet’s Kakshya Jupiter is

posited in the husband’s horoscope. If this planet contri-

butes a bindu in the 5th house from Jupiter in the wife’s

horoscope, a son will be born when Jupiter transits the

said house. Also, from the husband’s horoscope find out

the Navamsa of the planet in whose Kakshya Jupiter is

situated. A son will be born when :

—

1. the Sun transits the above Navamsa sign or its

trines in the husband’s horoscope ;

2. the Moon transits the rasi occupied by Mandi in

the wife’s horoscope
;
and

3. the rising sign is a Navamsa rasi or its trines of

Gulika in the wife’s horoscope.

5FJI |
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Sloka 41— Note the bhava occupied by the lord of the

5th house from Jupjiter. In that bhava find out which

planet’s Kakshya is occupied by this lord ; when Jupiter

transits the house occupied by the above Kakshya lord,

a son will be born. This is a very great secret.

In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga add up all the remaining

bindus after the reductions and multiply this by the number
of bindus remaining after the reductions in the 5th house

from Jupiter and divide the product by 12. The remainder

counted from the Mesha house shows the solar month for

birth of a child.

Notes: In the Standard Horoscope (1) Saturn, the lord of the

5th house from Jupiter is in Makara, (i.e., 8th house) in the Lagna’s

Kakshya (Mercury). Mercury occupies Kanya. Jupiter’s transit

over Kanya indicates birth of a son.

(2) Jupiter’s Shodhyavashishta is 9. There is 1 bindu in

the 5th house from Jupiter after the reductions. Therefore,

9 X i = 9 ; divided by 12 leaves remainder 9- Counted from

Mesha it gives the solar month Dhanus.

qsr i

fs V fY C fS \ ^
*nOT Wwn

iiw ii

Sloka 42— Find out the planet which is capable of giving

a child, by using any one of the following three methods:

—

(1) by contribution of a bindu in the 5th house from
Jupiter in the Ashtakavarga of Jupiter ;

(2) by the favourable position of the child giving

planet in the natal chart;

(3) by the formation of the Yoga (sRTFratn) to have a

child.

When the Moon transits the stronger of either the rasi

or Navamsa of any of the above or its trines, birth of a
child may take place.

!: pi:^ qfrii: pi gft: pSfc |
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SIoka 43— In the Ashtakavarga of Jupiter in a woman’s
horoscope, the number of daughters will be equal to the

sum of bindus in the 5th house from (1) the Lagna, (2)

the Moon or (3) Jupiter ; and, the number of sons will

be equal to the sum of bindus in the 9th house from the

Lagna, the Moon or Jupiter.

In the case of a male’s horoscope the 5th house re-

presents sons and the 9th house daughters.

II WII
Sloka 44— In a woman's horoscope, the Shuddha-

pinda of Jupiter should be multiplied by the bindus in the

9th house. The number of sons should be consi-

dered from the bindus in the 9th house and their welfare,

characteristics, etc., from the planets donating them.

Daughters’ birth, their number, characteristics, wel-

fare, etc., should be considered from the bindus in the

5th house and the planets that contribute them.

w-
t: wm litfMi

Sloka 45 — In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga find out the number
of bindus in the 5th house from Jupiter, to ascertain

number of issues. Out of these eliminate the bindus con-

tributed by planets in debilitation, in inimical houses or

inimical to Jupiter, etc. After eliminating thus, there may
remain a certain number of bindus. This will be the

number of children. Find the positions in the Zodiac of
the donors of these bindus. Determine whether the vast

or the Navamsa rasi of the donor is strong and take into

account the stronger of the two. The birth of a child

may be expected when the Moon transits :

—
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1. that vast, if the planet is in the first Drekana ;

2. the fifth rasi, if the planet is in the second Drekana ;

3. the ninth rasi

,

if the planet is in the third Drekana.

To determine the exact Nakshatra and the Ghatikas

pjassed, etc., when the child is to be born, the following

calculations are to be made. When the planet is in the

first Drekana, take into consideration only the degrees and

minutes and not the sign. Convert them into minutes.

Multiply these minutes by 135 (*n#F)and divide the pro-

duct by 1800 (sigspi). Take the quotient. Eliminate one

Pada (quarter) of the Nakshatra for each unit of 5 of

the quotient. When the remainder is less than 5, multi-

ply it by 3 to get the Ghatikas past in that Pada.

If the planet is in the second Drekana, subtract the

sign and 10° and if the third Drekana, subtract the sign

and 20° and take the remainder. Repeat the above opera-

tion.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope it is found from Jupiter’s

Ashtakavarga that Mars is one of the donors of the bindus. His

position is 4 s - 7° - V and therefore, is in the 1st Drekana of Simha

and is in Mithuna Navamsa. He is stronger in rasi. Therefore,

when the Moon transits Simha rasi, birth of a child may be

expected. To find the actual Nakshatra and the time of birth

the following calculations are to be made :

—

4* - 7° - 1'

4
s - 0° - 0

'

0
s - 7° - i

y converted into minutes — 421.

421 x 135 = 56835

1800 1800
31*575 quotient.

For 30 (6 units of 5) the whole of Magha and 2 quarters

of Purvaphalguni would have elapsed.

For the remainder, i.e., 1.575 x3 = 4.723 Ghatikas in the

3rd quarter of Purvaphalguni.

.’. Total time elapsed in Ghatis in Purvaphalguni is 2 X 15

+ 4.725 = 34.725.

= 34 Ghatis 43£ Palas in Purvaphalguni in Simha.

3T. ?r. ^
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If the last quarter of the verse is taken as (text variation) :

—

This means that the product obtained by multiplication may
be divided by 600 (instead of 1800). In each case we get Ghatis

elapsed from the commencement of the rasi and for every 60

Ghatis 1 Nakshatra should be counted.

421 x 135 = 56835

600 600
94-725 Ghatis.

That is 60 + 34 Ghatis 43 i Palas,

i.e., 1 Nakshatra -f 34 Ghatis 43i Palas, in the 2nd

Nakshatra (Purvaphalguni) in Simha.

rT^T m&l II II

SIoka 46— One learned in astrology should find out the

number of children according to these various methods
and predict children definitely, if other conditions are

satisfied.

Devakeralam and other works :

—

1. Jupiter associated with 1 to 3 bindus will not do
much good to the bbava occupied by him.

2. If the conception takes place when the Sun is

transiting a house containing the maximum
number of bindus in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga, the

issue begotten will be a virtuous son.

3. If the Moon associated with 1 to 3 bindus is in the

6th or 8th house from Jupiter in his Ashtakavarga,

the person will always be in debts even though

born with a Rajayoga.

4. If Jupiter, in any sign having exalted Navamsa, is

associated with 5 or more bindus, the person is

blessed with plenty of wealth, lands, etc. ; but if

the Moon is also in the 6th or 8th from Jupiter

associated with 1 to 3 bindus, he will be poor and
unlucky. In the above case, if the Moon associa-

ted with more than 3 bindus is in a Kendra (Kesari
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Yoga) or Trikona to Jupiter, the person will have

plenty of wealth, land and other comforts.

5. If Jupiter with 1 to 3 bindus is in his own house
and in a Kendra or Trikona, the person will suffer

great sorrow through loss of children and the like.

6. In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga, when the lord of the

house occupied by Jupiter is exalted and associated

with 5 or more bindus, the person will be a king

of kings.

7. Jupiter having less than 3 bindus and having
Navamsa in debilitation (Makara) and at the same
time Saturn is in the 2nd house from the Lagna,
the native will be a dullard.

8. (A) Venus in Jupiter’s Kendra and at the same
time Jupiter in the Lagna Kendra

;
(B) Venus and

Jupiter in opposition or in conjunction, make the

person a king or equal to a king, provided Jupiter

is associated with 4 or more bindus.

9. When the Lagna is occupied by its own lord who
is weak in strength and is associated with 1 to 3
bindus in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga and Jupiter is in

the 6th or 8th therefrom, the person is very unlucky

and slow-witted.

10. When the lord of the 8th house is in the 5th house
and vice versa, and both the lords have no aspect

or connection with Jupiter, the person will suffer

persecution at the hands of his children and grand-

children.

11. The person will lose as many children as there are

bindus in the 3rd or 5th house from Jupiter, if

he is posited in the 6th, 8th or 12th house from the

Lagna.

12. Jupiter in Dhanus or Meena and not in combust,

with more than 5 bindus and having Vargas of
male planets and associated with or aspected by a

benefic, if a conception takes place when this sign
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is rising, a virtuous and illustrious son will be
born.

13. When the lord of the house occupied by the lord

of the 5th house is in conjunction with or aspected

by Jupiter, and that lord is associated with more than

4 bindus in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga, a son will be

born who will ennoble the family prestige. If, in

the above Yoga, the same lord is in debilitation

with 1 to 3 bindus, the son will be treacherous to

his father.

14. If the lord of the 5th house has malefic connection,

and Jupiter associated with 3 bindus is hemmed in

between malefics a son who is evil-minded

and a scourge to the family, will be born.

15. When Saturn passes through the house or its

trines which in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga has the least

number of bindus

,

the person may meet with afflic-

tions provided that house is unaspected by Jupiter

at birth.

16. The period of the Sun’s transit through houses

having the least number of bindus in Jupiter’s

Ashtakavarga is not good for auspicious cere-

monies.

17. The lords of the 9th and 10th houses and Jupiter,

if each of them is associated 1 with 8 bindus in their

respective Ashtakavargas, and the lords of the

houses occupied by them are powerful, the person

born will be exceptionally lucky and blessed with

everything.

18. If the lord of the lagna is in the 2nd house or in

the 9th' house, and Jupiter in a Kendra (from the

Lagna) with 5 bindus, the father of the native will

be luckier than himself.

19. When the lord of the 9th house and Jupiter are

in Kendras, or occupy their own houses, or their

exaltation houses and both are associated with

more than 5 bindus each, in Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga,

the person becomes a King or dispenser of justice.
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20. In Jupiter’s Ashtakavarga after the reductions and
omitting the bindus contributed by malefics, find

the sum of the bindus that remain. This will re-

present the number of children of the native.

Notes : This is another method of finding the number of

children. In the Standard Horoscope out of the total of 9 bindus

(after the reductions) 2 are contributed by malefics. Eliminating

these 2 bindus

,

the remaining 7 bindus represent the number of

children.

21. When malefics are in the 12th, 8th and 5th houses

from Jupiter, the loss of wealth and children will

occur.

22. When the 5th house is occupied or aspected by (1)

the lord of the Lagna, (2) the lord of the house

occupied by Jupiter, or (3) the lord of the 5th

house itself, the native will have many children.

Notes : To find the time of death or afflictions to the children :

—

1. In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter’s Shodhyapinda 96 x 5

( bindus in the 5th house from him before the reductions)

— 480 ; divided by 27 leaves remainder 21. Counted from

Aswini this gives Uttarashadha when Saturn transits it

or its trines the said effects may take place.

2. To find Jupiter’s position :

—

96 X 4 ( bindus in the 7th house from Jupiter before the

reductions) — 384 ; divided by 27 leaves remainder 6

which gives Ardra and its trines for Jupiter’s transit.

3. To find the Sun’s position :

—

96 X 5 (bindus in the 7th house from the Sun in Jupiter’s

* Ashtakavarga before the reductions) ~ 480 ; divided by

27 leaves remainder 21 which gives Uttarashadha for the

Sun’s transit.



CHAPTER XI

ASHTAKAVARGA OF VENUS
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Sloka 1 — When Venus in her Ashtakavarga transits bhavas

containing 8 to 0 bindus the results are as follows :

—

8 bindus one gets all enjoyments, good dress, women,
sweet-smelling flowers, varieties of eatables

and drinks, etc. ;

7 ” ornaments and precious stones ;

6 ” meeting a beloved wife ;

5 ” contact with friends ;

4 ” mixed effects (good and bad) ;

3 ” enmity with neighbours and village (town)
people, tastelessness ;

2 ” degradation, sickness ;

1 bindu fear from diseases through phlegm, water or

poison ;

0 ” all kinds of calamities.

Venus' Ashtakavarga

1 TRr* %sr:
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Sloka 2 — When Venus transits a Kakshya having a bindu

in her Ashtakavarga, one’s status and respect in Government
service is enhanced and he gets a daughter, enjoys bodily

comforts and longevity, takes active part in sports, acquires

extensive knowledge, attains success in his aim, acquires

wealth
; happiness and general welfare are on the increase.

swift stt qratf qiftifw

Sloka 3— While transitting a Kakshya void of a bindu,

she (Venus) causes troubles, loss of wealth through enemies,

affliction to wife, extreme quarrels, loss of landed property,

misery, aberration of mind, frequent expenses, fall from

a horse or obstacles during journeys (throughout the period)

to the people.

wet TOfrsift w i

Sloka 4— When Venus passes through a bhava containing

the highest number of bindus, one should acquire bed and
other necessaries pertaining to the bed chamber. Learning

of music, performance of marriages, acts leading to sexual

enjoyments should be commenced during that time for

prosperity ; further, that would be the best period to

purchase apparels of silk and the like.

snwqiqft I
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Sloka 5— In the Ashtakavarga of Venus, find out the

cardinal direction according to Sthirachakra represented by

the maximum number of bindus, before and after the

reductions. Marriage in that direction brings prosperity.

To have the bedroom in the direction denoted by the rasi

(bhava) containing the maximum number of bindus before

the reductions, in one’s own house, is good for conjugal

happiness ; it is good to see a minister and to get the

marriage ceremony performed in that direction also.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Kataka and Simha both

contain 6 bindus each. The direction represented is the South.

After the reductions Kataka contains 5 bindus which also

represents the South.

TOIH-

qaji3$rf^iciraui
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Sloka 6— The number of wives will be according to the
number of bindus that remain after the reductions in the
following houses :

—

1. the house occupied by the lord of the 7th from
Venus

;

2. the house occupied by the lord of the 9th from
Venus ;
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3. the house occupied by the lord of the 9th from the

Moon

;

4. the house occupied by the lord of the 9th from the

Lagna
;

5. the exaltation rasi of the lord of the 7th from the

Lagna ;

and 6. the debilitation rasi of the lord of the 7th from the

Lagna.

Out of these six, that which gives the maximum number
should be taken when the lord of the 7th house from the

Lagna is powerful and well-placed; the minimum number
when the 7th lord is weak.

TOPt:-

q*5?h?q[feql fig: I

fggot ciur tl
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Sloka 7— When the 7th house from Venus in her Ashta-
kavarga has more bindus contributed by malefks and if

Gulika is in the 3rd or 11th house from Venus, death of
wife may happen.
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Notes: The 3rd and 11th houses from Venus are the same as

the trine houses from her 7th house.

as-
^
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Sloka 8— In the Ashtakavarga of Venus when the 7th

house from her has a bindu contributed by the Sun and

the Janma asterism of the wife is in Krittika triad, she will

be very dear (to the husband) as his own soul.

If the bindu is that of the Moon and the Janma
asterism is in Rohini triad, she will be very pleasing to his

mind.

If that of Mars and the Janma asterism is in Mrigasiras

triad, she will be very helpful to the husband in doing

good deeds. The same effect is obtained in respect of Ketu
for Aswini triad

( ).

If that of Mercury and the Janma asterism is in

Aslesha triad, she will be obedient and agreeable to the

husband’s commands.
If that of Jupiter and the Janma asterism is in Punar-

vasu triad, she will be blessed with virtuous children.

If that of Venus and the Janma asterism is in Bharani
triad, she will be capable of giving conjugal happiness to

the husband.

If that of Saturn and the Janma asterism is in Pushya
triad, she will be always ready to serve her husband like

a slave. Similar effects are evident for Rahu in respect of
Ardra triad

( ).

Notes : It is impossible to have a bindu of Venus in the 7th
house from her. Still the author has mentioned cc

” f°r the effect of Venus. Therefore it is proper to

consider the 7th house from the Lagna where a bindu from
Venus may be possible and the wife can be born in Bharani
triad. Hence the Lagna’s 7th house also should be considered
in the case of bindus of other planets. The lordship of asterisms
is as followed in the Vimshottari Dasa system.
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Sloka 9— A wife having her Moon in (a) a house which

has the maximum number of bindus in the Moon’s Ashta-

kavarga of the husband ; or (b) a house which has the

maximum number of bindus in the husband’s Samudaya-

shtakavarga ; or (c) a house which has a bindu contributed

by the lord of the 7th house from Venus in the husband’s

Ashtakavarga of Venus ; is very auspicious for the welfare

of the husband.

Notes

:

Similarly, the wife’s horoscope should be considered for

the husband. In the Standard Horoscope Mars the lord of the

7th house from Venus, contributes a bindu in Tula, the wife’s

Janmarasi.

Sloka 10— Out of the houses which contain more bindus
in the Ashtakavarga of Venus, any one occupied by :

—

(a) a benefic
;
(b) the lord of the Lagna

; or (c) the lord
of the 7th house, indicates the direction of the bride’s place
for a happy married life.

Sloka 11— When Venus associated with 8 bindus is

posited in a Trikona or Kendra house, the person will be
possessing mighty transport animals

; if with 7 bindus in

the above case, he will be possessing much wealth and
precious stones ; and will be enjoying all comforts
throughout his life.

i
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Sloka 12— The Rajayoga mentioned in Verse No. 11 is

nullified when the said Venus is in her depression or

occupies the 7th, 12th or 8th bbava. It is commendable

to have the bed-chamber (in one’s own house) in the

direction indicated by the rasi (
bhava) containing the

least number of bindus in the Ashtakavarga of Venus,

because it helps one to win over women and keep them in

willing submission.

Notes

:

Only Jatakaparijata (from which this verse is taken)

takes the rasi (bbava) of the least number of bindus, while

Prasnamarga, Devakeralam, Parasara-hora, Phaladeepika and

other works take the one having maximum bindus for the

cardinal direction to locate the bedroom.

mi ti ^ n

Sloka 13— In the Ashtakavarga of Venus, the direction

represented by the rasi {bbava) having the highest number
of bindus should be the wife’s Janmarasi, so as to ensure

increase in progeny through her. If the bindus are less,

wealth and progeny will be poor.

W I

## ii ii
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Slokas 14-15 — When Venus occupies the house of Saturn
either in rasi or in Navamsa

; or is in conjunction with
Saturn or any other malefic

; or is in debilitation Navamsa
(Kanya), the person is desirous of having union with a
despicable woman.

If Venus occupies the house of Mars either in rasi or
Navamsa and is aspected by or associated with Mars, the
person will be fond of beautiful women of other people.
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Slokas 16-18— When the Navamsa of the 7th house falls

in the house of Saturn or Mars and (a) the 7th house is

aspccted by them, or (b) the lord of the 7th house occu-

pies the rasi of Saturn or Mars, the wife of such a person

will have a lover, or she will be a strumpet, prostitute,

servant or destroyer of the husband’s happiness.

When the Moon, having Navamsa in the rasi of a

malefic planet is either in the 7th or the 12th house ; and
Venus is associated with a malefic planet, the person comes

to grief through a woman.

snfaq raw*# q^q*! |

qi qr^Rq 5°nfNn ii^ii
Sloka 19— The complexion, appearance and the charac-

teristics of a wife will be according to (1) the lord of the

Navamsa occupied by Venus ; or (2) the lord of the

Navamsa occupied by the Moon ; and her virtues will be
according to the lord of the 7th house.

:

—

WTTTOmit c^SiFl^sfq

WciklWTTf^^!: j%Rl S?™TT:
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Slokas 20-21 — If Saturn is in the 5th or the 9th house

from Venus, the married life is not happy
;
but Jupiter in

the same position from Venus bestows happiness. One
should observe the virtues of the wife from the strength

or weakness of these planets.

Having considered the primary effects from the above,

one should predict further from the Ashtakavarga of

Venus.

Devakeralam and other works :

—

1. Venus with 5 or 6 bindus in a Kendra or Trikona,

bestows a happy and prosperous family life and
conjugal bliss. If this Venus is aspected by Mars, the

wives will be from noble families.

2. When Venus is in the Lagna, 4th or 10th bhava
associated with 5 bindus and has an aspect from a
benefic, the person will possess fine vehicles.
In the above Yoga, if Venus is in the house of Mars,
there will be immense wealth and many kinds of
vehicles.

3.

When Venus is in a Kendra (except the 7th bhava) or
Trikona from the Lagna, associated with 5 or more
bindus and is not aspected by Mars, the person will
marry early in life.

^Vhen Venus with 5 bindus is in her debilitation rasi
or Navamsa, and is connected with Mars (by associa*
tion or aspect), the person will undergo great
difficulties to get married.

5.

6 .

7.

Venus in a Trikona and the 2nd house from the Lagna
occupied or aspected by malefics will create many
obstacles for marriage.

1

If the lord of the sign occupied by Venus is in a
Kendra or Trikona from the Lagna and associated
with 5 bindus in the Ashtakavarga of Venus, the person
will possess wealth, lands, vehicles and good fortune.
If the lord of the house occupied by Venus is in the
6th or 8th house from Venus and is in trine to the
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Lagna, the person will ill-treat his wife and become a

pauper in course of time.

8. When the lords of 7th and 5th houses are in trine to

each other and Mars is in the 7th house from the

Lagna, the person will be abandoned by his wife.

9. When Mars or Saturn is in the 7th bhava, and the

lord of the 7th bhava has Navamsa in the house of

Saturn or Mars ; or has an aspect from them, the wife

of the native will be immoral.

10. When Venus, associated with 4 bindus, is in her

debilitation rasi or Navamsa and has an aspect from
Mars, there will be scandal about his wife.

11. When Venus, with 1 to 3 bindus in Saturn’s rasi or

Navamsa, has an aspect from Mars, the person will

become the husband of an adulteress.

12. When Venus with 5 bindus is in the house of Mars

or his Navamsa and is (also) aspected by Mars, the

person will be going after other people’s wives (cf.

item No. 1 above).

13. Mars in the 6th house, the Moon in the 7th house and

Venus in the 12th house (from the Lagna) and any one

of these having an aspect or conjunction with Saturn

or Rahu, the person will have union with a widow.

14. The Moon in the 7th, the lord of the 7th having

connection with Rahu, and Venus in exaltation rasi,

the person will have union with an old woman.

15. When Venus associated with more than 3 bindus has

exaltation Navamsa and an aspect from Mars, the

person will be always lascivious.

16. When Venus with 2 or 3 bindus is in the 6th, 7th, 8th

or 12th house and the lord of the 7th house is in

debilitation, the person will be co-habitting with a

base woman.

17. When Venus in the 6th, 8th or 12th house with 2 or 3
bindus is in conjunction with or aspected by Saturn,
the person will co-habit with a blind woman.
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18. When, the lord of the 9th is in the 7th house and the

lord of the 7th is in Jupiter’s house and malefics

occupy the 7th house, the person will have union with

a woman of defective limb.

Same is the case when a malefic is in the 9th house,

the lord of the 9th is in the 7th house and another

malefic is in the 2nd house.

19. When Saturn or Mars occupies the 2nd or the 7th

house from the Lagna and Venus is in the 12th, the

person will marry a second time even when the first

wife is alive.

20. When the lord of the house occupied by the

Kalatradhipa (lord of 7th) is in Kataka sign and is

associated or aspected by malefics, the person will

have two wives.

21. When Venus is in debilitation or is in combust, with

no benefic aspect, and the lord of the 7th house is

hemmed in between malefics
( ) he will have

three wives.

Lord of the 7th in the 9th house, a malefic in the

2nd and Venus in a common
(

)sign, indicate two
wives.

22. The number of wives will be as many as there are

planets in the 7th or 2nd house. This should be

considered only when the 2nd house is occupied by a

malefic.

23. When the 7th house is a house of Saturn or Mars and
when Venus is aspected by Mars and if malefics

occupy the 2nd house, the person’s marriage will be
by use of force.

24. When the lord of the Navamsa ran of the Moon is

between the lords of the 1st and the 7th houses and
also aspects his own house, the marriage is by use of
force.

25. When the lord of the house occupied by the lord of
the 7th is in the 6th or 8th house from the 7th house
(Kalatrasthana), or if he (that lord) is in debilitation,

in an inimical house or in combust, there is no chance
of an issue.
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26. When Jupiter in transit passes through the trine

houses of Venus or the lord of the 7th, marriage takes

place.

27. When Venus is in the 7th bbava, and the lord of the

7th is aspected by Mars, the marriage takes place

after great effort.

28. Marriage of persons born in Uttarayana ( SrRFR

)

takes place when the Sun comes to the Navamsa rasi

of Jupiter or its trine rasis and he (the Sun) is

aspected by Jupiter at that time.

29. Marriage of persons born in Dakshinayana (3;($pJTFR)

takes place when the Sun comes to the Navamsa rasi

of Venus or its trines and he (the Sun) is aspected by

Jupiter at that time.

30. Marriage may take place when the Sun is in the

Navamsa rasi of the lord of the Lagna, aspected by
Jupiter at that time.

31. If the wife is from the direction represented by the

rasi (bbava), which is without a bindu of Venus in

the Lagnashtakavarga of the husband, the result of
such marriage is sickness and great sorrow.
If on the other hand, the wife is from the direction
of the rasi, which has more bindus in the Lagnashta-
kavarga of the husband, the union brings great
happiness, fame, long life and good children.

fgsgf ^ i
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Sloka 22— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Venus by the
number of bindus (before the reductions) in the 7th
house from her. Divide the product by 27 and find the
remainder. Count that much from Aswini and when
Jupiter passes through that asterism represented by the
remainder, marriage may take place.

3T. 3. 1

»
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Divide the same product by 12 and find the remainder

and determine the rasi from Mesha. When Jupiter passes

through that house or during the Dasa or Antara of the

lord of that house, marriage may take place.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Venus' Shodhyapinda 148 x 4

(bindus in the 7th house from her before the reductions) = 592,

divided by 27 gives remainder 25. Counted from Aswini this

gives Purvabhadrapada. When Jupiter transits this asterism

marriage may take place.

The product 592 divided by 12 leaves remainder 4 which

represents the Kataka house (counted from Mesha). Jupiter's

transit over that house or the Dasa and Antara of the lord

thereof, i.e., the Moon, will bring about the aforesaid results.

trcS *13# $$ ir^ii

Sloka 23— When the lord of the 7th bhava and its

Karaka are both benefics and occupy the 7th bhava from

the Lagna ;
and also, if this 7th bhava is full of strength

and is unaspected by or unassociated with malefic planets,

the wife and the husband die simultaneously.

The death of the wife takes place during the Dasa or

Antara (main or sub-period) of a Chhidra
( fejf — vul-

nerable) planet pertaining to the 7th bhava; when Saturn
passes through the bhava which according to the Ashtaka-
varga of Venusi is fatal for the wife and, also, when Jupi-
ter occupies the same Navamsa as that of Saturn (during
transit).

Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope :

—

Venus’ Shodhyapinda 148x4 (bindus in the 7th house from
her before the reductions) = 592 divided by 12 gives remainder
4 which represents the Kataka house (counted from Mesha).
When Saturn passes through it and at the same time Jupiter
transits Kataka Navamsa in any rasi, the death of the wife may
take place.
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The following seven planets are Chhidra planets :

—

1 the lord of the 8th bbava;

2 the planet occupying the 8th bbava;

3 the planet Hiat aspects the 8th bbava;

4 the lord of the 22nd Drekana (Khara) from the Lagna ;

5 the planet in conjunction with the lord of the 8th bbava

;

6 the lord of the 64th Navamsa from that occupied by the Moon ;

7 the Adhishatru of the lord of the 8th bbava.

Death may take place in the Dasa of that planet which is

the strongest of them.

Shodhyapinda calculations for Venus :

—

In the Standard Horoscope Venus’ Shodhyapinda 148x4

(bindus in the 7th house from: her before the reductions) = 592

divided by 27 leaves remainder 25. Counted from Aswini this

gives Purvabhadrapada. When Saturn transits Purvabhadrapada

or its trines the death of the wife may take place.

To find Jupiter’s position :

—

148x4 (bindus in the 7th house from Jupiter in Venus’

Ashtakavarga before the reductions) = 592 divided by 27 leaves

remainder 25 which gives Purvabhadrapada or its trines for

Jupiter’s transit.

To find the Sun's position :

—

148 x 1 (bindu in the 7th house from the Sun in Venus’

Ashtakavarga before the reductions) = 148 divided by 27 leaves

remainder 13 which gives Hasta or its trines for the Sun’s

transit.



CHAPTER XII

ASHTAKAVARGA OF SATURN

to fri^rm ii \ ii

Sloka 1 — When Saturn in his Ashtakavarga transits

bhavas containing 8 to 0 bindus, the results are as

follows—
8 bindus one becomes the head of a village, town or

becomes a Royal chamberlain ;

7 „ one gets female slaves, asses, camels ;

6 „ one gets respect from leaders of thieves

and forest tribes ;

5 „ one gets huge quantities of agricultural

produce ;

4 „ moderate happiness and misery ;

3 „ loss of wealth, servants, women and happi-

ness ;

2 „ imprisonment, anxiety or sickness ;

1 bindu uncouth in all actions ;

0 „ loss of everything.

Additional results given by other authors for the

above—
2 bindus poverty ;

1 bindu sickness ;

0 „ possibility of death.

\. ST^facT V. PfTSvpOTT
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Saturn’s Ashtakavarga

jnft * i
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Sloka 2— When Saturn transits a Kakshya having a bindu

in his Ashtakavarga he confers wealth by way of legacy,

success in undertakings through a minister of a king, con-

tacts with virtuous people, land, victory against cheats,

interest in sacred and religious duties ( rr, and )

sweetmeats, boon from a King and increase in agricultural

produce.

*1
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Sloka 3— While transitting a Kakshya void of a bindu,
he causes misery, fear from a King, increase of troubles

from or to relatives, accidental wounds from weapons,
loss of money, mental agitation in diverse ways, loss of
land or quarrels, distortion of mind and loss in travel.

^ II » II
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Sloka 4— The 8th house from Saturn is called the house

of death. One should find out one’s own longevity from

the Ashtakavarga of Saturn.

IIHII

Sloka 5— When Saturn transits a rasi (bhava) containing

the highest number of bindtis in his Ashtakavarga, acquisi-

tion of servants, agricultural work, etc., will prove fruit-

ful. Agriculture on a small scale, quarters for untouchables
and other servants, places for refuse, privy, dungcakes,
firewood, etc., should be located in one’s residence in the
direction indicated by the rasi (bhava) having highest
number of btndus.

^ ?ift:

^ to m \\$\\

Sloka 6— Find which bhava has the minimum number of
btndus in the Ashtakavarga of Saturn. Some sort of trou-
ble will be happening daily at the time when that bhava
{rasi) rises. Also when the Sun transits that house, the
whole period (one month) will cause danger or death.
Notes ;—In the Standard Horoscope Makara has only 1 bindu.

to ||^||

to I
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Sloka 7, 8— Find out a bhava having no b'tndu in the
Ashtakavarga of Saturn. When Saturn transits that house,
no (good) results promised by the bhava will happen.

If the Sun and the Moon along with Saturn transit

the said house and if the Dasa or Apahara of a Maraka
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planet is in progress, death may take place. If the Dasa

and Apahara are both bad, death is the result without

doubt.

rt
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Slokas 9, 10— Find the total of bindus from the Lagna
to Saturn (inclusive of both the houses); and from Saturn
to the Lagna. In the years represented by these totals and
also in the year of the sum of these two totals, one gets

bodily afflictions or death or goes to a foreign country.

In the same years also, one suffers from loss of wealth or

untold miseries and if during any one of these three years,

the Dasa or Apahara of a weak (or Maraka) planet is in

progress, death is sure to happen.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :

—

(1) bindus from the Lagna to Saturn 5, 3, 5, 4, 2, 2, 3,

1 =25 ;

(2) bindus from Saturn to the Lagna 1, 2, 6, 3, 3, 5 = 20 ;
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(3) the total of the above two items, i.e., 25 + 20 = 45.

cf«TTS#pi3. i
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Sloka 11— When Saturn passes through a bhava which is

void of a bindu in his Ashtakavarga the person born under
this Yoga will meet with death or incur loss of wealth.

If Saturn is in a Kendra associated with 1, 2, 3 or 4 bindus
and this house happens to be his exaltation sign, any child
born will be short-lived.

5RT%:*srfq^ 1

11 ^ ||

Sloka 12— When Saturn possessed of strength and
associated with 6 or 5 bindus is in the 1st bhava, the per-
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son concerned experiences much sorrow even from birth

and will undergo loss of wealth. If he is in his debilitation

or inimical house and is associated with 5 or more

bindus, the person will have long life provided the Moon
is in an auspicious Varga (Ref. Chap. IV-Verse 17).

33$ i
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Sloka 13— When Saturn, in combust, in an inimical

house or in debilitation, is associated with 5 or 4 bindus

and occupies the 5th or 1st bhava, a native will have female

slaves, camels and wealth. If such Saturn is associated with

8 bindus

,

the native will be the head of towns, well-versed

in the administration and diplomacy ; if the number of

bindus is 7, the person born will be very wealthy.

Notes

:

Saturn cannot be associated with 8 bindus as he does

not contribute a bindu in the house occupied by him. Therefore

7 bindus will be the maximum. (Read 6 bindus where 7 are

mentioned and 7 bindus where 8 are mentioned).

WP&fr 3t fs&r li ^ n

Sloka 14— After both the reductions, if the houses occu-

pied by Saturn and the 7th from that are both devoid of

bindus, the native will meet with an accidental or unna-

tural death in a deserted place.

If both the above houses have bindus and the donors
of these bindus are in friendly and other good houses,

death will take place amidst his relatives and friends.

Devakeralam and other works—
1. When Saturn is in the Lagna with no bindu the

result is death or loss of property or great sickness.

2. If Saturn is in debilitation, in the Lagna or in an ini-

mical house with more than 4 bindus and is aspected

by a benefic, the person will have a long life.
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3. When, Saturn is associated with 4 or 5 bindus and

occupies debilitation, inimical house or is in combust,

the person will be riding on horses, elephants, camels

and other conveyances and will be rich.

4. When Saturn debilitated in Navamsa occupies the

Lagna or the 5th house associated with more than 4

bindus

,

the person will be poor and suffering from

diseases in neck such as Goitre, Laryngitis, etc.

5. Saturn in the Lagna or the 4th house, with 3 or 4

bindus, will make a person short-lived if the said

Saturn is not in exaltation or in his own house.

6. Saturn in a Kendra or Trikona occupying his own
house in rasi and Navamsa associated with 1 to 3

bindus, makes a person earn wealth by various means.

7. When Saturn as the lord of the 9th and 10th houses

is in the 3rd, 6th or 11th house, associated with

3 bindus, the person becomes a King or equal to a

King. (This can happen only in Vrishabha Lagna).

8. When Saturn is in his own house with 4 bindus and

that happens to be the 2nd house (Makara Lagna) or

the 12th house (Kumbha Lagna) and other malefics

are in Trikona to the Lagna, the person will be a beg-

gar throughout his life.

9. When the lord of the 8th house from the Lagna or

Saturn, is in an inimical house or in combust and
without any benefic aspect, the person will be a life-

long beggar.

10. When there is a benefic in the 8th house from the

Lagna or from Saturn
; and the lord of that house is

powerful, the native will enjoy full happiness through-

out his life.

11. Saturn and the Moon in the Lagna associated with
more than 4 bindus bring great poverty. But, if they

are in other Kendras, the person becomes a King or one
equal to a King.
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12. When Saturn is in Mesha, Mars in Makara each with

4 bindus (in Saturn’s Ashtakavarga) and the lord of

the 8th house is weak, the person is poor and afflicted

with Gout or Rheumatism.

13. When Mars in debilitation with 1 bindu (in Saturn’s

Ashtakavarga) is conjoint with or aspected by Saturn,

the person will be sickly and sorrowful sometimes,
and at other times prosperous and happy.

14. When Mars as the lord of the Lagna and the 8th
house is in the 9th house with Saturn and is associat-

ed or aspected by the Sun, the person will be fickle-

minded and short-lived. (This happens only in Mesha
Lagna).

15. When the lords of the 4th, 8th and 12th houses have
association with or aspect from Saturn and the Moon
is in the 6th, 8th or the 12th house, the person will
be short-lived.

16. The death takes place in a foreign place when Saturn
is associated with 1 to 3 bindus in any bbava.

17. When malefics are in the 10th house, Saturn and
Rahu in the 9th and the lord of the 10th house from
the 10th is Venus, the person will go on a pilgrimage
and will have a bath in the holy Ganges (This can
happen only in Mesha and Vrischika Lagnas).

18. When Saturn with 2 or 3 bindus is in the 2nd house
and is aspected or conjoined with the lord of the
2nd house, the person will go on a pilgrimage to the
sacred rivers.

19. When Saturn with 3 bindus is in the 10th house con-
joined with the lord of the 10th, the person will be
living in a foreign place.

20. When Saturn is in the 2nd house and the lord of the
2nd house is weak, the person will commit heinous
and sinful deeds and will meet with an ignoble end,
even when there is a Rajayoga.
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I

Sloka 15 — The causes of loss, misfortune, etc., and un-

favourable years should be considered from the Ashtaka-

varga of Saturn. The Shuddhapinda arrived at after the

reductions and multiplications as done previously, should

be considered by the intelligent people for finding the

results attributable to Saturn.

fat to
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Sloka 16— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Saturn by the

number of bindus (before the reductions) in the 8th

house from Saturn and divide the product by 27. Find the

asterism represented by the remainder counted from As-

wini. When Saturn transits that asterism or its trines, death

of the native may take place.

Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Saturn by (1) the

number of bindus (before the reductions) in the house
occupied by Jupiter and (2) by the number of bindus

(before the reductions) in the house occupied by the Sun.

Divide these two products by 12 and find the remainders.

Count that much from Mesha house. The first remainder
shows the house occupied by Jupiter and the second, the

house occupied by the Sun (solar month) when death of
the native may happen.

Notes

:

1. In the Standard Horoscope Saturn’s Shodhyapinda

153 x 5 (bindus in the 8th house from him before the reduc-

tions) — 765 divided by 27 leaves remainder 9. Counted from
Aswini this gives Aslesha. When Saturn transits Aslesha or its

trines the death of the native may take place.

2. 153 x 2 ( bindus in the house occupied by Jupiter in

Saturn’s Ashtakavarga before the reductions) = 306 divided by
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12 leaves remainder 6, i.e., Kanya house (counted from Mesha)

which when transitted by Jupiter, death of the native may take

place.

3. 153x4 (bindus in the house occupied by the Sun in

Saturn’s Ashtakavarga before the reductions) = 612 divided by

12 leaves 0 remainder, i.e., Meena house which when transitted

by the Sun, death of the native may take place.

All the above three conditions have to be satisfied, i.e., Saturn,

Jupiter and the Sun should pass simultaneously through the

respective positions as above, at the time of the native’s death.

^ntt rmsw #: I
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Sloka 17— Multiply the Shodhyapinda of Saturn—
(1) by the number 7 ; (2) by the number of bindus

(before the reductions) in the house occupied by Saturn.

Divide the respective products by 27 and find the re-

mainders. Add these two remainders together and sub-

tract 27, if the total exceeds 27.

Find out the asterisms represented by the above three

remainders counted from Aswini. When Saturn transits

any one of them, the death of the native may take place.
Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :—1. Saturn’s Shodhyapinda

153 * 7 = 1071 divided by 27 leaves remainder 18. Counted from
Aswini this gives Jyeshta.

2. 153 x 1 (bindu in the house occupied by Saturn before

the reductions) = 153 divided by 27 leaves remainder 18, i.e.,

Jyeshta.

3. The remainders 18 -|- 18 =36 minus 27 = 9, i.e., Aslesha.
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Sloka 18— Multiply the sum of the bindns from the Lagna

to Saturn (both inclusive) by the number 7 and divide the

product by 27. The remainder shows the asterism (from

Aswini) which when transitted by Saturn brings loss of

wealth and happiness.

Also, transit over the asterism indicated by the remain-

der arrived by multiplying the Shuddhapinda of Saturn

by the number of bindus in the 8th house from the Lagna

and divided by 27, gives the same effects.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :

—

The sum of the bindus from the Lagna to Saturn is 25

(5, 3, 5, 4, 2, 2, 3, 1). The product is 25 x 7 = 175 divided by

27, leaves the remainder 13. Counted from Aswini this gives Hasta

which when transitted by Saturn brings loss of wealth and
happiness.

2. Saturn’s Shodhyapinda 153x1 (bindu in the 8th house
from the Lagna before the reductions) = 153 divided by 27 leaves

remainder 18. Counted from Aswini this gives Jyeshta.
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CHAPTER XIII

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

Sloka 1— When the Moon is in the 1st or 7th bhava and

is not aspected by Jupiter, a Kemadruma Yoga (poverty

Yoga) is formed. Similarly when planets are associated

with few bindus in their Bhinnashtakavargas and are

without strength, effects like poverty Yoga are noticed.

II R II
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Slokas 2, 3— It is auspicious to choose the cardinal direc-

tions in one’s own house represented by the bhavas (rasis

)

having the maximum number of bindus in the respective

Bhinnashtakavargas of the planets for the following:

—

1. Location of worship from the Sun;

2. „ „ water from the Moon ;

3. „ „ kitchen from Mars;

4. „ „ study-room from Mercury(prfcrawrt);
5. „ „ Khajana, (Self-deposit) from Jupiter

( ) ;

6. „ „ bedroom and Zanana from Venus ;

7. „ „ refuse, lavatory, fuel, etc., from Saturn.

Bluin
^ Ite ii » ii
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Sloka 4— When the Sun is in an unfavourable position

he causes afflictions to the head and face due to impurities

in bile; the Moon in a similar position afflicts the heart

and neck due to phlegm; Mars afflicts the back and the

belly portions due to blood disorders; Mercury, the joints

of the limbs such as arms and legs, nervous affliction due
to excess of bile, phlegm and wind; Jupiter affects the

loins and shanks due to excess of phlegm ; Venus, the

thighs, private parts and scrotum due to excess of bile and

phlegm and Saturn affects the buttocks and anal parts due

to wind troubles.

^ flit: pint 11 Ml
Sloka 5— (1) Add the binclus from the Lagna to Mars
(both houses inclusive) and from Mars to the Lagna, in

Mars’ Ashtakavarga. In the years represented by these

totals, there will be incessant miseries and danger from

weapon and fire.

(2) Add the bindus from Saturn to Mars and vice

versa (both houses inclusive) in Mars’ Ashtakavarga. In

the years represented by these totals there will be danger

from weapons, when the Lagna is not occupied by a benefic.

(3) Add the bindus from Saturn to Mars and vice

versa (both houses inclusive), in Saturn’s Ashtakavarga.

In these years there will be danger from bruises, etc.

(4) Repeat the same process from Rahu to Saturn (in

Saturn’s Ashtakavarga). In these years there will be loss

of happiness.

Notes : Results in respect of items 3 and 4 above should be

watched.

II $ II
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Sloka 6 : Add up the bindus from the Lagna to the house

occupied by a benefic planet (both houses inclusive), and
also from that house to the Lagna (in their respective

Ashtakavargas). In the years represented by these totals

one may get wealth, children, other comforts, etc.

In the Ashtakavarga of Mars, the year, counted from
the Lagna to Mars, brings apprehensions of death, if Mars
is posited in a rasi of a malefic planet in the natal chart.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope (Mars) : Total up the bindus
from the house occupied by Mars to the Lagna (both inclusive,

i.e., 6, 4, 1, 5, 1, 3, 3, 5, 2, 2, 3 = 35). Similarly, add up the
bindus from the Lagna to the house occupied by Mars (both in-

clusive, i.e., 3, 4, 6 — 13). In the years represented by these totals

there will be danger from weapons, etc., and also in the year
(35 + 13) 48.

THE SUN : From the Lagna to the Sun
From the Sun to the Lagna

SATURN : The Lagna to Saturn = 25

Saturn to the Lagna = 20

In the years represented by the totals of bindus for the bene-
fic planets, the native may get wealth, children, other comforts,
etc.

THE MOON : The Lagna to the Moon =* 19 \

The Moon to the Lagna = 38
an ^

MERCURY : The Lagna to Mercury = 21
)

Mercury to the Lagna = 42
j

an

JUPITER : The Lagna to Jupiter = 24
)

Jupiter to the Lagna = 43
80

VENUS : The Lagna to Venus = 25
)

,

Venus to the Lagna = 37 J

6

qrgi P* #M sraifo fifaEfare&gq «rru * 11

ST. W. 11
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Sloka 7— Find the Shodhyavashishta in the Ashtakavarga

of any planet. Multiply this figure by the number of

bindus (before the reductions) in the Karaka bbava of the

respective planet reckoned from the house occupied by the

planet. Divide the product by 27 and find the asterism

(counted from Aswini) corresponding to the remainder.

When Saturn transits this asterism, the death of the person

indicated by this Karaka planet may happen. If the Karaka

is the Sun, the father dies or a person of the like status;

if the Moon, the mother or a person of the like status; if

Mars, a brother; if Mercury, a relative; if Jupiter, a son;

if Venus, wife and if Saturn, the native himself. When
due to other strong Yogas death of the person is not to

occur there will be great loss of wealth and property

during this period.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope multiply the Shodhyavashishta

figure for the Sun 16x4 (the number of bindus in the 9th house

from the Sun before the reductions in the Sun’s Ashtakavarga)

= 64. Dividing by 27, the remainder is 10, indicating Magha.

The father’s death may take place when Saturn transits this

asterism or there will be great loss of wealth, etc. To find the

time of the mother’s death, multiply the Shodhyavashishta figure

for the Moon by the number of bindus in the 4th house from

the Moon before the reductions in the Moon’s Ashtakavarga and

find the asterism. In the same way, the time of death of other

relations is calculated from the Ashtakavargas of the other Karaka

planets (Refer Notes under verse 38, Chap. IV).

n<s 11

Sloka 8— In order to find the time of death of the father,

the mother and other relatives, multiply the Shodhyapinda
of the Karaka planet (as referred in the previous verse)

by the number of bindus (before the reductions) in the

relevant bhava reckoned from the position of the Karaka
planet and divide the product by 27. Saturn’s transit

through the asterism represented by the remainder counted
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from Aswini, brings about the death of the respective

person.

Notes : In the previous verse, Shodhyavashishta is taken into con-

sideration, while in this verse Shodhyapinda is multiplied.

In the Standard Horoscope multiply the Shodhyapinda of the

Sun 204 x 4 (the number of bindus in the 9th house from the Sun

before the reductions in the Sun’s Ashtakavarga) =- 816. Dividing

by 27 the remainder is 6, i.e., Ardra.

sr! ii ^ ii

Sloka 9— When Rahu is in either Dhanus or Meena (in

the natal chart) and Jupiter transits that rasi or its trines,

that period will bring misfortune to the person, or if Rahu
and Jupiter are in conjunction in a natal chart and when
Jupiter transits that rasi or its trines, that period will

bring misfortune to the person.

When Jupiter transits the asterism occupied by the

lord of the 6th house (or its trines), there is fear of death.

When the same asterism (or its trines) is transitted by

Saturn death may occur.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Mars the lord of the 6th

house is in Magha. The transit of Jupiter or Saturn over it brings

the said results.

^ H..mi
Slokas 10, 11 — When Rahu transits the trine rasis with

reference to the Dwadasamsa rasi of the lord of the 8th

house, and the Sun transits the trine rasis of the rasi occu-

pied by the lord of the 8th house at the same time, death

may occur.

Convert the Sun’s longitude into minutes and multiply

that figure by Rahu’s longitude in minutes. Divide the pro-
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duct by the minutes in the Chakra (21 ,600). The dividend

converted into signs, degrees and minutes and added to

the Sun's position, gives vast position which when transit-

ted by the Sun, brings about the death of the native or it

may happen when the Sun transits the trine rash of the

same.

Convert Mars’ longitude into minutes and multiply

that by the Sun’s longitude in minutes. Divide the product

by the minutes in the Chakra. The dividend converted

into signs, degrees and minutes and added to the Sun’s

position, gives vast position (or its trines) which when
transitted by the Sun brings distress or suffering and

weakness.
Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the lord of the 8th house is

Saturn and he is in Makara l6°-ir. His Dwadasamsa rasi is

Kataka. When Rahu transits Kataka, Vrischika or Meena and at

the same time the Sun transits Makara, Vrishabha or Kanya, the

death of the native may take place.

The Sun’s longitude 4 8-29°-40' = 8980'

Rahu's longitude 0s
- 6°-20' = 380'

The product is 8980x380 H 34,12,400.

_ ,
34,12,400

Dividing by 21,600 ;
— = 158' # 0*-2°-38'

Adding to the Sun’s longitude, 4 fx29°-40'

0 s- 2°-38'

5 B- 2°-18'

i.e., Kanya, Makara or Vrishabha.

Mars’ longitude 4 s- 7°- V ~ 7,621'

The Sun’s longitude 4 K-29°-40' = 8,980'

Product = 7621 x 8980 = 6,84,36,580

.. . . , 6,84,36,580
Divided by 21,600; =3,168' = l B-22°-48'

21,600

The Sun’s longitude 4 fi-29°-40'

6^-22° -28'

i.e., Tula, Kumbha or Mithuna.

:

—
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Sloka 12— When the Moon in her course comes in trine

to the lord of the 8th house or to the Navamsa rasi occu-

pied by the lord of the 8th, death should be predicted as

a certainty, if on that day the sum of the bindus associated

with the planets in the bbavas occupied by them (in their

Bhinnashtakavargas) is very little.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Saturn, the lord of the 8th

house is in Makara rasi and Vrishabha Navamsa. When the

Moon transits, the trine rasis of Makara or Vrishabha, death

may take place if the sum of the bindus is very little on that day.

Sloka 13— (1) When the rasi representing the 64th

Navamsa, reckoned from the Lagna or the Moon, is rising;

or (2) the 7th house rasi from the 8th bhava (i.e., the 2nd
house rasi) is rising; or (3) the 7th house rasi from the

Lagna is rising; one departs from this world if any one of

these rising signs is devoid of bindus (has the least number
of bindus) in the Lagnashtakavarga and the Dasa during
that time is that of an adverse planet.

Notes : The 64th Navamsa rasi will be the 4th bhava from the

indicator’s Navamsa rasi.

In the Standard Horoscope Longitude of the Lagna is28- 4°-37'

Longitude of the Moon is 6B-13°-34'

One Navamsa = 3°-2O'/,

63 Navamsas = 3°-20'x63 = 210° = 7 signs which added to :

—

the Lagna = 9’-4°-37'
; Navamsa rasi of which is Kumbha ;

the Moon = l"-13°-34' ; Navamsa rasi of which is Vrishabha.

Longitude of the 8th house 9"-2°-4l' ; its 7th will be 3 B-2"-4l'

i.e., Kataka rasi.

Longitude of the Lagna 2 a-4°-37'
; its 7th house will be 8"-4°'37'

i.e., Dhantrt rasi.
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Therefore, when out of Kumbha, Vrishabha, Kataka or Dhanus,.

the one which is devoid of hindus in the Lagnashtakavarga

(having the least number of bindus) rises, death of the native

may take place.

^ il V*

Sloka 14— (1) If the lord of the 8th house from the

Lagna is in debilitation; or (2) the Moon is in the 6th or

8th house from the lord of the 8th; or (3) an inimical

planet is in the 8th house from the Lagna, death may take

place when the Sun transits any of the above rasis.

wift mtrnu 11 ^ n

r: swwrpi
^

qsrfwfsPZt P-

Slokas 15, 16— A method, to find the position of Pramana
(authorised) Gulika and therefrom the positions of Saturn,

Jupiter, the Sun and the Moon at the time of death, is

given in other Shastras which is given below.

For a person born in the day time, find the position of
Gulika of the previous night and add 6 signs (180°) to

that. For a birth(during night, take the position of Gulika
of that day (before sunset). This is the Pramana Gulika.

Death may take place when (a) Saturn comes to the
rasi occupied by the lord of the Pramana Gulika rash, (b)

Jupiter comes to the rasi occupied by the lord of the

Navamsa rasi of the Pramana Gulika; (c) the Sun comes
to the rasi occupied by the lord of the Dwadasamsa rasi of

the Pramana Gulika; and (d) the Moon comes to the rasi

occupied by the lord of the Trimsamsa degree of the

Pramana Gulika.
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Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope the birth is on Monday

night. The position of Pramana Gulika will be as for that day

with the necessary diurnal correction. It is at 22 Gh. 4 Pal. and

the rising sign at that time is 9 B-6°-6^. The Pramana Gulika

occupies :

—

(a) the rasi Makara and its lord Saturn is in Makara ;

(b) the Navamsa Kumbha and its lord Saturn is in Makara ;

(c) the Dwadasamsa Meena and its lord Jupiter is in Kanya ; and

(d) the Trimsamsa of Mercury and its lord is in Kanya.

Therefore when Saturn is in Makara, Jupiter in Makara, the Sun

in Kanya and the Moon in Kanya, the death of the native may
take place.

WI54*fe II II

Sloka 17— Out of the many rasis obtained by the various

methods to find the positions of Saturn, Jupiter, the Sun
and the Moon, find out which of them contain the least

number of bindus in their individual Ashtakavargas. When
the respective planets transit those rasis death of the native

may take place.

wish*! i

snf<&5raf uswiwmi !

Sloka 18— When the planets transit rasis: (1) which are

in the 2nd, 12th, 5th or 9th bhava from the Lagna (natal

chart) or the Prasna-Lagna (question time Lagna)
; (2)

which contain the least number of bindus in their Bhinn-

ashtakavargas ; and (3) which have the least aspect from
the respective planets, death of the person may take place;

if not, some misfortune.

Notes : In die Standard Horoscope the 2nd, 12th, 5th and 9th

bhavas are Kataka, Vrishabha, Tula and Kumbha. Taking

Saturn for example, there are 3, 3, 2 and 2 bindus in his

Ashtakavarga in the above four bhavas. Kumbha has the least

aspect from Saturn. Therefore death may take place when Saturn

comes to Kumbha. In the same manner the other planets also

should be considered.
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Slokas 19, 20— Death may take place when (1) the Moon
comes (a) in trine to the Yoga Sphuta rasi corresponding

to the sum of the longitudes of the Sun and Saturn (ex-

punging 12 if necessary) or (b) in trine to the 7th rasi

from the Yoga Sphuta rasi or (c) to the Navamsa rasi of

the Yoga Sphuta; and (2) the Sun comes (a) in trine to

the Yoga Sphuta rasi corresponding to the sum of the

longitudes of the Sun and the lord of Drekana occupied

by Saturn or (b) in trine to the 7th house of the Yoga
Sphuta rasi or (c) to the Navamsa rasi of the Yoga
Sphuta; and (3) Jupiter comes (a) in trine to the Yoga
Sphuta rasi corresponding to the sum of the longitudes of

the Sun and the lord of the Navamsa of Saturn or (b) in

trine to the 7th house of the Yoga Sphuta rasi or (c) to

the Navamsa of the Yoga Sphuta; and (4) Saturn comes
(a) in trine to the Yoga Sphuta rasi corresponding to the

sum of the longitudes of the Sun and the lord of the

Dwadasamsa of Saturn or (b) in trine to the 7th house

of the Yoga Sphuta rasi or (c) to the Navamsa of the Yoga
Sphuta. Death will be certain when these conditions

agree with the positions arrived by the Navamsa multipli-

cation method given below:

—

Write down the longitude of the planet (in rasi,

degrees and minutes) at birth in two places. Multiply the

first by the number of Navamsas elapsed from Mesha
(each rasi contains 9 Navamsas) up to the Navamsa occupi-

ed by the planet and convert the minutes, degrees, etc., to
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-degrees and rasis, expunging cycles of 12. Bring down the

longitude in the second place into minutes and multiply

that by the number of minutes elapsed in the Navamsa oc-

cupied by the planet. Divide this product by 200 (minutes

in one Navamsa) and convert the quotient which is in

minutes into degrees and rasis. Add this to the first pro-

duct. When the planet passes through the rasi and posi-

tion thus obtained or through the position obtained by
deducting this from 12 rasis, death may take place. In this

manner the positions of all the planets at the time of death

should be calculated from their respective longitudes. It

is this method which is mentioned in the previous verse

as i

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope (1) for the Moon :

—

Long, of the Sun 4 :’-29°-40'

Long, of Saturn 9 B-16°-11'

2 8-15°-51'

This gives Mithuna and its trines or Dhanus and its trines

or Kumbha (Navamsa).

(2)

for the Sun :

—

Long, of the Sun 4 a-29°-40'

Long, of lord of Drek. of Sat. Le., Venus— 6B-15°-37'

11 8-15°-17'

This gives Mecna and its trines or Kanya and its trines or

Vrischika (Navamsa).

(3) for Jupiter same position as for the Sun.

(4) for Saturn Meena trine or Kanya trine or Tula (Navamsa).

NAVAMSA MULTIPLICATION METHOD.
The Sun

Long. 48-29°-40' Number of Navamsas elapsed 44 ;

Number of minutes in unexpired Navamsa ISO*.

48-29°-40'

X 44

38-15°-20/

4“-l4°-42'

180 8980 x 180
48-29°-40' x = = 8082'

200 200

= 48-l4°-42'

A8- 0°- 2'which gives Dhanus or Kataka (defect from 12 rasis).

The arrived results for the Moon and other planets are the
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Moon— Mithuna or Makara
; Jfupiter— Kumbha or Vrishabha ;

Saturn— Kataka or Dhanus.

$ $$$ 551: 1
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Slokas 21, 22— Bbavas which are auspicious (by having

more than 28 bindm in the Samudayashtakavarga or more
than 4 bindus in the Bhinnashtakavarga of a planet) are

good for all functions. Hence one should select such

bbavas. The auspicious bbavas from the Moon’s position

may be availed of when no auspicious Ashtakavarga bbavas

are available and the moment an Ashtakavarga bhava is

available the Moon’s Gochara bhava is not effective.

Notes : This shows that for all auspicious functions the strength

of a bhava should be judged by the Ashtakavarga alone,

irrespective of Gochara position from the Moon (favourable or

unfavourable).

e5^vHld?F :

—
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Elsewhere :

—
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Sloka 23— Having explained the Bhinnashtakavargas and

their effects, the method of computing and reading the

Samudayashtakavarga is now explained.

vA/WV^



CHAPTER XIV

SAMUDAYASHTAKAVARGA

Sloka 1 — Again draw up a diagram of the horoscope

showing the aggregate number of bindus in the several

bhavas

,

indicated by Mesha and other rasi in the Ashtaka-

vargas of the Sun and other planets. I shall now explain

the effects of the bindus contained in the several bhavas.

Bhavas re-

presented by
j

Sun Moon
|

j

Mars Merc, Jupi. Venus Sat.
Samudaya

;
A.V.

i

Mesha 5 7 3 4 4 3 ! 28
I

Vrishabha 4 3 2 6 5 5 3
1

-

Mithuna 4 5 3 4 7 5 5 33

Kataka 4 5 4 5 5 6
i

3
j

32

Simha 6 4 6 7 4 6 5 i 38
|

Kanya 5 2 4 5 4 3 4 27

Tula 2 3 i 2 4 5 2
j

19

Vrischika 4 5 5 6 6 5 2 33

Dhanus 2 4 1 1 5 2 3 18

Makara 2 4 3 6 2 5 1 - 23

Kumbha 4 2 3 5 5 5 2 26

Meena 6 5 5 4 5 1 6 32

Total:- 48 49 39 56 52 39 337
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Notes

:

The aggregate of the bindus in each of the bhavas

contributed by the 7 planets and the Lagna in all the 7

Bhinnashtakavargas, is known as the Samudayashtakavarga

The table above shows the figures of bindus in the 12

bhavas for the Samudayashtakavarga of the Standard Horoscope.

The Samudayashtakavarga is also known as Sarvashtakavarga

( ),
Vyuhashtakavarga

(
Akhilashtakavarga

( ) >

Pindashtakavarga
( ),

Mahashtakavarga

(*TCT935^r) and Sakalashtakavarga
( ).

The bindus mentioned in the second column represent the

Sun’s Ashtakavarga figures contained in the 12 bhavas Mesha,

Vrishabha, etc. Similarly, the bindus in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, etc.

columns represent the Moon’s, Mars’, Mercury’s, etc., Ashtakavarga

figures contained in the 12 bhavas, Mesha, Vrishabha, etc. The
figures in the last column represent the Samudayashtakavarga in

the same way.

Chalita or Bhava KundaK:-

[
51,55

6

3=3*XTns4 346553 =4R,

6467^655X^5
34*755*=

38^ \ i

65545/6=345445434=47

235551*

m
)23l445i=X^ 4411543=18
19 /V
In the above diagram each house contains 7 different

figures and their total. The first set of figures in all the 12 bhavas

is the Bhinnashtakavarga of the Sun. The second set the Moon’s,

the third set Mars’, etc., and the last and the 7th set represents

Saturn’s Bhinnashtakavarga.
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The total of the figures in each bhava is the Samudaya bindus

for that bhava. The planets are placed' in their respective bbavas.

Thus, the Bhinnashtakavargas, the Samudayashtakavarga and the

bhava positions of the planets can be studied from one diagram.

Sun 1 Moon Mars Merc Jupi. Venus Sat.

Bhinnashtakavarga

strength
5 3 6 5 4 5 1

Samudayashtakavarga
strength:-

27 19 38 27 19 19 23
~

i i i i i i
i

33332345357223522 5222371
swpsrct Mfaqraqi l

4 5 35 2 34 4 4 6 7 2 3 152 6 6 1255 7 3

^ q IRH
2 2 12 3 42424 7 3 2 3 33 4 423 4 3 6 3

32 44 4 334446 153 55 26 12 2 671

Slokas 2, 3— The number of bindus donated in the 12

bhavas by the seven planets and the Lagna in the Samu-

dayashtakavarga beginning with the Sun are as follows:

—

1. The Sun - 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 4, 5, 3, 5, 7, 2 = 43

2. The Moon - 2. 3. 5, 2, 2, 5, 2, 2, 2, 3, 7, 1 = 36

3. Mars* - 4, 5, 3, 5, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7, 2 = 49

4. Mercury - 3, 1, 5, 2, 6, 6, 1, 2, 5, 5, 7, 3 = 46

5. Jupiter @ - 2, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4, 7, 3 = 36

6. Venus - 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 2, 3, 4, 3, 6, 3 = 40

7. Saturn - 3, 2, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 1 = 42

8. The Lagna - 5. 3. 5. 5, 6. 1. 2. 2. 6. 7.
J.
= 45

24, 22, 29, 26, 25, 34, 19, 26, 26, 36^ 54, 16 = 337
* The figures for Mars according to Varahamihira will be

4. 5. 3, 4, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6. 7, 2.

@ The figures for Jupiter according to Varahamihira will be

2, 1, 1. 2, 3, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4. 7, 4.

In order to find the Samudaya figures in each bhava

without recourse to summing up their individual Ashtaka-

varga figures the above mnemonic verses are used.

Each half of the line of the verse refers to the number
of bindus contributed by each of the 8 donors (the Sun,

the Moon, etc., and the Lagna being the last) in order. To
insert the proper figure in each bhava, the figure repre-

sented by the consonant is put down.
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For example “ swl STOprerct ” is for the

Sun. Beginning with the bhava occupied by the Sun, put

3 ( «fT )
in that bhava and 3 ( )

in the 2nd bhava from

the Sun and 3 ( »r
)

in the 3rd bhava, etc. Adding up these

8 figures given by the 7 planets and the Lagna in each bhava,

the aggregate in each bhava is obtained. The sum of all

the totals in the 12 bhavas will bo 337 ( fiBte )
which

is the same as given in Chap. II Verse No. 17. These

figures in each bhava can be compared with those arrived

at by adding bindus in the several Ashtakavargas as shown

under Verse No. 1. (The readers should note that the

figures of the above mnemonic verses represent the number

of bindus donated and not the order of places as given in

the mnemonic verses in Chap. II).

Bhavas re-

presented by:-
Sun Moon Mars Merc. Jupi. Venus Sat. Lagna Total

Mesha 5 2 4 2 2 2 4 » 28

Vrishabha 3 2 6 5 4 3 4 1 28

Mithuna 5 2 7 5 2 4 3 5 33

Kataka 7 3 2 7 4 3 3 3 32

Simha 2 7 4 3 7 6 4 5 38

Kanya 3 1 5 3 3 3 4 5 27

Tula 3 2 3 1
1

2 2 4
!

2
1

19

Vrischika 3 3 5 5 2 3 i 6
!

! 6 33

Dhanus 3 5
:

2 2 1, 3
! i 1 18

Makara 2 . 2 3 6 2
!

3
i

!
3

!

2 23

Kumbha 3 2 4 6 3
!

4 2 2 26

Meena 4 5 4 1

i

i

4 4 4
1

1

6
!

32

Total 43 36 49 46 36 40 ' 42 45 337
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Sloka 4— Insert in the 12 bhavas the bindus represented

by the consonants of the verse ^fo^V’for the Sun,“tFft

etc.”, for the Moon, etc, etc., beginning with the bhava

occupied by the respective planet and the Lagna. The ag-

gregate of these figures in each bhava is the Samudayash-

takavarga total of that bhava. (The grand total of the

figures in all the bhavas is 337).

IIHII

Sloka 5— Planets in exaltation, their own, a friend’s

house, in a Trikona, a Kendra (1st, 4th, 7th or 10th house)

or an Upachaya house or powerful by position in benefic

Vargas are not effective, if they are associated with less

number of bindus (in the Samudayashtakavarga).

$ qrf%foqffar m
^ ll

Sloka 6— Planets, in the 12th, 6th, 8th or 7th house; or

in debilitation, in Vargas of malefic and inimical planets ;

or associated with the lord of the house occupied by
Gulika, are obstructors (of good results). Those, asso-

ciated with more bindus are capable of giving all im-

portant good results.

tWtfWRf ^ nUhwiW: ii? n

Sloka 7— Great teachers of Astrology say that bhavas

containing more than 28 bindus in the Samudayashtaka-

varga are auspicious. Those, having less than 28 bindus

produce bad effects.
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srtld«hlWVT :

—

argfltftsqreg ?mrccrdsfa wp4*mp s^^rKiT: II

SB#ff crc^TriTig^jnl iu II

Sloka 8— When a bhava is transitted by many planets

simultaneously and if that bhava contains the greater
number of bindus, these planets multiply the good effects

of that bhava . The nature of the effects will be according

to the bhava position of this house from the houses occu-

pied by the transitting planets at birth and their Karakatva.

(fast #f: i

m qisfa ^ ffa% n c
\ ii

Sloka 9— When planets in their transit pass through
bhavas, containing more bindus in Samudayashtakavarga

they produce good effects even when, these bhavas happen

to be the 12th, 6th or 8th from the Lagna.

qfaFtu$m fa fa i

fqfeli ^ II II

Sloka 10— When a bhava ( rasi
) containing the least

number of bindus in the Samudayashtakavarga is rising,

one should consult (Doctors) and take treatment for ail-

ments; that will be the best time to incur debts because

the same can be squared up soon.

srfq wffat ^

% n«na? mi srto fa mi wf I

frtffagftwg ^3 ^ mum tori

Sloka 11— Bhavas containing 30 or more bindus give very

good effects; those having 25 to 30 bindus are middling;

while bhavas having less than 25 bindus produce bad

effects. Bhavas containing 30 or more bindus should be

ar. 5 ^
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chosen for all beneficial undertakings. Bbavas having less

than 25 bindus should be avoided for travel, etc. In the

matter of wedlock between bride and bridegroom if both

have 30 or more bindus in their respective Janmarasis, the

union will be prosperous; if both have less than 25 bindus

,

the union will be unhappy.

:

—

'gv-qrfr ftsrniHFi fas ||

r3rarfa$ I

nfc qqstor: Igsirc ^ ^pn II

q trailergw I

q^tenRt m crhi^i: ll

J—

^ gvrasr: i

traqt u«qm qai: 1

1

3?[%#w?5T ^ ?^ti5iq?%5«wr: 5*jqr: I

sqjfcr gwqfRi *BRq<i. ll

ft5nfaqq<sraitcm3 spnft q^ftstoq^qirqsnjqq n«mrft |

q«tifq qjq qsls uvps4 $3 n

?R*cFt ^pRJ

*pti

sift ?n s%n^^ n & n

Sloka 12— A minimum number of bindus has been pre-

scribed for each of the 12 bbavas beginning with the
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Lagna. If the bindus are less than the standard fixed, the

bhavas do not prosper, and conversely, if the bindus are

more, they prosper. The bindus are as follows :

—

The Lagna 25 7th house 19

2nd house 22 8th „ 24

3rd „ 29 9th „ 29

4th „ 24 10th „ 36

5th „ 25 Hth „ 54

6th „ 34 12th „ 16

If the Lagna has more than 25 bindus, the person’s

bearing, body, general appearance and other things con-

nected with the Lagna are good.
Notes : At the time of the great dissolution^ffg^^all the planets

are at or near the beginning of Mesha and the 12 bhavas be-

ginning with the Lagna contain 24, 22, 29, 26, 25, 34, 19, 26,

26, 36, 54 and 16 bindus in the Samudayashtakavarga chart. But

in the verse the Lagna is given 25, the 4th bhava 24, the 8th, 24

and the 9th, 29. A possible explanation for these variations

appears as follows :

—

According to the Sankhya Darshana the five gross

elements earth, water, fire, air and ether
;
the five subtle

elements smell, taste, form, touch and sound ; the five

organs of perception(^f?£zf). eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin
; the

five organs of action voice, hands, feet and organs of ex-

cretion and generation ; the mind intellect %),
egoism

(3Tl$R) and primal nature (JTfjRl) are the 24 eternal tattvas.

Evolution begins when these are aspected by Purusha, the 25th

tattva.

Since birth is an evolution in the process of attaining the

higher goal variously called Moksha, Nirvana, salvation, etc., the

Lagna representing the birth is allotted 25 bindus equal to the

25 tattvas. This makes it equal to the 5th house, i.e., the house of

Purva Punya and further Karma is necessary (for forward progress).

The progress towards perfection depends on one’s penance ^jqftQand

luck (or divine grace) represented by the 9th bhava and also on

moral courage and prowess indicated by the 3rd bhava. These

bhavas therefore have been strengthened with 29 bindus each. The

10th house, i.e., the house of action (Karma) is also well strengthen-

ed with 36 bindus . The hindrances to the spiritual progress are
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(1) the family and material wealth (2nd bhava), (2) the relations

and property (4th house) and (3) love and passion (7th house).

Attachment to these, ties one down to this material world. Hence

the figures in respect of these bhavas are kept on a lower scale.

The 6th bhava is the 9th from the Karma bhava and 10th from

the 9th bhava which indicates success in undertakings. This bhava

is therefore strengthened with 34 btndus . Finally, the 11th! house

(house of gain) is well fortified with 54 btndus showing acquisi-

tion of great merit, more spiritual than material and the 12th

house is given the minimum as it represents loss, expenses, etc.

Sloka 13— If the 4th house has more than 24 btndus and
is not aspected or occupied by malcfks, or if the 2nd
house is free from aspect or occupation by malefics and
has more than 22 btndus

; in either of these conditions, the
person will inherit the ancestral property.

Conversely, if these two bhavas are aspected or occu-
pied by malefics and btndus are less than 24 and 22 respec-
tively, the person will not inherit the ancestral property.

When the 10th bhava has more than 36 btndus and
has no connection with malefics, the person will lead a
happy life with wealth earned by his own efforts.

When the 11th bhava has 54 btndus and has no con-
nection with malefics, wealth accrues to him without any
effort.

mi wm II^U
Sloka 14— When the Lagna has more than 25 btndus or
the 9th house has more than 29 btndus and each has no
connection with malefics, the person will acquire hidden
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wealth. (Treasure and in modern days money through

lottery, sweepstakes, competitions, etc.).

The good effects mentioned above will be noticeable

after the age represented by the number of bindus in the

Lagna.

When the 12th house has bindus less than the 11th

house, the person becomes wealthy; conversely, when the

12th bhava has more bindus than the 11th, he becomes

poor. If the 11th house has more bindus than the 10th,

the gain will be equal to or more than the effort put in;

if the bindus are less, the income is not up to the amount
of effort put in.

m%h I

pew! II II

Sloka 15— Bhavas prosper when they have the prescribed

(or more) number of bindus and are aspected or occupied

by their respective lords or by benefics and have no associ-

ation or aspect from malefics. Conversely, when any

bhava has less bindus than the prescribed number and has

an aspect from or occupation by malefics and is not con-

nected with benefics, the effects of that bhava are quite

the reverse.

Sloka 16— In the Samudayashtakavarga add up the bindus

in the Lagna, 2nd, 4th, 9th, 10th and 11th houses from the

Lagna; if this total is more than 164 ( RflR ),
the person

will be prosperous having income more than the expense.

If it is less than 164, his income is less than the expense,

and if it be equal to 164, income and expenditure will be
equal.

Find the total of the bindus in the 6th, 8th and 12th

bhavas. If this total is less than 76 ( aH ), one has income

greater than expenditure; if the total is greater than 76,
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less income and more expenditure; if equal to 76, both

equal.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :— lst-23, ; 2nd-32 ;
4th-27 ;

9th-26 ; 10th-32 ; and 11th 28 ^ 178 ; and 6th-33 ; 8th-23 ; and

12th 28 = 84.

II V* ii

Sloka 17 — Find the sum of the bindus in the 1st, 4th,

5th, 7th, 9th and 10th houses. These bhavas represent the

inner-self of the person. If this sum is greater than the

outer-self (the sum of the remaining 6 bhavas) the person
will have contentment, learning, knowledge; and will be
doing good deeds and charities. Conversely, the person

will have worries and will be deceitful.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :— 1st 33 j 4th 27 ; 5th 19 ;

7th 18 ; 9th 26 and 10th 32 = 155 ; and

2nd 32 ; 3rd 38 ; 6th 33 ; 8th 23 ; 1 1th 28 and 12th 28 = 182

splitsA

sifar^ it ii

Sloka 18— The sum of bindus in the Lagna, 5th and 9th
houses is known as Bandhu; that of 2nd, 6th and 10th

houses as Sevaka; that of 3rd, 7th and 11th houses as

Poshaka and that of 4th, 8th and 12th houses as Ghataka.
If Poshaka figure is greater than Ghataka figure, the per-

son will be wealthy. Conversely, if Ghataka figure is

greater than Poshaka figure, the person will be poor.

Notes : Intensity of richness and poverty depends upon the dis-

parity of Poshaka and Ghataka figures. If Bandhu figure is

greater than that of Sevaka, the person has independant means of

living and good relations. When Sevaka figure is in excess of
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Bandhu figure the person has to serve (i.e., he may have a superior

over him in whatever capacity he works).

In the Standard Horoscope :

—

Bandhu 1st 33 , 5th 19 , 9th 26 = 78

Sevaka 2nd 32 , 6th 33 , 10th 32 -- 97

Poshaka 3rd 38 , 7th 18 , 11th 28 — 84

Ghataka 4th 27 , 8th 23 , 12th 28 = 78

II \\ ll

Sloka 19— Find out the four units in order of the four
directions:

—

The East: 1st, 12th, 11th bhavas.

The South: 10th, 9th, 8th 99

The West: 7th, 6th, 5th 99

The North: 4th, 3rd, 2nd 99

When there are more bindus in a unit, the effects

shown in the direction will be good (favourable). When
there are less bindus, the effects will be bad (adverse).

If the direction represented by the unit containing the

maximum number of bindus has planets also in those

bhavas in exaltation, own house, etc., there will be com-
plete success in undertakings (started) in that direction.

There will be acquisition of wealth from the direction

indicated by the lord of the 2nd house. Death will take

place in the direction indicated by the lord of the 8th house.

sRiftffe s#id *rra: 11

cram II
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farR^tfcI I

^sr*j«q ft’srft n

*W ^ifq Sfgtrcft ^l
#ircrcft kw ^ TOf^ ll ro n

Sloka 20— It will be auspicious to have a cow-house, land,

agricultural operations, etc., in the direction indicated by

the best bhava (containing the highest number of bindus).

Wealth (money, etc.,) deposited in the direction of the

bhava indicated by the least number of bindus, will be

lost soon.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the cardinal directions for

prosperity are (1) the North (Brihat-jataka)
; (2) the South

(Prasnamarga).

mi ll R\ ll

Sloka 21—

A

person will get a royal vehicle, wealth, son,

great knowledge, etc., after attaining the age represented

by the number of bindus in the Lagna. The above effect

will bj visible only when (in the natal chart) there are

combinations (Yogas) capable of giving these results and
not otherwise.

Notes : If the number of bindus in the Lagna and the 11th house

are identical and each above 30, then, at or after the age

represented by that figure, the person will be the recipient of

some special honours from the King, and will acquire considerable

wealth, etc.

ir^ii

Sloka 22 — When the lord of the 12th house is in the
Lagna in Makara or Kumbha rasi and the lords of the 1st

and 8th houses are weak, the person will live as many
years as there are bindus in the Lagna.
Notes : The above seems to be correct only in Makara Lagna for,

in Kumbha, Saturn will be in his Moolatrikona.
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Sloka 23— When the lord of the Lagna is in the 4th

house and the lord of the 4th is in the Lagna and if there

are more than 33 bindus in each of these houses, the

persons will have kingly wealth and be lords of men.

Sloka 24— When there are more than 30 bindus in each

of the 3 bhavas, viz., 1st, 4th and 11th, the person will

prosper after his 40th year and will have personality,

abundant wealth and kingdom.

qera&r si frofoTOror-

^ m : irmi
Sloka 25— If the number of bindus in each of the bhavas

beginning with the 4th and ending with the 9th is between
25 to 33 ( — Gods), the person will be carried in

palanquin borne by men, i.e., will be as rich as Kubera,
after completing 28 years of age.

Notes : Kubera is and lord of the 9 treasures.

to 11 n

Sloka 26— When Jupiter, in exaltation with 40 bindus,

is in the 4th bhava and the Sun is in Mesha in the Lagna,

the person will be a king with a command over one lakh

horses (cavalry).

toR ^ 1 1torel i

Sloka. 27— When the Lagna has 40 bindus and Jupiter is

in Dhanus, Venus in Meena, Mars in Makara and Saturn
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in Kumbha, the person will be an emperor blessed with

good fortune of every kind.

fqf^^atqfot HIW II ^ ||

Sloka 28— In the Samudayashtakavarga, if the number of

bindus in the 11th house is more than that in the 10th house

and the number of bindus in the 12th house is less than

that in the 10th house and if the figure in the Lagna ex-

ceeds the figure in the 12th house, the person born will

enjoy life and wealth. When it is otherwise, the native

will be poor (c/. verse No. 25).

5ua*fimfcaia

srf£r sit |

fcT'twicrrcf^ faerr sjra: g’jff f^q#i3i<sT: ll

55R

:

—

^ rn II

imll

m t&smzii n 3° ll

Slokas 29-30 : The prosperity of a person should be
judged from the excess of the number of planets occupying
their exaltation, own or Trikona houses ; from the excess

of the number of bindus in the eleventh bhava over that of
the twelfth in the Samudayashtakavarga

; from the Sunabha1

1When (one or more) planets other than the Sun occupy the

2nd house from the Moon, the Yoga is called Sunabha.
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and other Yogas and also from other Dhana (wealth-

giving) Yogas. One’s happiness and misery should be

gleaned through the strength and weakness of Jupiter,

Venus, and the Sun at the time of birth.

JfJTT WFfctf I

fcgiqsRfsl: \i\\ 11

Sloka 31 : If Rahu is in the 6th, 8th or the 12th house in

the natal chart, a person may suffer from snake-bite or food-

poison at the age represented by the number of bindus in

the house (occupied by him). This is all the more probable,

if Rahu transits the above bhava at that time.

There may be injury by weapons at the age indicated

by the number of bindus in the house occupied by Mars.

At the age indicated by the number of bindus in the

house occupied by Saturn, there will be sickness, sorrow,

etc.

3*ii

Sloka 32 : At the age represented by the number of bindus
in the house occupied by Jupiter, one may expect a child,

wealth, etc.

In the case of Venus, one may expect marriage or
marital happiness at the corresponding age. In the case of
Mercury learning of science, intellectual expansion and
praise from scholars may be expected at the age correspond-

ing to the number of bindus in the bhava occupied by him.

In this way, the Samudayashtakavarga shows the period at

which the effects due to the Karakatva of the planet will

be experienced by the native.
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All the above results (as referred in this and the

previous verse) are to be predicted only when, there are

indications according to the horoscope.

ft m
m il 33 ll

Sloka 33 : Add the number of bindus in the 4 bhavas

represented by :

—

1. Meena to Mithuna

2. Kataka to Tula

3. Vrischika to Kumbha

These represent the 3 stages in a man’s life. If the

1st portion contains more bindns than the remaining two,

the person’s first stage of life will be happy. If the middle

portion contains more bindus than the remaining two por-

tions, the middle stage of life will be happy and if the last

portion has the maximum, the last stage will be happy.

Whichever portion has the least number of bindus,

that stage of life will bring in sickness and sorrow.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :

—

Meena to Mithuna :—32, 28, 28 and 33 - 121 (1st Khanda)
Kataka to Tula :—32, 38, 27 and 19 ~ 116 (2nd Khanda)
Vrischika to Kumbha :— 33, 18, 23 and 26 = 100 (3rd

Khanda).

SHtWflRtfrci :

—

9951% 11

#im 999$ ITtvf; 99: 9T9i3: 1

9ft9F9$ =9 9«T §9: ||
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j*ricT =3 3ffipSvltT§; 3^' I

*fP*SSFT I

iflqgfSflTSS #5 ^51^ ^rlR. II

g*f *&?!. I

5Ht=fT II

ffcrerc:—

ij»4^ f%?3 i

5»aqrafcfoi :—

*pt *?r%sfW^ gvr?[ cm #%i i

*m iter ^ ?it vrsET il

t^r fcfrFatWflM^ %N^fcr $r: i

p^qrf^^BTpii ft$ ^TUfl^ll ||

Sloka 34 : Omit the bindus in the 12th and 8th houses

altogether. And total the number of bindus in the remain-

ing bhavas (rasis) as before.

If the sums of bindus in the three units are equal to

one another, the effect on the life of a person will be mixed.

If the total of bindus in one unit is less than the other two,

the person will have miseries during that period of life.

If the total of bindus in any one unit is greater than
the other two, the life of the person will be prosperous
during that portion of life.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope, omitting the bindus in the

8th and 12th bhavas the totals arc. (1) 1st Khanda (32, 28, 33) —
93 ; (2) 2nd Khanda (32, 38, 27, 19) = 116 ; and (3) 3rd

Khanda (33, 18, 26) = 77. The total 286 divided by 3 gives 95
average for each Khanda.

fcajfoft mmt li ^ li
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Sloka 35 : When the benefic planets are posited in a unit,

chat portion of life will be happy. When there are both

malefic and benefic planets in a unit, the effect on life

during that unit’s portion will be mixed depending upon
the strength, etc., of such planets. The period of that unit

which contains malefic planets only will be unhappy and

full of troubles.

When there are less bindus in a unit, there will be

sickness, torment and the person will talk bad things. In

the unit where there are many bindus, the person will enjoy

abundant wealth during that period of life.

IWf 1^11 ^ II

Sloka 36 : Find the sum of bindus in :

—

1. Kendras (1st, 4th, 7th and 10th bhavas)
;

2. Panapharas (2nd, 5th 8th and 11th bhavas);
3. Apoklimas (3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th bhavas).

If the Kendras contain the maximum bindus, the first

stage of life will be happy. If Panapharas have the

maximum bindus, the middle stage and if Apoklimas have

the maximum bindus, the final stage of life will be happy.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope (1) 1st Khanda (Kendras—
33, 27, 18, 32) == 110 ; (2) 2nd Khanda (Panapharas— 32, 19,

23, 28) — 102 ;
and (3) 3rd Khanda (Apoklimas— 38, 33, 26,

28) = 125.

3TU ||

Devakeralam and other works :

—

The bhavas are divided into 3 sections, known as

Khandas, (units, etc.) of 4 bhavas each. According to some,
they are from :

—

1. Mesha to Kataka ; Simha to Vrischika and Dhanus
to Meena ;

2 - » M n n n less bindus in the 8th
and 12th bhavas ;
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3. Meena to Mithuna, Kataka to Tula and Vrischika

to Kumbha ;

4. Lagna to the 4th bhava, 5th to the 8th bhava and
9th to thie 12th bhava;

5. 12th to the 3rd bhava, 4th to the 7th bhava and 8th

to the 11th bhava;

6. Kendra houses, Panaphara houses, and Apoklima
houses.

But the majority of the Acharyas follow the third

method, i.e., Meena to Mithuna, etc. When the total of

the bittdus in the first Khanda is the maximum, there

will be happiness in the first part of life. When the second

Khanda has the maximum b'mdns, the middle part of life

will be the happiest. When the third Khanda has the

maximum, the last part of life is the happiest. Whichever

Khanda contains the maximum bindus and is occupied by

benefic placets in that part, that portion of life will be the

best and the happiest. If the bindus are middling and both

malefics and benefics are in those bhavas, the effect is

a mixed type. When the number of bindus is the least in a

Khanda and a greater number of malefics are there, that

portion of life will be the most unhappy, causing much
misery, etc.

That Khanda which has the least number of bindus

and has malefics in debilitation or in inimical houses, in that

part of the life one may undergo royal displeasure such as

conviction, imprisonment, loss of wealth, migration to a

foreign place perforce, etc. That Khanda having more
bindus with benefic planets occupying exaltation, own
houses and friendly houses, in that portion of life, brings

the native all kinds of comforts, happiness, etc.

1. When the third Khanda is greater than the second
Khanda and the second is greater than the first Khanda, it

is called Kahala Yoga (

*

1555#! ). Happiness, pros-

perity, etc., go on increasing as age advances.

2. When the second Khanda is greater than the third

and first Khandas, it is called Maddhala Yoga
( ).

One is fond of music, fun, entertainments and gets happi-
ness and prosperity in the middle part of life.
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3. When all the 3 Khandas are more or less equal to

one another, it is called Bheri Yoga
( ) or Sarvanga

Yoga ( wfriqftr ). One gets all comforts throughout life.

4. When the second Khanda is less than the first and
third Khandas, it is called Damara Yoga

( ). One
gets happiness and prosperity in the first and last portions

of life.

5. When the first Khanda is the greatest, second

Khanda is the least and third Khanda is in between, it is

called Veena Yoga

6. When the first Khanda is the highest, and the third

Khanda is the least, it is called Airavata Yoga (

7. When the first Khanda is the smallest and the second

and third Khandas are equal to one another, it is called

Vasi Yoga ( 3Tf%%r).

mm wsm&QWfi 3 l

srciftmw\q#wmwto ii^sii

to ftrawro i

to rrfw^m% \c ii

Slokas 37,38— To find the good or bad effects of a parti-

cular bhava at a particular period take the Shodhyapinda

of the Samudayashtakavarga bhulus. Multiply it by the

corresponding figure for that particular bhava and divide

the product by 27 to find the remainder.

When Saturn passes through the asterism indicated

by the remainder (counted from Aswini), there will be
destruction of the effects of that bhava .

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :—1st bhava :—Shodhyapinda
of Samudayashtakavarga 324x33 (bindus in the 1st house) =
10692 divided by 27 leaves remainder O. Revati, Aslcsha and Jyeshta

are the asterisms for Saturn’s transit to cause the destruction of

the effects of that bhava

.

10692 divided by 12 leaves balance 0. Meena, Kataka and

Vrischika are the rasis for Saturn’s transit to give the same results.

Similar is the case for the 6th bhava because the bindus contained

in it are 33.
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Similar calculations should be made for the remaining bhavas

to find the Nakshatras and the rasis for Saturn’s transit. The
Shodhyapinda of Samudayashtakavarga is 324 which is divisible by

27 and 12. So the arrived at asterisms and rasis are the same for

all the bhavas in this particular example.

Samudayashtakavarga— Trikona and Ekadhipatya Shodhana of

b'tndus :

—

3 * HI
=*3

1
51 Planets

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2
Bhavas

represented
by rasis

33 32 OOCO 27 19 33 18 23 26 32 28 28 Bindus

9
!
8

|

2 3 7 9 6 11 2 8 4
!

4
Mandala
reduction

(12)*

7 0
:

0 0 5 1 4 8 0 0 2 1
:

Trikona
Shodhana

7 0
!

0
,

0 5 0 4 8 0 0 1 0
Ekadhipatya
Shodhana

= 25 ; tffefqos = 174 ;
= 150 ;

= 324 ;

mi grrercuft ^ mm afopfa *i

mxsmi site* n ^ it

Sloka 39— The same product when divided by 12 and the

remainder counted from Mesha gives the rasi and its trines,

which when transited by Saturn spoils the effects of the

bhava under consideration. Repeat the same process with

the Shodhyapinda of rehhas (malefic points) and find out

the asterisms and the rasis as before. When Saturn transits

them good effects promised by that bhava are experienced.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :—1st bhava : Shodhyapinda

of Samudayashtakavarga of rekhas 239x23 (rekhas in the 1st

house) = 5497 ; divided by 27 leaves remainder 16. Vishakha,

* Refer Chap, xv Verse Nos. 24, 25.

3T. U
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Purvabhadrapada and Punarvasu are the asterisms for Saturn's

transit to give good results as promised by the bhava.

5497 divided by 12 leaves remainder 1. Mesha, Simha

and Dhanus are the rasis for Saturn's transit to give the same

results. Similar is the case for the 6th bhava (23 rekhas).

In the same manner calculations should be made for the

remaining bhavas to find the Nakshatras and the rash for Saturn’s

transit for good effects.

I

IhMI

Sloka 40— Find the product of the number of bindus after

the Trikonashodhana in the bhava occupied by the lord of

the 8th bhava and the number of bindus in the 8th bhava

before the reductions and divide the product by 12. The
remainder counted from Mesha bhava (vast or its trines)

and the solar month corresponding to that, causes afflic-

tions to the native.

Similarly, for parents and other relations, one should

take the respective bhavas and their 8th houses.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :— For one's own death :—

8

(the number of bindus in the bhava occupied by the lord of the

8th house, in the Samudayashtakavarga after Trikonashodhana)

x23 the number of bindus in the 8th house == 184 divided by

12 leaves balance 4. Kataka (Vrischika and Meena) are the rash

for the Sun's transit at the time of the death of the native.

For the father :— The 9th house from the Lagna represents

the father's house. The lord of the 8th house from the 9th house

will be the 4th bhava lord from the Lagna. The number of bindus

remaining in the bhava (after Trikonashodhana) occupied by the

lord of the 4th house multiplied by the number of bindus in the

4th house (before the reductions) and the product divided by 12,

will give the required month for the death of the father.

Kumbha is the bhava representing the father's house. Its

8th house is Kanya which is occupied by its own lord.

0 (the number of bindus remaining after Trikonashodhana)

x27. product 27 divided by 12 leaves 3, i.e., Mithuna (Tula
and Kumbha).
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For the mother :— Kanya is the bhava representing the

mother’s house. Its 8th house is Mesha. Its lord Mars is in the

Simha house.

0 (the number of bindus remaining after Trikonashodhana) x 28.

product 28 divided by 12 Jeaves 4, i.e., Kataka (Vrischika and

Meena).
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Slokas 41-43— Find the sum of bindus from the house
occupied by Saturn to the house occupied by the lord of
the 8th house from Saturn (both inclusive). Multiply
this total by the number of bindus in the 8th house from
Saturn and divide the product by 12. The remainder
counted from Mesha house shows the solar month of death
of the native. It may happen even when the Sun transits

its trines. In this manner, one can find out the probable
solar months from the respective Karaka houses when the
deaths of father, mother, etc., may take place.

The Lagna and its 8th house for one’s self and the
house occupied by the Sun and its 8th house for the father,

etc., may be taken and the respective months calculated.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope to find the month of death

of the native :

—

Saturn is in Makara and the 8th house from that is Simha.

Its lord the Sun is in Kanya (in bhava). The sum of bindus will

be 23, 26, 32, 28, 28, 33, 32, 38, 27 = 267x38 (bindus in the

8th house from Saturn) ; Product 10146, divided by 12 leaves

remainder 6, i.e., Kanya or its trines.

This multiplication can be simplified by casting out as many
•twelves as possible from each vast figure and then summing up.
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Same calculation :— 11, 2, 8, 4, 4, 9, 8, 2, 3 = 51 x 2 (38— 36}

— 102 divided by 12 leaves remainder 6.

To find the month of death of the father :

—

The 9th house from the Lagna is Pitrusthana which is*

Kumbha. The 8th house from this is Kanya and its lord Mer-

cury is in Kanya. Counting (casting out 12s) Kumbha to Kanya

(both inclusive) 2. 8, 4, 4, 9, 8, 2, 3 = 40. The bindus in the

8th house from Kumbha are 3 (27—24). Therefore 40x3 =120,.

divided by 12 leaves remainder 0. When the Sun transits Meena

or its trines the father’s death may happen.

To find the month of death of the mother :

—

Kanya the 4th house from the Lagna is the mother’s house-

The lord of the 8th house from that, i.e., Mars is in Simha rasi-

Counting from Kanya to Simha 73 (casting out 12s) x 4 (28-24)

= 292, divided by 12 leaves balance 4. When the Sun transits

Kataka or its trines, death of the mother may take place.

Similar calculations for the months of death for other relations

may be made from the positions of the respective Karakas.

to sfer&ntssj ^nfsft: II it

Sloka 44— The sum of the bindus from Saturn to the

house occupied by the lord of the 8th house should be
found out. Multiply it by the number of bindus in the

8th house and divide the product by 12. The remainder
shows the solar month counted from Mesha house (or its

trines) for affliction to the native.

Notes : Similarly the solar month of death for the father can be

calculated from the 9th house.

In the Standard Horoscope Saturn occupies Makara, the 8th

house from the Lagna is Makara and its lord Saturn is posited

there. Therefore the number of bindus are 4 (28-24) X 4 (28-24).

Their product 16 divided by 12 leaves remainder 4. Kataka,

Vrischika and Meena are the months lot, the death of the native-

Similarly, one can calculate for the father and the other relations.
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STORM ^

Slokas 45 , 46— Multiply by 7, the total of bindus from the

Lagna to the house occupied by Saturn (both inclusive) and
divide the product by 27 and find the remainder. When the

asterism indicated by the remainder (counted from Aswini)

is transitted by any one of the malefics, the native suffers

from diseases, miseries, etc. If at the same time other

malefics transit the trine asterisms of the arrived one, the

evil effects will be on a larger scale.

.

Similar will be the effects in respect of transit of malefic

planets through the asterism arrived from the sum of bindus

from Saturn to the Lagna (both inclusive) ; and in respect

of Mars to the Lagna and the Lagna to Mars (both

inclusive).

In the case of a benefic planet, count the number of

bindus from the house occupied by the planet to the Lagna
and vice versa. Make similar calculations. When a bene-

fic planet transits one of these two asterisms, good results

may be expected. (If at the same time other benefics also

transit the trine asterisms of the arrived ones, the good
effects will be on a larger scale).

Notes : Some are of the opinion that when the arrived at asterism

is transitted by a malefic and if that malefic is posited in either

the 5th or 9th house from the Lagna in the natal chart, the evil

effects will be on a large scale.

v* » »
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Slokas 47-49— Find the sum of bindus in the Samudayash-

takavarga from the Lagna to the house occupied by Saturn
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(both inclusive). Multiply this by 7 and divide the product

by 27. At the age represented by the quotient, a person

suffers from disease or misery. Similarly, find out the quo-

tient for the figures from Saturn to the Lagna. Repeat the

same process for Mars and Rahu.

In the same manner find out the years represented by

the quotients for the benefic planets separately. In those

years one may expect without doubt, issue, wealth, happi-

ness, etc.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope : The Lagna to Saturn :—The

sum of bindus (33, 32, 38, 27, 19, 33, 18, 23) = 223 x 7 =
1561; divided by 27, quotient is 57 and the remainder is 22. When
any malefic planet passes through Sravana or during the 57th year

of life, the native may suffer evil results.

Saturn to the Lagna :— The sum of bindus (23, 26, 32, 28, 28,

33) = 170 x 7 = 1190 ; divided by 27, quotient is 44 and remainder

is 2. Bharani and 44th year of life.

The Lagna to the Sun:— 130x7 910; divided by 27,

quotient 33 and remainder 19. Moola and 33rd year of life.

The Sun to the Lagna :— 267 x7 “ 1869 ; divided by 27,

quotient 69 and remainder 6. Ardra and 69th year of life.

The Lagna to Mars :—103x7 721 ; divided by 27, quo-

tient 26 and remainder 19. Moola and 26th year of life.

Mars to the Lagna :— 305x7 = 2135 ; divided by 27, quo-

tient 79 and remainder 2. Bharani and 79th year of life.

The Lagna to Rahu :— 309x7 = 2163; divided by 27, quo-

tient 80 and remainder 3. Krittika and 80th year of life.

Rahu to the Lagna :— 89 x 7 —
- 623 ; divided by 27, quotient

23 and remainder 2. Bharani and 23rd year of life.

The Lagna to the Moon :— The sum of bindus (33, 32,

38, 27, 19) = 149x7 = 1043; divided by 27, quotient is 38
and the remainder is 17. When any benefic planet passes through
Anuradha or during the 38th year of life the native may get issue,

wealth, happiness, etc.

The Moon to the Lagna :—240x 7 = 1680; divided by 27,

quotient 62 and remainder 6. Ardra and 62nd year of life.

For Jupiter and Venus the same years and asterisms as for.

the Mopn.
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The Lagna to Mercury :— Same as for the Sun, i.e., Moola

and 33rd year of life.

Mercury to the Lagna :— Same as for the Sun, i.e., Ardra

and 69th year of life

When there are indications of good and bad results in the

same year or during the transit over the same asterism by bene-

fics and malefics, the effects will be of mixed nature, the nett re-

sult being that of the most powerful planet.

Jataka-parijata says that after the multiplications and divisions,

remainder should be taken into consideration. When a particular

planet passes through that asterism, good or bad results accrue,

while Phaladeepika takes the quotient for the same product and

says that similar results will follow in the running year of life

of the native as represented by the quotient.

II «v» II
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Slokas 50,51— Total up the bindus from the house occu-

pied by Mars to the Lagna (both inclusive). Calculate as

before and find out the year (represented by the quotient).

In that year, there will be apprehensions of diseases or

death, if Mars is associated with a malefic planet in the

natal chart. One should avoid that bhava (for all auspicious

ceremonies) during the closing months of that year.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Mars to the Lagna—305X7—'

2135 ; divided' by 27, gives 79th year of life. At that age the

native will suffer from diseases.

itwqfsm iimii
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Sloka 52— In the Samudayashtakavarga table note the num-

ber of bindus in the Lagna and the 8th bkava. Similarly,

in the Chandralagna (the bhava occupied by the Moon) and

its 8th bhava. If the number of btndus in the respective

Lagna is greater than the bindus in the corresponding 8th

bhava, the person will be long-lived. If the number of

bindus in both the bhavas are equal, a middle life. If the

Lagna bhava has less bindus than its corresponding 8th

bhava, the person is short-lived.

shot
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Sloka 53— The death of the native may take place when
the rising sign is :—(a) the 8th rasi from the Lagna, or

(b) the 8th rasi counted from the Moon, or (c) the rasi

(bhava) containing the least number of bindus in the

Samudayashtakavarga.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the 8th rasi from, (a) the

Lagna is Makara
; (b) the Moon is Vrishabha

; and (c) rasi con-

taining the least number of bindus is Dhanus.
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Sl-okas 54-67— On any desired day find the positions of the

planets in the Zodiac. From the Bhinnashtakavargas of the

natal chart find the number of bindus in each bhava occu-

pied by the 7 planets on the day in question or on the

day of Nirayana solar ingress and find the total of the

bindus associated with all the 7 planets. The day-to-day

or the monthly effects will be as follows according to the

number of bindus obtained :—(14) detriment to Dharma
(duty), wealth and happiness

( ); (15) great

misfortune
; (16) royal (Government) displeasure

; (17)
loss (destruction of everything); (18) loss of wealth;

(19) distress due to perverted ideas and through relations ;

(20) expense and quarrel
; (21) great mental anguish ;

(22) humiliation, failure in undertakings and pitiable

condition (V$); (23) detriment to Dharma (duty) and
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wealth
; (24) unexpected loss of money

; (25) loss of

ready cash (rolling stock); (26) quarrel; (27) balanced state

in all matters
; (28) inflow of wealth

; (29) respect from

public (30) royal recognition, virtuous deeds and happi-

ness
; (31) wealth

; (32) special gifts and honours
; (33)

attainment of everything and great profits ; (34 to 56)

attainment of all kinds of prosperity, wealth, etc., the

magnitude increasing proportionately according to the

number of bindus.

Thus, the day-to-day prosperity or otherwise has been

mentioned by the sages. This important Ashtakavarga

method has been taught by God Shiva in the Brahmayamala

to understand the effects of the Dasas and the day-to-day

results.

Whatever effects are given in the foregoing verses

according to the Ashtakavarga bindus , they will be two-

fold when the planets are in their exaltation, own house or

Upachaya houses and proportionately reduced if they are

otherwise.

In this manner the effects of all the 12 bhavas should

be judged.

Notes : Parasara gives the monthly or day-to-day effects begin-

ning from the total of 7 bindus up to 40 bindus in detail and

from 40 up to 56 collectively.

He has prescribed some propitiatory rites to be performed to

ward off the evil effects.

Some of the commentators such as those of Manasagari, Para-

sara, Jataka-Chandrika, etc., have applied the above results as the

yearly effects, considering the Lagna as the first year; 2nd house,

the second year; 3rd house, the third year; and so on. Again

the cycles of 12 years are to be taken, i.e., the Lagna will repre-

sent 13th, 25th, 37th, 49th, 6 1st, etc., years of life.
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Devakeralam and other works :

—

If there are more than 30 bindus in the Lagna, 9th.

10th and 11th houses, the pierson is born a king and
remains so till his death or he will have all the powers
and comforts equal to a king.

One will be poor, irate or sickly according as the

number of bindus is less than 25 in the Lagna, 9th, 10th
and 11th houses. Mixed results if the number of
bindus are more than 30 in some and less than 25 in

other bhavas.

3. When the number of the bindus in^the Lagna, 9th, 10th

and 11th houses is between 19 to 22 and malefics are in

Trikona houses, the person will be very poor and a
beggar.

4. When the Lagna has less than 30 bindus and the 3rd
house has more than 30 bindus, the person will wield
royal authority in Parliament.

5. When the Lagna, Chandralagna, 10th and 11th
houses have more than 30 bindus each and the Lagna
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is aspected by Jupiter, the person becomes a king or

a minister.

6. If there are more than 30 bindtts in the 2nd, 9th, 10th

and 11th houses, he becomes a ruler of many states.

7. If the Lagna has more than 30 bindus and there are

planets in the 9th and 10th houses, he will lead a

comfortable and happy life. In the above case, he

will be the chief in his family if the Lagna contains

the maximum bindus.

8. When there are more than 30 bindus in the 4th house

and benefics occupy and aspect that house, the person

will have conveyances carried by men. (Palanquin,

etc.).

9. When Saturn associated with 30 bindus aspects the

4th house and the lord of that house is in a Kendra
from the Lagna, the person will have horses for his

conveyances.

10. When the Moon is in the 3rd bhava aspected by the

Sun, and Mars aspects the 8th bhava, the person will

be afflicted by bodily sores. If there are malefics in

the 3rd house with middling bindus (between 25 to

30), the person suffers from disorder of watery
humours or suffers fatigue from travel, etc.

11. When the Moon is in combust (New Moon) and the

lord of the Chandralagna is associated with few bindus
(i.e., less than 25), and has an aspect too from Saturn,

the person is possessed of and afflicted by evil spirits.

12. The Samudayashtakavarga bindu strength of a bhava
will be ineffective if the benefic planets are in

debilitation or in combust or malefics are in benefic

Vargas.

13. A Vargottama planet in any bhava with 30 or more
bindus advances the happiness of that Bhava to the

greatest extent.

14. When the lord of the Lagna is in the 4th house with

more than 30 bindus, the person will be a feudatory

king, prosperous and happy.

15. The cardinal direction represented by the bhava
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occupied by the lord of the Lagna will be the place

of living and earning, of the person. Luck may come
from the direction of the lord of the 8th house also.

1 6. In the Samudayashtakavarga note the bindus in all the

bhavas. If one bhava has the minimum bindus

(e.g., 18) and in the next house there are maximum
bindus (e.g., 36), the person experiences sudden rises

in life. Conversely, if one bhava has the maximum
bindus (e.g., 36) and in the next house there are

minimum bindus (e.g., 18), the person born experiences

sudden falls in life. When the difference between

the maximum and the minimum bindus is very little,

the life of the person is very steady and progressive

as age advances. The reverse are the results if the

disparity between the maximum and the minimum
bindus is very high.

17. Find the number of bindus in the house occupied by

the Moon. The mother may suffer sickness or die

after that age (represented by the bindus) of the

native.

18. When Saturn passes through the 12th, 1st and 2nd
houses from the Moon, he gives bad results to the

native. If the said houses contain more than 30

bindus each, the person suffers less troubles, miseries,

etc., and he obtains good results on a very large scale

depending upon the number of bindus in the said

houses. If those 3 houses contain less than 25 bindus

each, the person suffers miseries, etc., on a very large

scale. If they contain mixed number of bindus, there

are mixed results. When one of them contains very

few bindus as compared to the remaining two, the

person suffers heavily during the transit of Saturn
through that house. If one of the 3 said houses con-

tains more bindus than the other two, the transit of
Saturn through that house will give good results. In
the same way Saturn’s transits through the 4th and
8th houses from the Moon may be judged. (The
transit of Saturn through the 12th, 1st and 2nd houses
from the Moon is known as Sadesati (?n%*n%),
Panoti

( ),
i.e., l\ years of Saturn).
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AYUS AND DASAS
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Slokas 1-4— Parasara said, "Now I shall tell you the sys-

tem of finding Ashtakavarga Ayus. In a planet’s Ashtaka-

varga—

house having no binduy gives

Years Months Days
0 0 2

» 1 a >» 0 0 li

it n 2 bindus it 0 0 1

it 3 >> 1

1

0 0 i

ft y, 4 „ a 0 0 7i

tt it 5 it a 2 0 0

a 6 t> a 4 0 0

„ 7 it a 6 0 0

it if 8 it if 8 0 9

Examine the bindus in all the 12 bbavas separately. The
Ayus obtained from the Ashtakavarga of each planet is sum-

med up and reduced to one half. This is the nett Ayus
contributed by that planet. Similarly, Ayus contributed by

the 7 planets and the Lagna is separately worked out and
totalled up. The grand total will be the Ayus for the na-

tive.
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Notes

:

In the Standard Horoscope :— The Ayus obtained from

the Sun’s Ashtakavarga :

—

Bhavas Bindus Years Months Days

Lagna 4 0 74
2nd 4 0 74

• 3rd 6 4

4th 5 2 0

:5th 2 0 0 1

6th 4 0 7i
7th 2 0 0 1

8th 2 0 1

9th 4 0 7i
10th 6 4 0

11th 5 2 0

12th 4 0 0 74

12 1 104

The Ayus derived from the Sun’s Ashtakavarga is (12 years,

1 month 10£ days divided by 2) = 6 years, 0 months, 20£ days.

The Ayus obtained from the Ashtakavargas of all the planets

and the Lagna reduced to one half :

—

Planets Years Months Days
The Sun 6 0 20i
The Moon 7 0 12*
Mars 4 0 10J
Mercury 12 0 9
Jupiter 10 0 154
Venus 10 0 54
Saturn 4 0 7i
Lagna 5 0 234

58 3 4

Total Ayus contributed by all the planets and the Lagna is

58 years, 3 months and 4 days. The Ayus obtained by this method

and also by those under verses 7, 9 and 13, have to be increased'

or decreased by multiples of 27 years so as to agree with those

calculated by other systems (Dasa, Yoga, etc.).

^ ^ ... 0 K- ^
,Wl » I

n h ii

iia ii

Slokas 5,6— Find the excess of bindus over rekbas ox vice

versa.

31. «T. ?Y
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If one bindu is in excess the Ayus is 1 year ;

„ two bindus are in excess „ „ 2 years;

If one rekha is in excess „ „ J day;

„ two rekhas are in excess „ „ | day;

When bindus and rekbas are equal 7J days.

In this way Ayus is calculated for the figures in each

bbava in the respective Ashtakavargas of all the planets

and the Lagna. Reduce the Ayus so arrived by one-half.

This will represent the total Ayus of longevity taken to-

gether.

Notes

:

This system is the same as that mentioned in the previous

verses.

#3iT%tjR fatwm i

3 i

sng:W 3 3 II n

Slokas 7, 8— After obtaining the Shodhyapindas of the 7

planets, multiply each one by the number of bindus (before

the reductions) in the 8th house from the Lagna in their

respective Ashtakavargas. Divide these products individual-

ly by 27. The quotients represent Ayus in years (months

etc.). Their sum (reduced by 100 if the total exceeds it)

is known as the Ayuspinda.

Notes: In the Standard Horoscope :

—

The Sun ; 204 (Shodhyapinda of the Sun) X 2 (number

of bindus in the 8th house from the Lagna before the reductions

In the Sun’s Ashtakavarga
)
= 408

27
15 Q

years,
y

The Moon; 94 x 4 = = 13~ years.

Mars ; 153 X 3 “ = 1? years.

Mercury ; 170 x 6 = = 37 1- years.

192 _1"
“27

* 7
9
years’Jupiter ; 96 x 2
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Venus; 148 x 5 = -j = 27^ years.

Saturn; 153 X 1= =s| years-

Total years 124 less 100 years = 24 Nakshatra years.

m „ t. . „ ,
24 X 324 7776

To convert them into solar years
365 365

= 21 yrs. - 3 mths. - 19 days -39 Ghs.

3# mm fep^ mmmmm i

Slokas 9, 10— Add together the Rasipinda and Grahapinda

figures to get the Shodhyapinda for all the 7 planets sepa-

rately. Divide these figures by 30 to get years (months,

etc.). If the years are in excess of 12, deduct as many cycles

of 12 years as possible (keeping 12 and figures less than 12

as they are). The sum of all these figures, gives the period

of life given by the various planets subject to modifica-

tions.

(1) Double the Ayus for the planet in exaltation;

(2) Reduce to one half the Ayus for the planet in debi-

litation or in combust;

(3) In respect of a planet in an intermediate position

(between his exaltation and debilitation) calculate

the proportional period;

(4) When Mars is retrograde, double the Ayus ob-

tained.

qrcrfWttri&Kq n U u

Sloka 11— In respect of planets in Moolatrikona, own
house, a friendly house or in benefic Vargas such as exalta-

tion, conjunction with benefic planets or in aspect from
benefics, the Ayus figure has to be modified as before.
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When they are in the Vargas of malefic or inimical planets*

the Ayus undergoes corresponding reductions.

Sloka, 12— The maximum period of life for human beings

is obtained by adding together the years given (after the

necessary modifications) by the Sun and other planets. Some
great teachers (like Parasara) are of the opinion that this

has to be increased by the Ayus contributed by the Lagna

(deduced from the Lagnashtakavarga) in order to get the

full life period.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :

—

(a) The Sun’s Shodhyapinda is 204 ; divided by 30 gives 6.8.

The Sun’s position is 4B-29°-40' and he is therefore 40°-20A

from his depression point. Hence the Ayus given by the

Sun is :

—

= 3.4 + 10.2 x
40° -20'

180"

= 3.4 + 2.2855 = 5.6855 yrs.

= 5 yrs. 8 mths. 6 dys. 47 Ghs.

(b) The Moon’s Shodhyapinda is 94 ; divided by 30 gives.

3.13 yrs. The Moon’s position is 6“-13°-34' and is therefore

19°-26' from her depression point. Hence the Ayus given

by the Moon is :

—

(c)

<d)

= 1.56 + 4.69 x
19° -26'

180°

= 1.56 + 0.5074 = 2.074 yrs. - 2 yrs. 0 mths. 26 dys. 38 Gfcs

The Shodhyapinda of Mars is 153 ; divided by 30 gives

5.1 yrs. The position of Mars is 48-7°-l' and he is there-

fore 9°-l' from his depression point. Hence the Ayus given

by Mars is :

—

9°-l'= 2.55 + 7.65 X

= 2.55 + 0.3832 * 2.9332 yrs. = 2 yrs. 11 mths. 5 dys. 57 Ghs
The Shodhyapinda of Mercury is 170 ; divided by 30 gives

5.6<j yrs. The position of Mercury is 5*-5°-36' and there-
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<e)

<0

fore he is 170°-36' from his depression point. Hence the

Ayus given by Mercury is :

—

* 2.83 yrs 4- 8-49 x

- 2.83 + 8.056i = 10.8894 yrs. Mercury is in combust.

Therefore this Ayus has to be reduced by •>. Therefore the

Ayus given is :

—

= 10-8894 2 = 5.4447 yrs. = 5 yrs. 5 mths. 10 dys. 6 Ghs.

The Shodhyapinda of Jupiter is 96 ;
divided by 30 gives

3.2 yrs. The position of Jupiter is 5 s-15°-35' and therefore

he is 109°-25' from his depression point. Hence the Ayus

given by Jupiter is :

—

= 1.6 + 4.8 v 109° -25'

180°

= 1.6 + 2.9177 = 4.5177 yrs.=4 yrs. 6 mths. 6 dys. 24 Ghs.

The Shodhyapinda of Venus is 148 ; divided by 30 gives

4.93 years. The position of Venus is 6*-15°-37' and she is

therefore 18°-37' from her depression point. Hence the

Ayus given by Venus is

1 oo _ on!
= 2.466 + 7.399 x - -

on?-loU

= 2.466 + 0.76535 = 3.2320 yrs. - 3 yrs. 2 mths. 23 dys. 31 Ghs.

<g) The Shodhyapinda of Saturn is 153 : divided by 30 gives

5.1 yrs. The position of Saturn is 9 R-16°-11' and he is

therefore 93°-49' from his depression point. Hence the

Ayus given by Saturn is :

—

qq°_4q/
- 2.55 + 7.65 x

^
lgQ
r

= 2.55 4- 3.9872 = 6.5372 yrs. ~ 6 yrs. 6 mths. 13 dys. 24. Ghs.
<h) The Shodhyapinda of the Lagna is 91 ; divided by 30 gives

3.03 yrs. — 3 yrs. 0 mths. 12 dys.

Therefore the total of the Ayus given by the 7 planets and
the Lagna :

—

The Sun v
’

yrs.

5

mths*

8

days.

6
Ghs.

47
The Moon 2 0 26 38

Mars 2 11 5 •57

Mercury 3 5 10 '

<5
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Jupiter
yrs.

4
mths.

. 6
days
6

Ghs.
24

Venus 3 2 23 31

Saturn 6 6 13 24

The Lagna 3 0 12 0

Total :

—

33 5 14 47

g- . ,^
i

' 'M «*"»» > » *•’ « • > «’» 1

wfai ^ 11 U li

Sloka 13— From the Bhinnashtakavargas of the 7 planets,

find out the numbers of bindus in the houses occupied by
the planets (from the Sun to Saturn before the reductions).

The sum of these numbers with necessary modifications as

done in the previous four verses, will represent the life

period of a native.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :

The Sun is associated with 5 bindus in his Ashtakavarga ia

the 4th bhava. The Ayus contributed is—

= 2.5 4- 7.5
40° - 20'

X
180°

~ 1.6806 = 4.1806 years.

Planets Years.

The Sun 4.1806

The Moon 1.9858

Mars 3.4508

Mercury 4.8042 (The proportionate age

Uccha position is halved

Jupiter 5.6472

being in combust).

Venus 3.2757

Saturn 1.2818

24.6261 years.

- 24 years— 7 months— 15 days— 24 Ghatikas.

for

for

^ TO
|

mail
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Slokas 14-17— Multiply the Shodhyapinda by 7 and
divide the product by 27. The quotient represents the

period contributed in years (months, days, etc.).

The period of 27 years is known as one cycle ( ).

If the quotient so arrived is less than 27, keep the figure

as it is ; if above 27 and below 54, subtract it from 54 and

take the remainder (as Ayus from that planet); if the

figure is above 54 and below 81, subtract 54 from the

same ; and if above 81 and below 108, subtract the figure

from 108 and take the remainder as Ayus.

3

^ ii ii

g u ^ 11

safasEnroi 11 ii

Slokas 18-20— The Ayus obtained is subject to the
following reductions.

If two or more planets are together in a bhava, the
Ayus obtained is reduced to one-half for each of them.
If any planet is in debilitation, or is in combust, the years
should be halved. If any planet is in an inimical house,
reduce the Ayus by one-third.

If any malefic planet is in the visible half of the Zodiac
(i.e., in the 12th, 11th, 10th, 9th, 8th or 7th house) the

reduction is as follows :

—

(1) for the 12th house, remove all

;

(2) for the 11th house, deduct one-half

;
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(3) for the 10th house, deduct one-third ;

(4) for the 9th house, deduct one-fourth ;

(5) for the 8th house, deduct one-fifth ;

(6) for the 7th house, deduct one-sixth ;

In the case of benefic planets in the visible half the

reductions are half of those given for malefics.

If a planet is defeated in war, reduce his Ayus by

one-third. Also, when either the Sun or the Moon is in

conjunction (within prescribed degrees) with Rahu
or Ketu reduce the Ayus by one-third.

When there are two or more reductions applicable to

a planet, carry out only that which is the highest (in

magnitude).

Notes : Planets in the invisible half of the Zodiac, i.e., between

the cusps of the Lagna and the 7th house, undergot no reductions

as given in verse 19. The Lagna Ayus is not subject to

any reduction. The years, etc., so obtained are the Nakshatra

years (a year consisting of 324 days, i.e., twelve cycles of the

Moon).

* w: II 3* II

tgrm i

j^rorf #?r ^rf h n

^ 11 33 11

Slokas 21-23— After all the above reductions (verses

16 to 20) multiply each planet’s Ayus by 324 ( srfi
)
and

divide the product by 365 ( tfitin ) which gives the true
duration in solar years (months, days, etc.). These are the
years of the Dasa periods of the planets and the Lagna.

In the case of the Lagna Ayus, the solar years arrived

at have to be increased by as many years as the Lagna has
completed rasis, from Mesha. The completed portion of
the Lagna rasi, converted into months, days, etc., at the

rate of one year equal to 30° is added to it.
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Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :

1. The Sun’s Shodhyapinda is 204 and the product when

multiplied by 7 is 1428.

The Ayus given by the Sun = 1428 -r- 27 = 52 yrs.

10 mths. 20 dys.

2. The Moon’s Shodhyapinda 94 multiplied by 7 gives 658.

The Ayus given by the Moon = 658 -f- 27 = 24 yrs.

4 mths. 13 dys. 20 ghs.

Similarly the Ayus given by the remaining planets and the

Lagna are calculated. The Mandala reductions are then carried out.

*>» amved!TLa!:?L
Ma"dala

Planets.
Y. M. D. G.

currecuon.

Y. M. D. G.

The Sun 52 10 20 0 i 1 10 0
The Moon 24 4 13 20 24 4 13 20

Mars 39 8 0 0
!
14 4 0 0

Mercury 44 0 26 40 ! 9 11 3 20
Jupiter 24 10 20 0 24 10 20 0

Venus 38 4 13 20 15 7 16 40
Saturn 39 8 0 0 14 4 0 0
The Lagna 23 7 3 20 23 7 3 20

128 2 6 40

Remarks.

change

;

change

change.

They are next subject to further reductions due 'to planetary

conjunctions and positions of the planets in the visible half of
the Zodiac.

1. The Sun and Mercury are together in the 4th bhava.

Mercury is in combust also. Therefore each of them undergoes
reduction by one-half.

2. Jupiter, Venus and the Moon are together in the 5th
bhava. Also, the Moon is in conjunction with Ketu. Therefore

each of these planets undergoes reduction by one-half.

3. Mars is in the 3rd bhava with no other planet in it and
he is in the invisible half of the Zodiac. Therefore no reduction

in his Ayus.

4. Saturn is in the 8th bhava with no planet in conjunction.

But the Lagna minus Saturn is 2 8-4°-37' minus 9 8-l6°-ll' =
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4s-18°-26'. This being less than 6 signs, there should be

Chakrardhahani.

The divisor is 4
s - 18' -26' *1800' = 4-614

The rectified Ayus given by Saturn is 14 yrs. 4 mths. minus

x 14yrs* 4 mths. = 11 yrs, 2 mths. 21 dys. 40 Ghs.
4*014

5. The Lagna Ayus is not subject to any further reduction-

Nakshatra Ayus after Shuddha Ayus in solar

Planets reduction for conjunc- years,

tion, etc.

Yrs. Mths. Dys. Ghs. Yrs. Mths. Dys. Ghs.

The Sun 0 6 20 9 0 5 27 32

The Moon 12 2 6 40 10 9 23 55

Mars 14 4 0 o
i

12 8 20 23

Mercury 4 11 16 40
j

4 4 25 59

Jupiter 12 5 10 o
1

11 0 16 46

Venus 7 9 23 20 6 11 7 19

Saturn 11 2 21 40 9 11 17 40

The Lagna 23 7 3 20 20 11 9 m
Additive (See 2 1 25 24 \

Sloka No. 2})
1

Total Ayus 87 1 11 40
,

79 5 24 15

The rectified Ayus arrived is the Nakshatra Ayus. This has

to be converted into solar years (i.e., year of 365 days) by multi-

plying the figure by 324 and dividing by 365.

The Sun's Nakshatra Ayus is 6 months 20 days = 200 days

200 x 324
The equivalent Ayus in solar days = —^— = 177 days 32 Ghs.

ODD
= 5 months 27 days 32 Ghatis.

The Moon’s Ayus in equivalent solar years

324- 12-2-6-40X
365 10 yrs. 9 mths. 23 dys. 55 Ghs.

Similarly, the equivalent Ayus in solar years of the remaining

planets and the Lagna are given in the table above. The Lagna

Ayus is increased by a period as given in verse No. 23.
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3 I
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Slokas 24-28— Having prepared the Samudayashtakavarga,

subtract cycles of 12 from each bhava, retaining 12 or
figures less than 12 ; thereafter carry out the Trikona and
Ekadhipatya reductions.

Multiply the remaining figures by the respective rasi

and Graha multipliers and find the Shodhyapinda.
Multiply this figure by 7 and divide the product by 27,

which gives the duration of life in Nakshatra years
(months, etc.). This figure is subject to reduction by 100,

if it is greater than that, since, the maximum duration of
life according to this method is only 100 years. Convert
this Ayus into solar years.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the Shodhyapinda of the

Samudayashtakavarga is 324. The product when multiplied by
7 is 2268.

.’. The Ayus obtained from Samudayashtakavarga is 2268 27
= 84 Nakshatra years.

This has to be converted into solar years.

.'. 84 X ~ = 74 years 6 months 23 days 11 Ghatis.
365

aiRwmftaw t—
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Sloka 29— The above Samudayashtakavarga years will

have to be reduced or increased by cycles of 27 years

(jtjsss) according as the Lagna is aspected by malefic or

benefit planets, and also, according as the longevity of

the person is found to be short, middle or long by the

Yoga Ayus or other methods.

JlSMf 3ftWrpW 1

f^sgWisna? tfgon: 11 3° 11

myft* wm^ l
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;
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Slokas 30-32— To find the proportional part of the 8
Dasas, in the Samudaya Ayus, the individual Bhinnayus
is multiplied by the Samudaya Ayus and the product is

divided by the sum of the 8 Bhinnayus, when the respective

Dasa period is obtained. Thus the Dasa periods of each
planet and the Lagna are found. This is known as the
•allocation of the Dasas in the Samudayashtakavarga Ayus.
The Ashtakavarga method of finding the longevity and the

Dasa periods is said to be the best of all methods.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope : The Bhinnashtakavarga

Ayus total is 79 yrs. 5 mths. 24 dys. 15 Ghs. and the Ayus accord-

ing to Samudayashtakavarga is 74 yrs. 6 mths. 23 dys. 11 Ghs.

When (according to verse Nos. 35, 36 supra) the Ayus has to be

reckoned on the Samudayashtakavarga basis, the proportionate
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pans of the Dasa periods of the planets and the Lagna in the

Samudayashtakavarga will be as follows :

—

The proportionate Ayus contributed by the Sun

= ft _r_ 97 _oo v
74-5644 ( Samudaya years

)

79-4840 (Bhinnayus total)

= 0 Yrs. 5 Mth. 16 Dys. 33 Ghs.

The proportionate Ayus contributed by the Moon

= io — 9 — 23 — 55 x ^4J*644iO 9 16 5b x
79 .4840

= 10 Yrs. 1 Mth. 22 Dys. 46 Ghs.

Similarly, the proportionate parts of the Ayus contributed by the

remaining planets are to be found. They are given below in a.

tabular form against their respective Bhinnashtakavarga Ayus.

Bhinnashtakavarga Proportionate Ayus in

Ayus Samudayashtakavarga.

Yrs. Mths. Dys. Ghs. Yrs. Mths. Dys. Ghs

The Sun 0 5 27 32
j

0 5 16 33

The Moon 10 9 23 55 10 1 22 46

Mars 12 8 20 23 I
11 11 6 57

Mercury 4 4 25 59 4 1 17 50

Jupiter 11 0 16 46 i
10 4 10 39

Venus 6 11 7 19 6 6 2 46

Saturn 9 11 17 40 9 4 5 33

The Lagna 23 1 4 41 !
21 8 0 7

79

___
24 15

|

74 6 23 11

mm nil H I i I

- % • ' \i

II 33 II
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Slokas 33, 34— The Bhinnayus Dasas are to be considered

when :

—

(1) the powerful Moon is not in a Kendra ; and
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(2) any planet other than the Moon is powerful and

is in a Kendra; or

(3) the Moon in conjunction with another planet is

in bhavas other than a Kendra ; and

(4) the 10th bhava is occupied by benefics and male-

fics.

In all other cases the Samudaya Ayus system is to be

taken.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope

(1) the Moon is not in a Kendra ;

(2) powerful Mercury is in a Kendra (4th bhava)

;

(3) the Moon is in conjunction with Jupiter and Venus in

the 5th bhava.

Therefore the Bhinnashtakavarga Ayus system is applied.

dH^MiRara

WJ$ II ^ II

Slokas 35, 36— The Samudaya Dasa periods are to be

taken when :

—

(1) the Moon in conjunction with any planet is in a

Kendra ;

(2) the other planets are weak and not in Kendras

;

and

(3) the powerful Moon alone is in a Kendra.

According to Manittha (jjfar?*r) when the Moon is in

conjunction with one planet in a Kendra and when the

remaining planets are outside the Kendras, one should
adopt Samudaya Ayus system.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :— (1) the Moon is not in

a Kendra ; (2) Mercury is strong and is in a Kendra. Therefore
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the Samudayashtakavarga Ayus system does not apply. (For the

purpose of finding the proportionate parts of the Ayus given by

the planets in the Samudayashtakavarga they have been calculated

and given for the benefit of students, when such contingencies

arise).

iwi#i mmi n l* n

Sloka 37— Whatever Ayus is obtained in respect of a

planet, that will be the Dasa period of that planet. I shall

now explain in detail the method of determining the Dasa
order.

^ 4W«£tMsI« iftrsssn 1^*#: I

II 3c ii

Sloka 38— The Dasa of that planet, which is the most

powerful amongst the Lagna, the Moon and the Sun should

be taken as the first Dasa. Thereafter the Dasas, of the

planets in the Kendras from that powerful one in the

order of their strength ;
of the planets in Panaphara houses

and lastly, of those in the Apoklima houses follow in the

same manner.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope amongst the Sun, the Moon
and the Lagna, the Lagna is the most powerful (8.702 Rupas)

followed by the Sun (7.348 Rupas), the Moon (6.756 Rupas)

according to their Shadvargabalas. Hence the Dasa of the Lagna

comes first.

The Sun and Mercury are in Kendra from the Lagna. There-

fore the Dasas of the Sun and Mercury (7.206 Rupas) come in

order after the Lagna.

Out of the Panaphara houses from the Lagna the 5th house

is occupied by the Moon, Jupiter and Venus and the 8th by

Saturn. The Dasas in the order of their strength are those of

Saturn (7.997 Rupas), the Moon (6.756 Rupas), Venus (6.200

Rupas) and Jupiter (5.368 Rupas).

Next in order comes the planets in the Apoklima houses.

Mars is the only planet in the 3rd house.
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Therefore the order of the Dasas is 1. The Lagna ; 2. The

Sun ; 3. Mercury ; 4. Saturn ;
5. The Moon ; 6. Venus ; 7*

Jupiter and 8. Mars.

% fcStfr yksm <nwfcr %z: i

1 pjspiprcta *r: ii ^ li

wfoi^ i

ft qrw: M % 3*mri lltf°li

Slokas 39, 40— To find out the sub-periods of the planets

in the main Dasa period of a planet, ' the order is as

follows :

—

(1) a planet in conjunction' with the main planet

contributes \ of the main planet’s period ;

(2) thereafter, the sub-periods of planets in the 9th

and '5th houses from the Dasa lord in the pro-

portion of one-third of his period ;

(3) that of a planet in the 7th house from the Dasa
lord in the proportion of one-seventh of his

period, and

(4) those of planets in the 8th and 4th houses from
the Dasa lord in the proportion of one-fourth.

When there are many planets in a bhava only the

sub-period of the strongest planet should be taken 'into

account.

PmepM ^ i

qfeyqw f SFFft TO II II
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Slokas 41-42— Write unit for the main Dasa lord and

the proportional fractions for the sub-period lords. Find-

the L.C.M. of the denominators and multiply the fractions

by this number. The figures obtained in the numerators

represent the proportional periods of the main Dasa lord

and the sub-lords for the common denominator; Add alt'
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these numerators and ' divide the Dasa period by this sum
and multiply the quotient by the respective numerator of

each planet to get his sub-period in the main Dasa.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope :

—

Main Dasa periods in

their order :

—

In solar years
Yrs. Mths. Dys. Ghs.

1. The Lagna 23 1 4 41

Kendra g‘
The Sun 0 5 27 32 4th bhava
Mercury 4 4 25 59 ft t>

f 4- Saturn 9 11 17 40 8th „

Panapharas < g*
The Moon
Venus

10

6
9

11

23

7

55
19

5th ,,

M IS

(7! Jupiter 11 0 16 46 it tt

Apoklima 8. Mars 12 8 20 23 3rd

79 5 24 15

(l). The Lagna Dasa and its sub-periods:-

Bhavas 1st 5th 8th 4th

Lords The Lagna The Moon (only) Saturn The Sun (only)

Proportion 1 h ] l

12+44-3 +3 _ 22

12 12

Fractional parts

12 4 _3 3

22 22 22 22

The Lagna’s Antara

23 - 1 - 4 - 41 x — - 12 yrs. 7 mths. 5 dys. 17Ghs.

The Moon’s Antara

23 -1-4 - 41 X^ - 4 - 2 - 11 - 46

Saturn's Antara

23-1-4-41 x~| - 3 - 1 - 23 - 49

The Sun's Antara

23-l-4-4lx|
2
= 3-1-23-49

The Lagna Dasa 23 -1-4-41
The Antaras in the main periods of the remaining Dasa lords

are given below

»T. «T. Vi
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(2) The Sun :— The Sun is in the 4th bhava from the

Lagna. Mercury also occupies it.

The Sun's Antara (1) - 0 — 3 — 28 — 21

Mercury’s „ (£)
“ 0 — 1 — 29 — 11

The Sun’s Dasa = 0 yrs. 3 mths. 27 dys. 32 Ghs.

(3) Mercury :— Mercury and the Sun are both in the 4th

and Saturn is in the 5th from Mercury (the Dasa lord).

Mercury’s Antara Co = 2—4 — 25 — 5

The Sun’s „ (i)
= 1—2 — 12 — 32

Saturn’s „ (H) - 0 — 9 — 18 — 22

Mercury’s Dasa 4 yrs. 4 mths. 25 dys. 59 Ghs.

(4) Saturn :

—

• Saturn is in the 8th bhava from the Lagna.

Mercury and the Lagna are in the 9th and

and the Sun is in the 8th from Saturn.

the 5 th respectively,

Saturn’s Antara (i) m 5—2 — 11 — 49

Mercury’s „ (A) *- 1 — 8 — 23 — 57

The Lagna’s „ (A) = 1 — 8 — 23 — 57

The Sun’s (J)
-

1 — 3 — 17 — 57

Saturn’s Dasa -
9 yrs. 11 mths. 17 dys. 40 Ghs.

(5) The Moon :— The Moon is in 5th bhava from the

Lagna. Venus, the stronger out of Venus and Jupiter is in the

same bhava. The Lagna is in the 9th and Saturn in the 4th

from the Moon.

The Moon’s Antara (i) - 5—2 — 9—5
Venus’ „ (i) ~ 2—7 — 4 — 32

The Lagna’s „ (X) = 1 — 8 — 23—2
Saturn’s „ (i)

- 1 — 3 — 17—16
The Moon’s Dasa s= 10 yrs. 9 mths. 23 dys. 55 Ghs.

(6) Venus :— Venus is in the 5th bhava from the Lagna.

The Moon, the stronger out of the Moon and Jupiter is in the

same bhava. The Lagna is in the 9th and Saturn in the 4th from

Venus.
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Venus’ Antara (i) - 3 — 3 — 28 — 43

The Moon’s Antara (i)
- 1 — 7 — 29 — 21

The Lagna ’s „ (H) - 1 — 1 — 9 — 34

Saturn’s „ (!)
- 0 — 9 — 29 — 41

Venus’ Dasa - 6 yrs. 11 mths. 7 dys. 19

(7) Jupiter :— Jupiter is in the 5th bhava from the Lagna.

Mercury is in conjunction with Jupiter. Saturn is in the 5th

from Jupiter.

Jupiter’s Antara (1) — 6 — 0 — 9 — 9
Mercury’s „ (J) = 3 — 0 — 4 — 34

Saturn’s „ HA) 2 — 0 — 3—3
Jupiter’s Dasa — 11 yrs. 0 mths. 16 dys. 46 Ghs.

(8) Mars :— Mars occupies the 3rd bhava from the Lagna.

There are no planets in the 1st, 9th, 5th, 7th, 8th or 4th bhava

from Mars. Hence there are no Antaras.

Mars’ Dasa - 12 yrs. 8 mths. 20 dys. 23 Ghs.

In finding the Antaras of the planets in a Main Dasa, the

bhava positions of the Antara lords should be determined by

taking the main Dasa lord’s longitude as Lagna. (cf. Shripati).

& mrA fopjs 331 ii #3 ii

Sloka 43— When the house occupied by a planet at birth

contains excess of bindus over rekhas (in his Ashtaka-
varga) his Dasa is auspicious ; if the rekhas are in excess

of bindus the Dasa is adverse and when the bindus and
rekhas are equal it gives mixed results.

3^13*4 3 w33: *i

|4 §4 3i 3^ 3isp?(U w n

$ m *i

srl 3^1 33^3 3 II VH II

34 $ 331^ *i
'

31*4 3131% || V3 II
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Slokas 44-47— The nett-result of the Dasa period will be

good or bad as follows :

—

Find the difference between the number of bindus and
rekhas and divide it by 8 (which is the maximum possi-

ble). If the bindus are in excess, good effects are given

in due proportion. The proportions are 8 bindus —
— 1 full

; 7 bindus —— ~ j three quarters ; 6 bindus, i

and 5 bindus, 1/4. Bad effects are found in the same manner
according to the excess of rekhas over bindus. When both

are equal, the effects are mixed. If at the commencement
of a Dasa, a planet (whose Dasa is considered) transits

a bhava containing 8 bindus the effects are full ; with 7

to 5 bindus, auspicious ; with 4, mixed and with less than

4, increasingly adverse.

s tor wq ht^tt: mi
tonsto fiiwi!! n 11

safari: to:

Slokas 48, 49— After completing the Ashtakavarga of each
planet in the manner prescribed, note the number of bin-

dus in the 12 bhavas. Divide the Dasa periods of the
planets into 12 parts and allot one part (the years will
be equal to the number of months) to each bhava. The
first duodecimal period commences with the bhava oc-
cupied by the planet, whose Dasa and Ashtakavarga are
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under consideration. The period corresponding to a bhava

having less than 4 bindus will be inauspicious, and that

corresponding to a bhava having more than 4 bindus will be

auspicious. The bhavas having no bindu or less than 4 bin-

dus will bring loss of wealth, harvest, cattle, etc. (in their

corresponding portions of the Dasa periods). The bhavas

having 5 or more bindus bring prosperity, wealth, etc.,

and bhavas with 4 bindus give mixed effects.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter is in the 5th

bhava in Tula having four bindus. During the first period of

(1/12 of 11 yrs. 0 mths. 16 dys. 46 Ghs.) 11 mths. 1 dy. and

24 Ghs. in Jupiter’s Dasa, there will be moderate increase in

wealth, welfare of the children, intelligence and other things

connected with Jupiter.

The bindus in the 2nd house from Jupiter are 6. During the

second 1/12 period of the Dasa, there will be increase in wealth,

welfare of the children, intelligence, etc. In this manner, one

should examine the 3rd, 4th and the remaining houses from

Jupiter, till the 12th house, when the whole Dasa period will be

over.

There is another way of consideration also. Find which
bhava from the Lagna is occupied by Jupiter. The first l/12th

period of Jupiter’s Dasa gives the effects (good or bad depending

on the number of bhndus)
i
indicated by that bhava and so on.

Jupiter is in the 5th bhava from the Lagna with 4 bindus .

The happiness through children, mental activity, etc., are normal
in the first period. In the 6th bhava from the Lagna, there are

6 bindus
; the 2nd duodecimal period will give freedom from

sickness, relief from enemies, etc., and so on for the remaining

bhavas.

Similarly, the good or bad periods for each planet are to be

considered from their Bhinnashtakavarga figures.

This system of dividing a Dasa into twelve equal parts may
be applied to other systems of Dasas such as Vimshottari, Ashtot-

tari, etc.
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Slokas 50-54— The Antardasa of the lord of a bhava

containing only one, two, or three bindus in the Mahadasa
lord’s Ashtakavarga, brings about distress, extreme suffer-

ings in all undertakings and loss of wealth, grains and
cattle. The Antara of the lord of the bhava containing

five (or more) bindus is beneficial. It brings about suc-

cess in all undertakings and if there is Yoga (for prospe-

rity) effect about that time, it will make the person very

fortunate. In the case of planets owning two bhavas,

when there are five (or more) bindus in both the bhavas

,

the Antara of the lord of those bhavas proves very auspi-

cious; on the other hand when such two bhavas have less

number of bindus in both of them, the lord of those bhavas

will give no good effects during his Antara. Planets like
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Mars, etc., (owning two bhavas) will give increasing good

effects if there are more bindus in their bhavas. When the

number of bindus and rekhas are equal, mixed effects are

noticed. In this manner the effects of a planet during his

Dasa and Antardasa should be considered in the Ashtaka-

varga system. When the Sun’s house (Simha) contains less

number of bindus, his Antara proves ineffective. Similar

is the case with the Moon.

Notes : If one of the two houses owned by a planet has more

bindus and the other less, the effects of that Antara will be partly

good and partly bad.

v/N/W'v''*



CHAPTER XVI

PLANETARY TRANSITS (GOCHARA)
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Slokas l-3i— The effects produced by the transit of the

Sun through the various bhavas are as follows :

—

(A) Beginning with the house occupied by him in

the natal chart
; (1) brightness, achievement of things

desired
; (2) increase in wealth

; (3) agitation caused by

enemies
; (4) praise from kinsmen; (5) sickness, anxiety;

(6) sickness; (7) good health
; (8) strength, brightness;

(9) happiness, comfortable journey
; (10) wealth, mental

happiness; (11) achievement of ends, attainment of results;

(12) distress.

Notes : (Refer notes—page 63, Verse No. 4). When consider-

ing the Gochara (transit) effects of a planet, his Ashtakavarga

alone, should be referred. Any planet while transitting a bhava

will produce 8 different types of results depending upon his

relative position from all the planets and the Lagna at birth.

But these 8 types of results are not experienced all at the

same time nor throughout the entire period of the! transit in that

1 In this chapter (a) the wrong readings are corrected in

round brackets; (b) suggested correct readings are given

in square brackets.
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bhava. When a planet transits a Kakshya, he produces one and

only one type of result, which is according to the bhava position

he occupies from the position (at birth) of the lord of the Kakshya

transitted. The results are good or bad according to the presence

or absence of a bindu in that Kakshya in the Ashtakavarga of the

transitting planet.

In the Standard Horoscope when the Sun transits the Lagna

bhava
,

(i.e., P-l8°-39' to 2*-18°-39') he produces 8 types of results,

good or bad, because he at that time transits the 6th bhava from

Radical Saturn (bad); 9th bhava from Radical Jupiter (good);

11th bhava from Mars (good); 10 bhava from his Radical posi-

tion (good); 9th front Venus (bad); 10th from Mercury (good);

9th from the Moon (bad) and the 1st bhava from the Lagna (bad).

While transitting the 1st Kakshya from l
R-18°-39' to l

R-22
f

’-38'

(in about 4 days) he is in the Kakshya of Saturn. He is in the

6th house from the Radical Saturn and as there is no bindu in the

Sun’s Ashtakavarga in that Kakshya, the result of the transit is

unhappiness. (Ref. verse 24).

The Sun, while transitting the 2nd Kakshya from l B-22°-38'

to l B-26°-38', is in the Kakshya of Jupiter. He is in the 9th house

from the Radical Jupiter and as it contains a bindu in the Sun’s

Ashtakavarga, the results are attainment of wealth, Dharma (duty)

and success. (Ref. verse 19).

Similarly, from 2*-15°-9 /
to 2 B-18°-39' he is in the Lagna

Kakshya. He is in the 1st house from the Lagna and as it contains

no bindu the results are loss of honour, vehicle and friends.

(Ref. verse 26).

In this manner the transit results of all the planets should be

interpretted, taking into account the Ashtakavarga of the tran-

sitting planet and his relative positions from the radical planets

and the Lagna when passing through their respective Kakshyas.

The great Acharyas give primary importance to the results of
the transits of the planets, with reference to the Radical Moon
only.

m n # n
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Slokas 4-10— (B) Beginning with the house occupied by
the Moon in the natal chart

; (1) sorrow, fatigue in travel,

poverty (pitiable condition), heart affliction, persecution
by enemies

; (2) heavy expense, exertion, anxiety; (3)
attainment of position, honour, wealth and Dharma (duty),
affection and consequent happiness

; (4) impurity of blood,
fever

; (5) distress from relatives and children; apprehen-
sion from King

; (6) destruction of enemies, happiness,
affection, good health

; (7) weakness due to blood im-
purity, uneasiness, indigestion, agony

; (8) sickness to wife
and children, ailment, loss of relations, trouble

; (9) piti-

able condition, loss of position, sorrow in debate (due to
defeat, etc.)

; (10) acquisition of gold and apparels or gain
of land

; (11) sweetmeats, good health, position, mental
happiness, fame

; (12) loss of fruits of labour.

^-*-4miswrit smfcr

IrR^t f%cRf%^ =t>ral|Tfe^raT

sjqqft =5r
l
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Slokas 11-13— (C) Beginning with the house occupied by
Mars in the natal chart

; (1) income of wealth and pros-

perity
; (2) inflow of money

; (3) loss of prowess due to

carelessness
; (4) brightness, strength, good health

; (5)
sickness, anger through children

; (6) sickness
; (7) good

health
; (8) destruction of enemies

; (9) sinlessness
; (10)

attainment of position and desired effects; (11) conjugal

happiness, brightness
; (12) grief, exertion.

fTORJIWt # I

3 *w4t ll ll

srI aS* ^ ll \\ ll

%3t ^ ^ I
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Slokas 14-16— (D) Beginning with the house occupied by

Mercury in the natal chart
; (1) frustration of ambition,

sickness
; (2) quarrel

; (3) interested in getting position

and wealth
; (4) fatigue in journey, threat from

enemies
; (5) good fortune, blessedness

; (6) gain
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of honour and riches ; (7) agitation by women, imperfec-

tion in speech
; (8) sickness

; (9) knowledge (learning) ;

(10) praise from virtuous (elite) persons
; (11) and (12)

obtaining position, riches and good fortune.

Wi f¥nwr 5% l

wfo: # 3 ll ll
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Slokas 17-19— (E) Beginning with the house occupied by

Jupiter in the natal chart
; (1) mental delusion, unhappi-

ness
; (2) loss of wealth

; (3) loss of wealth and position,

weakness of mind, ; (4) contempt from relations
; (5)

happiness, honour, riches
; (6) mitigation of enemy perse-

cution and sickness
; (7) disillusionment, loss, exertion

during travel
; (8) sickness, rancour, exertion during travel ;

(9) attainment of wealth, Dharma (duty) and success; (10)
loss of position

; (11) riches, happiness
; (12) dishonour.

lullsauBiegiHu igEEiM

n Ro n
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Slokas 20-22— (F) Beginning with the house occupied
by Venus in the natal chart

; (1) sickness, pitiable condi-
tion, exertion during travel

; (2) loss of wealth, injury to
wife

; (3) quarrel with women
; (4) indifference of rela-

tions
; (5) Asthmatic trouble, increase of enemies

; (6)
loss of enemies, attainment of position

; (7) brightness,
conjugal happiness

; (8) trouble, unhappiness
; (9) anger,
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cheating
; (10) and (11) loss of fame

; (12) attainment of

honour and Dharma.
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Slokas 23-25— (G) Beginning with the house occupied by

Saturn in the natal chart
; (1) fame, gain

; (2) prospe-

rity, fame
; (3) loss' of wealth and reputation

; (4) renow-

ned in the family
; (5) troubles in the family

; (6) un-

happiness
; (7) attainment of great respect and food

; (8)

loss of enemies, affection
; (9) attainment of position and

riches
; (10) inclined to do good things

; (11) riches

;

(12) sickness.

uft: ^^ mi li ^ li
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Slokas 26-28— (H) Beginning with the Lagna in the natal

chart
; (1) loss of honour, vehicle and friends

; (2) loss ;

(3) gain, happiness through attainment of desired ends,

loss of enemies
; (4) marital happiness

; (5) unnecessary

travel, quarrel, exertion
; (6) fame, loss of sickness and

enemies
; (7) anger, fear of theft in journey

; (8) distress

due to weapons, enemy or fever
; (9) contempt, imme-

diate expense of acquired money
; (10) and (11) gain of

cattle, wealth and land
; (12) unnecessary exertion,

happiness.
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Slokas 29, 30— The effects produced by the transit of the

Moon through the various bbavas are as follows :

—

(A) Beginning with the house occupied by the Sun

in the natal chart
; (1) bodily afflictions

; (2) sickness due

to travel
; (3) success, good health, contentment

; (4)

sickness to wife and relations
; (5) increase of enemies,

quarrels
; (6) success, joy

; (7) gain of riches through

live-stock
; [ (8) good

; (9) bad
; (10) good

; (11) good ;

(12) bad].

Notes : Verses relating to results from the 8th to the 12th house,

missing in the manuscripts.

tafpirc WTrawt srfare: n 3S li
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Slokas 31-36— (B) Beginning with the house occupied

by her in the natal chart
; (1) enjoyment of woman, perfu-

mes and good food, getting new friends
; (2) fatigue,

heavy expenses
; (3) gain of gold and apparels, happiness;

(4) trouble from relations, sorrow, loss of wealth
; (5)

loss of wealth, indigestion, disease, fatigue in travel ; (6)

decrease of enemies ;
good health, gain of riches and happi-

ness
; (7) getting wealth, bed-requisites ( 5Rl) and

gold, marital happiness, re-union with relations
; (8)

worry over disease, quarrel and general loss of all
; (9)

loss of honour and riches, heavy expense
; (10) great res-

pect, attainment of desired ends, mental happiness
; (11)

acquisition of affectionate friends, wealth, food, bed, one’s

own status in society
; (12) pitiable condition, idleness,

state of being disagreeable.

g^Rftg TRfagfaft fit* eqq =* ST33lf?t II
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Slokas 37-40— (C) Beginning with the house occupied by
Mars in the natal chart

; (1) sickness in journey, dissen-

sions among friends
; (2) prowess

; (3) recipient of honour
in debate

; (4) disease, anxiety and jealousy
; (5) expec-

tation of command, great activity in the family and good
health

; (6) happiness, loss of enemies
; (7) bleeding

wounds
; (8) disease, exertion in journey, confinement

;

(9) increase of brightness and general prosperity
; (10)
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brightness, command
; (11) fame, gain of wealth

; (12) loss

of money.
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Slokas 41-43— (D) Beginning with the house occupied

by Mercury in the natal chart
; (1) learning, honour, re-

joicings in the family
; (2) loss of money

; (3) fame and

brightness
; (4) sweet speech of morals and good purpose;

(5) escape from evil reputation
; (6) humiliation through

a wicked man
; (7) mental happiness, knowledge

; (8)

gain of position and wealth
; (9) inclined to bad ways ;

(10) sweet speech, intelligence, achievement of the ends

(11) gain through lands
; (12), dependence.
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Slokas 44-46— (E) Beginning with the house occupied by

Jupiter in the natal chart
; (1) achievement of honour,

wealth
; (2) animosity with wife’s friends'; (3) loss of

self-respect and wealth
; (4) conjugal happiness

;
learn-

ing, wealth
; (5) loss of position through enemies

; (6)
sickness

; (7) conjugal happiness, apparels
; (8) riches,

strength
; (9) mischief from relations, dishonour

; (10)
loss of enemies

; (11) good meals, acquisition of conve-
yance

; (12) abatement of disease, (getting) riches.

Notes : The results mentioned for the 2nd and I2th houses

are according to Brihat-jataka.
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Slokas 47-49— (F) Beginning with the house occupied

by Venus in the natal chart
; (1) distraction (anxiety), quar-

rel with women
; (2) loss of ornaments by forceful snatch-

ing
; (3) obtaining cattle and apparels, success

; (4)

gain of money through trade
; (5) acquisition of food,

respect and fame
; (6) disease, opposition

; (7) obtaining

women, apparels and wealth
; (8) disease

; (9) worship,

success
; (10) riches

; (11) obtaining women, apparels and
ornaments

; (12) loss of hilarity.
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Slokas 50-52— (G) Beginning with the house occupied by
Saturn in the natal chart

; (1) great hunger, injury due to

stone
; (2) loss of wealth

; (3) fame through wealth
; (4)

misfortune, rheumatic fever, etc.
; (5) wealth

; (6) wealth,

strength
; (7) loss of progeny

; (8) trouble
; (9) blow or

bruise, fever, indigestion, evil deeds
; (10) exertion

; (11)
gain of wealth through cattle and servants

; (12) enmity
of wicked people.
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Slokas 53-56— (H) Beginning with the Lagna in the natal

chart
; (1) fever, indigestion, vomitting, etc.

; (2) loss of

honour and wealth, diseases
; (3) becomes endowed with

honour, command and riches
; (4) loss of relations

; (5)

trouble to children, loss of wealth
; (6) loss of enemies,

good health
; (7) worry over money in travel

; (8) dis-

tress in journey, sorrow due to friends, hunger, wounds
from weapons, fever

; (9) humiliation, trouble in journey,

greed, delusion
; (10) achievement of the ends, happiness ;

(11) happiness from female friends, good food ; (12) suf-

fering due to labour, futility of results.
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Slokas 57-59— The effects produced by the transit of

Mars through the various bhavas are as follows :

—

(A) Beginning with the house occupied by the Sun
in the natal chart

; (1) danger from fire
; (2) bilious

troubles
; (3) gain of gold and copper, loss of enemies ;

(4) ailments of body
; (5) acquisition of honour

and progeny
; (6) success, good health

; (7) prolonged
sickness after journey

; (8) pain due to poison
; (9) loss

of command, fear from enemies
; (10) relief from enemy

persecution
; (11) gain in position and honour

; (12) loss

of intellectual power, worry.
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Slokas 60-65— (B) Beginning with the house occupied

by the Moon in the natal chart. (1) Rheumatic fever, fire

burn, snake bite, wounds
; (2) reverses, jealousy, sickness,

howling in distress, confinement
; (3) plenty of food,

contentment, brightness, honour
; (4) fever, sickness, dis-

gust, aimless actions
; (5) anxiety due to enmity and child-

ren, loss of wealth, fear of theft, wounds
; (6) loss of

enemies, gain of honour, mental happiness
; (7) loss of

wealth, troubles to women folk, afflictions to sense organs,
Diarrhoea

; (8) fear from poison, enemy or disease

;

wounds from weapons
; (9) censure (abuse), wounds from

weapons, loss
; (10) fear of disease and theft, anguish,

little happiness, wounds from weapons
; (11) gain of land,

copper, honour, attainment of command ; rejoicings in the

family
; (12) dissention caused by women, anxiety, diseases

of the feet.

seN;

*pmfq fan ^ |

ll
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Slokas 66-68— (C) Beginning with the house occupied

by Mars in the natal chart
;
(I) acquisition of wealth, suc-

cess
; (2) obtaining gold and honour

; (3) calumny
; (4)

acquisition of friends and wealth
; (5) dissatisfaction, loss,

of money
; (6) cheating by enemies, sickness

; (7) abate-

ment of grief and sickness
; (8) wealth, honour

; (9) sinful

thoughts
; (10) devoted to social work

; (11) obtaining

gold and progeny
; (12) loss of women, falsehood.

fra*TFJi«& l

3rf5$ O] ll ll
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Slokas 69-71— (D) Beginning with the house occupied by
Mercury in the natal chart

; (1) increase of vice and
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enemies
; (2) indifferent to the family affairs

; (3) lord of

wealth, enjoyments
; (4) fear from one’s enemies

; (5)
getting progeny and wealth

; (6) fame, respect, money ;

(7) deluded while in travel, sickness to women
; (8) con-

finement
; (9) disregard in the end caused by wicked

people; (10) jealousy, apathy; (11) gain through land;

(12) fear of theft during journey.

tosjflTtfasrffa fa: |^ fasfa II vsr ||

fa N] ffafateffafe fa I

#fa«TRI ftfa fa n ^ it

fatefa fa % i

STORpifafffa ll vstt II

Slokas 72-74— (E) Beginning with the house occupied by

Jupiter in the natal chart
; (1) internal disease, wound

from weapons caused by enemies
; (2) mental worry, loss

of money
; (3) fresh dissentions amongst relations

; (4)
fever, affliction to private parts

; (5) sickness due to bilious

disorders, fear from enemies
; (6) fame, wealth, honour ;

(7) insult to wife, sickness
; (8) disease

; (9) loss
; (10)

favour of honour and wealth
; (11) gain of progeny and

wealth
; (12) honour, wealth, fame.

Sffa I

II vsik II

qfa I

tfe % fa sfafe fa fa II ^ II

fa w*mrfar 3 $fa l

sfa 11 ^ 11

Slokas 75-77— (F) Beginning with the house occupied by

Venus in the natal chart
; (1) sickness due to phlegm or

blood impurity
; (2) danger from fire

; (3) dissention from
female friend, quarrel

; (4) wound
; (5) danger from fire,

confinement, dispute with relatives
; (6) prosperity

; (7)
loss of women

; (8) wealth, happiness
; (9) disorders of
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blood
; (10) agony, misfortune

; (11) obtaining gold and

progeny
; (12) getting apparels.

liOTRrsrwt srafofe ^ |

frft: *sptsgir II vsk II

suftRit 5% $ srsrrs^wH^: i

m*k ( ? ) ii v9^ II
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Slokas 78-80— (G) Beginning with the house occupied

by Saturn in the natal chart
; (1) acquisition of wealth

; (2)

loss
; (3) enmity, beating, general weakness

; (4) gain,

activity (enthusiasm); (5) loss of health of progeny, loss

of wealth
; (6) fear of enemies, sickness

; (7) and (8) abate-

ment of threat from enemies and exertion
; (9) gain of

wealth and respectability
; (10) favour of honour and

wealth
; (11) fame, wealth, achievement of ends

; (12)
fatigue in travel, eye disease.

il t\ ii

qgsqM# pt ii cr ii

w\ il c\ n

qr^frr: tv ll

Slokas 81-84— (H) Beginning with the house occupied

by the Lagna in the natal chart
; (1) brightness, com-

mand, loss of enemies, rejoicings
; (2) loss of position,

wealth and reputation
; (3) cessation of enemy persecu-

tion
; (4) fall in position (status), loss of strength

; (5)
affliction to wife and progeny, dread

; (6) wealth, loss

of enemies, merriment
; (7) ailments in private parts, eye

disease, bilious troubles
; (8) bilious fever, enmity, danger
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from weapons, blood disorders
; (9) misfortunes caused

by enemies
; (10) relief from enemy persecution; (11)

gain of gold, copper vessels, etc
; (12) diseases of foot

and eye, fear from thieves.

fTiswt:

jrJWt: & II ^ II

ftwr: to:

srcmH* 535 II li

II cv 11

Slokas 85-87— The effects produced by the transit of Mer-

cury through the various bhavas are as follows :

—

(A) Beginning with the house occupied by the Sun
in the natal chart

; (1) decline of manly appearance ; (2)

loss of progeny
; (3) loss of friends, increase of enemies ;

(4) family dissention
; (5) fame, happiness

; (6) obtaining

progeny and wealth
; (7) abuse from enemies, loss during

travel
; (8) sickness, quarrel

; (9) acquisition of learning,

courage, wealth
; (10) inauspicious

; (11) obtaining cattle

and land
; (12) happiness born of knowledge.

II

II

I

° II

t&jrcn^ 1

*8 % 11 ^ 11
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Slokas 88-92 — (B) Beginning with the house occupied

by tjie Moon in the natal chart
; (1) loss of honour, learn-

ing and friends
; (2) relief from enemy troubles, sorrow

and scandal
; (3) sickness, enmity with relations

; (4)
honour, appreciation of character, joy

; (5) loss due to in-

difference and anxiety
; (6) thoughts about prosperity,

happiness, activity, destruction of enemies
; (7) disappoint-

ment in ambition, pitiable condition
; (8) increase of favour,

help in various ways
; (9) obstacles and censure in travel ;

(10) achievement of ends and wealth
; (11) obtaining

women, quadrupeds, friends
; acquisition of honour

; (12)
anxiety, futile labour.

farm fsrwiftvpi vRTift Hrcfajjsrasi I

ippfeww frqH&wM towr iradfcr ll

II ^ II

H ii

% ^S'k qrofaw II ^ II

Slokas 93-95— (C) Beginning with the house occu-

pied by Mars in the natal chart
; (1) attainment of desired

ends
; (2) getting good results

; (3) fear of impeachment
from others

; (4) gain of honour, fame and friends
; (5)

heavy expenditure
; (6) pitiable condition in travel

; (7)
getting women and apparels

; (8) respect from the public ;

(9) increase of honour and wealth
; (10) fame, command,

contentment, happiness
; (11) wealth

; (12) sin.

qg tfauf to ii h
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Slokas 96-98— (D) Beginning with the house occupied

by him in the natal chart
; (1) gain in knowledge, rejoicings

in the family
; (2) transgressing the moral codes (of Smri-

tis)
; (3) decrease of enemies and sickness

; (4) sickness

due to indifference, exertion, contempt
; (5) fame, wealth ;

(6) destruction of enemies and sickness
; (7) exertion, con-

tempt,; sickness
; (8) threat from enemies

; (9) good
behaviour, wealth

; (10) respect on account of wealth
; (11)

obtaining land, gold and apparels
; (12) respect from

friends, good food.

^ismTcJiwT pr I

^ II II

1% %: ffRNTO: I

wk srajfcriM qte*m n n

mn fm n M ll

Slokas 99-101 —
-
(E) Beginning with the house occupied

by Jupiter in the natal chart
; (1) loss of learning and

wealth
; (2) disappointment in getting good friends

; (3)

loss of happiness and vigour
; (4) quarrel, temptation

; (5)

loss of respect and wealth
; (6) success, good health of

progeny
; (7) oppression, loss

; (8) getting wealth
; (9)

temptation on the way, physical pain
; (10) loss of wealth

and fame
; (11) gain of desired objects

; (12) wealth.

ustf: ^ a foratssi 3% ii

^ qg I

iptefefa: *TRip3^ll II
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Slokas 102-104— (F) Beginning with the house occupied

by Venus in the natal chart. (1) getting wealth through

women ; eagqr for progeny
; (2) immense wealth

;

(3) victory
; (4) wealth

; (5) getting cattle, land and

progeny
; (6) sickness, loss of wealth

; (7) loss of

wealth, sorrow through women
; (8) honour, happiness

through friends
; (9) obtaining wealth, honour and

friends
; (10) loss of money, exertion (fatigue); (11)

mental happiness through wife, wealth and apparels

;

(12) loss of achievement.

^ II ^ ii

I 35TT#p: i

sTtatrsqr n^ft mi ws-rarcqt: i

rni II ^ovs II

Slokas 105-107— (G) Beginning with the house occupied
by Saturn in the natal chart

; (1) brightness, gaiety, oblig-

ing nature
; (2) acquisition of wealth through land

; (3)
anger due to disappointment and exertion in travel

; (4)
joy and success

; (5) loss of wealth for progeny
; (6) fever,

bruise from stone, gout
; (7) good fortune

; (8) gain ;

(9) gain of wealth and honour
; (10) attainment of posi-

tion
; (11) acquisition of land and gold

; (12) sickness.

3srait5Pft M: ( l

)
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3F&M: *TOTR*I^^ II W II

Slokas 108-112— (H) Beginning with the Lagna in the

natal chart
; (1) wealth, conjugal happiness, rejoicings in

the family
; (2) expansion of intelligence, obtaining

wealth, proficiency in speech
; (3) discord with wife,

enmity with relations, loss of brightness
; (4) gain

of friends, respect, learning and fame
; (5) loss of health

and wealth
; (6) brightness, wealth, intellect, progeny ;

(7) inauspicious
; (8) satisfaction, pleasing, good health ;

(9) fatigue in travel, dispute, sickness, enmity
; (10) marital

happiness, good health, proficiency in Arts and elocution,

strength
; (11) welfare of female friends and servants,

acquisition of apparels and progeny
; (12) ill-reputation,

quarrel.

^ g ii VA II

* i I

II
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Slokas 113, 114— The effects produced by the transit of

Jupiter through the various bhavas are as follows :

—

(A) Beginning with the house occupied by the Sun in

the natal chart
; (1) acquisition of friends and wealth,

cleverness
; (2) wealth

; (3) destruction of disease, poverty

and enemies
; £ (4) auspicious

; (5) inauspicious
; (6) in-

auspicious
; (7) auspicious

; (8) auspicious
; } (9) piety,

happiness ;
wealth

; (10) attainment of ends, command,
happiness

; (11) obtaining apparels and gold
; (12) in-

crease of enemies.

Notes : One verse relating to results from the 4th to the 8th house,

missing in the manuscripts.
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Slokas 115-120— (B) Beginning with the house occupied

by the Moon in the natal chart
; (1) temptation, loss of

honour, position and wealth
; (2) acquisition of command,

position, wealth, rejoicings in the family
; (3) loss of

wealth on account of relations, failure of efforts, distress

in travel
; (4) loss of desired objects, censure, dishonour ;

(5) gain of position, apparels and wealth, fulfilment of
command

; (6) dispute with relations, loss of action,

threat from opponents
; (7) acquisition of happiness, appa-

rels, good food and women, honour from Kings
; (8)

confinement, sickness, dissention with relations, capital

punishment
; (9) happiness through position, wealth,

children, women, obtaining respect and land
; (10) over-

come by phlegm and ophthalmia, loss of desired objects ;

(11) gain of land, family rejoicings, domestic happiness ;

(12) pitiable condition in foreign place, exertion.

ff«n& ^p^crcrc ^
fig* fa ‘wrawn II

to sM sqimto
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Slokas 121-123— (C) Beginning with the house occupied
by Mars in the natal chart

; (1) getting vehicles, happiness;

(2) happiness, wealth
; (3) agitation from enemies, quar-

rels
; (4) acquisition of honour and friends

; (5) uncon-

trollable anger
; (6) cheating, troubles

; (7) no disregard

or censure
; (8) success, joy, help

; (9) loss of good luck ;

(10) attainment of position, good behaviour
; (11) acquisi-

tion of land and gold
; (12) expenses.
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Slokas 124-126— (D) Beginning with the house occupied

by Mercury in the natal chart
; (1) joy, prosperity, increase

of progeny
; (2) rise in position

; (3) loss of position and

honour
; (4) acquisition of honour and Arts

; (5) acquisi-

tion of fame and wealth
; (6) prosperity, fame, wealth ;

(7) loss of virtue and favour
; (8) waste of good speech ;
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(9) excellence of speech and intelligence
; (10) wealth,

(Dharma) duty; (11) happiness due to position and wealth;

(12) stupidity.

^ 3 ftfe: ppfi 3*^11W II

l
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^ ^[sn]$Rra % l

wmi 11 wn
Slokas 127-129— (E) Beginning with the house occupied

by himself in the natal chart ; l (1) auspicious ; ] (2) suc-

cess and wealth
; (3) achievement

; (4) auspicious
; (5)

dispute, fatigue in travel
; (6) agitation by enemies

; (7)

and (8) good food, affection for women, free from sick-

ness
; (9) loss of position and intellect

; (10) attainment

of position and fame ; (11) inflow of wealth, prosperity ;

(12) exertion.

Notes : One line missing in the manuscripts.
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Slokas 130-132 — (F) Beginning with the house occupied

by Venus in the natal chart
; (1) sorrow, misfortune

; (2)
wealth, marital happiness

; (3) anger, quarrel through
women

; (4) indifference from preceptor
; (5) obtaining

wealth, family rejoicings
; (6) wealth, success over

enemies
; (7) temptation during travel, quarrel with

women
; (8) loss of happiness and wealth

; (9) honour,
wealth and fame

; (10) happiness and wealth
; (11) acquisi-

tion of wealth, women, and progeny
; (12) pitiable con-

dition.
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Slokas 133-135— (G) Beginning with the house occupied

by Saturn in the natal chart
; (1) dirty, bewilderment

;

(2) loss of money
; (3) gain of wealth through land ;

(4) loss
; (5) efforts of the son, rejoicing

; (6) good dis-

position, acquisition of wealth
; (7) distress, fatigue in

travel, sickness
; (8) loss of wealth, sickness

; (9) danger,

worm troubles
; (10) dispute with enemies

; (11) inau-

spicious
; (12) wealth.
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Slokas 136-140— (H) Beginning with the Lagna in the

natal chart
; (1) gain in land, wealth and horses, rejoicings

due to birth of a child in the family
; (2) happiness in posi-

tion, gain of riches and respect
; (3) anger, slander caused

due to discord with relations
; (4) happiness from relations,

acquiring friends, good disposition, wealth
; (5) dignity,

honour
; (6) acquisition of wealth leading to fame

; (7)
gain of women, happiness from apparels, perfumes, good
food and other things

; (8) phlegmatic complaints, indiges-
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tion, fatigue due to travel
; (9) acquisition of position,

learning, wealth, progeny, virtue
; (10) esteem from King,

attainment of command, inflow of wealth
; (11) obtaining

good harvest, cattle and land
; (12) loss of earned wealth.
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Slokas 141-143— The effects produced by the transit of

Venus through the various bhavas are as follows :

—

(A) Beginning with the house occupied by the Sun in

the natal chart
; (1) repentance and little happiness

; (2)

heavy expenditure
; (3) fear caused by discord with wife

and children
; (4) increase of enemies and sorrows

; (5)
exertion, break in travel, sickness

; (6) loss of affection,

wealth and happiness
; (7) disappointments, quarrel with

women
; (8) contentment, good health

; (9) anxiety caused

by enemies and travel
; (10) misfortune

; (11) gain

;

(12) sweetmeats, gain.

farcwri^r

#4 3(g) llW li
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Slokas 144-148— (B) Beginning with the house occupied

by the Moon in the natal chart
; (1) obtains marital hap-

piness and wealth
; (2) acquisition of wealth, women

; (3)
joy, respect from women, land, garments

; (4) happiness

from wife, children, wealth, friends and good food
; (5)

great activity in the family, fame of the family, happiness

from friendship
; (6) pitiable condition, dispute, disease,

rancour
; (7) anxiety caused by debts, travel and women ;

contact with bad friends
; (8) marital happiness, fame,

mental joy
; (9) happiness of female friends, Dharma,

acquisition of wealth, preceptor’s grace
; (10) enmity from

own relations, obstacle, disrespect
; (11) respect from

women, bed-requisites
; (12) apparels, obtaining land and

good food.

fltsifct gifcuftei sn
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Slokas 149-151 — (C) Beginning with the house occupied

by Mars in the natal chart
; (1) loss of women

; (2) con-

finement ; (3) joy, honour, wealth
; (4) bewilderment

;

(5) courage, firm resolve
; (6) withdrawal of enemy due

to great respectability
; (7) unhappiness, sorrow through

women and children
; (8) misfortune, weakness

; (9) joy,

success in debates
; (10) loss of hoarded wealth ; (11)

acquisition of land and gold ; rejoicings on account of

children
; (12) accumulation of wealth,

ar. w. I'*
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Notes : The results mentioned for the 4th and 5th houses are

are according to Brihat-jataka.

3 ^3^1^ IIW II
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Slokas 152-154— (D) Beginning with the house occupied

by Mercury in the natal chart
; (1) bodily ailments ; (2)

loss of wealth
; (3) annihilation of enemies and sickness ;

(4) loss of honour and w’ealth
; (5) position, apparels,

progeny
; (6) maritime profits

; (7) loss of prospective

work
; (8) loss of memory and strength

; (9) obtaining

honour and wealth
; (10) break in religious vow

; (11)
wealth

; (12) reverses.
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Slokas 155-157— (E) Beginning with the house occupied

by Jupiter in the natal chart
; (1) loss of mental power

and profits
; (2) fear of enemies

; (3) loss of Dharma ;

(4) indigestion and accumulation of phlegm
; (5) posi-

tion, land and progeny
; (6) sickness

; (7) increase of
enemies; (8) attainment of position, good health, food; (9)
cleverness of speech, wealth

; (10) gain of wealth, appre-
ciation from master

; (11) accumulation of much wealth ;

(12) loss of effort, ill health.
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Slokas 158-160— (F) Beginning with the house occupied

by herself in the natal chart
; (1) acquisition of Learning

and wealth
; (2) marital happiness

; (3) attainment of

position, gain by gambling
; (4) respect from relations ;

(5) gain of intelligence, honour and nourishment
; (6)

loss of wealth, distress in journey
; (7) loss of efforts and

wealth
; (8) affection

; (9) auspicious
; (10) affection,

physical comforts
; (11) prosperity

; (12) insult from low
t aste people.
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Slokas 161-163— (G) Beginning with the house occupied

by Saturn in the natal chart
; (1) quarrel and enmity with

low caste people
; (2) sickness

; (3) accumulation of

cattle and wealth
; (4) getting friends and wealth

; (5)
attaining position ; happiness, wealth

; (6) distress, neglect,

disease
; (7) ailment in private parts

; (8) position, fame,

happiness
; (9) achievement of ends

; (10) happiness

;

(11) marital happiness, wealth
; (12) want of money.

SiTOTtWr WF> I
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Slokas 164-167— (H) Beginning with the Lagna in the

natal chart
; (1) acquiring cattle, wealth and apparels ;

(2) happiness due to affection
; (3) acquiring gold, pearls

etc.
; (4) getting women, house, cows, ornaments

; (5)

yearning for the wife
; (6) fatigue in travel, enmity

; (7)

opposition from wife
; (8) getting variety of food and

drinks
; (9) esteem

; (10) inferiority, aversion, inclined to

evil ways
; (11) attainment of precious stones such as

jewels, pearls, etc.
; (12) loss of money, fatigue in journey,

loss of memory.

tpM pun §1 i
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Slokas 168-170— The effects produced by the transit of
Saturn through the various bhavas are as follows :

—

(A) Beginning with the house occupied by the Sun in

the natal chart
; (1) affection, joy, wealth, progeny

; (2)
loss of enemies

; (3) decline in honour, brightness and
strength

; (4) happiness of relations
; (5) agitation in

family, sickness
; (6) quarrel

; (7) happiness through wo-
men and children

; (8) relief from sickness, loss of
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enemies
; (9) inclined to sinful ways

; (10) progress in

duty
; (11) happiness of wealth

; (12) waste of efforts.

II W II
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Slokas 171-176— (B) Beginning with the house occupied

by the Moon in the natal chart
; (1) confinement, fatigue in

travel, rheumatism
; (2) wound by weapons, distress by

poison, expense, exertion
; (3) loss of enemies ; happiness,

honour and gain
; (4) disregard from relations

; (5) loss

of progeny ; fall in position and duty
; (6) loss of enemies ;

happiness, wealth, gain
; (7) loss of brightness, rheuma-

tism, exertion
; (8) dejected due to many responsibilities,

fear from enemies
; (9) sickness, exertion, enmity, loss of

money
; (10) loss of money, duty and fruits of labour ;

(11) acquisition of wealth through dairy products, servants

and beautiful women
; (12) loss of action, proficiency,

fame and position.

stjjrai
|
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Slokas 177-179— (C) Beginning with the house occupied

by Mars in the natal chart
; (1) misery, weakness, sickness ;

(2) loss of wealth
; (3) activity, freedom from enmity ;

(4) increase of various difficulties (obstacles); (5) obtain-

ing progeny, command and wealth
; (6) thoughts of virtue

at the time of prosperity
; (7) enmity, exertion, sickness ;

(8) wounds, danger from fire
; (9) extreme jealousy

; (10)

getting happiness, wealth and honour
; (11) gains

;

(12) happiness.

^ssjfqrfeT IrTTW I
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Slokas 180*182— (D) Beginning with the house occupied
by Mercury in the natal chart

; (1) pecuniary and bodily
troubles, disobedience of command

; (2) distraction
; (3)

agitation due to lack of support from own party
; (4)

breach of trust of friends
; (5) cognisance of misdeeds
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(offences) of progeny
; (6) good virtues, wealth, fame ;

(7) adopting to bad terms
; (8) happiness

; (9) auspicious ;

(10) actions arising after mature thoughts and words ;

(11) obtaining servants and cattle
; (12) honour.
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Slokas 183-185— (E) Beginning with the house occupied

by Jupiter in the natal chart
; (1) weakening of intelli-

gence
; (2) loss of things which are auspicious

; (3) bodily

weakness
; (4) troubles from relations ;

anxiety
; (5) acqui-

sition of progeny and wealth
; (6) fame

; (7) sickness to

wife
; (8) bodily troubles

; (9) reproach (insult) from
servants and low caste people

; (10) bodily ailments

;

(11) gain with little efforts
; (12) esteem from good

people.

TOwTO 5RT I
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Slokas 186-188— (F) Beginning with the house occupied

by Venus in the natal chart
; (1) trouble to self and to

women
; (2) loss of wealth

; (3) sorrow and anxiety in

confinement
; (4) quarrel with wife

; (5) troubles in

journey, exertion
; (6) gain of wealth, state of being

beyond avarice
; (7) and (8) sickness

; (9) pitiable condi-

tion ; fatigue in journey
; (10) want of everything
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(poverty); (11) gain of position, wealth, affection and
brightness

; (12) auspicious.

wsrtw: I
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Slokas 189-191— (G) Beginning with the house occupied

by him in the natal chart
; (1) wound from weapons, sick-

ness
; (2) sorrow

; (3) attainment of virtue
; (4) loss

(wastage); (5) happiness due to progeny
; (6) rise in

position and wealth
; (

7) sickness to wife, fatigue in

travel
; (8) disease, loss of wealth

; (9) loss (of gain);

(10) loss of fruits of labour
; (11) gain of progeny and

wealth in many ways
; (12) fear during journey.
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Slokas 192-195— (H) Beginning with the Lagna in the

natal chart
; (1) honour, leadership in village

; (2) loss of

wealth and ill fame
; (3) attainment of desired ends

; (4)
happiness of family and wealth ; friendliness

; (5)
activity (to increase) one’s pride

; (6) good health, loss

of enemies
; (7) afterbirth sickness of the wife, exertion ;
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(8) loss of women, progeny and wealth
; (9) long sickness;

(10) prosperity
; (11) acquisition of women, cattle and

iron
; (12) birth of dispute leading to misfortune.

p: n ii

Sloka 196— The Sun and Mars give results (good or bad)

in the first portion of a bhava ; Venus and Jupiter in the

middle portion of a bhava ; Saturn and the Moon in the

last portion of a bhava and Mercury throughout the

bhava.

arcisreffc—
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amga: ^ II
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Notes : Kalapmkasika says that Saturn and Rahu give good or

bad results in the last part of the bhava while Mercury and the

Moon give throughout the bhava.
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Sloka 197— When the Dasa is good, the good effects will

be on a larger scale, and bad effects will be on a smaller

scale. Conversely, when the Dasa is bad the good effects

will be reduced while bad effects will be increased accord-

ing to the strength of the planet.

Notes : If a planet is associated with more than 4 bitidus in his

Ashtakavarga or more than 28 bitidus in the Samudayashtakavarga

and is powerful according to the Shadvargabala or bbava posi-

tion, he gi\cs good effects on a larger scale. The bad effects are

on a larger scale if the planer is associated with less bitidus and

is not powerful as above.



CHAPTER XVII

EFFECTS ARISING FROM PLANETARY POSITIONS

AT BIRTH

As the verses explaining the method of application of the

effects were found to be corrupt and difficult to interpret correctly,

their inclusion here has been deferred.

The following is an attempt to give the gist of the meaning

implied by the verses :

—

1. Observe the number of btndus and rekhas in the house

occupied at birth by a planet (in his Bhinnashtakavarga).

2. From the planet's longitude find out which octave (i.e.,

Kakshya) of that bbava is occupied by him. Note whether the

lord of that Kakshya has donated a bindu or rekha . If there is

a bindu the good effects enumerated under that Kakshya for that

planet will take place ; when there is a rekha the bad effects

mentioned under that Kakshya will take place.

3. (a) When the planet is associated with 8 btndus (in that

bbava) the effects mentioned will take place to the fullest extent ;

with 7 bindus, to the extent of 7/8 ; with 6 btndus

,

3/4 etc., etc.

Even with one bindu only, in that bbava

,

the native will experience

1/8 of the benefic results, if this bindu happens to be in the

Kakshya occupied by the planet.

(b) Conversely, if a planet is associated with a rekha in the

Kakshya occupied by him, the native will experience the bad

results mentioned under that Kakshya for the planet (considered)

to the extent of 1/8, 1/4, etc., etc., according to the number of

rekhas in that bbava, i.e., 1, 2, etc., etc.

i

^ || i II

filter: i
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Slokas 1-8— The general effects arising from the Sun’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhava)

when associated with a benefic point (bindu) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Courage ; ownership of elephants and
horses ; association with friends and religious people and
freedom from diseases.

2nd Kakshya : Great valour
; abundance of wealth ;

victory over enemies ; avidity for learning
; royal favours

and a tranquil mind.

3rd Kakshya : Truthfulness
; serenity ; no worry over

expenditure
; respect from virtuous people

; endowment
of gold, progeny and riches ; discrimination and good
character.

4th Kakshya : Honour from all people ; robust
health

;
good character

; honour from ruler
;
good luck ;

fame ; a pious and philanthropic nature.

5th Kakshya : Ownership of cows, buffaloes and
camels ; chief person in the family

; favours from rulers
;

self-control and devotion to Brahmins and God.
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6th Kakshya : Destruction of enemies ; a desirable

person to women
;

devotion to preceptors and God

;

abundance of wealth and plenty of food and beverages.

7th Kakshya : Acquisition of women ; noble-minded-

ness ; endowment with authority ; interest in sciences and
a great warrior.

8th Kakshya : Acquisition of progeny and wealth ;

excess of good blood and biliousness
; undying fame ;

self-control and destruction of enemies.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the Sun (4 -29°-40') occupies

the 5th Kakshya in the 4th bhava, and is associated with a bindu.

i.e., Venus the lord of that Kakshya has donated a bindu to the

Sun (Ref. Sarvachanchachakra chart, page 64). The native will

experience the good results mentioned in verse No. 5. As the Sun

is associated with 5 bindus in that bbava, the proportion of the

results will be 5/8 of the whole possible.
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Slokas 9-16— The general effects arising from the Sun’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhava)

when associated with a malefic point (rekha) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Sinful nature ; wickedness ; acute ill-

ness ;
emaciation ;

ingratitude ; desire for another’s wife ;

indiscretion and rashness.

2nd Kakshya : Stupidity ;
vulgarity ; bad associates ;

sickness ; lack of wealth and food ; headache and fever

due to sunstroke, biliousness, etc., and illness due to

diseases of the mouth (e.g., Pyorrhea).

3rd Kakshya : Imprudence
;
lack of progeny, wealth

and grains
;
domination by many enemies and slothfulness.

4th Kakshya : Censure ; ungratefulness ; coveteous-

ness for other’s wealth
;
desertion by friends ; desire for

another’s wife and defeat from all people.

5th Kakshya : Afflictions through sickness ; rancour ;

poverty and fear ; misfortune ; tete-a-tete with others’

wives ; cowardice due to fear and hard-heartedness.

6th Kakshya : Defeat from enemies
; inclination to

do base acts ; deceitfulness ; uncleanness ; robbery ;
trans-

gression from one’s religion (moral code); lack of charac-

ter and feebleness (over-anxiety).

7th Kakshya : Poverty ; deformity ; shamelessness ;

desire for other people’s food, apparels and wealth

;

materialism
; mockery and hard-heartedness.

8th Kakshya : Inclination to commit many evil deeds;
desertion by friends ; desire for another’s wife ; wickedness
and miserable condition.

i
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Slokas 17-24— The general effects arising from the Moon’s
position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bbavd)

when associated with a benefic point (bindu

)

are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Good fortune ; king’s favourite
; devo-

tion to preceptors and God ; visit to sacred places and fit to

be worshipped (served) by all people.

2nd Kakshya : Possession of elephants, horses and
vehicles ; also precious stones such as lapis-lazuli

,

pearls,

etc. ; variety of pleasures ; courage ; serenity and affection.

3rd Kakshya : Has a guardian
; modesty ;

participation

in many religious ceremonies
;

prosperity
;

virtue and

respect from kinsmen.

4th Kakshya : Honour
;
great renown

;
possession of

various kinds of wealth ; desire to construct tanks, wells

and resting places
;

great man and happiness through

children.
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5th Kakshya : Learning ;
modesty ; discriminative

sense
;
enjoyment of variety of pleasures ; favourite of

guests
;
patience in bearing everything and wisdom.

6th Kakshya : Pleasing appearance
; good fortune ;

agreeability ;
having wife, children and wealth ; delight

in study of Shastras ; modesty ; honour from King and
worthiness of respect.

7th Kakshya : Lustre
;
ministership

;
good character ;

observance of vows and fasts ; ritualism
; has a wife who

is always agreeable and charming.

8th Kakshya : Happiness and wealth ; Learning

;

truthfulness ; courage ; an ascetic temperament and a

favourite of guests and Brahmins.
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Slokas 25-32— The general effects arising from the Moon’s
position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhava)
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when associated with a malefic point (rekha) ate as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Sickly constitution
; inclination to com-

mit sins ; separation from one’s own people ; misery ;

leanness and untruthfulness.

2nd Kakshya : Ungratefulness ; acute emaciation and
great misery ; creation of numerous enemies ; lustreless

and abandonment by kinsmen.

3rd Kakshya : Disfavours from the ruling power ;

heavy expenditure ; serious illness
; afflictions through

phlegmatic and wind troubles (gout).

4th Kakshya : Bad company ; untruthfulness ; un-

happiness ;
affliction from many ailments

;
great ill-luck

and indulgence in drinks.

5th Kakshya : Loose character
;
many enemies ; addic-

tion to vices ; lack of honour and presents from ruling

power.

6th Kakshya : Service in foreign places ; ungrateful-

ness ; subdual by enemies ; without honour
;
trouble from

ruling power and lack of wife, vehicles, etc.

7th Kakshya : Much enmity ; severe sickness ; tor-

ment from ruling power or a robber ; diseases in the

stomach on a large scale ; loss of wealth and separation

from the loved ones.

8th Kakshya : Unfavourable results, such as sorrow,

loss of money, etc., and various afflictions ; deviation from
virtuous habits ; loss of property and wealth

;
great fear,

misery and grave misfortune.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope the Moon (6“- 13 -34')

occupies the 8th Kakshya in the 5th bhava and is associated with

a rekha, i.e., the lord of that Kakshya, the Lagna, has donated

a rekha to the Moon. (Ref. chart on page 64). The native will

experience the bad results mentioned in verse No. 32. As the

Moon is associated with 5 rekhas in that bhava the magnitude of

this will be 5/8 of the whole possible.

ST.
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Slokas 33-40— The general effects arising from Mars’

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhava)
when associated with a benefic point (bindu) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Gain of land and wealth, increase of

live-stock ; various kinds of comforts and enjoyments

;

respect from virtuous people and happiness.

2nd Kakshya : Good health, prosperity of friends and
wife ; elevation of mind

;
popularity in public ; eminence

and destruction of enemies.

3rd Kakshya : Possession of asses, camels and various

kinds of vehicles ; fame ; eminence and gain of favours

from the ruling powers.

4th Kakshya : Valour, increase of good luck, happi-

ness and prosperity, pleasure in receiving guests ; devotion

to God and Brahmins ; recipient of honour from king and
various gains.
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5th Kakshya : Visit to holy places
;
gain of gold, com-

fort
;
great respect and happiness ;

cessation of afflictions

and attainment of eminence.

6th Kakshya : Destruction of enemies
; contact with

relations ; apparels, bed-requisites and sumptuous food ;

achievement of piety and wealth.

7th Kakshya : Proficiency in Learning and Shastras,

gains of all sorts ; bed-requisites, apparels and good food ;

sexual happiness and other advantages.

8th Kakshya : Prosperity and eminence
; everlasting

glory
;
gain through merchandise ; success in agriculture ;

attainment of desired objects and great prosperity.
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Slokas 41-48— The general effects arising from Mars’

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bbava)
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when associated with a malefic point
(
rekha) ate as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Financial loss ; diseases in the back ;

loss of intellect and happiness in the company of wicked

people.

2nd Kakshya : Severe headache ;
fever and sunstroke

;

loss of wealth by theft ;
separation from beloved ; loss of

intellect and friends.

3rd Kakshya : Indulgence in sensual enjoyments ;

censure ;
association with wicked people ; bitter enmity

and defeat.

4th Kakshya : Disputes and enmities of various

kinds ; addiction to gambling and prostitutes ; defeat ;

great fear and loss.

5th Kakshya : Unhappiness, loss of friends and

wealth ; loss of children and money ; separation from

family for a long period and loss of valour.

6th Kakshya : Dangers from quadrupeds, wild beasts

and snakes ; obstacles ;
troubles from the ruling powers

and association with wicked persons.

7th Kakshya : Expenditure ; separation ; fear ; enmity

with friends ; distress arising from diseases of tongue and

eyes ; excessive indulgence in sensual enjoyments.

8th Kakshya : Defeat ; diseases akin to death ; loss

of wife ; deception by others ; wounds from weapons or

birth of an illegitimate child.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Mars (43-7°-l') occupies the

6th Kakshya in the 3rd bhava and is associated with a rekha.

i.e., the lord of that Kakshya, Mercury, has donated a rekha to

Mars (Ref. chart on page 64). The native will experience

the bad results mentioned in verse No. 46. As Mars is associated

with 2 rekhas in that bbava the limit of this will be 1/4 of the

whole possible.

^ifr zrj # I
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Slokas 49-56— The general effects arising from Mercury’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhavti)

when associated with a benefic point (bindu) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Good character, Learning, discrimina-

tion, etc. ;
many friends and freedom from enemies.

2nd Kakshya : Steadiness ; devotion to God and pre-

ceptors ; disposition towards Sciences ;
many vehicles and

beverages ; handsome form
;
good luck and lustre.

3rd Kakshya : Pleasant speech ; respect from king

and the enemies ; ritualism
;
good luck, agreeability ; con-

quest over enemies and performance of many religious rites.

4th Kakshya : Graceful appearance ;
favourite of

guests ; respect from one’s relations
;
good intellect

;

delight in the study of Scriptures
;

ritualism ; constant

observance of religious vows and fasts.

5th Kakshya : Favourite! of a king ; interest in the
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construction of rest-houses, ramparts and pleasure gardens;

wealth and great devotion to Brahmins.

6th Kakshya : Destruction of enemies
;
gains through

people of towns and villages
;
great administratorship ;

abundance of food and beverages ;
fame ; valour and

victory.

7th Kakshya : Acquisition of wife ; conjugal hap-

piness ; residence at sacred places ; full of happiness and

prosperity
;

pleasing appearance and a good character

always.

8th Kakshya : Possession of quadrupeds, apparels

and wealth ; happiness through wife and children, honour
everywhere and great dignity.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Mercury (
5'-5°-36/

) occupies

the 6th Kakshya in the 4th bhava and is associated with a b'mdu,

i.e., he, the lord of that Kakshya, has donated a bindu to himself

(Ref. chart on page 64). The native will experience the good

results mentioned in verse No. 54. As Mercury is associated with

5 bindus in that bhava, the good effects will take place to the

extent of 5/8 of the whole possible.
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Slokas 57-64— The general effects arising from Mercury’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any

Bhava) when associated with a malefic point (rekha) are

as follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Inclination to be sinful, wicked and
deceitful ; neglect from relations

;
bad character and want

of modesty.

2nd Kakshya : Great affliction, desertion by virtuous

people, humiliation ; cruelty, ungratefulness and many
sinful deeds.

3rd Kakshya : Loss of children and wife ; slovenli-

ness ; lack of lustre ; dirty body and troubles from the king.

4th Kakshya : Great afflictions ; without character

and modesty, and desertion by men of good character.

5th Kakshya : Loss of progeny and wealth ; slovenli-

ness ; sufferings from diseases ;
interference in other

people’s affairs ; defeat from others ; abandonment by God
(good luck) and preceptors.

6th Kakshya : Lack of wealth
; defeat from enemies,

lade of Learning and want of modesty.

7th Kakshya : Absence of enjoyments
; fondness for

another’s wife ; reproach from people
;
pitiable condition,

perverted intelligence and apprehensiveness.

8th Kakshya : Addiction to gambling and harlots ;

irate temperament ; want of truthfulness and wealth ; fear ;

lack of everything and full of malice.
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Slokas 65-72— The general effects arising from Jupiter’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas
,
(in any Bhava)

when associated with a benefic point
(
bindu) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Culture and Learning ; modesty ;
great

intelligence and wealth
;
a paragon of virtue and a favou-

rite of Brahmins.

2nd Kakshya : Happiness
;

good fortune, agree-

ability
;

possession of elephants, horses, vehicles, etc.,

intelligence ; honour from king and great renown.

3rd Kakshya : Ministership ; many children and
grandchildren

; compassion ; interest in the welfare of all

beings
;
pre-eminence in the family and good character.

4th Kakshya : Endowment of gold, wealth and good
intellect ; cleverness

; discrimination and respect from
kinsmen.

5th Kakshya : King’s favourite ; endowment of
children ; affection towards people

;
good character and

interest in many religious rites.
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6th Kakshya : Victory over enemies ;
merriment

;

well-nourished body ;
full of respect to preceptors ; for-

giving nature
;
great renown and a favourite of all.

7th Kakshya : Delight in conjugal happiness with

loving wife
;
possession of wealth ; devotion to God and

preceptors ; knowledge of good and agreeable talk and
association with virtuous people.

8th Kakshya : Culture and Learning ; favourite of

guests ; competancy in all Arts
;
honour from king

;
great

avidity in learning many Shastras
;
great valour and vigour.
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Slokas 73-80— The general effects arising from Jupiter’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bbava)
when associated with a malefic point (rekha) are as

follows :

—
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1st Kakshya : Wickedness ; affliction by sorrow ;

greediness ; ungratefulness ; baseness ; lack of strength

(beingness) and rashness.

2nd Kakshya : Apprehension from king and robber;

wickedness ;
afflictions from disease ;

ill-favoured posi-

tion ;
full of miseries and cause of the death of wife.

3rd Kakshya : Poverty ; wounds ; a bad friend ;

desire for another’s wife
;

ill-luck ; laziness and ungrate-

fulness.

4th Kakshya : Poverty
;
many enemies ; sufferings

from itches, etc.
;
deceitfulness and crookedness in money

matters.

5th Kakshya : Afflictions of fever and scabies ;
desire

for another’s wife
;

great sorrows ;
sinful disposition ;

thieving habits and afflictions from great calamities.

6th Kakshya : Eye diseases and other afflictions

;

a barbarian in appearance ;
tendency to cheat ; lack of wife

and children ; non-performance of religious rites and end-

less sorrows.

7th Kakshya : Excess of phlegm, etc., hiccough, fever

and other sufferings ;
without honour

;
pitiable condition ;

reproach from people and very little happiness.

8th Kakshya : Extreme arrogance
; crookedness ; dis-

pleasure from kings ; loss of position (dignity) in one’s

family and a disfigured appearance.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Jupiter (5
s-15°-35') occupies

the 1st Kakshya in the 5th bhava and is associated with a rekha,

i.e., Saturn, the lord of that Kakshya, has donated a rekha to

Jupiter. (Ref. chart on page 64). The native will experience

the bad results mentioned in verse No. 73. As Jupiter is asso-

ciated with 4 rekhas in that bhava the proportion of this will be
1/2 of the whole possible.

mb i
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Slokas 81-88— The general effects arising from Venus’

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhava)

when associated with a benefic point (b'tndu ) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Agreeable nature
;
good luck

;
good

character ; self-control ; charitable disposition
;

pleasing

behaviour ; devotion to religion (Dharma) and plenty of
food and beverages.

2nd Kakshya : Great wealth ; virtue ; devotion to

own religion (Dharma) ; modesty ; lustre and a favourite of

people.

3rd Kakshya : Many ornaments
; boldness

;
great in-

tellect ; devotion to religion ; modesty and a favourite of
God and Brahmins.

4th Kakshya : Immense wealth
; endowment of good

food, apparels and beverages
;

possession of gems like

lapis-lazuli, pearls, etc., and contentment.

5th Kakshya : Visits to sacred places
; acquisition

of vehicles and progeny
; ownership of quadrupeds ; king’s

favourite and chief ministership.
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6th Kakshya : Adherence to Learning ; knowledge of

many sacred Mantras
;

gains from or through females ;

good appearance
;
cleverness and proficiency in all Arts.

7th Kakshya : Great skill in enjoying carnal plea-

sures ; enjoyment of saffron and apparels and honour from

king.

8th Kakshya : Expert in diplomacy ; lustre
;

great

renown
;
good acts (deeds) and interest in performing

religious rites.

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Venus (6B-15°-37') occupies

the 8th Kakshya in the 5 th bbava and is associated with a bindu,

i.e., the Lagna, the lord of that Kakshya, has donated a bindu to

Venus (Ref. chart on page 64). The native will experience the

good results mentioned in verse No. 88. As Venus is associated with

5 bindus in that bbava the effects will be realised to the extent

of 5 /8 of the whole possible.
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Slokas 89-96— The general effects arising from Venus’

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhava)

when associated with a malefic point (rekha) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Sinful nature : afflictions from many
diseases ; oppression from the king ; lack of progeny and

wealth ; abandonment by relations and virtuous people.

2nd Kakshya : Wounds ; without lustre
;
inclination

to sinful actions
;
estrangement from members of his own

family ; extreme grief and a voluptuous character.

3rd Kakshya : Wickedness
;
quarrel with own child-

ren ; defeat ; slovenliness ; distress through fever and
want of self-respect.

4th Kakshya : Full of sorrows ; afflictions through

incurable diseases
;

poverty ; lack of quadrupeds and
apparels ; servitude ; wickedness and without honour from
the king.

5th Kakshya : Poverty ;
disfigurement ; lack of pro-

geny and wealth ; indulgence in bad habits and association

with wicked people.

6th Kakshya : Trouble from all people ;
lack of

affection and real happiness ; inclination to live in a

foreign country and interference in other people’s affairs.

7th Kakshya : Afflictions from diseases caused by

wind ( sra ),
etc. ; wickedness ; indulgence in bad habits ;

ungratefulness and lack of determination (sense).

8th Kakshya : Base character ; afflictions from in-

curable diseases ; ingratitude ; always in want ; indulgence

in many sinful deeds ; worry and inimical children.
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Slokas 97-104— The general effects arising from Saturn’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bhava)

when associated with a benefic point
(
bindu) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : A steady disposition, good fortunes ;

association with a good wife
;
prominence among men ;

modesty in dress and ornaments.

2nd Kakshya : Worthiness for great honours ; en-

dowment of valour, enthusiasm and wealth ; interest to

go on pilgrimages and possession of excellent vehicles.

3rd Kakshya : Ministership
;
great avidity (to learn)

for Scriptures and Shastras
;
possession of asses, camels and

iron (articles); many children; serenity and great influence.

4th Kakshya : Many children, vehicles and variety

of beverages ; enjoyment of garlands, perfumes and in-

cense, corn, wealth and excellent horses in plenty.

5th Kakshya : Aristocracy ; happiness
;

prosperity ;

absence of enemies ; service to the king and a favourite of

Goddess of wealth (Lakshmi).

6th Kakshya : Good character ; ritualism ; devotion
to God and. Brahmins

;
fame late in life (or posthumous);

gain of wealth and gold
;
great splendour and honour

from the king.
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7th Kakshya : Great wealth ; alluring to beautiful

women ;
cleverness

;
great renown, agreeability

;
profici-

ency in Arts and fame.

8th Kakshya : Strange type of garlands and orna-

ments
;
possession of gold, corn and wealth

;
prosperity

modesty due to Learning ; devotion to God and Brahmins.
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Slokas 105-112— The general effects arising from Saturn’s

position at birth in the different Kakshyas (in any Bbava

)

when associated with a malefic point
(
rekha) are as

follows :

—

1st Kakshya : Unprofitable labour ; sinful nature ;

abandonment by own relations; misery; pitiable condition;

wickedness and oppression from king.

2nd Kakshya : Evilmindedness ; delight in sinful

deeds ; afflictions all over the body through abdominal

diseases ; fickleness and miserly nature.
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3rd Kakshya : Cruelty ; dishonesty in dealings

;

gluttony ; untruthfulness ; thieving habits
;
wickedness and

oppression from all people.

4th Kakshya : Unhappiness ;
wounds ; defective com-

plexion ; loss of sense and stamina ; servitude ; wicked-

ness
;
poverty and misfortunes.

5th Kakshya : A cause of disgust to citizens ; mean
nature

;
jealousy ; eccentricity ; loss of fruits of labour ;

afflictions from sneezes (cold), wounds and weapons and

cruelty.

6th Kakshya : Sinful habits ; lack of dignity ; fond-

ness for another’s wife ;
afflictions from diseases in the

anus and eyes ; sorrow, calamity and rashness.

7th Kakshya : Inaction ; bitter enmity ; constant

sickness ;
lack of sincere relations

;
loss of children and

want of sense.

8th Kakshya : Poverty ;
sickness, inclination to mean

acts; afflictions as a result of biliousness and serious illness;

residence in foreign countries and interference in other

people’s affairs.*

Notes : In the Standard Horoscope Saturn (9
B-16°-11') occupies

the 8th Kakshya (the Lagna’s) in the 8th bhava and is associated

with a rekha, i.e., the lord of that Kakshya, the Lagna, has donated

a rekba to Saturn (Ref. chart on page 64). The native will

experience bad results mentioned in. verse No. 112. As Saturn is

associated with 7 rekbas in that bhava the magnitude of this

will be 7/8 of the whole possible.

Wrong readings are corrected in round brackets ( ) ; suggested

correct readings are given in square brackets
[ ]

.



APPENDICES

I. The Ashtakavarga Plate.

The preparation of the Bhinnashtakavarga of the

planets by means of the mnemonic verses given in Chap. II

involves a great deal of labour and time especially when
the number of horoscopes to be considered is large. To
minimise this labour and save time, some kind of a simpli-

fied and easy-to-operate device becomes a necessity.

The Ashtakavarga Plate serves this purpose and one can

prepare the Bhinnashtakavargas of all the planets and also

find out the Samudayashtakavarga figures in all the bhavas

by one setting, at a short time.

This handy device is fabricated by preparing nine

circular plates (of copper, brass, card-board, etc.). Tire

smallest one is with a radius of 1 inch and the subsequent

ones with ll in., li in., and so on, so that the largest

plate is of 3 in. radius. An axle with a screw arrangement
is fitted through the centre of the largest plate and the

other plates with perforated centres are passed through
this axle, so that they can be turned about it. When all

the plates are thus placed with the largest at the bottom
and the smallest at the top, a narrow circular strip near

rim of the 8 plates and the entire smallest plate are

exposed. Divide each strip into 12 uniform sectors by
thin lines so that when the plates are adjusted for a horo-

scope, they form a straight line.

Write down the names of the 12 rasis of the Zodiac
in their order, in the 12 sectors of the topmost plate.

Place a dot or other identification mark in one of the
sectors of the remaining plates to denote the position of
the planets related to those plates. In the Lagna plate write
the bhava order in Roman numerals. In the exposed portion
of the next bigger plate put down the figures— 1 for the
Sun, 2 for the Moon, 3 for Mars, etc.,— denoting the
receivers of benefic points counted from the Sun. For
example, the Sun, Jupiter and Saturn, each receives a

3T. ST. n
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benefic point (marked by a bindu in the chart) in the 1st

house from the Sun, which is indicated by the figures 1, 5

and 7 in the plate. The 2nd house from the Sun contains

1, 5 and 7 representing the Sun, Jupiter and Saturn as the

receivers from the Sun, and so on for the 12 houses from

the Sun. In the next circular strip put down the figures

denoting the receivers of benefic points from the Moon ;

in the next from Mars and so on in the order the Sun,

the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn and the

last plate, the Lagna (Ref. Parasarahora Uttarakhanda

Adhyaya I).

To set the plate for any horoscope, keep the bottom

plate, i.e., the Lagna fixed and rotate the next plate

(relating to Saturn), till the dotted sector representing

Saturn is as many houses away from the dotted sector

representing the Lagna as Saturn is away from the Lagna
in the horoscope by bhava position. Keeping these two

plates pressed by the finger, rotate the next plate (relating

to Venus) till the dotted sector comes to the same bhava

position from the dot in Lagna plate as Venus is in the

horoscope. Next rotate the plate of Jupiter, keeping these

three fixed, and so on with the plates relating to Mercury,

Mars, the Moon and the Sun. Finally rotate the topmost
plate till the sector containing the name of the rasi repre-

senting the Lagna comes directly over the sector contain-

ing the Lagna dot. Fix up the plates by tightening the

screw at the top. It will be observed that the Lagna and
the planets come directly under the rasis which they

occupy in the Bhava or Chalita Horoscope. The Ashtaka-
varga figures are then noted down in the following man-
ner. The number of T’s in the sector under Mesha sign

represents the benefic points received by the Sun in his

Ashtakavarga in the bhava indicated by the Lagna plate.

The number of ' 1 ’s in the sectors under Vrishabha sign

represents the Sun’s benefic points in his Ashtakavarga in
that bhava indicated and so on. Similarly, the number of
* 2 ’s in the sectors under each rasi represents the benefic
points received by the Moon in her Ashtakavarga, in the
respective bhavas. The number of * 3 ’s gives the figures
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for Mars ; the ' 4
’s for Mercury ; the * 5 ’s for Jupiter ;

the ' 6 ’s for Venus and the ' 7 ’s for Saturn in their res-

pective Ashtakavargas. The sum of all these figures (not

numerical sum) under the Mesha rasi gives the Samudaya-
shtakavarga figure in the Mesha bhava

; that under

Vrishabha rasi gives the Samudaya figure for that bhava

and so on.

The following chart shows how the different plates

have been adjusted for the Standard Horoscope. All one
has to do now is to collect the similar figures in the several

plates and their sum, in all the bhavas taking them one after

another. For example it is found that in Mithuna (i.e.,

1st bhava) there are 4 of T’s ; 5 of '2’s ; 3 of '3’s ; 4

of
f

4’s ; 7 of '5’s ; 5 of '6’s and 5 of '7’s and 33 bindus in

all when summed up. This means that the Sun has

received 4 bindus, the Moon 5 bindus, Mars 3 bindus,
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Mercury 4 bindus, Jupiter 7 bindus, Venus 5 bindus and

Saturn 5 bindus in their respective Bhinnashtakavargas in

the 1st bbava and their sum 33 bindus is the Samudaya-

shtakavarga figure in the 1st bhava. Similarly, the

collecting of the Bhinnashtakavarga figures of the planets

and the Samudayashtakavarga figures are carried out for

the remaining bhavas.

Parasara and Varahamihira differ at two places (Ref.

notes on pages 18 and 20). The figures in square brackets,

are according to Parasara and the figures in round brackets

are according to Varahamihira. This book follows the

Parasara system. Readers may choose whichever method

they prefer.

This device set for a horoscope can be used with great

facility for plotting the benefic points (by bindus) in their

proper Kakshyas in the Sarvachanchachakra (Ref. page

64). The plate (consisting of 12 sectors) relating to the

Sun represents his Kakshyas (in the 12 bhavas) and the

figures represent the planets (in their numeral order, i.e.,

1 for the Sun, 2 for the Moon, etc.) receiving bindus from
the Sun in their respective Ashtakavargas. For example
the 1st house from the Sun contains the figures 1, 5 and 7.

Plot a bindu in the Kakshya of the Sun in the bhava

occupied by him in the Sarvachanchachakra in the 2nd
strip (just below the strip showing the names of the

Kakshya lords) which represents the Sun’s Ashtakavarga ;

plot the 2nd bindu in his own Kakshya in the 6th strip

from the outermost one, which represents Jupiter’s Ashtaka-
varga in the same bhava occupied by the Sun and lastly

plot the 3rd bindu in his Kakshya in the 8th strip from the

outermost one, which represents Saturn’s Ashtakavarga, in

that bhava. In this manner bindus are plotted in the other
bhavas in the Sun’s Kakshyas. They are all in the Sun’s

Kakshyas in the respective planets’ Ashtakavargas indicated

by the figures in the remaining eleven sectors in the Sun’s
plate. Similarly, bindus are placed in their respective

Kakshyas in the Ashtakavarga of the planets indicated by
the figures in the plates relating to the Moon, Mars, etc.
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IL Precession ( Ayanamsa ) on 1st January of each year
based on Chitra ( & Virginis, Spica 16 ) as 180%

Ayanamsa

Deg. Min. Sec.

Year Ayanamsa

A. D. Vikrama Deg. Min. Sec.

Year

A. D. Vikrama

1874 1930

1875 1931

1876 1932

1877 1933

1878 1934

1879 1935

1880 1936

1881 1937

1882 1938

1883 1939

1884 1940

1885 1941

1886 1942

1887 1943

1888 1944

1889 1945

1890 1946

1891 1947

1892 1948

1893 1949

1894 1950

1895 1951

1896 1952

1897 1953

1898 1954

1899 1955

1900 1956

1901 1957

1902 1958

1903 1959

1904 1960

1905 1961

1906 1962

1907 1963

1908 1964

22 4 56

22 5 46

22 6 37

22 7 27

22 8 17

22 9 7

22 9 58

22 10 48

22 11 38

22 12 28

22 13 19

22 14 9

22 14 59

22 15 50

22 16 40

22 17 30

22 18 20

22 19 11

22 20 1

22 20 51

22 21 41

22 22 32

22 23 22

22 24 12

22 25 2

22 25 53

22 26 43

22 27 33

22 28 23

22 29 14

22 30 4

22 30 54

22 31 44

22 32 35

22 33 25

1909 1965

1910 1966

1911 1967

1912 1968

1913 1969

1914 1970

1915 1971

1916 1972

1917 1973

1918 1974

1919 1975

1920 1976

192 L 1977

1922 1978

1923 1979

1924 1980

1925 1981

1926 1982

1927 1983

1928 1984

1929 1985

1930 1986

1931 1987

1932 1988

1933 1989

1934 1990

1935 1991

1936 1992

1937 1913

1938 1994

1939 1995

1940 1996

1941 1997

1912 1998

1943 1999

22 34 15

22 35 5

22 35 66

22 36 46

22 37 36

22 38 26

22 39 17

22 40 7

22 40 57

22 41 47

22 42 38

22 43 28

22 44 18

22 45 9

22 45 59

22 46 49

22 47 39

22 48 30

22 49 20

22 50 10

22 51 0

22 51 51

22 52 41

22 53 31

22 54 21

22 55 12

22 56 2

22 56 52

22 57 42

22 58 33

22 59 23

23 0 13

23 1 4

23 1 54

23 2 44
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Year Ayanamsa
|

Year
j

Ayanamsa

A. D Vikrama
1

Deg Min. Sec.
|

A. D. Vikrama
j

Deg. Min. Sec.

1944 2000 23 3 34 1956 2012 23 13 38

1945 2001 23 4 25 1957 2013 23 14 28

1946 2002 23 5 15 1958 2014 23 15 18

1947 2003 23 6 5 1959 2015 23 16 8

1948 2004 23 6 55 I960 2016 23 16 59

1949 2005 23 7 46 1961 2017 23 17 49

1950 2006 23 8 36 1962 2018 23 18 39

1951 2007 23 9 26 1963 2019 23 19 30

1952 2008 23 10 16 1964 2020 23 20 20

1953 2009 23 11 7 1965 2021 23 21 10

1954 2010 23 11 57 1966 2022 23 22 0

1955 2011 23 12 47 1967 2023 23 22 51

The average change per year 50". 2622, i.e., about 1" per

week. Subtract the amount of precession for the year in question

from the longitudes of the planets, and the cusps of the Lagna,

10th house, etc., of the Sayana horoscope to convert them to the

Nirayana form. Add this to the Nirayana Horoscope figures to

get the Sayana Horoscope.*

III. Names of the Rasis of the Zodiac and the Planets and
their symbols (Indian and Western).

Rusis

1. Mesha Aries T
2. Vrishabha Taurus »

3. Mithuna Gemini K
4. Kataka Cancer ©
5. Simha Leo Q
6. Kanya Virgo W
7. Tula Libra

8. Viischika Scorpio m
9. Dhanus Sagittarius #

10. Makara Capricorn

11. Kumbha Aquarius m

12. Meena Pisces X

Planets

The Sun O

2. Chandra (3) The Moon 3>

3

'k„T
,

}<‘» «“* *
4. Budha (3) Mercury 8

5. Guru(g) Jupiter %
6. Sukra (g) Venus 9

7. Sani(sT) Saturn b

8. Rahu(^) (Caput Q>

l Dragon’s head

9. Ketu (%) ( Cauda U
C Dragon's tail

Copied from the Janmabhumi Panchang with their kind

permission.
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IV A. About the Rasis and Planets

Rasis
Odd or

even
Male or
female

Nature
ord. house

Swa.
Orig.

Moola
Exalt.

Uccha
Debil.

Neecha

Mesha odd male Chara Mars
12-30

Mars
0-12

Sun 10° Sat.

20°

Vrish. even fern. Stthira Venus Moon
3-30

Moon 3° —

Mithuna odd male Ubhaya Merc. — — —

Kataka even fem. Chara Moon — Jup. 5° Mars.
28°

Simha odd male Stthira Sun.
20-30

Sun.
0-20

— —

Kanya even fem. Ubha>a Merc.
20-30

Merc.
15-20

Merc.
15°

Venus
27°

Tula odd male Chara Venus
15-30

Venus
0-15

Sat. 20° Sun
10°.

Vrisch. even fem. Stthira Mars — — Moon
3°

Dhanus odd male Ubhaya Jup.
10-30

Jup.
0-10

—

Makara even fem. Chara Sat. — Mars. 28° Jup.
5°

Kumbha odd male Stthira Sat.

20-30
Sat.

0-20

— —

Meena even fem. Ubhaya Jup. — Venus 27° Merc.
15°

Chara — moveable, Stthira = fixed. Ubhaya == Common.

Rahu : Vrishabha (Uccha), Vrischika (Neecha), Mithuna and

Kataka (Moolatrikona) and Kanya (Swakshetra).

Ketu : Vrischika (Uccha), Vrishabha (Neecha), Dhanus and

Makara (Moolatrikona) and Meena (Swakshetra).

B. Showing Mitra (Friend), Satru (Enemy), and Sama (Neutral) of

Planets*

Planets Mitra ( Friend

)

Satru ( Enemy

)

Sama ( Neutral

)

Sun Moon, Mars, Jupiter Saturn, Venus Mercury
Moon Sun, Mercury None Mars, Jupiter, Venus

Saturn
Mars Sun, Moon, Jupiter Mercury Saturn, Venus,
Mercury Sun, Venus Moon Mars, Jupiter, Saturn
Jupiter Sun, Moon, Mars Mercury, Venus Saturn
Venus Mercury, Saturn Sun, Moon Mars, Jupiter
Saturn Mercury, Venus Sun, Moon, Mars ! Jupiter
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When the planets occupy the 2nd and the 12th, the 3rd and

the 11th, or the 4th and 10th houses from one another, they are

temporary friends to each other. In other positions, they are

temporary enemies. By combining the natural and the temporary

friendships, etc., they become intimate friends (nat. friend -f temp,

friend), ordinary friends, neutrals, ordinary enemies and bitter

enemies.

V* Saptavarga divisions of the Rasis

A. Lords of Horas B. Lords of Drekanas

Rasis 1st

0°-15°

2nd

15-W
1st

0M0°
2nd
10°-20°

3rd

20°-30°

Mesha Sun Moon 1. Mars 5. Sun 9. Jup.

Vrish. Moon Sun 2. Venus 6. Merc. 10. Sat.

Mithuna Sun Moon 3, Merc. 7. Venus 11. Sat.

Kataka Moon Sun 4. Moon 8. Mars 12. Jup.

Sirnha Sun Moon 5. Sun. 9- Jup. 1. Mars
Kanya Moon Sun 6. Merc. 10. Sat. 2. Venus
Tula Sun Moon 7. Venus 11. Sat. 3. Merc.

Vrisch. Moon Sun 8. Mars 12. Jup. 4. Moon
Dhanus Sun Moon 9. Jup. 1. Mars • 5. Sun

Makara Moon Sun 10. Sat. 2. Venus 6. Merc.

Kumbha Sun Moon 11. Sat. 3. Merc. 7. Venus

Meena Moon Sun 12. Jup. 4. Moon 8. Mars

C. Lords of the Saptamsas ( rasi numbers)

Rasis

1st

4°

17'

9 7

2nd
8°

34'

177

3rd

12°

51'

26"

4th

17°

8'

34"

5th

21°

25'

43"

6th

25°

42'

51"

7th

30°

0'

0"

Mesha 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Vrish. 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Mithuna 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Kataka 10* 11 12 1 2 3 4

Simha 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Kanya 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

Tula 7 8 9 10 11 12 1

Vrisch. 2 3 4 5 G 7 8

Dhanus 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

hjakara 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Kumbha 11 12 1 2 3 4 5

Meena 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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D. Lords of the Navamsas ( rasi numbers )

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

Rasis 3° 6° 10° 13° 16° 20° 23° 26° 30°

20' 40' 0' 20' 40' 0' 20' 40' O'

Mesha 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Vrish. 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

Mithuna 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

Kataka 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Simha 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Kanya 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

Tula 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

Vrisch. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Dhanus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Makara 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

Kumbha 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

Meena 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

E. Lords of the Dwadasamsas ( rasi numbers

)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9tn 10th 11th 12th

Rasis 2° 5° r 10° 12° 15° 17° 20° 22* 25° 27= 30°

30' 0' 30' 0' 30' 0' 30' 0' 30' 0' 30' 0'

Mesha 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Vrish. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1

Mithuna 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

Kataka 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

Simha 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4

Kanya 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5
Tula 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

Vrisch. 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dhanus 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Makara 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Kumbha 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Meena 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

F. Lords of the Trimsamsas
Odd rasis 0°- 5° 5°- 10° 10° -*18° 18° -25* 25° -30°

Lords Mars Saturn Jupiter Mercury Venus
Even rasis 0-5° 5°~ 12° 12° ->20* 20° -25° 25—30°

Lords Venus Mercury Jupiter Saturn Mars
Example . In the Standard Horoscope Mercury 5 s-5°-36',

,
has

completed 5 rasist and is in the 6th, i.e. Kanya. From the tables,

reading against the row of Kanya and under the columns within

the limits of which this position (5°-36') falls, it is seen that

the Hora shows Moon, Drekana Mercury, Saptamsa 1, Navamsa

11, Dwadasamsa 8 and Triinsamsa Mercury i.c., the lords of the

Rasi

,

Hora, Drekana, etc., are Mercury, the Moon, Mercury, Mars,

Saturn, Mars and Mercury.
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VI A. The 27 Nakshatras ( constellation ), the rulers of the

Dasas with their periods in the Vimshottari system.

No. Nak. No. Nak. No. Nak. Dasa Lord. Period.

1 Aswini 10 Magha 19 Moola Ketu 7 yrs

2 Bharani 11 P. Phalguni 20 P. Ashadha Sukra 20

3 Krittika 12 U. Phalguni 21 U. Ashadha Ravi 6 ,,

4 Rohini 13 Hasta 22 Sravana Chandra 10 „

5 Mrigasiras 14 Chitra 23 Dhanishta Mangal 7

6 Ardra 15 Swati 24 Satatara Rahu 18 „
7 Punarvasu 16 Vishakha 25 P.Bhadrapad Guru 16 „

8 Pushya 17 Anuradha 26 U.Bhadrapad Sani 19 „
9 Aslesha 18 Jyeshta 27 Revati Budha 17 „

In the Standard Horoscope the Moon is in the Nakshatra

Swati on that day and the ending period of Swati is at 17 Ghs.

40 pal. on the next day. The time still remaining to elapse at birth

is 32 Ghs. 46 pal. and the duration of the Moon in Swati is 67 Ghs.

54 pal. The ruling Dasa lord is Rahu and his period for the

whole of Ardra, Swati or Satatara is 18 years. Therefore the

balance of Rahu Dasa at the time of birth is

32 Ghs 46 pal
18 _ 8 vrs. 8 mths. 7 dys.

67 Ghs 54 pal
1 1

This can be calculated from the longitudinal position of the

Moon also. The Moon’s position is 6"-13°-34' and Swati extends

from 6 s-6°-40/ to 6s-20°-0'. The distance yet to be covered by the

Moon is 6 K-20
l
-0' minus 6s-13°-34' = 6°-26'.

Balance of Rahu Dasa -6-26 X is years, i.e., 8 yrs. 8 mths.
13-20' 7

7 dys. There may be a slight difference between the two methods.

This happens because the Moon’s movement is not uniform

throughout the entire transit over Swati. The other Dasas follow

in the order given in the tables. The sub-period (Antara) in

Rahu Dasa is that of Mercury. At present these Dasa periods

are reckoned in Solar years.
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The Roman and Arabic numerals against each Sloka refer

respectively to the chapter to which it belongs and its number therein.

Reference Slokas are marked with the letter R.

3TS#r$rat fcfsr VI-

5

3TSfir4^% X-5

atfrassfrppihi WilRircj XVI-148 R
XIV-67 R

III -3 R
arirrsfr'rawsi ir^

arsr

3T«r ra

3T4

sprraig sra#s?-

arfq% sipra frsiirl.

3p?T:

a^pjnr^fTvr

aiftgWPW'lfcHl'

^R2tPj-

BT^te^TRHrigsr??

3tI^4k5[: *«TRT

XIV-ll R
1-14 R

I-14

XIV-36 R
XIV-67 R

II-18

XV-1
XIV-19 R

III—

6

XVI-65 R
XVI-61
VII-19

XV-1

8

X-14
XIU-22 R
XVII-71

XIII-11 R
VI-17

VI-10

3r+,<5*4<=|: sp: V-6

stpnftnr: X-22

ar^^^RRlI: X-16 R
3?5Ji?sn>^?n xil-18 r

xiii-14

Sisit ^0*?: XVI-139

312*1 3f$Trara XVI-95

312*1 ^ISST 31 IX-14

3tgH?n^-+,m rag:

3Wi raira=rarira

3raqT<iii ^

amwrarra *rara wrat
3W[^rflrar^rarafrai5i

an (16)

3H^rlsi5raoit #t-
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anraJwra^iStisf

sirftrafeRRRts*

3tiRo4ii*40 ra
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srigra sira^rara
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*F*pgra ?if?irai

f (6)

ffa ftnfcrfira ^rra-
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% gsrfsrat

Xlll-12

XVI-147

XIII-22 R
II-2R

Xffl-21

XIII-22 R
XV-24

XIV-67 R
IX-11

XVII-45

XVI—64

XVI-59

IV-12
XIII-18

V-2 R
VI-14 R

XIV-67 R
XVI-196 R
XIV-ll R
XVI-10 R

IV-42

VII-13

IV-16

XVII-34

V-l
II—

2

11-16

11-16 R
XIV-7R

XI-6
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VII-1

X-42

3 ( 4)

3WT- v-io

35? ncMts^r XV-10

3cf^n XIV-67 R
III-7

% (2)

XIV -67 R
XIV-67 R

tj (25)

vn% 3?*it J|^I
- XIV-8

XIV- 62

'5$fg^q&3#r- XV- 50

XV-49 R
TT^^ 5^1$ % XV- 39

XIV 58

III 3

XVI-176

XV-2S R
^ Jf: SPT: to: IV- 35 R
i*

p
-hl»iiif?icn ^iih XIV- 67 R
^ f^ ?ynT X-27

X-28
IT3%^SJ X-46

wi^ci HPiT VI-4 R
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T^TFMRt XIV-43

f5|#>i g#ejf III—
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IV-8
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VI-16
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V-3
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4
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XVI-187

^35T55PTjTRWfn^UPT XVII-55

XVI 161

11-7

sfife^S q^if XIV-67 R

^rim^TRr^ 1-3

siic^T II -3 R
m IV-33

^ST 3tH%^ IV-

6

f^ir-i% gitgsr XV-17
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XIV 57

f55U%5: XVI -24

II- 13

XVII-28

f^ssqrf gft q^err- IV- 39

WvJJlfc- IV- 34 R
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qgf^|% % IX-18

VI-8
XIV-36
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XV-53
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XVII-39

XIV-33R
XIV- 33 R
XIV—33 R
XV1I-35

III—8 R

X-16R
X- 16 R
X-19
X-23

XVI-193

X-6
III

XIII-22 R
III—
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XIV-20
III-9 R
XV-36
XV-30
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XIV-63
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XVII—76
XVII—46

XVII-56

XIV-27
XVII-19

VII-11

VII-22 R
VII-22 R
XVI-60

XVI-144
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VII-20
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XVII-32

XVI-10 R

IV-14
' XVI-22
XVI-101

XVI-154

XVI-55

XVI-166

XVI-83
XVI-160

XVI-87
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XVI-68
XVI-135
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XVI-28
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R
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made from different— IV-1-7.

Destruction of the effects of a —
XIV-37,38. Effects due to—1-7-

12. Effects oi—Bindus contained

in several— XIV-L;— When oc-

cupied by benefics and malefics

1-7-9, 15. Gauging the capacity

of a-p. 53n. Good—XIII-21, 22.

Good and bad position of planets

in different— M3. Good and bad

effects XIV-37-39. Kakshya divi-

sion of a— p. 63n. Minimum

number of bindus prescribed for

— XIV-12. Occupied by benefics

and malefics— effect of— IV-8-

10. Period for good or bad effect

of a bhava XIV-38. Strength of—

according to number of bindus in

individual Ashtakavarga IV-26,

V. Transited by many planets

— effect on XIV-8, 9. Time of frui-

tion of the effects of a — V-4

and notes.

bheri YOGA— effect of— p. 19&

bhinnashtakavarga— Of the Sun
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and other planets in the Standard

Horoscope pp. 52, 33.

bhinnayus dasa— when to apply

XV-33, 34.

bindu(s) — As a benefic point

denoted by ‘O'— p. 5n. Com-
putation of— in proper bhavas

II-3. Definition of— p. 5n. Dif-

ference in— and rekhas— effect

of IV-35. Effect of— in a bhava

position to be predicted in eight

ways II-S. Number of bindus in

Samudayashtakavarga— effect of

—in particular cases p. 26n.

Maximum and minimum number

of— in a bhava p. 31n. Order

of the donors of— p. 25. Samu-

dayashtakavarga— 11-17. To be

recorded from the houses ( bhavas

)

occupied by the planets and the

Lagna in preparing Ashtakavarga

of each planet 11-13. Total num-
ber of— received by several

planets 11-17. — received by
Lagna p. 34.

BRIDE (bridegroom) — (See under

Venus also). Direction of a place

from where to be selected— for

happy marriage XI-10. Janmarasi

of— auspicious in certain cir-

cumstances VII-17-20.

BROTHERS ( sisters )
— Benefit to

native through— VIII-16. Con-

sideration of— from the Ashtaka-

varga of Mars VIII-14,15. Effect

for— to be considered from the

Karaka (Mars) IV-20. Longe-

vity of— VIII-13
; pp 96, 97,

Misfortune (or death) to— of

Kinsmen IX-13, 14. Number of

- VIII-6, 7; p. 97.

bruises— Danger from XIII-5.

C

cardinal direction ( s) — Location

and use of— for different pur-

poses XIII-2, 3.— Location of

— from Chara and Sthira chakras

IV-40-42.

cattle— Location of place for -

X-7.

character— (See under person).

child (ren) — Adoption — condi-

tions under which there is a

possibility of— X-25.— When not

possible X-26, 28.— Affliction to

— p. 133n. For being blessed—
X-21, 22. - Birth of a— X-31-46.

— Condition for early or late

birth of a— X-31-32. Consi-

deration of— IX-4
;

XIV-32.

Matters relating to — to be

determined from the Ashtaka-

varga of Jupiter X-12-15. — Me-

thods of finding out number of

— X-14, 16-20, 24. — Natural —
rare possibility in certain cavSes

— X-29, 30.— Short life of—
XII-11.— Time when impregna-

tion may take place for the birth

of a— X-7.

'Xjnception — possible period of—
p. 113n.

COURT cases— Success in — IX-17.

cowhouse— Location of— XIV-20.

D
'

DAY-TO-DAY PREDICTIONS— method

for— XIV-54-67.

danger— apprehension of— XII-

6 ;
XIII-5.

damara yoga— effects of— p. 192.

DASA(s) — Bhinnayus (See under

Bhinnayus) — Auspicious — XV-
43.- -effect of—on a native XIV-

197. Judgement of a— after

consideration of A.V. of planets

IV-18. Order— Determination of

XV-37-42. Period of planetary —
XV-21-23. Samudaya— of a

native when to apply XV-35, 36.

daughter— birth of— XI-2. ( See

under child also).

death — Accidental — apprehension

of — XII-14
;
XIII-6. One's own
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— possible period of— VI-18 ;

VII-8 ; XII-6-10, 16, 17; XIII-

8-20
;
XIV-41-43, 53. One’s own

and of relative^ to be considered

from Karaka planets XI 1 1-7. Of

relatives— period to find—
XIII-7, 8.

delineations— General 1-12.—
Particular 1-12.

direction (s) — Auspicious or other-

wise— to be decided on parti-

cular number of bindus in the

combination of bhavas IV-40.

Cardinal —- containing highest and

least number of bindus— effect

of IV-40 41.

diseases— Period of— XIV-45-48,

50, 51.

donors - - Order of — of bindus

mentioned in Brihat-jataka p. 25.

In respect of seven planets and

the Lagna— 11-17. Table of—
p. 28.

dumbness— conditions for — IX-5.

dungcake— ,site for— XII -5.

E

education Success in— IX-15-17.

effects— variations in— in tran-

sit— 1-15.

ekadhipatyashodhana — IM5. —
Meaning of— p. 40n. Nirayana

positions of planets to be consi-

dered, for reductions in respect of

— p. 65. Rules regarding—
III-4-8

; p. 44n. When to be

carried out— III-4.

expenses— frequent— XI-5’.

expenditure— Less or more - -

conditions for XIV-16.

F

face— Afflictions to— XIII-4.

FAMILY WELFARE— to be considered

from the 4th house from Mercury

IX-4.

father— Administrative powers

and fame of— VI-9. Appear-

ance and stature of— IV-21

Brothers, sisters*, etc. of— IV-21 -

23. Demise of— VI-10-15 XIII-

78. Effects for— to be considered

from Karaka (Sun) IV-20. Fame
of— IV-21. One’s separation from

— VII-16. Positions of Saturn,

Jupiter and Sun to be considered

to determine the possible time of

death of— VI-16, 17. Things to

be considered about— IV-12.

firewood— Places for— XII-5 ;

XIII-3.

FOREIGN COUNTRY— Travel to—
XII-9.

G
ghataka— meaning and effect of

— XIV-18.

gochara— Effect of a planet placed

in favourable/unfavourable posi-

tion V-14. Effects to be consi-

dered of a— p. 232n. Effects

of transits of various planets

through different bhavas— Sun’s

A.V. XVI-1-28 ; Moon's A.V.

XVI -29-56
;
Mars' A.V. XVI-57-

84 ;
Mercury’s A.V. XVI-85-112

;

Jupiter’s A.V. XVM 13-140

;

Venus’ A.V. XVI-141-167

;

Saturn’s A.V. XVI-168-195.

grahaguna yoga— Definition of—
III-9.

grahapinda— Definition of— III-

9 ; pp. 44, 45n.

graha multipliers— Table of

—

p. 43n.

GULIKA — Pramana — Definition

and uses of— XIII-15, 16. Rising

time of— p. 123n. Transit of

Sun, Moon or Jupiter over the—
effect of X-34.

H
happiness — Conjugal — XI-5. —
Loss of— XII-18.

head— Afflictions to— XIII-4.

heart— Afflictions to— XIII-4.

house— of death— XII-4.
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husband— Death of — XI-23.

Effect for— to be considered

from Karaka planet IV-20. Pros-

perous life of - Dependant upon

Janmarasi of wife VI 1-20.

I

income - Less or more than ex-

penditure-conditions for XIV
16.

INTELLIGENCE lack of - IX-12.

ISSUES— (See under child).

J

JANMARASI of wife for prosperity

VII-17-20.

JOINTS— Afflictions to - XIII-4.

jupiter Auspicious positions of

— in his A.V. II-9. In conjunc-

tion with Moon— effects of X-ll.

In exaltation, Kendra, own or

9th house and associated with

different number of bindus —
effect of X-9. In unfavourable

position— effect of — XIII-4.

Passage through bhava contain-

ing highest number of bindus —
effect of— X-5. Position at birth

in different Kakshyas— General

effects of— XVI 1-65-80. Things to

be considered from— IV-14; X-4.

Transit of— through bhavas con-

taining 8-0 bindus in his A.V.

X-l. Transit of — through the

asterism obtained from multi-

plication of Shodhyapindas of

planets by the respective bindus

of— effect of— VI-17. Transit

of — over Rahu— effect of —

-

XIII-9. — over asterism occupied

by lord of the 6th house XIII-

9. Transit of- through a Kak-

shya— having a bindu in his

A.V. X-2. Transit— void of a

bindu in his A.V. X-3.

Jupiter’s A.V.— cardinal direction

to be selected for success from—
X-6. Effect of position of Sun in

a bhava with least number of

bindus in— X-8, Matters relat-

ing to children to be considered

from - X-12,. 13.

K
KAHALA YOGA effect of— p. 191.

kakshya — effect of planets—
when transitting a— V-2. Lords

of- - to be reckoned in a bhava

from south to north V-2.

Janmarasi of wife from— VII-

19, 20. Method of dividing a

bhava into — V-4n.

karana

—

p. 17n.

karaka (s) - - effects of IV-20. —
for different persons (father,

mother, etc.) p. 56n. - of a bhava

when— i,s posited in a bhava

p. 52n.

kartikeya — worship of - VIII-5.

katapayadi system p. 22n.

kemadruma yoga effect of

XIII-1.

khanda — with least and greatest

number of bindus— effects of —
p. 190-192. (See under life stages

also).

KHAJANA — location of XI 1 1-3.

king - - audience with - VIII-5. Ser-

vice of— in the 'direction having

maximum number of bindus in

Sun’s A.V. VI-5.

kingship - conditions for VIII-8,

9; XIV-26, 27.

KINSMEN loss of— IX-16.

KITCHEN— location of— XIII-2.

knowledge - gain of XI-2. Con-

sideration of ~~ X-4.

L
lagna Auspicious positions of —

from different planets. 11-18-21.

Consideration from - IV-1. Lord

of — in 4th bhava with specified

bindus— effect of— XIV-23.

lagna A.V.— Addition of bindu in

— to Sarvashatakavarga— use of

— p. 34-35n. Consideration of

wife from— p. 145. Ayus contri-

buted by— XV-23.
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LAND— Favourable conditions for

— to be determined from cardinal

directions- VIII-12, 13. Loss of

XII-3. Purchase of VIII-4.

life - Happy - - conditions for -

XIV-13 Length of one's -

XIV-52. State of XIV-28.

Stages of XIV-53-36. Period of

of a native Maximum period

of XV-10, 13.

LOINS* Afflictions to XI 1 1-4.

longevity To be found from A.V.

of Saturn XIV-52, XU-4.

Effect of addition of bindus fiom

other planet,s to Saturn, etc., and

vice versa for determining

XIII-5, 6.

M
MADDHALA YOGA effect of p.

191.

mahashtakavakga p. I73n. XIV-

65.

MANDAla Definition of XV- 17.

mantras - Consideration of TX-

4, Initiation, etc. into sacred

X-5.

mantreswara ~p. 21n. p. 38n.

p. 45n.

marriage - Conditions for— from

the Moon's A.V. VIM7, 18.

From Venus's A.V.— XI-20, 21.

Date of— XI-22, p. 145. Deter-

mination of direction for prospe-

rous— XI-5. Performance of -

XI-4.

married life— Happy or unhappy
XI-20, 21.

mars— Auspicious positions of —
in his A.V. 1 1-6, 6i Additions of

bindus from Saturn to — and
vice versa effect of— XIII-5. In

unfavourable positions — effect

of— XIII-4. Position at birth

in different Kakshyas— General

effects on account of— XVII-33-
48. Things to be considered from
— IV-13, VIII44. Transit of—

in his A.V. with different num-

ber of bindus Kakshyas - VIII-

I-3. Transit of— through a

bhava containing highest number

of bindus in his A.V. VIII-4.

maternal relations - Considera-

tion of IX-4.

mental agitation causes of -

XII-3.

mercury Auspicious positions of

in hi,s A.V. II-7, 8. Brings

about dumbness IX-5. Effect of

speech due to bindus in 2nd

bhava from IX-5-11. In un-

favourable positions effect of

XIII-4. In Kendra or Trikona

with different number of bindus

- effect of IX-18. Position at

birth in different Kakshyas *

General effects on account of-

XVII-lfc.{54. Things to be consi-

dered frpm IV-13, IX-4. Tran-

sit of Jn his A.V. with diffe-

rent number of bindus Kak-

shyas IX-1-3.

mind Deflation of IX-12,

XII-3.

miseries Period of XII-3, XIII-

5. XIV-45 48.

misfortune r— Period of — XIII-6.

MjNEMONic(o) — In Ashtakavarga

computation 11-14. - Verses -

II-4-13.

moon— Auspicious positions of

— in her A.V. II-5. In unfavour-

able positions— effect of— XIII-

4. In depression and inimical

house and certain other bhavas

with 2-3 bindus VI 1-9. In exalta-

tion and in certain bhavas with

4 or more bindus— VI I-10. Posi-

tion at birth in different Kak-

shyas— General effect of—XVII-
17-32. Things to be considered

from— IV-12. Tranpit in her A.V.

with different number of bmdus

effect of — Kakshyas —
- VII-
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1-3. Transit through a bhava

with different number of bindus

— effect of VII-4-6.

moon's A.V.— Auspicious— Cardi-

nal directions — VII-7.

mother— Possible period of de-

mise to be found out

from Moon's A.V.— VI-18. Pos-

sible period of death— VII-16,

21. Separation from— VI-16.

Effect for— to be considered from

Karaka (Moon) — IV-20.

multimillionaire — Conditions for

VI 1 1-8.

MULTIPLIERS — Graha — Rasi —
III 9 and notes.

music— Learning of — XI-4.

N
NETT excess — of rekhas over

bindus— effect of - 11-16 and

notes.

nett excess— of bindus over

rekhas— effect of- 11-16 and

notes.

P

parasara Method followed in the

book in preparation of A.V. Chart

— p-21n.

parents— Demise of— VI-11.

pindashtakavarga— p. 173n.

places— Benefic and malefic in the

preparation of A.V.— definition

of— p. 17n. Capable of produc-

ing auspicious results— 11-16.

planets— Benefic— Advance^ the

effect of a bhava _IV-9. Capacity

to produce good or bad effects

IV-36, 37 and n.— Combined

effect of— passing through Kak-

shyas having bindus or rekhas—
V-6-10. Effect of— when asso-

ciated with 8-1 bindus— IV-28-

31. When passing through Kak-

shyas with or without a bindu—
V-5, 11. In exaltation, etc., with

different number of bindus—
effect of-- IV-36, 37. Malefic—

destroys the effect denoted by
a bhava— IV-8. Movement of

— through different bhavas 1-15.

Effects to be judged after exami-

nation A.V. of— IV-18.— pass-

ing through a bhava— with cer-

tain number of bindus in his A.V.

IV-32-34. Strength of— IV-17,

18. Transit of— through bhavas

having greater number of bindus

IV-39, V-3. Weak in strength

— effects of IV-17.

planetary position — Interpreta-

tion of results from Kakshyas

267n.

points— Benefic or malefic— p.

5n.

poshaka— XIV-18.

prasnamarga— p. 17n, p. 39n.

prastarashtakavarga — Prepa.*a-

of— V-l, 2 and notes.

prediction— day to day— method

to find— XIV-54-67. Kinds of

— 1-7-12.

private parts— Afflictions to—
XIII-4.

progeny— ( Ref. Children )

.

prosperity— After 40th year—

-

Conditions for— XIV-24. Judg-

ment on— of a person— XIV-

29, 30.

privy— Location of— XII-5, XIII-

3.

R
rahu—Auspicious positions of—from

different Planets— 11-22. Bhinna

A.V. of— u^e of— p. 36n. Con-

junction with Jupiter— in Dhanus
and Meena— effect of transit of

Jupiter over— XIII-9. In 6th

8th, and 12 bhavas— effect of—
XI

V-

31. Transit of— over trine

rasis with ref. to Dwadasamsa
rasi of the Lord of 8th— XIII-

10, 11.

rajayoga— Nullification of—XI-12.

rasichakra— II-2.
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RASIGUNA YOGA— Definition of—
III-9.

RASI multipliers—Table—p. 43n.

rasipinda— Definition of— III-9

p. 44n.

recipients— of bindus— table—
p. 28.

reduction— Elimination of bindus

in - IMS.
kekha — As a malefic point— p. 5n,

p. 17n, p. 27. Denoted by—
"

1 ” p. 5n. Difference in — and

bindus — effect of — when in

excess of bindus — IV-35. Total

number of — for different planets.

-
- p. 27.

relations— Loss of — IX-16, 21.

religion — Consideration of— X-4.

residence— Favourable condition

for— to be decided from cardinal

directions— VII-10-13,

S
sakala A.V. p. 173n.

saptavakga— Table p. 16.

samudaya A.V .—Definition of—
p. 173n.— Planets associated

with more or less number of

bindus — effect of— XIV-5-6.—
Total bindus— 11-17, XIV-4.

sarvachanchachakra — Applica-

tion of — chaps. XVI-XVII —
Explanation and chart — use of

— for predicting result — p. 64.

sarvajnga yoga— Effect of p. 192.

saturn— Auspicious positions in his

A.V.— 11-12, 13'. Additions of

bindus from Lagna/Saturn to and
vice versa— effect of— XII-9,

10, XIII-5, XIV-45-48. In com-

bust or in inmical house-effect of

— XII-13. In first bhava—
effect of— XII-12. In unfavour-

able position— effect of— XIII-4.

Position at birth in different

Kakshyas— general effect on ac-

count of— XVII-97-1 12. Sign

containing the least number of

bindus— ascendent— and as ^olar

month— XII-12. Things to be

considered from— IV-16. Things

to be considered from A.V. of—
XII-15. Transit of— in his A.V.

having different number of bindus

— Kakshyas— XII-13. Transit of

— through the asterism obtained

from the Shodhyapinda of panets

— effect of— VI-14, 15. VII-21,

VIII-15, IX-21, p. Sin. XI-23

XIM6-18, XIII-7, 8. Transit of

— through a bhava containing no

bindus in his A.V.—XII-7, 8, 11.

Transit of — in bhavas without a

bindu in the A.V. of Sun and other

planets IV-38. Transit of —
through 9th house from Lagna oi

Moon VI-11. Transit of — through

a bhava having no bindu in

Mercury’s A.V. — IX-13, 14. —
Weak in strength — effect of - •

IV-17.

scrotum— Afflictions to XIII-4.

SERVANTS— Acquisition of— XII-5.

sevaka— XIV-18.

sexual enjoyments— XI-4.

shadvargabala — Tables — pp. 13.

14.

Shiva— Workship of— VI-5.

shodhyapinda— Definition of— II-

9, p. 44n.

shodhyavashishta— Definition of

— p. 44n. In A.V. of any planet

— effects after multiplications—
by bindus of other planets—
XIII-7.

short life— XIV-52.

sisters— (See under Children/

Brother)

.

snake-bite— XIV-31.

speech— Defect in— good— slug-

gish, etc. — IX-5-11.

son— Birth of (see under child).

STHANA — A benefic place p.

17n.

sthirachakra— IV-41, and notes.

study— Commencement of— IX-

15-17, 19, 20.
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sun— Auspicious positions in his

A.V.—1L4. Demise of father—
possible time to find out from

Sun's A.V. VL10-17.~In Lagna or

in inimical or in debilitation with

2-3 bindus in his A.V.— VI -7.

—In Lagna in exaltation with 5 or

more bindus in—A.V. VI-7. In

unfavourable position— effect of

— In conjunction with Mars.

Saturn or Mercury in Kendra—
VI-9. In Jupiter s A.V. with least

number of bindus— effect of —
X-8. Position at birth in diffe-

rent Kakshyas— General effect

on account of— XVII-1-16 —
Things to be considered from —
IV-12. Time of death of native or

father with—in Kendra or Tri-

kona with specific bindus — VI-8.

Transit of—in his A.V. having

different number of bindus—Kak-

shyas— VI-1-3. Transit of—
through bhavas having different

bindus VI -4. Transit of—through

a Kakshya having or not having

a bindu in his A.V.— VI-12-15.

T

tables— Ashtakavarga tables pp.

23-24, bhava strength p. 15,

Bhavas with Sandhis, p. 12, Do-

nors and recipients p. 25, Lagna

A.V. p. 34, — order of donors p.

25, planetary positions p. 11, Pras-

tara A.V. (Sun) p. 61, Rahu s

A.V. p. 35. Rasi and Graha-multi-

pliers p. 43, Samudaya A. V. 172,

174, 175, Saptavargas p. 16,

Shadvargabala pp. 13, 14, Trikona

and Ekadhipatya^hodanas pp.

45-47, p. 193, Ayus, Da&as, Ants*

ras, etc., chap. XV.
travel— Foreign country XII-9
— Loss in— XII-3.

TRIKONA SHODHANA—filterem
schools of thought in preparing
— Method adopted in the book

p. Nirayam positions &
planets to be considered for

P* 65— Rules re;— IILl-3 p
44n.

troubles— Increase in — XII-3. - -

Time of— XII-6.

U
UI*AGHAYA— 11-16.

V
VASI YOGA p. 192.

vedas— Study of— X-5.

veena yoga— Effect of— p. 192.

vehicles— Location of X-7.

VENUS— Auspicious positions of-

in her A.V. IMO, 11. In Kendra

or Trikona with different number

of bindus— effect of— XI- 11.

In unfavourable positions the

effect of— XIII-4. Occupation of

houses or Navamsas of Mars and

Saturn by —effect of— XI-14-15.

Passage of— through a bhava

containing highest number of

bindus— effect of— XI-4. Posi-

tion at birth in different Kak-

shyas— general effects on account

of— XVII-81-96. Things to be

considered from—TV-15. Transit of

— in her A.V. with different num-
ber of bindus— effect of— Kak-

shyas XI-1-3.. Consideration of

wife (see wife and bride).

vidya— Commencement of— (see

study).

vyuhashtakavarga— p. 173n.

W
water— Location of— VII-7.

XIII-2.

WEALTH'- Ancestral - - XIV-13.—
Amassing of— X-5. Condition

for getting— XIV-14. Considera-

tion of— IX-4, X-4. Direction of

deposit of— XIV-20. Immense
according to the number of

bindus frdm 4th to 9th bhavas—
XIV-25. Hidden — Conditions

favetarabie for obtaining— XIV-
14. Lb* of— QC4& XI-3, XII-
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12, 18. Period of acquiring—
XIII-6, XIV-32.

wealthy— XIV-25-28. When Jupi-

ter occupies certain bhavas -

X-8.

wife (wives) — Auspicious for the

welfare of husband X-9. Charac-

ter—‘Complexion of— XI-lb-19.

Death of— XI-7. Death of —
Simultaneous with husband—
XI-23. Destroyer of husband’s

happiness— XI-16. Effect for--

to be considered from Karaka

Planet— IV-20. Favourable con-
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GLOSSARY

Atnsa (Varga)— Any division of a vast.

Antara (Bbukti)— The sub-periods in the main period (Dasa)

of a planet.

Apacbaya Houses— The 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th and

12th houses from the rising sign.

Apoklima— The 3rd, 6th, 9th and 12th houses from the

rising sign. Cadent houses.

Ascendant— The zodiacal sign rising at the time of birth.

Astamgata (Moudbya)— Planets obscured by the Sun within

certain areas on either side, as the result of which the planets lose

their power. These critical degree-areas are : the Moon 12°
;

Mars 17°
;
Mercury (direct) 14°, (retrograde) 12°

;
Jupiter 1J° ;

Venus (direct) 10°, (retrograde) 8° and Saturn 15°. cf. "Combust*

*

in western astrology.

* Ayanamsa— The arc of precession between the point of

Vernal Equinox and the 1st point of Aries (Mesha) in the fixed

zodiac.

Ayana (Uttara)— The northerly course of the Sun from Capri-

corn to Cancer in the tropical zodiac.

Ayana (Daksbma)— The southerly course of the Sun from

Cancer to Capricorn in the tropical zodiac.

Ayus, Ayuspinda— The duration of life.

Bbava— One of the twelve mundane houses.

Bbavamadbya— Cusp or centre of the house.

Bindu— The small circular mark used to indicate a benefic

position in the Ashtakavarga.

Chakra— The zodiac of 360°.

Chakrardhahani— Reduction undergone by planets posited in

the visible half of the horoscope, i.e., on the clockwise arc from

the Ascendant to the Descendant.

Chandralagna— The zodiacal sign occupied by the Moon at

birth, i.e., the Moon-sign.

Chora tost— A movable sign.

Dasa— The division of a man’s life which is under the influ-

ence of a planet.

Dasamabhava— The 10th house.
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Ekadhipatya Shodkana— Reduction of points in the two

houses ruled by the same planet.

Gochara— The transit of planets through the zodiacal signs

or houses of the horoscope.

Grabagttna Yoga — The aggregate of the products of the

planet-multipliers and the bindus that remain in the bhatas occu-

pied by the planets.

janma Nakshatra— The asterism occupied by the Moon at

the birth of a person.

Janma rasi— See Cbandralag.ua.

Kaksb(y)a— One of the eight divisions of a bbava or rast

in the Ashtakavarga system.

Karaka— Significator.

Kendra— The 1st, 4th 7th and 10th houses ;
angular houses.

Kundali— The horoscope.

Lagna— The Ascendant or rising sign.

Moolatrikona— Specific zodiacal areas assigned to planets as

particularly congenial. Thus the Moolatrikona of the Sun is I,eo

0
w-20°

; that of the Moon is Taurus 4° -30°, that of Mars Aricrs

0°—12° and so on.

Nakshatra— One of the 27 asterisms.

Neecha— The degree of the " fall ” of a planet.

Nisbeka— Impregnation.

Panaphara—'Succedent houses : the 2nd, 5th, 8th and 11th

houses from the rising sign.

Pitrusthana— The house representing the father, i.e., the

9th bbava.

Rasi (S/gw)— One of the twelve divisions of the Nirayana

(fixed) zodiac.

Rasiguna Yoga— The aggregate of the products of the Rasi-

multipliers and the bindus that remain in the bhavas.

Santana— Offspring.

Saptavargas— The seven modes of dividing the signs, viz.,

Rasi, Hora, Drekana, Saptamsa, Navamsa, Dwadasamsa and Trim-

samsa. ("Rasi” is, strictly speaking, not a division but the complete

unit to be divided).

Sbodhyapinda (Shuddhapinda)— The sum of the Rasipinda

and Grahapinda.

Sthira rasi— A fixed sign.

Swaksbetra— Sign ruled by a planet.
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Tithi— The lunar day as determined by the Moon’s distance

from the Sun. Age of the Moon.

Trikona— Trinal houses (or signs). Triplicity.

Trikona Shodhana— Reduction of the bindus in a set of

trinal houses or signs.

Ubhaya (Dmsmbhara) mi — A common or mutable sign.

Uccba— The degree of exaltation.

Upacbaya— The 3rd, 6th, 10th and 11th houses from the

rising sign.

Vargottama (Navamsa)— Dignity imparted to a planet when

placed in the rasi and Navamsa of the same name.

Vidyu— Learning or knowledge.
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Page Line Incorrect Correct

3 9

3 (passim ) 19 longevity duration of life

4, 6, 8, 10, 12

14, 16

Heading -qjf -erf:

7 last line
( ) ( )•

7 last line it is

14 15 Aspectal Aspectual

17 26 Vaidyanath Vaidyanatha

22 15

27 28 receipients recipients

28 Left side margin Receipients Recipients

42 17 ect. etc.

49 (passim ) 26 combust combustion

50 (passim ) 21 apparels apparel

50 23 semen virile, semen,

52 Heading VI IV
52 8 avocation vocation

54 {passim) 26,27 transitting transiting

57 13 Karaka relative

62 15 -cRTTS
'Cr

II

64 1 collated projected

73 27 or or for

75 11 immediate sudden
75 17 nett bindus bindus nett

80 {passim) 2 transitted transited

84 25 even or even the

85 9 cardial cardinal

92 Heading VI VIII
94 Heading VII VIII
95 17 to on
96 5 person, person
99 15 benefits benefit

103 16 Regardng Regarding
105 7 -erf-
107 18 a beneficiary benefit
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Page Line Incorrect Correct

112 (passhn) 16 transit over transit through

115 (passim) 28, 35 issues children

119 27
) ( )

120 (passim) 10 a natural one’s own

123 2 there itself in the same

house

124 12 their respective

Ashtakavargas

his Ashtakavarga

127 28 child giving child-giving

132 13
(

)

(

)

133 21 Uttarashadha when Uttarashadha. When

134 6 -W:
134 17 tastelessness aversion to

food

133 7 is are

143 32 co-habitting co-habiting

144 14 associated or associated with or

145 7

145 28

148 18-19 happiness children

149 10

151 6 jjtct

156 11

159 5 sftsi aRqsqfspjj gfecJI

159 23

159 24 Self-deposit safe

159 26 Zanana zenana

162 28 -35 3T5
162 32 referred mentioned

163 25

163 26 -f&HTiar- -ffcHipr-

164 1 and 9 dividend quotient

165 15

168 4

168 4

171 5 now explained now to be

explained

172 7 rast rasis

176 12 their own, a in their own or
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Page Line Incorrect Correct

111 24 the same they

179 21

182 33 independant independent

184 5 cow-house cow-pen

187 31 at in

188 1 referred mentioned

192 2 iftr—

193 4 arrived at resulting

197 9 arrived resulting

201 3

202 2 (rolling stock) Delete

203 14

204 28

203 9 mfh -srgft
205 11 if- qf-
207 39

210 9 of longevity or duration of

life

221 5 Mth. Mths.

232 Heading (Gochara) (Gochara) 1

233 29 interpretted interpreted

236 3 virtuous (elite)

persons

the elite

236 16 disillusionment temptation

237 20

238 13 live-stock maternal rela-

tives

240 6

243 7

243 (passim) 27 dissention dissensions

244 20 loss, loss

249 29 m
251 14 ill-reputation disrepute

254 6

258 14 work advantages

259 4

262 24

264 14 loss decrease
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Page Line Incorrect Correct

264 last line after birth painful partu-

sickness rition

270 16 coveteous covetous

271 14 *nm mw
272 (bass’tm) 2 favourite fond

274 22 of through

277 12
r'T

277 25 enemies people

111 26 over of

280 31 endowment of blessed with

children children

281 9 competancy competency

282 3 (beingness) (stamina)

70 5 to 7

For ''The Sun’s (soft c

rough)

”

read :

—

The Sun-ruled things are appeal-

ing to the eye on account of

their shape, and those ruled by

Saturn appeal to the touch,

being soft or rough.

Appendices

(5) 2 & a

(5) 2 Spica 16 Spica

(7) 1 About the Rasis About the Rasis

and Planets and Planets

(Dignities,

Debilities, etc.)
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